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Preface to ”Wireless Power/Data Transfer, Energy

Harvesting System Design”

In recent decades, wireless power/data and energy harvesting technologies have been

developed to provide us with more convenient, comfortable and productive lives than any previous

generation, without the burden of physical cables. In the future, wireless power/data and energy

harvesting technologies will be completely integrated into our daily lives, supplying power to our

personal electronic devices, wearable/implantable electronics, home appliances and electric vehicles.

In this Special Issue, we are focusing on emerging technologies in wireless power/data, and energy

harvesting applications from a few microwatts to kilowatts with transfer distances from a few

millimeters to a few tens of meters. The topics covered in this Special Issue include, but are not limited

to, theories and techniques for short- or long-distance wireless/data transfer, RF energy harvesting,

various applications of wireless power/data transfer for biomedical/wearable/mobile/IoT/electric

vehicle, and system-level implementations. We would appreciate it if researchers would submit

related manuscripts of high quality for publication in this Special Issue.

Byunghun Lee

Editor
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Abstract: In this paper, an inductive-power-transmission (IPT) system for a wearable textile heater is
proposed to comfortably provide heating to a user’s body. The conductive thread, which has high
electrical resistance, was sewn into a receiver (Rx) coil on clothing to generate high temperature with
a low current. The proposed wearable heaters are completely washable thanks to their nonmetallic
materials, other than conductive threads in the clothing. We introduced series-none (SN) topology
to eliminate a resonant capacitor in the wearable textile heater. A single resonant capacitor in a
transmitter (Tx) in SN mode was implemented to resonate both Tx and Rx, resulting in increased
power delivered to the load (PDL) while maintaining high-power transfer efficiency (PTE), comparable
with conventional series-series (SS) topology. When the supply voltage of the power amplifier was
7 V, while the PTE of the SS and SN modes was 85.2% and 75.8%, respectively, the PDL of the SS and
SN modes was 2.74 and 4.6 W, respectively.

Keywords: wearable heater; inductive-power transmission; textile coil

1. Introduction

Recently, wearable heaters have attracted a lot of broad attention due to their potential applications
in personal heating systems and healthcare management, such as thermotherapy [1–3]. In particular,
thermotherapy has been effective in relieving pain and activating muscles or damaged skin, joints, and
tissue, resulting in effective physiotherapy [3]. Most research on wearable heaters has typically focused
on the development of heating materials for transparent [1], stretchable [1,2], or high-temperature
(>100 ◦C) operations [3]. However, wearable heaters that were studied or commercialized still require
electric wires to supply power to the thermal materials, which causes inconvenience and limited action
for users. Inductive-power-transmission (IPT) technology could be a potential application in wearable
heaters because IPT can eliminate electric wires from thermal materials in clothes.

IPT has been researched in the last few decades because of the convenience of wireless technology
and its high applicability with other fields, such as the wireless charging of electric vehicles [4] and
implantable biomedical devices [5,6]. In conventional IPT systems, many applications use a capacitive
compensation network, such as series-series (SS) [7–9], series-parallel (SP) [8], parallel-series (PS) [10],
and parallel-parallel (PP) [11,12], to improve power transfer efficiency (PTE) or power delivered to
load (PDL) in given conditions. However, these compensated capacitors in a receiver (Rx) coil can be
potentially damaged by repeated washing when it is implemented in a wearable textile heater with
IPT technology.

While several IPT topologies were proposed to eliminate the resonant capacitor at the Rx [13]
or the Tx [14], they inherently showed less PTE than the maximal achievable PTE of conventional
compensation topologies. Series-none (SN) compensation, which removes the resonant capacitor at the

Electronics 2020, 9, 431; doi:10.3390/electronics9030431 www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics1
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Rx [13], ideally shows approximately the same PTE as that of SS topology, but only when the coupling
is strong and quality (Q) factors are large, which is difficult to achieve in a textile coil. Therefore, the
proposed IPT with a textile coil focused on the analysis of PTE and PDL losses from the SS topology to
find an optimal design point, where PTE loss is not large, but the PDL is increased at the same level as
power-amplifier (PA) supply voltage VDD, which implies the alleviation of voltage stress on the PA.
Moreover, the SN structure has inherent advantages in terms of wireless efficiency and safety, because
the overall system, including the Tx coil, only resonates when the textile Rx coil is properly coupled to
the Tx, unlike in a conventional structure.

In the proposed wearable textile heater with an IPT system, a conductive thread (Imbut GmbH
110/f34_PA) with silver-coated polyamide multifilament yarns was utilized, which showed good
electrical and thermal conductivity with good washability. We designed a textile coil by sewing the
conductive thread onto the clothing. This textile coil simultaneously performs the roles of the Rx coil
and thermal material [15]. The proposed wearable heater with an IPT system using a textile coil is
shown in Figure 1. The PTE and PDL of the wearable textile heater in the IPT system were analyzed
on the basis of circuit theory for conventional SS and proposed SN modes. The system modeling is
described in Section 2, and experiment results are shown in Section 3. The conclusion is given in
Section 4.

 
Figure 1. Simplified conceptual representation of proposed wearable heater using inductive power
transmission with textile coil.

2. System Modeling

2.1. Circuit Analysis of SS and SN modes

In Figure 2a, the circuit model of SS is presented, which consisted of RT, CT, and LT, where LT is
the inductance of the transmitter (Tx) coil, CT is a resonant capacitor of Tx, and RT is the combination of
the parasitic resistance of the Tx coil, equivalent series resistance (ESR) of CT, and the output resistance
of PA, represented in VS. The Rx was composed of RL, RR, CR, and LR, where LR is the inductance of
the Rx coil, CR is a resonant capacitor of Rx, RR is a sum of the parasitic resistance and ESR of CR, and
RL is load resistance [16].

Since resonant capacitors can compensate for the reactance of inductors from Tx and Rx coils, we
could transform the SS circuit to a simple equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 2b. In SS topology, the
reflected resistance at Tx is given by

Rre f lect,SS = k2QTQ′RRT, (1)

where k is coupling coefficient, and QT = wLT/RT, Q′R = wLR/(RR + RL), which are the Q factor of Tx
and loaded Rx coils, respectively.

2
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. (a) Circuit model of series-series (SS) topology, (b) simplified equivalent SS circuit model,
(c) circuit model of proposed series-none (SN) topology, and (d) equivalent SN circuit model using
textile coil.

The transmission efficiency of SS topology can be calculated by the ratio of delivered power to the
RT and Rreflext,SS, resulting in ηT,SS, given by

ηT,SS =
k2QTQ′R

1 + k2QTQ′R
. (2)

Similarly, Rx efficiency can also be calculated by the ratio of delivered power to the RR and RL,
resulting in Rx efficiency ηR, given by

ηR = 1− Q′R
QR

, (3)

where QR = ωLR/RR, which is the Q factor of the Rx coil. Consequently, the total efficiency of the SS
mode can be calculated by the multiplication of ηT,SS and ηR:

ηSS =
k2QTQ′R

1 + k2QTQ′R

(
1− Q′R

QR

)
. (4)

In Figure 2a, the source current can be derived as

I2,pk =
Vs,pk

RT + Rre f lect,SS
=

Vs,pk

RT
(
1 + k2QTQ′R

) (5)

where I2,pk and Vs,pk are the peak current of the SS mode and peak source voltage, respectively. The
input power of SS mode is obtained by

Pin,SS = 0.5Vs,pkI2,pk =
0.5V2

s,pk

RT
(
1 + k2QTQ′R

) , (6)

and the output power of SS mode is defined as the multiplication of Pin,SS and ηSS:

Pout,SS =
k2QTQ′R(

1 + k2QTQ′R
)2
(
1− Q′R

QR

)⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝V2
s,pk

2RT

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (7)

3
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In SN mode, there is no resonant capacitor in Rx, and the reactance part still remains in the
equivalent circuit compared to SS mode, as shown in Figure 2c. In this condition, the reflected
impedance can be written as

Zre f lect =
k2QTQ′RRT

1 + Q′R2 − j
k2QTQ′R

2RT

1 + Q′R2 . (8)

The reactance part of Zreflect can be compensated by a single capacitor at Tx, Csingle, and it is
defined as

Csingle =
1

w2LT
(
1− k2Q′R2/

(
1 + Q′R2

)) . (9)

The Equation (9) implies that the overall inductive link only resonates with Csingle when the Rx
coil is properly coupled with the Tx coil. This is advantageous in terms of wireless power efficiency
and safety compared to the conventional structure. Since LT does not directly resonate with Csingle, Tx
power consumption without the Rx coil is automatically reduced.

Assuming that the reactance part is completely compensated by Csingle in SN mode, there was
only reflected resistance Rreflect,SN remaining, as shown in Figure 2d, which can be defined as

Rre f lect,SN =
k2QTQ′RRT

1 + Q′R2 . (10)

The Rx efficiency of SN mode was the same as that of SS mode since there was no additional
energy consumption in the inductance. Therefore, the remaining procedures to obtain the equations of
PTE and PDL are similar to the SS mode:

ηT,SN =
k2QTQ′R

1 + Q′R2 + k2QTQ′R
(11)

ηSN =
k2QTQ′R

1 + Q′R2 + k2QTQ′R

(
1− Q′R

QR

)
, (12)

I1,pk =
Vs,pk

RT
(
1 + k2QTQ′R/

(
1 + Q′R2

)) , (13)

Pin,SN = 0.5Vs,pkI1,pk =
0.5V2

s,pk

RT
(
1 + k2QTQ′R/

(
1 + Q′R2

)) , (14)

Pout,SN =
k2QTQ′R

(
1 + Q′R

2
)

(
1 + Q′R2 + k2QTQ′R

)2
(
1− Q′R

QR

)⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝V2
s,pk

2RT

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (15)

On the basis of the PTE and PDL from SS and SN modes in Equations (4) and (12), we introduced
the ratios of PTE and PDL, nPTE and nPDL, to show the effectiveness of SN mode in a textile coil
compared to the conventional SS mode:

nPTE =
ηSN

ηSS
=

1 + k2QTQ′R
1 + Q′R2 + k2QTQ′R

, (16)

nPDL =
Pout,SN

Pout,SS
=

(
1 + Q′R

2
)(

1 + k2QTQ′R
)2(

1 + Q′R2 + k2QTQ′R
)2 . (17)

4
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When nPTE or nPDL is close to 1, SN mode showed high PTE or PDL, the same as that in conventional
SS mode, which means that SN mode could replace SS mode without an additional resonant capacitor in
Rx. On the other hand, a small nPTE or nPDL implied that SN mode showed relatively lower achievable
PTE or PDL compared to SS mode in the given wireless power conditions.

2.2. PTE and PDL Properties in SS and SN Modes

Figure 3 shows the calculated PTE in SS and SN modes, respectively, as a function of QT and
Q′R. QT is the effective Q factor of the Tx, including PA output resistance, 0.45 Ω. When the RL was
much larger than RR, Rx efficiency ηR was close to 1. In the proposed wearable heater using the textile
coil, RR could be considered as zero because the parasitic resistance of the Rx coil is regarded as the
load resistance, resulting in the ηR ≈ 1. As shown in Figure 3a, ηSS increased when both QT and Q′R
increased. However, ηSN was maximized at the optimal Q′R, which could be found from differentiating
Equation (12), while higher QT was still desirable for the SN mode in Figure 3b. The achievable PTE
ratio between SS and SN modes, nPTE, is shown in Figure 3c, and it was used to find the design
consideration of Tx and Rx coils in SN mode. When nPTE was close to 1, it was beneficial to use SN
mode instead of SS mode in the given inductive link considering the burden of the additional resonant
capacitor in the Rx in SS mode.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. Calculated PTEs of (a) SS mode, ηSS, (b) SN mode, ηSN, and (c) PTE ratio of SS and SN modes,
nPTE, as function of QT and Q′R for k = 0.24 and RR = 0 Ω.

By contrast with the PTE properties, the PDL in SS mode was maximized when Q′R decreased, as
shown in Figure 4a. This is because a larger Zreflect is not desirable for a large PDL, while it is beneficial
for PTE, based on circuit theory. However, SN mode showed a higher PDL in a wide range of Q′R
compared to SS mode, as shown in Figure 4b, due to (1 + Q′R

2) terms in Equation (15) compared to
Equation (7). Therefore, the PDL ratio between SN and SS modes nPDL could be increased by up to
~60 as Q′R increased, as shown in Figure 4c. Considering Figures 3c and 4c, we could optimize the
textile coil for a wearable heater in SN mode with improved PDL and less PTE loss compared to the
conventional SS mode.

5
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. Calculated PDLs of (a) SS mode, Pout,SS, (b) SN mode, Pout,SN and (c) PDL ratio of SS and SN
modes, nPDL, as a function of function of QT and Q′R for k = 0.24, RR = 0 Ω, and Vs,pk = 5 V.

2.3. Coil Design for Wearable Textile Heater

Considering that the thermal material Rx, attached to the back of a t-shirt, received inductive
power from the Tx in a backpack, the maximal outer diameter of the Tx and Rx coils was 16 cm with a
gap of 4 cm between coils. In this condition, the coupling coefficient was 0.24, based on the calculation
in [16], which was well-matched with the measurement result using the vector network analyzer.
On the basis of the derived nPDL and nPTE in Figures 3c and 4c, a higher QT is always desirable to
achieve better PDL and PTE for fixed PA output resistance. Therefore, the Tx coil was designed to
have maximal quality (Q) factor in the experiment conditions considering practical limitations. The
Tx coil was designed using 22 American Wire Gauge (AWG) with a 0.3 mm pitch, with a sweep of
frequencies and number of turns performed with an electromagnetic (EM) simulator (FEKO, Altair)
and measurement, while the lumped-model circuit simulation was performed with LTSpice (Analog
Devices). A Tx coil quality factor of 238 without PA output resistance (QT = 153.4 including PA) was
achieved at NT = 8 at 2 MHz carrier frequency, as shown in Figure 5a. From the calculated result
from Figures 3c and 4c, Q′R = 1 was selected considering optimal PTE loss (large nPTE) and improved
PDL (large nPDL) in the textile coil. When Q′R = 1, the PTE loss from the conventional SS structure
was only 10%, while PDL was improved by 176%, as shown in Figure 5b. Although the figure of
merit (FoM) between PDL and PTE could be one of clear standards as described in [17], the design
balance between PDL and PTE is still flexible for the design purpose and applications. The Rx coil was
designed using conductive thread with a 0.25 mm pitch at 2 MHz carrier frequency. The washable
conductive thread (ELITEX®, Art. 110/f34_PA/Ag) had basic 110 dtex/34 filaments yarn counts with a
silver coating of 1 μm thickness that showed 70 ± 20 Ω/m at DC and had a 259 ◦C melting point based
on the datasheet. The number of turns of Rx coil NR was swept to find the optimal condition of Q′R
= 1. As shown in Figure 5c, NR = 7 showed the nearest value to 1. The coil parameters for Tx and
Rx are summarized on Table 1. The coil parameters in Table 1 show one of the exemplar designs for
the wireless wearable heater for t-shirts. While the outer diameters or thickness of coils could differ
by geometrical limitations in practical applications such as gloves, socks, or t-shirts, the optimization
procedure is the same as that of the SN topology.

6
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. (a) Measured Q factor of wire-wound Tx coil for 200 kHz, 2 MHz, and 6.78 MHz carrier
frequencies without power-amplifier (PA) output resistance; (b) Q′R optimization for designated QT

considering nPDL and nPTE; and (c) resulting Q factor of conductive-thread textile Rx coil vs. number of
turns at 2 MHz carrier frequency.

Table 1. Parameters of transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) coil.

Tx/Rx
Coil

Parameters

Material
Outer

Diameter
Thickness

Pitch
(mm)

Turn
Parasitic

Res.
Ind.
(μH)

Q

Tx coil Copper 16 cm 22 AWG 0.3 8 0.82 Ω 15.5 238
Rx coil Coated Textile 16 cm 1 μm 1 0.25 7 214.3 Ω 18.3 1.1

1 Thickness of silver layer, 70 ± 20 Ω/m at DC.

3. Experiment Results

Figure 6 shows the experiment setup for the optimized wire-wound Tx coil and conductive-thread
Rx coil on the textile with a Class-D power amplifier (PA). The Tx coil was placed 4 cm away from the
textile Rx coil, and the PA drove the Tx coil for the inductive heating. The Rx coil received inductive
power from the Tx coil, and its internal resistance simultaneously operated as thermal material. The
Rx coil made of conductive threads had an electrical resistance of 70 ± 20 Ω/m, allowable current of
0.4 A, and good washability. PA power was controlled by PA supply voltage VDD for the temperature
controls in the wearable textile heater. The coupling coefficient of the proposed inductive link was 0.24
at 4 cm distance with QT = 153.4, including PA output resistance and Q′R = 1.1 as shown in Table 2.
All parameters and variables were acquired by the network analyzer (ZND, Rohde and Schwarz) in
the experiment.

7
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Figure 6. Experiment setup of optimized wire-wound Tx coil and conductive-thread textile Rx coil
with power amplifier.

Figure 7 shows the measured temperature of the wearable textile heater depending on the
controlled PA power from 3 to 5 W by the adjustment of VDD. Temperature was measured by thermal
imaging camera, and was controlled by the input PA power and increased up to 42.5 ◦C from room
temperature when the PA provided the output power of 5 W. For individual PA powers, temperature
in the wearable textile heater reached the target temperature within 1 min.

 
Figure 7. Measured temperature curves of wearable textile heater for different PA power values.

Figure 8 shows the transient waveforms of input voltage and current waveforms in the PA with
the temperature of the inductively powered wearable textile heater using the thermal imaging camera.
When the textile Rx was properly placed on the Tx coil without any misalignment, the imaginary
parts of Zreflect and LT resonated with Csingle at 2 MHz carrier frequency from the PA, as shown in
Figure 2d. Therefore, the entire inductive link from the Tx to the Rx resonated in-phase between input
voltage and current because the real parts of the inductive link remained, and the temperature in the
wearable textile heater increased up to 42.5 ◦C from room temperature, as shown in Figure 8a. The
PA did not automatically deliver the inductive power to the wearable textile heater when the Rx coil
moved farther from the Tx coil. In this case, the imaginary parts of Zreflect were reduced compared to
the nominal condition, and the resonant frequency of the Tx moved farther from the 2 MHz carrier
frequency, resulting in an almost 90◦ phase shift between input voltage and current waveforms, shown
in Figure 8b. Therefore, the temperature of the wearable textile heater stayed at room temperature,
and the energy was rarely dissipated in this condition.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Transient waveforms of input voltage and current with temperature in wearable textile heater
for (a) aligned and (b) misaligned Tx and Rx coils.

PTE and PDL were measured for the proposed system with SN mode, and compared to the
conventional SS mode, as summarized on Table 2. The output impedance of the PA, 0.45 Ω, was
added in the QT. While the measured PTE of the proposed SN mode was reduced by 11%, it showed a
1.6 times higher PDL on average compared to the SS mode without the compensated capacitor in the
Rx coil, which showed similar trends in the calculated results. The derived equations proved reliability
by showing that the error rate was within 10% between calculated and measured results. The error
rates of ηSS, ηSN, and nPDL were 2.97%, 6.23%, and 10%, respectively. The measured PDLs and the
temperatures of the wearable textile heater for SS and SN modes are shown in Figure 9 with respect to
controllable PA supply voltage VDD.

Table 2. Calculated and measured results for SS and SN modes in wearable heater.

Fixed Parameters Topology

k QT Q′R Series-Series (SS) Series-None (SN)
0.24 153.37 1.07

Calculated PTE 90.7% 81.8%
Measured PTE 88% 77%

Calculated nPDL 1.76
Measured nPDL 1.6

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Measured (a) power delivered to load (PDL) and (b) temperature of wearable textile heater
for SS and SN modes with respect to controllable PA supply voltage VDD.
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4. Conclusions

We presented the new concept of a wearable heater that combines IPT techniques and a textile coil.
The SN mode for the IPT was adapted in the proposed wearable textile heater to eliminate electronic
components in the Rx, improving robustness and user convenience. Since the Tx coil only resonates
with the textile Rx coil when both coils are properly placed, the system could save energy and ensure
safety if the Rx coil is unintentionally misaligned during operation. We optimized the Tx and Rx coils
to minimize PTE loss, and maximize the PDL in SN mode through analysis in the IPT system based
on SN topology analysis for wireless-wearable-heater applications. The proposed system provides a
very robust wearable heater using IPT technology without any electrical components at the Rx, which
dramatically increases convenience for the user. Compared to the conventional SS topology in the
IPT, the proposed optimized design showed 160% improved PDL, while PDL was only reduced by
11%, which was well-matched with the theoretical results. Furthermore, the proposed design could
inherently prevent energy dissipation from the Tx against misalignment between Tx and Rx due to
automatic resonant-frequency shifting in the IPT, resulting in improved safety and efficiency with no
need for complicated sensing and data-communication circuitries in the Rx. Although the proposed
wireless wearable heater showed less sensitivity against temperature variations compared to a wired
wearable heater due to the lack of sensing circuitries in the Rx, it can be further improved by a transient
observation circuit in the Tx to monitor input voltage and current for estimating the delivered power to
the heating material, as shown in Figure 7. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration
of a wireless wearable heater using conductive thread, providing textile-coil optimization for SN
topology in an IPT system.
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Abstract: A dual-impedance operation, where coil impedance is controlled by operating frequency
selection, is proposed to maintain optimum reflected impedance across coupling variation. More
specifically, this work focuses on how high coupling between coils presents excessively high reflected
resistance to transmitter (Tx) inverters, degrading the efficiency and output power of the inverter. To
overcome this problem, the proposed system is equipped with dual-impedance coil and selects high-
or low-impedance coil based on the ability to operate both at 200 kHz and 6.78 MHz frequencies.
The reactive impedances of 6.78 MHz coils are designed to be higher than that of 200 kHz coils.
Since the reflected resistance is proportional to the coil impedances and coupling squared, at close
distance with high coupling coefficient, 200 kHz coils with low coil impedances are activated to
prevent an excessive rise in reflected resistance. On the other hand, at large distance spacing with
low coupling coefficient, 6.78 MHz coils with high coil impedances are activated so that sufficient
reflected resistance is obtained even under the small coupling. The proposed system’s advantages are
the high efficiency and the elimination of bulky mechanical relay switches. Measured efficiencies are
88.6–50% across 10 coupling variations.

Keywords: inductive power; dual impedance; dual band; reflected resistance; frequency splitting

1. Introduction

One of the major goals in wireless power transfer research today is to accommodate wide distance
variations with high efficiency. It has been noted that the distance variation may cause frequency
splitting if the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) coils are brought close together [1–3]. Either delivered
voltage or power efficiency experiences a decrease when the system operates at the resonant frequency
of Tx coil and Rx coil.

Several techniques have been proposed to solve the frequency splitting problem [4–8]. Works [4,5]
propose using special geometry for the resonators. Other solutions include adaptive matching networks
which require bulky and mechanically moving relay switches [6–9]. Work [10] proposes the use of a
variable inductor at the receiver, this would require an additional buck converter, meaning that the
receiver would have two buck converters

For a two-coil system, it has been found that frequency splitting degrades the delivered power
whereas coil-to-coil efficiency is not degraded at the center frequency [3]. However, this discussion
does not consider Tx inverter efficiency. It is discussed later in this paper that the inverter efficiency
can also be degraded at short distance spacing. Therefore, the problems of short distance operation are
low output power and the efficiency of Tx inverters.

From the circuit viewpoint, an excessively high reflected resistance is the reason of frequency
splitting and consequent degradations. Specifically, the coupling between Tx and Rx coils is abstracted
as a reflected resistance, and this hypothetical resistor behaves as the load resistance of a Class-D
Tx inverter. Since the efficiency and output power of an inverter depends on its load resistance, the
reflected resistance should remain within the appropriate range.

Electronics 2020, 9, 110; doi:10.3390/electronics9010110 www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics13
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To solve the aforementioned issues, this paper proposes the use of a dual-impedance mode where
impedance control is done by operating frequency selection depending on magnetic coupling. One of
the advantages is the high efficiency, given that high-impedance coils are designed for long-distance
condition while low-impedance coils are optimized for short distance. Moreover, the conventional
capacitor-switch matrix used for adaptive impedance matching is not necessary. Therefore, mechanical
relay switches, which need complex driving blocks and are susceptible to mechanical damage, are
not necessary.

2. Inverter Degradations at Strong Coupling

Figure 1a illustrates the circuit model of a basic wireless power transfer system. From the viewpoint
of the transmitter, the coupling with the receiver can be represented by the reflected resistance, Rrefl, in
Figure 1b where:

Rre f l = k2ωLTX
ωLRX

RL + RP2
(1)

In other words, the current/voltage characteristic of Figure 1a with receiver and coupling is
equivalent to the current/voltage of Figure 1b with the reflected resistance. It is important to recognize
that the load resistor of Tx inverter is the reflected resistance.

 
(a) (b) 

k

Figure 1. (a) Circuit model of a resonant wireless power transfer system. (b) From the viewpoint of the
transmitter. The coupling with Rx is abstracted as reflected resistance, which serves as the load resistor
of a Class-D inverter.

The normal zero-voltage switching (ZVS) waveform of inverter is shown in Figure 2a. After Vg,
the upper limit is set to zero and both MOSFETs are off, the coil current (ITX) discharges the parasitic
drain capacitors of MOSFETs. This pulls down the drain voltage (Vd) to zero when both MOSFETs are
off. After that, the bottom MOSFET is turned on with very low drain voltage (Vd). Therefore, switching
loss is small in this case. The MOSFET used in this work is BUK9Y59-60E. Note that although Vg,btm
goes up at 123 ns, there is ~6 ns turn-on delay. Actual device turn-on point is approximately 128 ns.

However, this zero-voltage switching fails if the reflected resistance (Rrefl) is too high [11]. High
reflected resistance happens when the coupling between Tx and Rx is high at close distance as in
Equation (1). This reduces ITX as in Figure 2b. It then takes a longer time for the small ITX to discharge
the parasitic drain capacitance of MOSFETs. As a result, the Vd voltage cannot drop to zero before the
turning-on of the bottom MOSFET as in Figure 2b, leading to switching loss [11–13].

Another problem of high reflected resistance is the significantly reduced output power of Tx
inverters. As the load resistor of a Class-D inverter becomes larger, the output power of the inverter is
reduced according to the function V2

DCin/Rre f l [13].
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Figure 2. (a) Typical normal waveforms when the inverter is in zero-voltage switch mode. (b) When
Tx and Rx are close together with high coupling. Zero-voltage switching fails due to excessive
reflected resistance.

3. Proposed Dual-Impedance-Frequency Operation

The discussion in the previous section indicates that the reflected resistance should be maintained
at the appropriate level. Therefore, this paper proposes dual-impedance operation by dual-frequency
capability as in Figure 3a.

At a 200 kHz switching frequency, the current cannot flow toward LT(R)XHI because high-Z coils
are tuned at ~6.78 MHz and behave as a large capacitive impedance at 200 kHz. Specifically, the
impedance looking at a high-Z coil is ZHI = jωLHI − j1/(ωC6.78). At 6.78 MHz, the magnitude of
ωLHI and 1/(ωC6.78) is comparable and thus they cancel each other out. However, for operation with
low ω frequency (200 kHz), the ωLHI term disappears whereas the 1/(ωC6.78) term becomes enlarged.
Hence, the total impedance becomes approximately ZHI = − j1/(ωC6.78), which is capacitive. On the
other hand, at a 6.78 MHz switching frequency, the currents cannot flow toward LT(R)XLOW because it
behaves as large inductive impedance at 6.78 MHz switching frequency. The impedance looking at a
low-Z branch which is tuned for 200 kHz is ZLOW = jωLLOW − j1/(ωC200). At 200 kHz, the magnitude
of ωL and 1/(ωC) are comparable and cancel each other. However, when ω becomes high (6.78 MHz),
the 1/(ωC200) term disappears whereas the ωL term becomes enlarged. Hence, the total impedance
becomes approximately ZLOW = jωLLOW , which is inductive.

Therefore, the proposed coil enables dual-band operation without dedicated capacitor-selection
switches. Changing the inverter driving frequency is enough for mode selection. The selected frequency
bands are compatible with existing standard specification and frequency regulations. 200 kHz belongs
to the Qi specification standards [14]. 6.78 MHz is the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band
which can be freely used [15], an example of which is AirFuel standards [16].

A method of adjusting coil impedance was proposed in [17]. However, this requires the coil to
be split into many segments, and each segment should be connected to each relay switch. Another
method of impedance reconfiguration is to use multiple capacitors and relay switches [9,18]. The
drawback of these schemes is the use of relay switch. The solid-state relay in [17] can withstand only
0.2 W of power. Although mechanical relay switches can withstand higher power, its volume is too
large, and its response time is slow. Moreover, a mechanical relay has a short lifetime and generates
clicking sounds during operation. MOSFET or IGBT switches that are common in power electronics
cannot be easily used to reconfigure resonant networks because the current at the resonant capacitor or
coil is bi-directional. The intrinsic antiparallel diode within MOSFET or IGBT allows current flow from
source (emitter) to drain (collector) terminal even if gate input is off. Two MOSFETs (IGBTs) should be
connected in series with back-to-back configuration to block the bi-directional resonant current [19].
This increases the losses in switch and requires an additional isolated gate driver.
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(b) (c) 

Figure 3. (a) Proposed dual-impedance operation by dual-frequency capability. For low-coupling
condition, high-impedance coil paths are activated by 6.78 MHz operation. For high-coupling,
low-impedance coil paths are activated. This can suppress excessive variations of reflected resistance
which would serve as load resistor of Tx inverter, thus stabilizing the inverter efficiency. (b) The coil
impedances are designed such that the reflected resistance is bounded within 1–30 Ω across the whole
coupling coefficient k range. (c) Eddy current at LT(R)XLOW during 6.78 MHz mode is prevented by
adjusting the magnitude and phase of I6.78, so that Veddy and VTX are the same and the voltage across
Low-Z path is zero [20].

The proposed method can handle high power without mechanical switches. Although two coils are
used, the increment of volume is minimal because one coil is placed within the other coil concentrically.

The coil impedance is designed such that it is high at 6.78 MHz mode and low at 200 kHz. Hence,
the coil impedance is adjusted by simply selecting the operating frequency. When the coupling k
becomes low, the reflected resistance drops as in Equation (1). However, Equation (1) implies that the
reflected resistance can be high if ωLTXHIωLRXHI is high even with the small coupling k. Therefore,
the high-Z coils are activated by operating at 6.78 MHz. When the coupling k becomes too high, the
reflected resistance becomes excessively high, resulting in the degradation of inverter efficiency as in
Section 2. To prevent excessive rise of reflected resistance, small ωLTXLOWωLRXLOW is activated by 200
kHz switching frequency mode.

Referring to Figure 3b, the target range of reflected resistance, Rrefl, is set to 1–30 Ω because,
within this range, the inverter efficiency remains at least 84% or higher. This range of Rrefl should be
maintained across the whole operating distance of 0.5–4.4 cm, within which the coupling coefficient k
varies from 0.057 to 0.6. For the blue triangular trace (low-Z coil) of Figure 3b, its reflected resistance
drops below 1 Ω when the coupling k is lower than 0.17. At this low-coupling region, the red circular
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trace (high-Z) can lift the reflected resistance to 30 Ω. To this end, the high-Z coil is designed such
that the multiplication of TX impedance and RX impedance of high-Z is 30 times higher than the
multiplication of low-Z TX and RX impedances. The TX sector and the RX sector can have different
impedance values—this does not affect the proposed design method. The RX is usually a movable
device, and hence it is designed with smaller geometry and resultant lower impedance.

One practical issue is that, because LT(R)XHI and LT(R)XLOW are placed concentrically each other,
high coupling between them exists, kTX and kRX. This coupling may cause an eddy current at LT(R)XLOW
during 6.78 MHz switching frequency mode. To avoid this eddy current, CT(R)6.78 is designed to
be smaller than a value which would completely cancel the LT(R)XHI impedance [20]. Referring to
Figure 3c, phasor diagram, the I6.78 phase is faster than VTX by 90 degree if CT6.78 is chosen to be
smaller than a value that resonates LTXHI. From the dot convention and mutual inductance equation,
the Veddy is given as Veddy = − jωkTX

√
LTXHILTXLOW , which becomes in-phase with VTX. Therefore,

the voltage difference across LTXLOW-CT200 is zero, which prevents eddy current. This allows closer
placement of low-frequency coil and high-frequency coil each other than the coils of [21].

4. Measurement Result

Figure 4 shows measurement setup. The LTXHI and LRXHI are 2.53 μH and 1.2 μH and the
LTXLOW and LRXLOW are 12.4 μH and 8.92 μH, respectively. The CT200 and CT6.78 are 55 nF and 130 pF,
respectively. The CR200 and CR6.78 are 64.1 nF and 252 pF, respectively.

Figure 4. (a) Measurement setup. (b) Tx coils. Low-Z coils are within the high-Z coil. High-Z coil is
wound around low-Z coil (c) Rx coils have similar configurations.

The distance between Tx and Rx varies from 0.6 cm to 4.4 cm. The corresponding coupling
variation is from 0.6 to 0.057. The receiver output is 12 V–2 A, 24 W.

Figure 5 demonstrates the problems of excessively high reflected impedance. Figure 5a is the
measured voltage and current waveform when the distance is only 1.1 cm and the reflected resistance
is too high. The ITX is suppressed due to high impedance, thereby causing longer delay for VD to reach
zero. The bottom MOSFET is turned on before VD drops to zero, causing severe switching loss. On the
other hand, the ITX at 2.9 cm distance of Figure 5b is moderate and VD can drop to zero before the
bottom MOSFET is turned on. Zero-voltage switching is achieved in this case.
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Figure 5. (a) Measured 6.78 MHz inverter waveforms at 1.1 cm distance (excessive reflected resistance).
Gate is turned on before Vd drops to zero, causing switching losses. (b) 2.9 cm separation (moderate
reflected resistance). Zero-voltage switching (ZVS) is achieved.

Figure 6a shows the measured efficiency and received voltage for the standalone single impedance
system. The standalone single impedance system refers to the conventional single-frequency single-coil
system. It is apparent that a single configuration cannot accommodate full distance range. Specifically,
low-Z mode is better for 2 cm and below while high-Z performs better above 2 cm. The high-Z mode
cannot output the required 12 V because of the excessive reflected resistance seen by the inverter.

Figure 6. (a) Received voltage for conventional standalone single coil. A single configuration cannot
accommodate the full distance range. (b) Measured reflected resistance for standalone low-Z and high-Z
coils. (c) Simulated inverter efficiency. (d) Measured efficiency. The degradation from conventional
single coil to proposed dual mode is minimal, which proves that Figure 3 successfully combines
different standalone impedances into one dual-impedance system.
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Figure 6b presents measured reflected resistance (i.e., inverter load) for standalone 200 kHz low-Z
and 6.78 MHz high-Z configurations. At 1.1 cm and below, the inverter load resistor is too high. By
introducing low-Z mode, the inverter load can be managed within 30 Ω. Figure 6c shows inverter
efficiencies. At 3–4 cm 200 k mode, the inverter load (reflected resistance) is too small, causing efficiency
to drop. At 0.6–1.1cm 6.78 MHz mode, inverter efficiency is degraded due to excessively high reflected
resistance and ZVS failure. This is supported by Figure 5a,b.

In Figure 6d, it is proved that the two different standalone impedances are successfully merged
into one dual-impedance system using Figure 3, because the efficiency degradation from standalone
circuit to dual-impedance system is minimal. In a real usage scenario, the low-Z is activated simply
by driving the Tx inverter to 200 kHz when reflected impedance becomes high, while the high-Z is
activated by 6.78 MHz driving the inverter when reflected resistance becomes low.

One possible shortcoming of the proposed method is the parasitic resistance from LTX and
LRX inductors. However, other matching techniques such as mechanical relays also cause parasitic
resistance. Moreover, in Figure 6, at the longest distance (4.5 cm), the efficiency with the proposed
method is the same as the efficiency of a single-mode coil. That means, the efficiency did not degrade
due to the dual-mode capability.

5. Conclusions

A frequency-controlled dual-impedance operation which prevents excessive variation of inverter
load is proposed. The low-impedance coils or the high-impedance coils are selected depending on
coupling condition simply by frequency selection. This contrasts with the conventional impedance
matching which relies on mechanical relay switch arrays to select capacitor bank or coil snippet.

The increment of coil volume is kept minimized by packing one coil within the other coil. The
proposed method obviates the necessity of any impedance tuning switches—such as mechanical relays
and back-to-back series semiconductor switches—which cause losses and high volumes. In summary,
a compact, high efficiency, and mechanical-part-free method of impedance reconfiguration in response
to coupling variation is realized.

Increasing the number of coils and frequency bands is not feasible at this moment because of the
eddy current. For two coils in this paper, it is easy to prevent the eddy current following the scheme of
Figure 3c. However, it is not directly applicable to more than 3 coils. Triple-band systems with eddy
current blocking capability will be a topic for further research.
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Abstract: Wireless power transmission (WPT) using an inductively coupled link is one of the most
popular approaches to deliver power wirelessly to biomedical implants. As the electromagnetic wave
travels through the tissue, it is attenuated and absorbed by the tissue, resulting in much weaker
electromagnetic coupling than in the air. As a result, the received input power on the implant is very
weak, and so is the input voltage at the rectifier, which is the first block that receives the power on the
implant. With such a small voltage amplitude, the rectifier inevitably has a very poor power conversion
efficiency (PCE), leading to a poor power transfer efficiency (PTE) of the overall WPT system. To
address this challenge, we propose a new system-level WPT method based on duty cycling of the
power transmission for millimeter-scale implants. In the proposed method, the power transmitter (TX)
transmits the wave with a duty cycle. It transmits only during a short period of time and pauses for a
while instead of transmitting the wave continuously. In doing so, the TX power during the active period
can be increased while preserving the average TX power and the specific absorption rate (SAR). Then,
the incoming voltage becomes significantly larger at the rectifier, so the rectifier can rectify the input
with a higher PCE, leading to improved PTE. To investigate the design challenges and applicability
of the proposed duty-cycled WPT method, a case for powering a 1 × 1-mm2-sized neural implant
through the skull is constructed. The implant, a TX, and the associated environment are modeled in
High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), and the circuit simulations are conducted in Cadence
with circuit components in a 180-nm CMOS process. At a load resistor of 100 kΩ, an output capacitor
of 4 nF, and a carrier frequency of 144 MHz, the rectifier’s DC output voltage and PCE are increased by
300% (from 1.5 V to 6 V) and by 50% (from 14% to 64%), respectively, when the duty cycle ratio of the
proposed duty-cycled power transmission is varied from 100% to 5%.

Keywords: wireless power transmission (WPT); power conversion efficiency (PCE); mm-sized implant;
duty cycle; pulsed power transmission; power transfer efficiency (PTE); rectifier

1. Introduction

Wireless power transfer (WPT) has become one of the most promising power transmission schemes
for various biomedical implants as it obviates the need for bulky batteries and, consequently, invasive
battery replacement surgeries [1–4]. Among multiple WPT methods for biomedical implants such as
inductive powering [5], capacitive powering [6], optical powering [7], and ultrasonic energy transferring [8],
inductive powering is one of the most developed and popular approaches to deliver power wirelessly
over a-few-cm distances [1,4,9,10]. However, this technique suffers from low power transfer efficiency
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(PTE) when used for millimeter-scale implants because of the poor electromagnetic coupling between the
external power transmitter and the implant’s coil antenna [11]. The PTE largely depends on the coupling
coefficient k and the quality factor Q of the coils. Both of them are drastically degraded as the coil antenna
size is scaled down to millimeter scales [11,12]. For millimeter-scale free-floating implants, an achievable
Q factor on the implant side is typically around or below 10. Thus, an achievable k is around or less than
0.005, and the resulting PTE is only 2% or less [13,14]. Hence, low achievable PTEs remain one of the most
limiting bottlenecks for further miniaturization of implants.

In addition to such poor electromagnetic coupling, the absorption of electromagnetic waves by
biological tissues confines the maximum transmittable power, thus further limiting the power delivered
to the load (PDL) [15]. The international safety standards on specific absorption rate (SAR) limit the
transmitted power of TX to 1.6 W/kg according to the IEEE guidelines [16]. SAR is the parameter
commonly used to quantify absorptive and exposure levels of biological tissue to electromagnetic waves.
Due to these reasons, therefore, the input power at the implant is typically very weak.

1.1. PTE-Improvement Techniques for Inductively Coupled WPT Systems

To improve the amount of power delivered to the biomedical implants and the efficiency,
various techniques have been proposed and demonstrated. As one of the most basic techniques, impedance
matching should be properly achieved for high PTEs. To obtain a proper impedance matching, an
inductance tapping circuit and a voltage doubler circuit were proposed [17]. For the robust operation of
the inductive link, various tuning techniques were also demonstrated [17–19]. As it is difficult to achieve a
high Q for the coil on the miniature biomedical implant, some techniques to increase the inductance on the
implant side were proposed [20–23]. Besides, techniques to optimize the design parameters of the planar
printed spiral coils were demonstrated, achieving a PTE of 41.2% with a link operating frequency of 1
MHz [22]. In [20], a micro-coil array was implemented for a multi-channel wireless implantable system
to achieve a high PTE. Similarly, a three-coil inductive link was proposed to achieve both high PTE and
PDL [23]. However, an extra coil generally requires a larger space on the implant side and more complex
designs, posing several design constraints on the inductor geometries [24].

1.2. Techniques to Improve the Power Conversion Efficiency of Rectifiers

To improve the overall PTE, many recent studies have investigated the rectifier circuits. Because the
rectifier is the first power-receiver block on the implant side, the rectifier should extract as much power
as possible from the RF input. Rectifiers convert the incoming RF input to a DC voltage (VDC,OUT) at
the output. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of a rectifier is the ratio of the DC output power
to the input power of the rectifier [25]. The PCE largely depends on its circuit topology, diode-device
parameters, RF input power, and output loading conditions. Comparators can be used to turn on and
off the MOSFETs to improve the PCE [26]. However, they typically work at relatively low frequencies
as 13.56 MHz, and they are in-efficient at high frequencies. For millimeter-sized implants, typical carrier
frequencies are over 100 MHz and even above 1 GHz [12,27,28]. The rectifiers for such applications are
typically made up with passive components. For most passive rectifier topologies, the threshold voltage
(VLTH) of the diode devices is the major limiting factor of the PCE [29], especially when the input signal’s
amplitude is small. Diode-based rectifiers typically suffer from a huge voltage drop across the diodes,
leading to a poor PCE and wide dead zone at low input levels. As compared to typical pn-junction diodes
and MOSFET-based diodes, using Schottky diodes in a rectifier can enhance its PCE, especially at low
input power, because of their very small threshold voltage and fast switching speeds [30–32]. The fully
cross-coupled rectifier [25] can alleviate the dead-zone problem (the input sensitivity problem) to some
extent and operate at a relatively low input power by applying the input signal deferentially across the
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four rectifying transistors. However, it suffers from a poor PCE due to the presence of reverse leakage
currents.

Even with recent improvements in rectifier circuits [29,33–35], the improvement in the PCE and
eventually in the PTE is still not enough. The input sensitivity issue caused by the dead zone is not
resolved. To address the aforementioned challenges of low PCE and PTE at weak input power and the
dead-zone issue, we present a new system-level WPT method utilizing a duty-cycled WPT technique
that significantly improves the PCE and wireless power delivery to the miniature biomedical implants
at low input power levels. Similar preliminary works were presented previously [36–38]. Compared to
these, our paper includes more systematic analyses on the method from the rectifier to the whole system,
mathematical derivations on the optimal load condition, and practical considerations in various aspects.
Details of the proposed method are presented in the next section. The validation setup, including the
design specifications of the HFSS circuit models, is described in Section 3. Section 4 shows the results of
simulations using a 1 × 1-mm2 implant model and discusses main practical constraints of the proposed
schemes. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. The Proposed Scheme

Figure 1 shows an overall circuit diagram of a general WPT system, which includes a transmitter (TX),
receiver (Rx), and biological tissue in between. The two coils, L1 and L2, are inductively coupled with a
coupling coefficient k. The LC tanks on both sides are tuned to resonate at the same resonant frequency
with C1 and C2, respectively. The LC tank on the secondary side is connected to a rectifier, which generates
a DC voltage VDC,OUT to the load RL. The figure also illustrates voltage waveforms of major nodes (VL1,
VLL and VDC,OUT) for the conventional and the proposed power transmission methods. As compared to
the conventional WPT method where the power is continuously transmitted, in the proposed duty-cycled
power transmission, the RF power signal is transmitted during a designated portion of time only and
remains dormant for the rest of the duration. The active and dormant periods are iterated with a periodic
interval of TI , as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the relationship between TI and the active duty period
(TD) of the duty-cycled waveform. The ratio of these two is the duty cycle ratio D, which is given as
follows:

D =
TD
TI

. (1)

As illustrated in Figure 1, the instantaneous TX power for the proposed method can be larger than
that of the conventional continuous power transmission at the same RF input. The TX power for the
proposed method is increased up to the point where the average TX power is the same as that of the
continuous powering case. Then, the average SAR levels of both cases are at the same level. As a result,
the rectifier’s voltage input is also increased, so a greater proportion of the input can more easily overcome
the threshold voltage of the rectifier. Hence, more RF power is converted into the output DC power with a
higher PCE of the rectifier, effectively increasing the overall PCE of the rectifier circuit and the output DC
voltage VDC,OUT level and the PTE of the WPT system.
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the general wireless power transmission (WPT) system with waveforms
of major voltage nodes for the conventional continuous power transmission (in red) and the proposed
duty-cycled power transmission (in blue). Inset: Implementation scenario with a class-E amplifier for the
input voltage control.
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Figure 2. Duty-cycled waveform with indications of the duty cycle interval TI and the active duty period
TD.

3. Validation Setup

3.1. HFSS Simulation Model

To validate the proposed scheme, we constructed a three-dimensional finite element method (FEM)
model in Ansys HFSS, as shown in Figure 3. The model models multi-layered brain tissues, including the
skull, based on frequency-dependent dielectric properties [12]. An 1 × 1-mm2-sized implant, which is
assumed to be a 200-μm-thick semiconductor chip fabricated in a CMOS Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) process
(XFAB XT018), is covered with Parylene C and placed on the grey matter under the skull at a depth of 9.7
mm. The top view of the RX coil is shown in Figure 3. The 7-turn RX coil occupies the peripheral space of
1 × 1 mm2 of the implant. The widths of the metal coil and gap are kept at 1:1 while the center part (the
area not occupied by the coil) is 0.5 × 0.5 mm2. A single-turn power TX coil is positioned concentrically
with the implant coil above the skin at an air-gap of 1 mm. The TX coil has a radius of 12 mm. The detailed
geometry of the TX coil is also shown in Figure 3. Using this HFSS model, simulations were performed at
the carrier frequency 144 MHz. With the two-port vector network analyzer in HFSS, Z parameters were
obtained from the simulations. Ri, Li, Ci, and k values were calculated with the following equations:

Ri = Re(Zi,i) (2)

Li =
Im(Zi,i)

2π f
(3)

Ci =
1

Li × (2π f )2 (4)
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k =

√
Im(Z1,2)× Im(Z2,1)

Im(Z1,1)× Im(Z2,2)
. (5)

The following circuit parameters for both the TX and RX coils were acquired and used for the circuit
simulations in Cadence: L1 = 18.3 nH, R1 = 0.285 Ω, L2 = 57.6 nH, R2 = 6.78 Ω, C1 = 38.3 pF, C2 = 12.2 pF, k
= 0.00136. The resonance frequency is set at 144 MHz.

12mm

6mm

0.25mm 0.25mm

0.5mm

0.5mm

1mm

1m
m

Figure 3. Cross-sectional configuration of the implemented finite element method (FEM) model in
High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). The 1 × 1 mm2-sized seven-turn-coil implant is placed
at 9.7-mm depth of the brain. The one-tern circular transmitter (TX) is placed above the skin.

3.2. Rectifier Circuit and Characterization Results

On the RX side, the LC tank is connected to a rectifier. The rectifier in Figure 4 is chosen for validation
of the proposed scheme, while the proposed method can be applied to most types of rectifiers in general.
The rectifier is composed of a pair of Schottky diodes (D1 and D2) and a pair of cross-coupled NMOS
transistors (MN1 and MN2). All of these circuit components are in a 180-nm CMOS SOI process. In the
rectifier design, we selected Schottky diodes because of their low threshold voltage of 150–350 mV, much
lower than typical pn junction diodes. Sizes of the NMOS transistors and Schottky diodes were optimized
to acquire the maximum possible PCE at the given conditions.

Operational waveforms of the rectifier are shown in Figure 5. The input power to the rectifier is
received through VLL and VRR during the active period of the duty-cycled powering. VLL and VRR are
rectified during the active period, resulting in an increase of VDC,OUT . During the dormant period of
duty-cycled powering, VDC,OUT droops slightly. To observe the rectifier operation more in detail during
the positive and the negative cycles of VLL and VRR, these waveforms are zoomed in and shown in the
inset of Figure 5. When VRR is high and VLL is low, it corresponds to the forward-biased condition for MN1
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and D2. Because VRR the gate voltage of MN1 is positive and high, MN1 has a small turn-on resistance. At
the same time, VRR overcomes the threshold voltage of D2, allowing the forward current ID2 to VDC,OUT .
The rectifier works for the other polarity vice versa.

Before investigating the impacts of the duty-cycled power transmission on the PCE, PTE, and VDC,OUT ,
the rectifier is characterized first. The amplitude of the input voltage VIN on the primary side is varied
from 0.1 V to 1.2 V at a fixed load resistor RL of 100kΩ and output capacitor CL of 4nF. The RF signal is
transferred wirelessly to the secondary side and arrives at the input of the rectifier. The resulting VDC,OUT ,
PCE, and PTE over VLL,ptp the peak-to-peak voltage at the input of the rectifier are plotted in Figure 6.
Here the PCE is the ratio of DC output power to the input power of the rectifier (PCE = PDC,OUT/PIN of
the rectifier), and the PTE of a WPT system is the ratio of the DC output power to the input power of
TX coil (PTE = PDC,OUT/PIN on the TX side). As shown in Figure 6a, VDC,OUT linearly increases after a
dead-zone of about 300 mV as VLL,ptp increases. As shown in Figure 6b,c, the PCE and PTE also have a
similar dead zone and increases monotonically afterwards as VLL,ptp increases. When VLL,ptp is 2 V, the
resulting VDC,OUT , PCE and PTE are 1.48 V, 14% and 0.0011%, respectively. As clearly shown in the results,
this continuous power transmission suffers not only from its small outputs (VDC,OUT , PCE, and PTE) but
also from the dead-zone, which is ≈300 mV. When the RF input is within the dead zone, all VDC,OUT , PTE,
and PCE are stuck at zero.

VDC,OUT

VLL VRR

MN1 MN1

D1 D2

Figure 4. Circuit diagram of the rectifier used in the validation.
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Figure 5. Operational waveforms of the rectifier.
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Figure 6. Characterization results of the rectifier shown in Figure 4. (a) VDC,OUT , (b) power conversion
efficiency (PCE), and (c) power transfer efficiency (PTE) of the rectifier with respect to VLL,ptp the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the input voltage of the rectifier.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Circuit Simulation Setup

The circuit in Figure 1 was constructed in Cadence using the 180-nm CMOS SOI process. For each
run of transient simulations, the circuit was simulated for a long enough duration to settle down at a
steady state. For each simulation, VDC,OUT , PCE of the rectifier, and PTE of the whole WPT system are
observed. We simulated with the target circuit over VIN from 0.1 V to 1.2 V for various duty cycle ratios,
i.e., 100%, 50%, 10%, and 5%. For each duty cycle, the TX power should be maintained at the same level,
so is the specific absorption rate (SAR). Since k is very small as 0.00136, the transmitted power is directly
proportional to the power from the input source on the primary side. Thus, the input voltage VIN required
for each case of different duty cycle ratio is determined as follows:

VIN =
VIN,D=100%√

D
, (6)

where VIN,D=100% is VIN for the case with 100% of duty cycle, and D is the duty cycle ratio. For instance,
assume that the RF power is transmitted at 0.5 V of VIN for a 100% duty cycle ratio. For D = 50%, the RF
signal is transmitted only during half of the time, so the TX power can be doubled while maintaining the
same SAR. Therefore, the required VIN , in this case, is 0.707 V.

4.2. Simulation Results

The simulation results at RL = 100 kΩ and CL = 4 nF for D = 100%, 50%, 10%, and 5% are shown in
Figure 7. The results for 100% of the duty is the same as the conventional continuous power transmission.
For all duty-cycle cases including the continuous transmission case, the average TX power is maintained
at 25.5 dBm. Figure 7a clearly shows that VDC,OUT significantly increases as D reduces for the all range of
VIN,D=100%. VDC,OUT increases by more than four times as D decreases from 100% to 5% for VIN,D=100%
of 0.3 to 1.2 V. The increase in VDC,OUT is attributed to the effective improvement in the rectifier’s PCE
shown in Figure 7b. The maximum PCE is drastically increased from 14% to 64% at VIN,D=100% of 1.2
V. This inevitably leads to improvement in the overall PTE of the WPT system, as shown in Figure 7c.
Moreover, as compared to the continuous power transmission (D = 100%), the proposed duty-cycled
power transmission technique eliminates or significantly reduces the dead-zone for low-RF-input cases, as
shown in the figures. In Figure 7d, the PCE of the rectifier is plotted with respect to the duty cycle ratio for
various VIN,D=100%. As shown, significant improvements in the PCE are made by reducing the duty cycle
ratio for every VIN,D=100% case. In addition, the proposed duty-cycled WPT system achieves 33% and 39%
better PCE performances as compared to the previous PWM-based WPT techniques [37,38], respectively,
at RL = 100 kΩ.

To evaluate the effect of the duty cycle interval TI on the performance of the proposed method,
simulations were done by sweeping TI from 1 μs to 100 μs for D of 100%, 50%, 10%, and 5%, at VIN,D=100%
= 0.5 V, RL = 100 kΩ, and CL = 4 nF. Figure 8 shows the resulting VDC,OUT and PCE. VDC,OUT is maintained
for D = 50%, but it decreases as TI decreases for shorter duty cycle ratios. The decreasing slope is steeper
for the case with D = 5%. It is because it requires some recovery time to reach the maximum amplitude
due to the resonance whenever the active transmission (TD) starts. Figure 9 shows simulated VL1 and
VLL at at TI = 1 μs and D = 5% (TD = 0.05 μs). The active duty period of the waveforms is zoomed in and
shown on the right side of Figure 9. As shown, only several cycles of the RF carrier signal are sent for each
duty interval (TD). Since TD is too short, the amplitude of the signals cannot reach the maximum level
within TD. Due to this effect, VDC,OUT decreases as TI decreases for small D (Figure 8a). On the contrary,
the PCE is less affected by TI , as shown in Figure 8b.
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(a) VDC,OUT
(b) PCE

(c) PTE (d) PCE vs. duty cycle ratio
Figure 7. Simulation results of the rectifier and the WPT system for various duty cycle ratios for the same
amount of RF input power. (a) VDC,OUT , (b) PCE, and (c) PTE over VIN,D=100%. (d) PCE vs. duty cycle ratio
for various VIN,D=100%.
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(a) VDC,OUT (b) PCE
Figure 8. (a) VDC,OUT and (b) PCE of the rectifier with respect to TI the duty cycle interval.

TD=0.05μs

TI=1μs
TD

Figure 9. Simulated VL1 and VLL waveforms at TI = 1 μs and D = 5%.

The performance gain by the duty-cycled power transmission depends on the load condition. The
overall PTE of a WPT system strongly depends on the load, and the maximum power condition is differed
by the load. Because the duty cycling effectively changes the load in view of the secondary LC tank and
the overall WPT system, the duty cycle ratio and the load are interrelated. Hence, depending on the load
condition, the PTE may not increase as the duty cycle ratio decreases. Therefore, the load conditions
should also be considered to achieve the peak PTE.

The PTE of the WPT system is evaluated under various load conditions by sweeping the duty cycle
ratios from 1% to 100%, as shown in Figure 10a. While the PTE is at its peak when D = 1% for RL of 100
kΩ and 1 MΩ, the PTE reaches to the maximum at D = 3% for RL = 40 kΩ, at D = 4% for RL = 20 kΩ, and
at D = 8% for RL = 10 kΩ. The maximum point becomes D of 1% for RL of 1 kΩ, again. To further evaluate
the optimum condition for the maximum PTE, the PTE is observed by sweeping RL from 1 kΩ to 10 MΩ
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for fixed duty cycle ratios of 1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. The resulting PTEs are shown in
Figure 10. As shown, the load condition should be considered together to find the optimal duty cycle ratio.

(a) PTE vs. duty cycle ratio (b) PTE vs. load conditions

Figure 10. (a) PTE over the duty cycle ratio for various load resistances. (b) PTE over the load resistance for
various duty cycle ratios.

4.3. Optimal Load Conditions

As presented in the previous section, the PTE depends on the load and the duty cycle ratio. The PTE
of an inductive link shown in Figure 1 is given by:

PTE =
k2Q1Q2,loaded

1 + k2Q1Q2,loaded
· RP,2

RL,ac + RP,2
, (7)

where k is the coupling coefficient, Q1 and Q2 are the quality factors of the TX and RX coils, and R1 and
R2 are the equivalent series resistances, which model the losses of the TX and RX coils. RL,ac, which is
connected in parallel to the secondary LC tank, is the AC load resistance that models the rectifier and the
load resistor RL as shown in Figure 11. Q2,loaded and RP,2 are given as follows:

Q2,loaded = η2Q2 (8)

RP,2 = R2(Q2
2 + 1), (9)

where η2 = RL,ac/(RL,ac + RP,2) [39]. In our work, k is very small, so 1 + k2Q1Q2,loaded
∼= 1. Equation (7)

can be simplified as follows:

PTE = k2Q1Q2,loaded · RP,2

RL,ac + RP,2
. (10)

By putting Equation (8) into Equation (10), the following equation is obtained:

PTE = k2Q1Q2RP,2 · RL,ac

(RL,ac + RP,2)2 . (11)
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To find the maximum condition of the PTE with respect to RL,ac, we need to take its partial derivative
as follows:

∂PTE
∂RL,ac

= k2Q1Q2RP,2 · RP,2 − RL,ac

(RL,ac + RP,2)3 = 0. (12)

Hence, the optimal RL,ac can be found as follows:

RL,ac,opt = RP,2 = R2((Q2)
2 + 1). (13)

Since Q2
2 � 1 typically, Equation (13) can be more simplified to:

RL,ac,opt ∼= Q2
2R2 =

L2

C2R2
. (14)

Therefore, RL,ac,opt is the output impedance of the parallel-tuned LC tank on the secondary side
(Figure 1).

RL,ac can be related to the output load (RL) of the rectifier by using the functions of PCE and voltage
conversion efficiency (VCE). The PCE is the relationship between the output DC power of the rectifier (PL)
and the input power (Pin,rec) of the rectifier. The VCE is the relationship between the output DC voltage
of the rectifier (VDC,OUT and the input voltage amplitude of the rectifier. The PCE and VCE are given as
follows:

PCE = PL/Pin,rec (15)

VCE = VDC,OUT/VL2, (16)

where PL = (VDC,OUT)
2/RL, and Pin,rec = D · (VL2)

2/(2RL,ac). From Equations (14)–(16), the overall
optimal load resistance (RL,opt) can be given as follows:

RL,ac = D · PCE
2VCE2 · RL, (17)

Thus, the optimal load resistance RL,opt is:

RL,opt =
1
D

· 2VCE2

PCE
· RL,ac,opt =

1
D

· 2VCE2

PCE
· L2

C2R2
(18)

Here, note that PCE and VCE are functions of the rectifier input voltage, which is a function of D.

RectifierL2 C2

R2
VDC,OUT

RL

VL2 L2 C2

R2

RL,ac≡ 

Figure 11. Illustration for RL,ac, which is the equivalent parallel resistor for the rectifier and RL.

Using the derived Equation (18), we calculated the optimal load where the proposed WPT system
achieves maximum PTE over the duty cycle. Furthermore, we compared the calculated optimal loads
with the simulated ones from the results shown in Figure 10b. As shown in Figure 12, the simulated and
calculated results are well-matched over the duty cycle.
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Figure 12. Simulated and calculated optimized load conditions for the maximum PTE over the duty cycle.

4.4. Practical Constraints

Although the PCE and output DC voltage VDC,OUT can be significantly enhanced with the proposed
duty-cycled power transmission, there are two practical constraints of the proposed technique: (1) the
voltage ripple at VDC,OUT and (2) the maximum instantaneous TX power.

Firstly, as the power is transmitted during the active phase only (TD in Figure 2), VDC,OUT droops
during the dormant phase (TI–TD in Figure 2), inducing voltage ripples on VDC,OUT . The ripple magnitude
increases as the duty cycle phase gets shorter for given input power, load condition, and output capacitor.

Figure 13a shows the ripple ratio (RR) in respect to the duty cycle ratio at TI = 1 μs, RL = 100 kΩ, and
CL = 4 nF. RR is defined as the ratio between VR,pp the peak-to-peak amplitude of the ripple voltage and
VDC,OUT the average dc output voltage:

RR =
VR,pp

VDC,OUT
. (19)

As shown in Figure 13a, RR is at the minimum when the power is continuously transmitted (D
= 100%). RR increases as D decreases, and it reaches approximately 7% and 15% at D = 5% and 1%,
respectively. To further investigate RR, TI the duty cycle interval is varied from 1 μs to 100μ for five fixed
duty cycle ratios. As shown in Figure 13b, RR can be decreased by decreasing TI , while conserving the
same duty cycle ratio. It is because the dormant time decreases as TI decreases even with the same duty
cycle ratio.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 13. (a) Ripple ratios (RR) vs. the duty cycle ratio (D) at TI the duty cycle interval of 1μs. (b) RR vs.
TI at 100%, 50%, 10%, and 1% of the duty cycle ratios

To reduce the undesirable ripples further, the size of the load capacitor (CL) can be increased.
Nevertheless, there is a limit on the CL size that can be integrated on the semiconductor chip or in the
miniaturized millimeter-scale implant. Due to this limit, 4 nF of CL is chosen as the maximum achievable
capacitance and is used in the simulations in this paper. Although RR is high for shorter duty cycle ratios,
it can be subdued by high power-supply rejection (PSR) of the low-dropout regulator (LDO) [40,41], which
is typically implemented after the rectifier circuit in WPT systems. Moreover, the frequency components
of the ripples are typically out of the frequency range of the biological signals of interest. For instance,
assume an implant to measure action potentials from neurons. Frequency ranges of the signal and the
recording channel are typically from 100 Hz to 10 kHz, so ripples around 1 kHz may affect the signal
reading adversely. Such ripples can be avoided easily by choosing TI outside of the range between 0.1 ms
and 10 ms.

In addition to the ripple effect, there are also some instrumental limits in the duty-cycled power
transmission. In practice, the instantaneous TX power cannot be increased indefinitely to implement the
case for short duty cycle ratios. This is mainly because of limited power supply levels on the TX side.
Within a limit of the maximum TX power, the duty cycle ratio can be shortened to increase the effective
PDL and PTE.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a new system-level duty-cycled WPT technique, which can be applied
to miniature biomedical implants. The proposed duty-cycled WPT technique enhances the overall
power-transfer efficiency (PTE) to the implants by effectively increasing the power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of the rectifier at weak and attenuated input power. Based on an FEM model of a WPT system
in HFSS for a 1×1-mm2 implant on the brain surface, circuit simulations of the proposed method were
performed in a 180-nm CMOS SOI process. The proposed technique increases the output voltage and PCE
of the rectifier by ×4 and ×4.5, respectively, and hence the overall PTE is improved by ×15, as compared
to typical continuous WPT techniques. The proposed technique is more effective for the cases with a low k
and a low input voltage for the rectifier. Thus, its potential applications include millimeter-sized implants
for brain signal recording and stimulation and other miniature sensors inside the body. This technique
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can also be applied to wireless power transmission for other environmental sensors that are placed at a
low k. In addition, this technique is not limited to the inductively coupled systems only, but it can also
be applied to ultrasonic powering. In the future, a fully adaptive input-power-aware duty-cycled WPT
system is likely to be proposed. It is expected to be able to decide its duty cycle automatically according
to the received power at the implant. Such an adaptive scheme can further optimize the PTE and power
delivery under various conditions.
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Abstract: In a wireless high-power transfer system with a distance of several tens of centimeters
apart between the transmitter and receiver coils, one of the most challenging issues is to detect
metallic foreign objects between the transmitter and receiver coils. The metallic foreign objects must
be detected and removed since these reduce the transmission efficiency and cause heat generation of
the transmitter and receiver. This paper presents two-layer symmetric balanced coil array so that
if there are metallic foreign objects, it can be detected through the change of the inductance of the
balanced coils. Since the balanced coil is composed of coils that are in a symmetrical relationship in
position, there is no need for a reference coil, and interference between coils is reduced by dividing
the coil into two layers. In addition, a novel serial-resonance Maxwell bridge circuit to improve the
inductance change detection performance is presented in this paper. The proposed metallic foreign
object detection system is implemented using two-layer balanced coil array with a serial-resonance
Maxwell bridge and the experimental results show that voltage changes of hundreds of mV to
several V occur when a metallic foreign object is inserted, so that even small metals such as clips can
be detected.

Keywords: balanced coil; foreign object detection; Maxwell bridge; metal object detection; wireless
power transfer

1. Introduction

Recently, research on wireless power transfer (WPT) has been focused on wireless charging of large
mobile devices such as electric vehicles, automatic guided vehicles, and robots beyond wireless small
devices such as mobile phones, smart watches and wearable devices [1–3]. Since it requires thousands
of times more power than conventional small devices, high-power WPT has additional requirements for
safety during charging as well as the requirements for charging efficiency [4,5]. Therefore, technologies
such as unwanted emission electromagnetic field reduction, heat control, foreign object detection (FOD),
position detection (PD), and human safety have attracted more attention [6,7]. In particular, technology
that detects metallic foreign objects (MO) such as coins, keys, and foil not only reduces transmission
efficiency, but can also cause circuit damage or fire, and even life-threatening if creatures such as cats
and dogs get in between. Therefore, technologies such as FOD including metal object detection (MOD)
and live object detection (LOD) are defined as very important technologies in the application of the
product and are also defined as essential elements that must be observed in industry standardization
organizations such as the Wireless Power Consortium (WPC) and Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) International.

Electronics 2020, 9, 2070; doi:10.3390/electronics9122070 www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics39
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The Qi Wireless Power Transfer System Power Class 0 Specification version 1.2.3 proposes two
FOD methods [8]. The first method monitors the temperature change at the interface surface of the
transmitter. Another method monitors power loss between the transmitting interface and the receiving
interface. However, in the case of high-power WPT, it is not appropriate to apply the methods proposed
by Qi WPT. This is because the power loss caused by a metallic foreign object (MO) is very small
compared to the output power in high-power WPT systems, making it difficult to detect. In addition,
if there is a separation distance between the transmitter coil and receiver coil unlike the low-power WPC
system, the distance between the coils is not constant and the power transfer efficiency varies greatly
by misalignment [9,10]. Although SAE International’s J2954 wireless power transfer for light-duty
plug-in/electrical vehicles and alignment methodology does not propose specific FOD methods, it is
regulated to conduct MOD test including coins, paper clips, steel sheet, beverage cans, etc. [6,11].

For FOD methods in high-power WPT, wave-based detection methods and field-based detection
methods are considered [6]. Wave-based detection methods require additional sensing devices such as
imaging cameras, thermal cameras, or radar sensors to detect the presence of foreign objects. Thus the
method has a high cost and is difficult to integrate with the power transfer system. The field-based
detection method is a method of detecting a change in a magnetic field generated by the metal objects.
To this end, a detection coil other than the transmitter coil and the receiver coil is added, and placed
between the transmitter coil and the receiver coil to detect change in the characteristics of the detection
coil. However, since the characteristics of the detection coil are also affected by the location of the
receiver coil and the surrounding conditions such as temperature, techniques using a balanced coil
have recently been introduced.

The balanced coil is also basically located between the transmitter coil and the receiver coil.
In addition, a reference coil is added to detect the changes in the characteristics of the balanced
coil when metal foreign objects are inserted. The balanced coil and the reference coil are arranged
symmetrically with respect to the transmitter coil, so that the magnitude of the magnetic flux induced
in the two coils is the same. When a metal object is inserted, the balance of magnetic flux induced in
the two coils is broken. Then, the presence of a metal object is detected by detecting that the amount of
current flowing through the two coils is different. When there is no metal foreign object, the current
does not flow in the coil [12].

The size of the MO that can be detected depends on the size of the balanced coil, so the balanced
coil must be small enough to detect general metal objects. In addition, depending on the shape or
arrangement of balanced coils, there may be areas where it is difficult to detect MOs. In other words,
when a relatively small MO is inserted or a MO is inserted in an area that is difficult to detect, the change
in inductance of the balanced coil is very small and it is difficult to detect it. Therefore, studies have
been proposed to amplify a voltage or current generated by the change of inductance with an amplifier,
but they have a problem of amplifying noise generated by power transfer signals. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose a balanced coil structure with a serial-resonance Maxwell bridge circuit that can
detect small MOs in wireless power transfer systems with a certain distance between the transmitter
coil and the receiver coil.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Effect of Metallic Foreign Object on Wireless Charging

Figure 1 shows the basic principle of transferring electric energy over the air in wireless power
transfer using magnetic field coupling. In general, the transmitter system generates AC power through
an inverter-type power conversion circuit and transmits power by forming a magnetic field over the
air through the power transfer coil. The receiver system converts the power received from the power
reception coil to DC through reception circuits including a rectifier and transmitted to the load. As the
distance between the coils increases, the induced magnetic flux drastically decreases, and the power
transfer efficiency decreases rapidly. Therefore, when there is a separation distance of 10 cm or more,
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the magnetic resonance method is generally used among the magnetic field coupling methods in order
to overcome the problem of reducing efficiency according to the distance.

 
Figure 1. The basic principle of transferring electric energy over the air.

Figure 2 shows the current and magnetic field generation, and the equivalent circuit when a MO is
placed on the transmitter coil. When the current Itx flows through the transmitter coil, it generates the
magnetic field Htx. When the magnetic field Htx passes through an area with the MO, an electromotive
force is generated inside the metal object, thereby generating a current Imo. This current Imo is generated
in the form of a loop on a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field Htx and is called an eddy current.
Then, it generates a new magnetic field Hmo. The magnetic field Hmo is generated in the opposite
direction to the change of the original magnetic field Htx, thereby interfering with power transfer at the
transmitter. In addition, heat is generated in the metal object by the eddy current flowing through the
resistance component of the metal object.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. (a) The current and magnetic field generation, and (b) the equivalent circuit when a metallic
foreign object (MO) is placed on the top of the coil.

In the equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 2b, Ltx and Rtx are the inductance and resistance of
the transmitter coil respectively, Lmo and Rmo are the inductance and resistance of the MO, respectively.
M is the mutual inductance between the transmitter coil and the metal object and Utx is the AC power
source at the transmitter system. When there is no MO, the impedance Ztx of the transmitter circuit
can be expressed as follows.

Ztx = Rtx + j2π f Ltx (1)
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where f is the frequency of the AC power and Itx is the current flowing through the transmitter coil.
When a MO is inserted, Kirchhoff’s voltage law theory is applied to the transmitter and the MO as
shown in Equations (2) and (3), respectively.

Utx = (Rtx + j2π f Ltx)I′tx − j2π f MImo (2)

RmoImo + j2π f LmoImo − j2π f MI′tx = 0 (3)

where Itx’ is the current of the transmitter coil changed by the MO. If these two equations are
combined as in Equation (4), the impedance of the transmitter circuit is changed by mutual inductance
as Equation (5). In addition, the changed impedance of the MO and induced voltage are as
Equations (6) and (7), respectively.

Utx =

(
Rtx +

4π2 f 2M2

R2
mo + 4π2 f 2L2

mo
Rmo

)
I′tx + j2π f

(
Ltx − 4π2 f 2M2

R2
mo + 4π2 f 2L2

mo
Lmo

)
I′tx (4)

Z′tx = (Rtx + αRmo) + j2π f (Ltx − αLmo), α =
4π2 f 2M2

R2
mo + 4π2 f 2L2

mo
(5)

Z′mo = (Rmo + γRtx) + j2π f (Lmo − γLtx), γ =
4π2 f 2M2

R2
tx + 4π2 f 2L2

tx

(6)

Umo =
1

R2
tx + 4π2 f 2L2

tx

(
4π2 f 2MLtx + j2π f MRtx

)
Utx (7)

where Ztx’ are the impedance of the transmitter coil changed by the MO. As you can see from the
Equation (5), the real part of the transmitter coil impedance is increasing, while the reactive part is
decreasing. As a result, when a MO is inserted between the transmitter coil and the receiver coil,
the inductance of the transmitter coil decreases and the resonant frequency of the transmitter changes,
resulting in a sharp drop in power transfer efficiency. In addition to the heat hazard caused by eddy
current in MOs, heat is generated by the increase of the conductance of the transmitter coil, causing
serious damage such as failure of the transmitter circuit or a fire. For this reason, MOD technology is
very important in high-power wireless power transfer.

2.2. Two-Layer Balanced Coil Array Architecture

As shown in Figure 3, a balanced coil array is placed between the transmitter and receiver
coils. That is, it is placed on the transmitter coil and designed to cover the entire cross section of
the transmitter coil. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, since the transmitter coil is a form of symmetry,
the generated magnetic field is symmetric not only with respect to the x-y plane of the transmitter coil,
but also with respect to the z-axis. In other words, although the intensity of the field is not uniform on
the x-y plane, it is formed symmetrically with respect to the center point. Therefore, the balanced coil
is constructed with two coils in a symmetrical relationship in position. Therefore, since the two coils
act as reference coils with each other, separate reference coils are not added.

Figure 3. A cross-section of the system.
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Figure 4 shows a proposed two-layer balanced coil array architecture. Each balanced coil array
consists of (N ×M)/2 rectangular loop coils. In the first layer, N/2 coils arranged along the Y-axis are
connected to form a total of M coil sets. Then, M/2 balanced coil arrays B{Xm:XM−m+1} are formed
between coil sets that are symmetrical to the Y-axis. In the second array, M/2 coils arranged along the
X-axis are connected to form a total of N coil sets. Likewise, N/2 balanced coil arrays B{Yn:YN−nm+1}
are formed between coil sets that are symmetrical to the X-axis. However, as shown in Figure 4, in this
paper, the coils are not arranged completely symmetrically. This is because if a balanced coil set is
constructed with coils in exactly symmetrical positions, when a MO spans XM/2 and XM/2+1 (or YN/2
and YN/2+1), the degree of unbalance between the two coils is insignificant.

 

 

 
 

(a)  (b) (c) 

Figure 4. A two-layer balanced coil array architecture. (a) Balanced coil array in the first; (b) balanced
coil array in the second layer; and (c) overlapped layers to cover the entire plane.

One layer does not cover the entire plane, and the coils are arranged across one by one in the
(N ×M) grid structure. These two layers are overlapped to cover the entire plane. If N ×M coils are
placed in one plane to cover the entire plane, the LC resonance circuit is formed by the parasitic parallel
capacitance produced between adjacent coils. Thus, when a MO is inserted, the inductance of the coil
at the position where the MO is placed changes, and a series of current change occurs in neighboring
coils, leading to the change of current flowing through the all coils. This phenomenon attenuates the
effect of comparing the signal difference using the balanced coil. Thus, like the proposed structure,
the coils are arranged one by one to minimize the effect of the surrounding coils

If a MO is inserted on top of X2, the inductance of X2 is reduced by the MO as shown in
Equation (7). Thus, the balance of X2 and XM−1 is broken. When you detect which coil pair is out of
balance, you know the presence of a metal foreign object.

In a balanced coil array, if the area of the rectangular loop coil is narrowed and the number of
coils arranged is increased, the size of the detectable foreign object decreases and the place resolution
increases. However, the magnetic flux passing through the cross-section of the coil also decreases,
which reduces the amount of induced current. In addition, since systems such as wireless charging for
vehicles use high-power AC signals, noise generated in the system is large, making it more difficult to
detect the induced current change. Therefore, it is common to add an amplifier in order to improve the
foreign object detection sensitivity [12]. However, there is a problem that even noise is amplified in
this case. Therefore, we propose a balanced coil array with a serial-resonance Maxwell bridge circuit
that can detect a small change of inductance.

2.3. Serial-Resonance Maxwell Bridge Circuit

The Maxwell bridge as shown in Figure 5 is generally used to measure an unknown inductance
using a calibrated resistance, a known resistance and a known inductance [13]. The value of the
unknown inductance is detected by measuring the voltage between two nodes A and B at the center of
the bridge circuit.
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Figure 5. Maxwell bridge circuits.

When AC voltage VAC with constant frequency f is supplied, the voltage between two nodes
A and B, VAB, is as

VAB = (VAC −R1I1) − (VAC −R2I2) = R2I2 −R1I1 (8)

where, if the following equations are satisfied, the voltage between the two nodes becomes zero.

L1I1 = L2I2 and R1I1 = R2I2 , or
R1

L1
=

R2

L2
(9)

In this paper, as shown in Figure 6, each coil of the balanced coil is used as a known inductor
and an unknown inductor, respectively, of Maxwell bridge. Therefore, the calibrated resistance R2

is initially changed to set the voltage between the two nodes to be zero. When a MO is inserted,
the inductance of L1 or L2 is reduced and the voltage difference occurs between the two nodes.

 
Figure 6. Structure that combines a balanced coil array and Maxwell bridge circuits.

When the voltage difference according to the change of inductance is measured using a Maxwell
bridge, it is larger than when the Maxwell bridge is not used. However, the amount of change of
inductance due to a small metal foreign object is absolutely small. Therefore, in order to make the
voltage or current change larger, we propose an LC resonance circuit by connecting capacitors to the
balanced coil in series as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Proposed Maxwell bridge circuit with serial-resonance capacitors.

Similar to the Equation (9) above, the voltage difference between both nodes of the serial-resonance
Maxwell bridge circuit is zero when the following conditions are satisfied.

R1I1 = R2I2 and L1I1 = L2I2 and
C1

I1
=

C2

I2
, or L1C1 = L2C2 (10)

In this paper, since balanced coil pair and resonant capacitors are used, theoretically, L1 and L2,
C1 and C2 are identical respectively. Therefore, I1 and I2 become the same in the absence of a MO,
and the voltage VAB becomes zero. When a MO is inserted, the inductance of the coil at that location
decreases and the resistance increases. In addition, the capacitance is changed by the capacitance of
the MO itself and the parasitic capacitance generated in parallel. Therefore, the voltage VAB of the
serial-resonance Maxwell bridge circuit has a non-zero value as shown in the following Equation (11).

VAB = (R2 + αRmo)I′2 −R1I1 (11)

where a metal object is on L2 coil and I′2 is the current flowing through L2 which means it is no longer
the same as I1. Since the potential drops across the arm CA and AD are equal the potential drops
across the arm CB and BD, the following Equations (12)–(14) are established.(

R1 + j2π f L1 − j
1

2π f C1

)
I1 =

(
R2 + αRmo + j2π f (L2 − αLmo) − j

1
2π f C′2

)
I′2 (12)

I′2 =
R1 + j2π f L1 − j 1

2π f C1

R2 + αRmo + j2π f (L2 − αLmo) − j 1
2π f C′2

I1 = βI1 (13)

VAB =
{
β(R2 + αRmo) − R1

}
I1 (14)

where β is the ratio of the current flowing through L1 and the current flowing through L2. Both resistance
and inductance are changed by the MO, so the denominator of β and the numerator of β have different
phases. That is, the phases of I1 and I2 are different. Therefore, VAB has a non-zero value due to a
voltage phase difference according to the degree of change of resistance, inductance and capacitance
caused by a MO.

3. Results

A wireless power transfer system including balanced coil arrays with serial-resonance Maxwell
bridges was constructed and tested as shown in Figure 8. The AC generator supplies 800 kHz AC to
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the Maxwell Bridge circuit for MOD. The transmitter generates and passes 70 kHz AC signals up to
2 kW to the power transfer coil that is placed under the balanced coil array.

 
Figure 8. Proposed system and test environment.

For the MOD experiment, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 9, a 500 Korean Won(KRW) coin,
a 10 KRW coin, a clip, and a screw were used.

Table 1. Comparison of metal foreign objects used in the experiment.

500 KRW Coin 10 KRW Coin Clip Screw

size diameter 2.65 cm diameter 1.8 cm 3.5 cm × 0.8 cm 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm × 1.2 cm

weight
(component)

7.9 g
(copper 75%,
nickel 25%)

1.2 g
(copper 48%,

aluminum 52%)
- -

 
Figure 9. Metal foreign objects used in the experiment.

The transfer coil was configured in a 30 cm × 20 cm rectangular shape and the loop coil of the
balanced coil was made of 5 cm × 5 cm. Therefore, as shown in Figure 10, a two-layer balanced coil
array consists of a total of 4 × 6 rectangular loop coils. Here, Xn means a set of loop coils connected
along the Y axis in the first layer. Ym refers to the set of loop coils connected along the X axis in
the second layer. And (xn, ym) means the location where Xn and Ym intersect. Since the loop coil is
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arranged one space apart, the loop coil at the intersection is connected to only one of the Xn and Ym.
The following Equations (15) and (16) summarize the loop coils connected to Xn and Ym for each layer.

Xn �
{

(xn, y2k−1), where n = 1, 3, 5 and k = 1, 2
(xn, y2k), where n = 2, 4, 6 and k = 1, 2

(15)

Ym �
{

(x2k, ym), where m = 1, 3 and k = 1, 2, 3
(x2k−1, ym), where m = 2, 4 and k = 1, 2, 3

(16)

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) Coordinates to indicate the position of the coin and the zero-to-peak value of VAB

measured at each position, and (b) the balanced coil set and the position of the loop coil belonging to
the set.

As shown in Equations (15) and (16), Xn consists of two loop coils and Ym consists of three loop
coils. Therefore, the coil inductance of the balanced coil array of the first and second layers is different.
The inductance of X and Y is 40 μH and 60 μH, respectively. The 1000 pF and 680 pF capacitors were
used, respectively, to achieve resonance at 800 kHz with the balanced coil.

The quality factor (Q) of the serial resonant circuit was simulated as shown in Figure 11 to determine
the resistance R1 and R2 of the proposed Maxwell bridge. The smaller the resistors, the larger the Q.
However, if the resistor is too small, the current flows excessively and it takes a long time for the circuit to
stabilize, so it is not suitable for a circuit that measures impedance. If the resistor is too large, the current
flows less, so it makes difficult to detect the impedance change by a foreign metal object. Therefore,
the following simulations and experiments were repeated to determine the magnitude of R1 and R2.

 
Figure 11. Quality factor of the serial resonant circuit according to resistances.
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The serial-resonance Maxwell bridge circuit has a VAB of zero when the Equation (10) is satisfied.
However, there are errors in the circuit components. Figure 12a shows the VAB when the values of
R1 and R2 do not match. When the resistors, R1 and R2, are selected as 100 Ω and the resistors have
a tolerance of 5%, VAB is about 120 mV at the maximum. Similarly, when the capacitors, C1 and C2,
have a tolerance of 5%, VAB is about 800 mV at the maximum as shown in Figure 12b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. VAB of the Maxwell bridge (a) when R1 and R2 do not match and (b) when C1 and C2 do
not match.

When the capacitor changes, the resonance frequency of the circuit changes, and when the resistor
changes, the bandwidth of Q changes. If the resistors are 10 Ω, the bandwidth of Q becomes narrower
than when the resistors are 100 Ω and VAB is about 2 V for a 5% tolerance change of the capacitor.
Conversely, if the resistors are 200 Ω, the bandwidth of Q becomes wider, and VAB is about 450 mV.
That is, when two capacitors are mismatched, if the resistors are small, VAB increases, and if the
resistors are large, VAB decreases. Therefore, it is preferable that the resistors are appropriately large.
However, when the equivalent capacitor slightly changes due to a small MO, a change of VAB must
occurs, so it is preferable that the resistors are appropriately small. Therefore, in this paper, R1 and R2

are determined as 100 Ω.
In the absence of MO, VAB can be made to zero by adjusting the resistors. In this paper, the resistors

were not fine-tuned to remove the offset. Instead, the offset does not affect the MOD by adjusting the
threshold to determine MO.

Figure 10b shows the balanced coil set whose balance is broken according to the position of the
MO. When a MO is at position (x1, y1), the MO is above coil set X1, not Y1. Only the inductance of
X1 is changed by MO. Since X1 constitutes a balanced coil with X6, the balance between X1 and X6 is
broken, and VAB for the balanced coil B{X1:X6}, B(X1,X6), changes. Conversely, if B(X3, X4) changes,
according to Equation (15), it can be seen that MO is placed on one of the loop coils of (x3, y1), (x3, y3),
(x4, y2) and (x4, y4), which belong to X3 or X4. If a MO is at (x1, y2), the balance of B{Y2:Y3} is broken,
so B(Y2, Y3) changes. Similarly, if B(Y1, Y4) changes, according to Equation (16), it can be seen that
MO is placed on one of the loop coils of (x2, y1), (x4, y1), (x6, y1) and (x1, y4), which belong to Y1 or Y4.
The voltage for each position in Figure 10a is a value measured when 500 KWN coin is placed in the
center of each position and is about 700–1200 mVzero-to-peak.

Figure 13 shows the voltage difference between when Maxwell bridge is used and when not
used for MOD. Figure 13a shows the case where a 500 KWN coin is at (x1, y1). The actual voltage
difference between the coil X1 and X6 is about 0.5 V. However, as in this paper, if the voltage difference
is measured using the Maxwell bridge, the phase difference is also reflected, so it is measured as about
2.2 V peak-to-peak. In other words, the voltage difference occurs about four times more than when the
Maxwell bridge circuit is not used.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Voltage difference between when Maxwell bridge is used and when not used. (a) When a
500 KWN coin is at (x1, y1), and (b) at (x1, y2).

As shown in Figure 13b, when a 500 KWN coin is at (x1, y2), the actual voltage difference is about
0.05 V and the voltage difference using the Maxwell bridge is about 1.2 Vpeak-to-peak. The reason
why B(X1, X6) and B(Y2, Y3) are different for the same MO is that the inductance and capacitance of the
balanced coil set B{X1:X6} and B{Y2:Y3} are different. As shown in Equations (14) and (15), the voltage
difference VAB occurs according to the phase difference between the currents flowing through the two
nodes, and the current is determined by resistance R, inductance L and capacitance C in each path.
Even with the same MO, the degree of phase change is different because the R, L, and C values of
B{X1:X6} and B{Y2:Y3} are different. Therefore, the larger the phase change by MO, the larger the value
of VAB.

When each MO was placed in the center of (x1, y1), the zero-to-peak VAB in the serial-resonance
Maxwell bridge was measured and summarized in Table 2. When there is no MO, VAB was 0.197 V.
Although it was not possible to compare the components of the MOs, the voltage difference tended to
decrease as the cross-sectional area was small. In this experiment, we confirmed that the clips were
sufficiently detectable by increasing the voltage difference by approximately 1.5 times compared to
when there were not MOs.

Table 2. Measured VAB for various MOs.

no MO 500 KRW Coin 10 KRW Coin Clip Screw

VAB (zero-to-peak) 0.197 1.1 0.675 0.3 0.249

To find the hidden area, the position of the 500 KRW coin was moved as shown in Figure 14 and
the voltage difference B(X1, X6) and B(Y1, Y4) were measured. The measured results are summarized
in Figure 14b and Table 3. When the coin is in the ‘a’ position, i.e., the coin is at the center of (x1, y1),
the impedance of X1 changes. Therefore, as a result of measurement, B(X1, X6) is about 1.1 V. As the
coin is away from the center of the X1 coil, the influence of the coin on the loop coil at the (x1, y1) position
decreases, so the difference between the impedance of X1 and the impedance of X6 gradually decreases.
That is, B(X1, X6) gradually decreases. When there is no overlap with the X1 coil, i.e., when the MO is
in the ‘d’ and ‘e’ positions, the coin hardly affects the impedance of X1. So, B(X1, X6) is almost the
same level as when there is no coin. Conversely, when the coin is on the loop coil of (x1, y1), it hardly
affects the impedance of Ym. As the coin is placed on the loop coil of (x2, y1), the impedance of Y1

starts to change. Therefore, when the coin is placed in the ‘e’ position, which is the center of (x2, y1),
the impedance difference between Y1 and Y4 becomes the greatest. That is, B(Y1, Y4) was greatest
when the coin was in the ‘e’ position, and it decreased toward the ‘a’ position.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. VAB according to MO’s position (a) MO position in a balanced coil, (b) measured VAB.

Table 3. VAB according to MO’s position.

Without MO a b c d e

B(X1, X6) (V) 0.197 1.1 0.675 0.301 0.19 0.187
B(Y1, Y4) (V) 0.095 0.06 0.096 0.18 0.3 0.68

When there was a MOD on the coil of layer 1, B(Xn, XN−n+1) was increased several hundred mV
or more. The changed value that is about 3 to 5 times larger than the value measured when there is
no MO. When it was on the coil of layer 2, B(Ym, YM−m+1) was increased relatively small. However,
the changed value that is about 3 to 7 times larger than the value measured when there is no MO.
Since the loop coils are arranged regularly, the same phenomenon occurs at other locations. Therefore,
it is possible to detect MO over the entire area.

The process and results of MOD using the proposed Maxwell bridge with an independent power
of 800 kHz are described. However, since this circuit is included in the wireless power transfer system,
the following experiment was conducted to find out the effect between the wireless power transfer
operation and the MOD operation. As shown in the Figure 15, there is a balanced coil array between
the transmitter and receiver coils. While transmitting the power of 70 kHz, the VAB of the Maxwell
bridge was measured while changing the distance between the transmitter and receiver coils to 3 cm,
5 cm, and 7 cm.

 
Figure 15. Experimental environment to test the effect between the wireless power transfer operation
and the metal object detection (MOD) operation.
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Figure 16 shows the results of measuring VA, VB, and VAB of the proposed Maxwell Bridge circuit
at 7 cm distance. When 70 kHz high power is radiated from the transmitter coil to transmit power
in the middle of using detecting MOs at 800 kHz, it is also induced in the balanced coil. As a result,
it can be seen that the 800 kHz signal has an envelope of 70 kHz. Table 4 summarizes the measured
values of VAB_peak_to_peak and VENV_70k at each distance during power transferring. Since the resonance
between the transmitter and receiver coils is matched when it is 5 cm or more, the maximum power is
transmitted when the distance is 7 cm, and the VENV_70k is also maximum. However, VAB_peak_to_peak is
almost constant regardless of power transmission as well as distance.

 
Figure 16. Measured voltages, VA, VB, and VAB at 7 cm apart in powering.

Table 4. Measured VAB_peak_to_peak and VENV_70k according to distance between the transmitter and
receiver coils.

No Powering 3 cm Apart in Powering 5 cm Apart in Powering 7 cm Apart in Powering

VAB_peak_to_peak 1.4 V 1.5 V 1.5 V 1.6 V
VENV_70k 1.4 V 2.8 V 3.3 V 4.9 V

In order to increase the accuracy of VAB signal, a filter to remove signals in the 70 kHz band can
be used. Figure 17a,b show magnitude in time domain and in frequency domain of VAB during power
transmitting, respectively. Figure 17c,d show magnitude in time domain and in frequency domain of
VAB after removing 70 kHz band signals, respectively. As shown in Figure 16, there are 800 kHz band
signals and 70 kHz band signals during power transmitting, but the 70 kHz band signals are removed
after using the filter. In this paper, however, the slotted Q factor method during power transmitting is
used. A slot to detect MOs in the middle of the in-power is added to make it as less sensitive to the
power of the transmitter coil as possible.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 17. Magnitude of VAB (a) in time domain and (b) in frequency domain during power transmitting
(70 kHz + 800 kHz), and (c) in time domain and (d) in frequency domain after removing 70 kHz
band signals.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel MOD method based on two-layer balanced coil array
with serial-resonant Maxwell bridge circuits, which can detect even small MOs through high voltage
change sensing. The balanced coil arrays are divided into two layers and placed one by one at each
layer to reduce interference by the surrounding coils other than the MO to be detected. When a MOs
are inserted, it is detected that the balance of the current induced in the two coils is broken. The smaller
the size of the MO, the smaller the induced current difference. To solve this problem, we also proposed
a Maxwell bridge circuit and serial-resonant capacitors, which result in a dramatically improved
detection sensitivity. In the proposed system, the balanced coil arrays of the first and second layers have
inductance of about 60 μH and 40 μH respectively, and serial-resonance Maxwell bridges have about
approximately 100 Ω resistors and 1000 pF and 680 pF capacitors, respectively, for each layer. As a
result of testing for 800 kHz AC generator, the proposed system can detect even coins and clips with a
voltage difference of several hundred mV. It can be seen that the detection performance is improved
compared to conventional circuits detecting MO with a difference of several μV~mV. In addition,
the magnitude of the voltage is different depending on the location where the MO was placed, but it
shows about 3 to 5 times larger than that without the MO. Therefore, the proposed method in this
paper is expected to be useful as a MOD technology for high-power wireless charging with a distance
of several tens of centimeters apart between the transmitter and receiver coils such as a robot or an
electric vehicle.

5. Patents

Yongseok Lim, Haeyong Jung, and YongJu Park. Metal foreign object detection method in wireless
power transmission. KR 10-2020-0111944.
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Abstract: This paper reveals the optimum capacitance value of a receiver-side inductor-capacitor (LC)
network to achieve the highest efficiency in a capacitive power-transfer system. These findings break
the usual convention of a capacitance value having to be chosen such that complete LC resonance
happens at the operating frequency. Rather, our findings in this paper indicate that the capacitance
value should be smaller than the value that forms the exact LC resonance. These analytical derivations
showed that as the ratio of inductor impedance divided by plate impedance increased, the optimum
Rx capacitance decreased. This optimum capacitance maximized the TX-to-RX transfer efficiency of a
given set of system conditions, such as matching inductors and coupling plates.

Keywords: wireless power transfer; capacitive power transfer; parallel-plate contactless power

1. Introduction

Capacitive wireless power-transfer systems wirelessly transmit electrical energy without the use
of actual wire coils. Instead, thin metallic plates form a capacitor through which current can flow.
Such a system has previously been investigated for biomedical applications [1], electric vehicles [2–5],
mobile devices [6], and constant-current applications [7]. Although a variety of circuit topologies
are available for capacitive power system [1–8], an inductor-capacitor (LC) section in a receiver (RX)
is the simplest topology for systems with small coupling capacitances [2,3]. Additional matching
inductors, such as those in [5], require a large inductance value (~240 μH), which is too bulky. Parasitic
capacitances due to nearby metals can also be merged with a parallel tuning capacitor [2] to form
another type of LC section.

Although much work has been done on the LC matching network design, only a few works have
focused on efficiency maximization, which is an important key requirement in an effective wireless
power-transfer system. Reference [3] proposes operating near the resonance frequency of an inductor
and capacitor, either for constant current or constant voltage operation. Their operating frequency
would slightly deviate from the self-resonant frequency of an LC matching network for constant voltage
or current operation, where the amount of deviation is determined by the strength of the capacitive
coupling. At weak coupling, the operating frequency would approach the LC resonant frequency.

While the LC matching design of [3] successfully achieves either constant voltage or current
operation, this design does not focus on efficiency maximization. Reference [9] analyzes the effect
of matching detuning and proposes a design method to operate over a wide frequency bandwidth.
Although this design successfully operated over this wider frequency range via inverter soft-switching,
the optimum matching capacitance for maximum efficiency has not yet been discussed.

Reference [8] proposed a resonance-matching network to improve the power factor. This is equivalent
to enhancing the real part of ZRX, as seen in Figure 1. The large resistive impedance of the receiver
increased the power factor here because the CP impedances were highly imaginary. A matching network
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design [10] also aimed toward power-factor maximization. Unfortunately, as will be discussed later in this
paper, power-factor maximization does not necessarily maximize efficiency. Hence, any design method
that focused on achieving maximum efficiency would be different from the methods in [8,10].

jj

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of a capacitive wireless-power transfer system. The Re{ZTX} resistance at
the transmitter should be high compared to RP,T in order to achieve high Tx-to-Rx efficiency.

Reference [11] proposed that the matching capacitor should be small in order to reduce sensitivity
to parameter variations and voltage stress. Through this method, the drift of system performance
against load or component variation would be minimized.

While the various design methods mentioned above aimed to achieve different goals, such as
constant output, wide bandwidth, high power factor, or reduced sensitivity, none of them explicitly
defined the optimum RX capacitance for maximum efficiency. This paper investigates exactly what
optimum capacitance value could maximize the transfer efficiency for a given set of system parameters,
such as coupling plates, load, and matching inductors. The results showed that the optimum RX
capacitor value should be smaller than that of a value that achieves complete LC resonance. A
quantitative closed-form equation predicted the optimum capacitor value as a function of coupling
plates, load, and inductors.

2. Optimum Resonant Matching Capacitor

2.1. Circuit Topology of Capacitive Power System

Figure 1 shows the equivalent circuit of capacitive power transfer. This work used a differential
Class-E amplifier that produced a sinusoid output voltage and current. Its schematic and measured
waveform is presented in Figure 8. However, this mathematical derivation was also applicable to a
square-wave voltage source as well (e.g., voltage-mode Class-D inverter) because the first-harmonic
approximation was valid due to the high-Q of the matching network. In other words, due to the
high selectivity of LTX—CTX resonance, higher frequency components of ITX were suppressed and ITX
became sinusoidal. Since the impedance of capacitive interface, XP = (ωCP/2)−1, is extremely high in
noncontact applications, it is common to boost the receiver load RL using an LRX–CRX network. The
parallel resonance of LRX–CRX–RL increases the real part of ZRX while minimizing the reactance of ZRX.

For the given LRX inductance, the CRX capacitance would normally be chosen such that LRX–CRX
was resonant at the operating frequency. This was to maximize the real part of ZRX (i.e., Re{ZRX})
while minimizing the reactive part of ZRX (Im{ZRX}). In this paper, however, we revealed that an
exact LC resonance was not the optimum design for efficiency maximization. Rather, the capacitance
should be slightly smaller, such that there exists significant inductive impedance in ZRX. This Im{ZRX}
partially cancels out the larger capacitive XP. Although the Re{ZRX} obtained via the proposed shifted
resonance was lower than that obtained with exact LC resonance, it is also analyzed in this paper that
a higher Re{ZRX} is not always beneficial: there was an optimum Re{ZRX}.
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2.2. Analytical Derivation for Optimum CRX

The Tx-to-Rx efficiency of Figure 1 was defined as

ηTX-to-RX =
Load power

Supplied power by source

=
I2
LRL

I2
TX(Re{ZTX}+RP,T)

(1)

The ZTX is the equivalent impedance with regard to the CTX capacitance, and RP,T and RP,R are
the parasitic resistance of the LTX and LRX inductors, respectively. Equation (1) can be separated into
a two-stage equation. The first stage, which was the transmitter efficiency, consisted of the power
entering the capacitive interface I2

TXRe{ZTX}, divided by the total power supplied from our power
source I2

TX(Re{ZTX}+ RP,T). The second stage, which was the receiver efficiency, consisted of the
power dissipation at final load divided by the power dissipation across the whole receiver. Hence,
Equation (1) could be written as

ηTX-to-RX =
I2
TXRe{ZTX}

I2
TX(Re{ZTX}+ RP,T)

× I2
LRL

I2
L(RL + RP,R)

(2)

thereby arriving at the impedance ratio equation of

ηTX-to-RX =
Re{ZTX}

Re{ZTX}+ RP,T
× RL

RL + RP,R
(3)

Since the power delivered to the receiver was equal to the power dissipated at the Re{ZTX}, it
was important that we obtained a large value of Re{ZTX} to maximize transmission efficiency. In other
words, the power delivered to RX is P = |ITX|2Re{ZTX}, whereas the power dissipated at TX parasitic is
P = |ITX|2RP,T. Hence, the Re{ZTX} should have been higher than RP,T. The Re{ZTX} is defined found
as follows:

Re{ZTX} =
X2

CTXRe{ZRX}
Re{ZRX}2 + (XCTX + XP − Im{ZRX})2 (4)

where Re{ZRX} and Im{ZRX} is

Re{ZRX} =
X2

CRXRL

R2
L + (XLRX −XCRX)

2 (5)

Im{ZRX} = −
XCRX

{
XLRX(XLRX −XCRX) + R2

L

}
R2

L + (XLRX −XCRX)
2 (6)

and XCTX = (ωCTX)
−1, XCRX = (ωCRX)

−1, XP = (ωCP/2)−1, and XLRX = ωLRX.
After substituting Equations (5) and (6) into Equation (4), Equation (4) became a function of the

receiver parameters, such as RL, XLRX, and XCRX. The typical complete resonance, ω = 1/
√

LRXCRX,
almost cancelled out the Im{ZRX}, whereas the opposite was true for the Re{ZRX}, which was maximized.

In this paper, we tested the theory that there may be an optimum CRX,opt to maximize the efficiency
of Equation (3) for any given set of system parameters. Our efficiency maximization was realized by a
maximum Re{ZTX} resistance and a corresponding minimum ITX current, thereby suppressing power
losses at the inverter and TX passive components thanks to a minimum of ITX current.

Differentiating Equation (4) with respect to XCRX and setting this differentiation to zero, i.e.,
∂Re{ZTX}/∂XCRT = 0, the optimum XCRX was derived:
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XCRT,opt =
((RL + RP,R)

2 + X2
LRX)(XP + XCTX)

XLRX(XP + XCTX) − (RL + RP,R)
2 −X2

LRX

(7)

Note that the derivation of Equation (7) does not involve any approximations and therefore was
generally applicable for any given set of system parameters e.g., load, LRX, CP, CTX etc. Equation (7)
can be simplified because the coupling plate impedance, XP, is usually a much higher value than the
XCTX. [2,3]. Moreover, the Rx inductor reactance, XLRX, is also usually designed as a much higher
value than RL in order to boost a small RL into a large Re{ZRX}, generally because Re{ZRX} ≈ X2

LRX/RL.
Under these conditions, Equation (7) was simplified as follows:

XCRX,opt � XLRX

(
1− XLRX

XP

)−1
(8)

Equation (8) indicated that the optimum XCRX impedance, which maximized the Re{ZTX} and our
efficiency, should be higher than the inductor impedance XLRX. The ratio between inductor impedance
and coupling plate impedance, i.e. XLRX/XP, determined the level of deviation from the complete LC
canceling condition of XCRX = XLRX. Equation (8) indicated that a higher ratio of XLRX/XP required a
larger deviation of XCRX from the XLRX.

2.3. Discussion

Figure 2b is the ZRX representation of Figure 2a at a conventional resonance. Conventional RX
cancelled the Im{ZRX} while maximizing the RL into a high Re{ZRX} so that the power factor of ZCAP
was maximized. However, higher Re{ZRX} was not always beneficial for TX-to-RX efficiency. As
seen in Figure 1, the ITX supplied from the inverter was directed toward two separate paths: one was
through CTX (which did not contribute to power delivery), and the other was through IP flowing into
the receiver. If Re{ZRX} was too high, then most of the ITX was circulated to CTX and only limited
current could flow through IP, which resulted in a reduced power efficiency. The bottom graph of
Figure 2d shows that at conventional resonance the ITX required to deliver a specified IL should have
been increased.

However, the proposed CRX detuning in Figure 2c did not maximize the Re{ZRX} and, at the
same time, intentionally generated +Im{ZRX}. This partially cancelled XP by detuning LRX–CRX. Its
impedance, as seen in Figure 2d, was a frequency of 7.1 MHz. The overall impedance |ZCAP| = Re{ZRX}
+ j(Im{ZRX} − XP) was significantly reduced compared to conventional LRX–CRX. As a result, the
bottom graph of Figure 2d shows that the ITX current required to deliver a given load current IL could
be minimized, which in turn could reduce the losses in the transmitter.

The exact amount of detuning of LRX–CRX was quantitatively obtained from Equations (7) and
(8). Figure 3 illustrates the design trade-off. In Figure 3a, while Re{ZRX} should have been high to
maximize the load power per unit IP of current, the Re{ZRX} should not have been so excessively high
that the IP current per unit ITX could not be maintained. At the same time, in Figure 3b, jIm{ZRX} − jXP

was minimized by maximizing the +jIm{ZRX} so that the IP was increased per given ITX. However,
as seen in Figure 3c, excessively high Im{ZRX} may have compromised the achievable Re{ZRX}. The
proposed Equations (7) and (8) optimized the trade-offs of Figure 3 and produced an optimum Re{ZRX}
and Im{ZRX} that maximized power efficiency.
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Figure 2. Comparison between conventional resonance and proposed CRX. (a) RX circuit consisting of
LRX–CRX and load RL. (b) Typical complete LC canceling causes high ZCAP and low IP. (c) Proposed
CRX condition yields a high +jIm{ZRX} that partially cancels the high −jXP of the coupling plates.
Moreover, Re{ZRX} was moderate. The two improvements of ZRX allowed a higher IP current toward
RX. (d) The x-axis was LRX–CRX resonance frequency. Operating frequency was fixed at 6.78 MHz.
The proposed CRX of Equation (7) partly cancels the −jXP impedance and yields an appropriate value
of Re{ZRX}, both of which increased the current IP and maximized the load power. This maximized
Re{ZTX} and minimized the ITX required to deliver a given load current IL. CTX = 168.5 pF, CP = 14.5 pF.

Figure 3. Design considerations. Equation (7) optimized CRX tuning, when considering all the trade-offs.
(a) Re{ZRX} optimization to maximize RL power per given ITX. (b) High +jIm{ZRX} improved the IP

per given ITX. However, (c) excessively high Im{ZRX} compromised the achievable Re{ZRX}.

Figure 4 compares the conventional and the proposed methods. The proposed method surpassed
the upper limit imposed by conventional RX tuning.
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Figure 4. Calculated efficiency and Re{ZTX}. The proposed method always achieves higher efficiency
than conventional tuning method for every value of LRX.

The high Re{ZTX} might also be obtained by using a small CTX, as in Equation (4). However, a
small CTX demands a large LTX, which increases inductor volume and parasitic RP,T. As an example,
in Figure 2d the bottom graph typical resonance still gives the same Re{ZTX} = 9 Ω if the CTX was
reduced from 168.5 to 87.5 pF. However, then the required LTX should have increased from 3.8–6.8
μH. Due to the increased parasitic RP,T, the spice-simulated efficiency degraded from 77.4% to 69.9%.
Hence, an optimum CRX,opt becomes important in order to produce the highest Re{ZTX} under the
constraint of LTX volume and parasitic resistance.

3. Results

Figure 5 shows the measurement setup using wireless charging of an unmanned aerial vehicle
(Drone) prototype can be seen in Figure 5. The load condition was 36 V–1.8 A and resulted in a value
of 64.8 W. A differential Class-E inverter and full-bridge rectifier were used. Efficiency in this paper
was defined as from DC source to DC load.

 
Figure 5. Measurement validation using the unmanned aerial vehicle prototype. The TX plates were
protected by a 2–4 mm thick acrylic sheet to prevent hazardous electrical shorts caused by collision
with unexpected foreign objects.

A 0.2 mm thick copper plate was used for each plate. A transmit plate of 30 × 30 cm2 was placed
underneath the landing pad and a receiver plate of 13 × 1.5 cm2 was attached under the landing foot of
the UAV. The CP was 23 and 14 pF for a 2 and 4 mm distance, respectively. These distances were due to
electrical isolation by way of an acrylic sheet to prevent electrical shorts and mechanical damage of the
TX plates that may have resulted from a collision with foreign objects. LTX, LRX, and CTX were 3.8 μH,
7.13 μH, and 165 pF, respectively. A GS66508T FET and PMEG6045 diode were used as our inverter
and rectifier, respectively. Please note that Equations (7) and (8) are generally applicable to different
systems with different component parameters. Table 1 provides circuit parameters.
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Table 1. Circuit parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Cp 14~23 pF Load 36 V, 64.8 W
LTX 3.8 μH TX plate 30 × 30 cm2

LRX 7.13 μH RX pad 13 × 1.5 cm2

CTX 165 pF Switching freq. 6.78 MHz

Figure 6a presents the DC-to-DC efficiency for each RX capacitor value. A LRX value of 7.13 μH
was chosen because, as can be seen from Figure 4, efficiency could be maximized near ~7 μH at
a Cp of 10 pF (worst coupling) using typical LC resonance. The CRX of 77.3 pF corresponded to
typical LC resonance, whose resonance frequency coincided with an operating frequency of 6.78 MHz.
The optimum CRX,opt was predicted by Equation (8) for different CP coupling plates. As expected,
our proposed CRX,opt values achieved the highest efficiency for the given set of system constraints.
Figure 6b presents the ITX current required to deliver the given load power, which was minimized at the
proposed CRX,opt capacitor tuning. This result was expected because Equations (7) and (8) maximized
the Re{ZTX}, and therefore the power delivered to the receiver, which was P = |ITX|2Re{ZTX}.

Figure 6. Proposed tuning that achieved higher efficiency. (a) Efficiency vs. CRX for LRX = 7.13 μH.
The proposed CRX values achieved higher efficiency than the conventional exact LC resonance. (b) ITX

current required to deliver a given load power. The proposed CRX condition lowered the required ITX

current, thereby reducing the power loss of the transmitter.

Figure 7 presents the loss analysis for the same load power. The proposed CRX,opt greatly reduced
the power loss of the transmitter. This was because the CRX affected the Re{ZTX}, which in turn
determined the magnitude of current through the transmitter. The waveform in Figure 8 shows that
the inverter achieved zero-voltage switching.
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Figure 7. Loss breakdown analysis for the same load power. The proposed method improved the
losses in transmission while not affecting the receiver-loss characteristics.

 

Figure 8. Measured waveforms. The inverter was operated at 6.78 MHz using zero-voltage switching.

4. Conclusions

This paper thoroughly reveals the optimum parallel capacitance value of a receiver for a given
set of system parameters. Our finding showed that a complete LC resonance at operating frequency
did not result in the highest efficiency. Rather, the RX capacitor should have been be of a smaller
capacitance value than the nominal resonance-tuning value. The optimal deviation from nominal
resonance should have been proportional to the ratio between the RX inductor impedance and the
coupling plate impedance, as formulated in Equation (8). This minimized our ITX value and its
associated losses in the transmitter, thereby increasing overall efficiency while not affecting receiver
loss characteristics.
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Abstract: This paper presents a fully integrated voltage-reference circuit for implantable devices
such as retinal implants. The recently developed retinal prostheses require a stable supply voltage
to drive a high-density stimulator array. Accordingly, a voltage-reference circuit plays a critical
role in generating a constant reference voltage, which is provided to a low-voltage-drop regulator
(LDO), and filtering out the AC ripples in a power-supply rail after rectification. For this purpose,
we use a beta-multiplier voltage-reference architecture to which a nonlinear current sink circuit is
added, to improve the supply-independent performance drastically. The proposed reference circuit is
fabricated using the standard 0.35 μm technology, along with an LDO that adopts an output ringing
compensation circuit. The novel reference circuit generates a reference voltage of 1.37 V with a line
regulation of 3.45 mV/V and maximum power-supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of −93 dB.

Keywords: reference circuit; inductive link; implantable device; line regulation; wireless power
telemetry; supply independence

1. Introduction

Short-distance wireless communication for retinal prosthetic systems plays a critical role in
delivering a radio-frequency (RF) power carrier and data from the external world to an implant inside
the eyeball. Communication techniques based on inductively coupled coils have been widely used,
owing to their high power-transfer efficiency and hardware simplicity [1–4]. The recent advances in
submicron complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technologies have also facilitated the
reduction of the size of the implanted hardware such as an inductive coil receiver, digital controller,
or high-density stimulator array. As a result, the device can be implanted above the ganglion cells in
the case of epiretinal prostheses [5,6] or below the bipolar cells in subretinal prostheses [7–9].

Figure 1 shows a retinal prosthetic system architecture wherein a dual half-wave rectifier is used
to recover dual-rail DC power from a received RF power carrier, through inductively coupled coils.
The external device is composed of a commercial class-E power amplifier, an amplitude-shift-keying
(ASK) modulator circuit, and a current-sense circuit for back-telemetry data recovery. The implanted
device consists of a rectifier, regulator, over-voltage–protection circuit, demodulator, reverse telemetry
controller, global digital controller, and stimulator array. The class-E amplifier is driven by an RF carrier
signal of 13.56 MHz, which is allowed for industry, science, and medical purposes, containing command
data of 1.356 Mbps, which is transmitted to the implanted device through inductively coupled coils.
The RF signals received in the implanted device are rectified and fed to the regulator to generate
dual-rail DC supply voltages, +V1,2 and −V1,2. The connection of reference circuits (+REF, −REF)
is shown in Figure 1, where +REF and −REF, respectively generate positive and negative reference
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voltages for internal LDO. LDO1 and LDO2 supply constant voltages to analog and digital circuits in
the implanted devices respectively. The command data modulated on the RF carrier are recovered using
the demodulator and sent to the global digital controller that decodes the demodulated data in order
to activate the stimulator array. Here, a single-pixel stimulator, which is composed of a photosensor,
current amplifier, and pulse shaper [10], generates a biphasic current pulse, which is delivered to the
bipolar cells through a microelectrode. Back telemetry is utilized to observe the operating status of
the implanted device. A load-shift keying (LSK) technique is used for back telemetry, which is fully
controlled by the reverse telemetry controller in the retinal prosthesis. The over-voltage-protection
circuit in the implanted device is activated when the rectified signal exceeds the allowable voltage
limit. This circuit allows to shift the reactance of the implanted secondary coil and capacitor away
from its resonance, and as a result, the received signal is attenuated to a safe voltage level.

 
Figure 1. Retinal prosthetic system architecture.

In this retinal prosthetic implant, it is important to provide stable DC voltages to each functional
block such as the demodulator, digital controller, and stimulator array. If the DC voltage level varies
during stimulation, it will affect the biphasic pulse amplitude, resulting in more or less charge injection
to the bipolar cells. However, the amplitude of the rectified DC voltage that determines the regulated
DC supply voltage level often fluctuates for the following two reasons. First, natural eye rolling may
cause axial and/or lateral misalignment of the implanted coil. This angular misalignment decreases the
coupling coefficient, leading to low power-transfer efficiency and DC supply voltage drop [11]. Second,
a high-modulation-index waveform of the received RF carrier, based on the ASK scheme, causes a
deep ripple in the rectified voltage. This is because the on-chip small capacitor for the rectifier is not
sufficient to eliminate the rapid change in charging and discharging. Therefore, it is indispensable
for the reference circuit to provide a stable DC voltage to the regulator, regardless of the deep ripple
variation after rectification.

For a retinal implant, the reference circuit must meet three design requirements. First, the reference
circuit requires a wide-range supply-independent reference voltage. As mentioned above, eye rolling
affects the rectified voltage level shift, and can vary the reference voltage output. This also causes a
regulator output biasing drop. Second, a high-power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) is necessary for
the reference circuit to lessen the deleterious effect of the deep AC ripple. An abrupt change in the
ripple after rectification produces a high-frequency noise that can affect the output voltage. Finally,
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the reference circuit for the implantable device should be fully integrated on a single chip to reduce the
active area. Because the eyeball is not large enough to accept external components, all components
should be miniaturized on a single chip. Motivated by this, in this paper, we propose an integrated
reference circuit that has a nonlinear current sink circuit (NSC) to improve the supply dependency and
ripple rejection performances. This novel circuit is designed, fabricated using an SK Hynix 0.35-μm
CMOS technology, and demonstrated on a benchtop.

The current paper is an extension of our previous work in [12]. Our last work utilizes the
temperature compensation technique, which had been proven to reduce the variation of the reference
voltage at higher temperatures. However, the proposed temperature circuit limits the line regulation
performance as the biasing voltage of the compensation circuit varies proportionally to the supply
changes. As a result, some current from the output path sinks out through the compensation circuit,
which eventually deteriorates the output reference voltage. Besides that, the performance of the
operational amplifier drops as the power supply increases because the input voltage of the amplifier
exceeding the allowable input common-mode range, set for the current source of the amplifier to be
kept in the saturation region. Consequently, the amplifier becomes unstable, which leads to the poor
performances of line regulation and PSRR. The new architecture of the reference circuit resolves this
issue to fulfil all requirements highlighted in this paper. With the proposed circuit, the improvements
have been made in terms of its supply rejection and wide-range supply independent performance.
The proposed circuit was also evaluated in the full-path retinal prosthetic system shown in Section 3.
This system includes on-chip digital controller and stimulator, which is not implemented in [12].

2. Methods

2.1. Static Analysis

The newly proposed circuit and its small-signal equivalent circuit are illustrated in Figure 2a,b
respectively. The proposed circuit is based on a VGS reference supply independent current-reference
circuit [13]. The loop around MN1 and MN2 has negative feedback; consequently, the output voltage at
node VREF is unchanged even when the voltage across the resistor R1 varies. However, the nonlinear
current I1 in the current mirror, produced by the square-low behavior of the transistor and channel
length modulation that results in a nonzero slope for ID/VDS, deteriorates the DC level of the reference
voltage. The second-order factor in the reference voltage due to the nonlinear current can be eliminated
if a linear current flows into MP3. Therefore, the NSC formed by transistors MP4 and MN3 is proposed
in Figure 2a, whereby a linear current can be produced in the output path. The slope of the output
voltage with respect to VDD is also controlled by the NSC. As a result, improvements have been made
in terms of its supply dependency and ripple rejection performance.

If I4 and VREF are constant, the gate–source voltages of MN1 and MN2 will also be constant.
VREF can be expressed as follows:

VREF = VGS,N1 + VGS,N2. (1)

A supply-independent reference voltage can be achieved if:

∂VREF

∂VDD
= 0 (2)

or
∂VGS,N1

∂VDD
+
∂VGS,N2

∂VDD
= 0 (3)

The gate–source voltage of MN1 can be obtained by first allowing the current in MN1 to
saturate; hence,

I4 =
1
2

kn,N1(VGS,N1 −VTH,N1)
2(1 + λN1VDS,N1). (4)
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Proposed reference circuit and (b) its small-signal equivalent circuit.

Rearranging Equation (4) gives:

VGS,N1 =

√
2I4

Kn,N1
· 1

(1 + λN1VDS,N1)
1
2

+ VTH,N1 (5)

and taking the derivative of VGS,N1 with respect to VDS,N1 results in:

∂VGS,N1

∂VDS,N1
= −

√
2I4

Kn,N1
· λN1

2(1 + λN1VDS,N1)
. (6)

By approximating ∂VDS,N1
∂VDD

= 1, we obtain, from Equation (6),

∂VGS,N1

∂VDS,N1
=
∂VGS,N1

∂VDD
(7)

From Figure 2a, we know that:
I2 = I1 − I3. (8)

The NSC senses the voltage variation at the source terminals of MP3 and MP4 by assuming
that VREF is constant and that the nonlinear current in I1 sinks into MP4 leaving a linear current in
MP3. By assuming that I1 and I3 grow linearly with respect to VDD, we can rewrite I2 in Equation (8)
as follows:

I2 = m1VDD + C1 − (m3VDD + C3)

= VDD(m1 −m3) + (C1 −C3),
(9)

where m1 and m3 are the slopes of I1 and I3, respectively, and C1 and C3 are constant values. I2 can also
be written as:

I2 =
1
2

kn,N2(VGS,N2 −VTH,N2)
2. (10)

By substituting Equation (9) into (10), Equation (10) becomes:

VDD(m1 −m3) + (C1 −C3) =
1
2

kn,N2(VGS,N2 −VTH,N2)
2. (11)
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Rearranging Equation (11) for VGS,N2 gives:

VGS,N2 =

√
2

Kn,N2
.
√
(m1 −m3)VDD + (C1 −C3) + VTH,N2 (12)

and taking the derivative of VGS,N2 with respect to VDD results in:

∂VGS,N2

∂VDD
=

√
2

Kn,N2
· (m1 −m3)

2
√
(m1 −m3)VDD + (C1 −C3)

. (13)

Substituting Equations (6) and (13) into (3) produces:

−
√

2I4

Kn,N1
· λN1

2(1 + λN1VDS,N1)
+

√
2

Kn,N2
· (m1 −m3)

2
√
(m1 −m3)VDD + (C1 −C3)

= 0. (14)

A key parameter of interest in Equation (14) is m3. To satisfy the condition in Equation (2),
m3 in Equation (14) can be controlled by adjusting the size of transistor MP4. The slope of m3 should
be less than m1, so that the first term of Equation (14) can be subtracted to zero. Trimming the
transistor’s width and length can be performed by the Cadence Spectre simulation to optimize the
output voltage variation.

2.2. Dynamic Analysis

The dynamic behavior of the proposed circuit can be determined by analyzing the equivalent
circuit shown in Figure 2b. MN1 and R1 form a source follower. For simplifying the design equations,
we presume that gm,N1R1 � 1; as a result, vR1 is close to vref and vg,p2 can be approximately equal to vdd.
From Figure 2b, by applying Kirchhoff’s current law at node vx, we can derive the following equation:

vdd − vx

ro,P2
= gm,P4vx + vre f (gm,N2 − gm,P4). (15)

vx can be derived from the circuit given as:

vx = vre f

(
gm,N2 + gm,P3

gm,P3

)
(16)

By substituting Equation (16) into (15), the ratio of vref to vdd can be obtained as follows:

vre f

vdd
≈ gm,P3

ro,P2(gm,N2×gm,P4+gm,N2×gm,P3)
(17)

Accordingly, Equation (17) shows that vref becomes decoupled from small variations in vdd when
the output resistance of ro,P2 is sufficiently high. The NSC produces the gm,P4 in the denominator of
Equation (17), which can help improve the PSRR performance.

Table 1 shows all the parameters used in the proposed reference circuit in Figure 2b.

Table 1. Component parameters.

Component Parameter Component Parameter

MP1, MP2 W = 4 μm, L = 1 μm, m = 50 MN2 W = 25 μm, L = 3 μm, m = 4
MP3 W = 1.15 μm, L = 1 μm, m = 1 MN3 W = 4 μm, L = 1 μm, m = 20
MP4 W = 4 μm, L = 1 μm, m = 9 R1 70 kΩ
MN1 W = 4 μm, L = 1 μm, m = 10
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3. Simulation and Measurement Results

The proposed supply independent voltage reference circuit was fabricated using SK Hynix 0.35 μm
CMOS technology. The micrograph of the proposed reference circuit is displayed in Figure 3a, and it
occupies an active area of 0.0131 mm2. Figure 3b illustrates the transient response of the output voltage
VREF when VDD is ramped from 0 to 5 V. When the current starts flowing in the circuit, the self-biasing
reference circuit drives itself towards the desired stable state, according to the measurement, the output
voltage starts settling at 1.37 V when VDD reaches over 2 V.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Micrograph of the proposed reference circuit, (b) measured transient response.

The measured output voltage variation with respect to VDD is plotted in Figure 4a. The inset
graphs show the measured and simulated results when VDD varies from 2 V to 5 V and 0 to 30 V,
respectively. The observed output voltage increases linearly by 10 mV for VDD variation from 2.1 V
to 5 V. This results in a line regulation of 3.45 mV/V. This dependency can be further optimized by
adjusting MP4, as indicated in Equation (14). The simulation shows a stable reference voltage even
when VDD reaches up to 30 V. However, the measurement was stopped by the breakdown voltage of
~6 V for transistors. The variation of VREF between 2.4 V to 30 V for VDD is only 11 mV, which results
in a line regulation of 0.4 mV/V. The measured and simulated PSRR of the proposed reference circuit is
displayed in Figure 4b, where we obtain the simulated PSRR of −67 dB without the NSC block and
−112 dB with one, respectively. This shows that the nonlinear current sink circuit we proposed in this
work works as expected. In reality, however, a maximum PSRR of −93 dB is observed for frequencies
lower than 1 kHz. The difference of −19 dB between the simulation and measurement is probably due
to the parasitic capacitance that arises from the metal lines and pads in the fabricated chip, where our
proposed reference circuit shares the power supply rails of other test blocks.

Figure 5a illustrates 500 Monte Carlo simulation results of the reference voltage. The average
reference voltage, μ, and the standard deviation, σ, are 1.3955 V and 66.15 m, respectively. The line
regulation results in different corners are shown in Figure 5b. The results indicate that the effectiveness
of NSC produces stable reference voltage in all corners. The worst case occurs in SS condition in which
the line regulation of 34.4 mV/V is obtained for VDD variation from 2.1 V to 5 V.

The overall electrical performance of the CMOS reference circuit designed in this work is
summarized in Table 2, where it is also compared with the performances of the prior designs presented
in [14–17].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Measured results of (a) line regulation and (b) power supply rejection ratio (PSRR).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) 500 Monte Carlo simulation results at 3.3 V supply, 27 ◦C; (b) line regulation results in
different corners.

Table 2. Electrical performance summary and comparison of reference circuit with previous designs.

Parameter [14] [15] [16] [17] This Work

Supply voltage range (V) 2 to 5 0.5 to 1 1.3 to 1.8 2.6 to 12
(2.4 to 20) *

2.1 to 5
(2.4 to 30) *

Reference output voltage (V) 1.14055 0.495 1.17 1.6 1.37

Line regulation (mV/V) 2 3.2 0.35 0.957
(0.511) *

3.45
(0.39) *

PSRR (dB) −61 −50 −52 −60
(−59.2) *

−93
(−112) *

Chip Area (mm2) 0.0396 0.0522 0.082 - 0.0131
Technology (μm) 0.35 0.065 0.18 1.6 0.35

* Simulation result.

To verify the real performance of the proposed reference circuit, we applied it to the
low-voltage-drop regulator (LDO) circuit plotted in Figure 6a. This LDO circuit that utilizes an
output ringing compensation circuit was fabricated in the same chip displayed in Figure 3a. The output
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of the LDO provides a positive supply voltage to 64 pixels stimulator circuit which requires maximum
current of 10 mA. This requirement is based on our previous work which can be found in [10]. In the
experimental setup to evaluate the line-transient responses of LDO, a 100 Ω resistor was chosen as
a load for the LDO output terminal so that the load current is larger than 10 mA. When we applied
a ramp voltage varying from 0 to 5 V, the LDO still output a constant voltage of 1.62 V, as shown
in Figure 6b, while the reference circuit output 1.37 V. While maintaining a load current of 16.2 mA,
the LDO output variation was observed as 17.6 mV in the supply range from 2.5 V to 5 V. The overshoot
and undershoot voltages were 80 mV and 100 mV, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 6c. This LDO
also had a fast recovery time of 240 ns, corresponding to the rapid change of VDD from 5 V to 5.2 V in
20 ns. Presently, we evaluated the full-path system using separate chips for LDO, digital controller and
stimulator shown in Figure 7.

 
Figure 6. (a) Low-voltage-drop regulator (LDO) circuit incorporating the proposed reference circuit;
(b) measured line-transient responses; and (c) measured overshoot and undershoot voltages.

 
Figure 7. Full-path prosthetic system experimental setup.

In the near future, the proposed voltage-reference circuit working with the LDO can be applied to
fully integrated retinal prosthetic systems. Our proved concept prototype system could be further
miniaturized and potentially transformed into stretchable devices which is beyond the flatland constrain
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of the traditional wafer-based system. Currently, we have developed a stretchable receiving coil and
are progressively working on flexible microelectrode arrays.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel CMOS voltage-reference circuit with high PSRR and wide-range supply
independence was proposed and designed for a subretinal prosthetic system. The proposed NSC
reduced the supply ripples significantly and sank out undesired signals in the reference voltage.
Experimental results exhibited good agreement with the proposed concept and demonstrated better
performance in supply independence and PSRR, when compared to the previous works. The proposed
circuit provided a constant output voltage of 1.37 V and exhibited 10 mV variations over the supply
range from 2.1 V to 5 V, resulting in a line regulation of 3.45 mV/V. The maximum PSRR was observed
to be −93 dB for frequencies below 1 kHz. The current proof-of-concept prototype was implemented
on a single chip with the LDO circuit, using a standard 0.35 μm CMOS process. The proposed reference
design occupied an active area of 0.0131 mm2. Considering the high precision and small size design,
this novel reference circuit can be used for implantable devices such as retinal prostheses and cochlear
implants. As a future work, we will integrate the proposed reference circuit and LDO onto a single
chip along with other functional blocks such as a demodulator, digital control, and high-density
stimulator array.
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Abstract: Inductive and capacitive impedance matching are two different techniques optimizing
power transfer in magnetic resonance inductive wireless power transfer. Under ideal conditions,
i.e., unrestricted parameter ranges and no loss, both approaches can provide the perfect match.
Comparing these two techniques under non-ideal conditions, to explore fundamental differences
in their performance, is a challenging task as the two techniques are fundamentally different in
operation. In this paper, we accomplish such a comparison by determining matchable impedances
achievable by these networks and visualizing them as regions of a Smith chart. The analysis is
performed over realistic constraints on parameters of three different application cases both with and
without loss accounted for. While the analysis confirms that it is possible to achieve unit power
transfer efficiency with both approaches in the lossless case, we find that the impedance regions where
this is possible, as visualized in the Smith chart, differ between the two approaches and between the
applications. Furthermore, an analysis of the lossy case shows that the degradation of the power
transfer efficiencies upon introduction of parasitic losses is similar for the two methods.

Keywords: impedance matching network; parasitic resistance; power loss; reflection coefficient;
Smith chart; wireless power transfer

1. Introduction

Recent demand on mobility and accessibility of devices is pushing the development of wireless
technology to new levels. There are good solutions for data transfer such as WiFi and Bluetooth,
whereas, power is still delivered by either batteries or cable, the main bottleneck in the strive for
cutting all the wires and limiting the mobility of devices.

For daily-life applications, inductive wireless power transmission has drawn increasing attention
from researchers as it offers the highest power transfer efficiency (PTE) among other alternatives such
as capacitive, microwave, laser, and acoustic [1,2]. Various products such as electric toothbrushes and
mobile chargers using this technique are already commercially available. This technique provides
two advantages compared to others: transfer of high power and low-frequency operation, making
it less hazardous to the human body [3]. The main issue with this type of inductive wireless power
transfer (WPT) is the mobility as the sender and receiver need to be close to each other, less than a few
centimetres. Magnetic resonant (MR) WPT, an inductive technique based on highly coupled high-Q
resonators, addresses this issue and offers a reasonable distance of power transfer (up to 2 m) [4].
However, a considerable challenge of MR-WPT is to maintain high power transfer throughout a range
of distances between resonators and for variations in load value, as these will cause a mismatch
between the source and input impedances [5].
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In order to solve this challenge, different types of impedance matching techniques have been
developed in the last decades. The simplest and most popular ones use capacitive or inductive
impedance matching networks (IMNs). The capacitive method uses variable capacitors to tune the
transmitter to the resonant frequency or a predefined capacitor sequence for different distances [6,7].
There is a variety of adaptive frequency tuning systems where L, T and Π-type impedance matching
networks contain capacitors [7,8]. Matching can potentially also provide power to multiple device
WPT by using only a single transmitter [9].

The four-coil MR-WPT system presented by the MIT group in 2007 [4] has become a recognized
solution [10–14] for highly resonant WPT systems for medium distances. The system consists of two or
more high-Q resonating coils which are driven by a low-Q coil connected to the power source. The load
is also connected to a low-Q coil. The coupling between resonator and the driver coils (or the load coil)
can be considered as parts of a matching network, where tuning of the impedance can be achieved by
changing the coupling between them. In our study, this method is referred to as inductive matching.
In a previous work, we showed that these two matching techniques, i.e., the capacitive and inductive
matching could potentially achieve a similar level of matching in certain cases [15]. Among the many
different capacitive compensation circuitries, we chose the parallel-series compensation according to
reference [8] for comparison to the inductive method. This network offers sufficient degrees of freedom
to match perfectly if there is no loss and no restriction on parameter ranges, hence it is sufficient to
give an insight into the effect of these limitations. The presented comparison method can also be used
to identify matchable regions of other compensation structures.

The aforementioned matching techniques, i.e., capacitive and inductive can be applied to any
mismatches in a WPT system to improve the power transfer efficiency [16]. However, there is a
challenge in the direct comparison of their matching performances because they have different circuit
topologies. The paper describes a method that makes a systematic comparison of their performance
possible. The proposed method is based on comparison of the conjugate impedance of the matchable
load, displayed in the Smith chart. The conjugate matching method has been analysed in [17], where all
concepts of conservation and amplification of power by two port network was defined. This method is
used by [18,19] to describe efficiency of the WPT system with inductive IMN. Our work presents a
comparison of the matchable loads offered by the inductive and capacitive matching networks over a
full range of realistic parameter ranges for three different applications distinguished by their operating
frequency and power level [20–22]. The operating frequencies are within the allowed Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands [9], which also limits the frequency range in the analysis. For the
ease of simulation and calculations we choose to keep the distance constant and match the different
load values. We assume the coil sizes are such that the systems operate in near field and the inductances
of sender and receiver coils are equal, as in the [18–22].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, impedances are analysed by derivation of
reflection coefficients. We intentionally exclude the parasitic components in the system in order to
have a clear comparison between these matching techniques in the ideal case. Subsequently, Section 3
visualizes the matchable reflection coefficients in the Smith chart, which graphically illustrates all of
the possible complex impedances that are obtained by sweeping matching parameters. Therefore,
it demonstrates which method offers the wider area of impedances that can be matched. Furthermore,
the impact of parasitic loss to the matchable region is analyzed and optimized power simulation is
given in the Section 4 and Section 5 discusses the outcome of the comparison.

2. Reflection Coefficients

In order to map and compare the tunable impedances of WPT systems, suitable circuit models and
corresponding impedance expressions should be established. A generic WPT system with impedance
matching networks can be represented as shown in Figure 1. The driving source consists of an ideal
voltage source (VS) and a series resistance RS. The two-port network consists of resonators, and here
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we will consider capacitive and inductive impedance matching circuits. The network is terminated by
load impedance ZL at the output. Here, iS and iL are currents through RS and ZL, respectively.

Matching networks are necessary to obtain a match between input impedance Zin and source
impedance RS. They affect the Power Transfer Efficiency (PTE), defined as ratio between power
delivered to the load and input power of the two-port network [18]. This research focuses on
the comparison of the matchable loads offered by the capacitive and inductive IMNs. Therefore,
the two-port network is redrawn as in Figure 2 to get value of an effective impedance Zout at the
output, which is a complex conjugate Z∗

L form of load impedance that can be perfectly matched.

V

R

Two Port
Ne twork

i

Z
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L

S

in

s iL

Z
Figure 1. Two-port network representation of a highly resonant WPT system.
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Figure 2. Two-port network representation when source is terminated.

2.1. Capacitive Matching Network

A lossless model of the inductive resonant WPT system with capacitive impedance matching is
shown in Figure 3. The circuit elements are ideal, i.e., inductors and capacitors do not have parasitics.
Matching networks consist of series-parallel connection of capacitors Cts, Ctp and Crp, Crs at the
transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) sides. The source impedance is considered as resistance RS.

Cts
Ctp Lt Lr

ktr iL

it

ir

Crs
Crp

RS

is

outZ

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of a WPT system with capacitive impedance matching network.

Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) to the circuit in Figure 3, the voltage-current relations
can be written in an impedance matrix form

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Vout

0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Z11 Z12 0 0
Z21 Z22 Z23 0
0 Z32 Z33 Z34

0 0 Z43 Z44

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

iL
ir
it

iS

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)
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where
Z11 =

1
jωCrs

+
1

jωCrp
, Z12 = − 1

jωCrp
, (2)

Z21 = − 1
jωCrp

, Z22 = jωLr +
1

jωCrp
, Z23 = jωM12, (3)

Z32 = jωMtr, Z33 = jωLt +
1

jωCtp
, Z34 = − 1

jωCtp
, (4)

Z43 = − 1
jωCtp

, Z44 = RS +
1

jωCts
+

1
jωCtp

. (5)

Here,
Mtr = ktr

√
LtLr, 0 ≤ ktr ≤ 1 (6)

is the mutual inductance between inductors Lt and Lr. The coefficient ktr represents the coupling
between them and its value is inversely proportional to the cube of their distance [15]. The distance
change and variation of load impedance can be controlled by adjusting the capacitances Cts, Ctp and
Crs, Crp in the matching networks.

The effective impedance Zout at the output of two-port network is

Zout = jXr +
Z2

12(Z2
34 − Z33Z44)

(Z22Z33 − Z2
32)Z44 − Z2

34Z22
, (7)

where
Xr = − 1

ωCrs
− 1

ωCrp
. (8)

The real and imaginary parts of the impedance are

Re{Zout} = ΔRS, Im{Zout} = ΔA − 1
ωCrs

− 1
ωCrp

, (9)

where

Δ =
ω2M2

trZ2
12Z2

34
B2R2

S + (XtB − Z2
34Z22)2

, (10)

B = Z22Z33 − Z2
32, Xt = − 1

ωCts
− 1

ωCtp
, (11)

A =
(Z22Z2

34 − Xtω
2M2

tr)Z2
34 − Z33B(X2

t + R2
S)

ω2M2
trZ2

34
. (12)

The impedance Zout can be seen at the output of the two-port network, which is complex conjugate
form of load impedance ZL. This impedance is used to derive the reflection coefficient (Γ), which can
be seen from the load side

Γ = (Zout − Z0)/(Zout + Z0) (13)

where Z0 is reference impedance equal to RS.
Equation (13) is used to draw Γ in the Smith chart to visualize graphically and estimate the values

of load impedance that can be perfectly matched. Furthermore, a derivation of the reflection coefficient
expression for the inductive matching is discussed in next section, and numerical results are given in
Section 3.

2.2. Inductive Matching Network

Inductive coupling is another method widely exploited to match the input impedance for different
distances between resonators or load variation. This system uses additional magnetically coupled
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coils at the transmitter or receiver, or both, to enhance the PTE. These coils do not need as high Q as the
resonator coils. The most popular one is a four-coils system with source coil LS, high-Q transmitter coil
Lt, high-Q receiver coil Lr, and load coil LL [4,15]. The matching can be controlled by varying couplings
between the source/load coils and high-Q coils—kS, kL. The equivalent lossless model of such a system
is shown in Figure 4. The high-Q coils are connected to series external capacitors to form resonators.

S CS CL

Lt Lr

Ct Cr

kL

kt kr

i tr
i Li s

Rout
Z

ks

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit of WPT system with inductance matching network.

For such a circuit, the same voltage-current relations can be used as in Equation (1), where
impedances are

Z11 = jωLL, Z12 = −jωML, (14)

Z21 = −jωML, Z22 = jωLt +
1

jωCt
, Z23 = jωMtr, (15)

Z32 = jωMtr, Z33 = jωLr +
1

jωCr
, Z34 = −jωMS, (16)

Z43 = −jωMS, Z44 = RS + jωLS, (17)

and by neglecting cross-coupling:

Z13 = Z14 = Z24 = Z31 = Z41 = Z42 = 0. (18)

Here, MS/L is a mutual inductance between source/load coil (LS/L) and high-Q coil (Lt/r)

MS/L = kS/L
√

LS/LLt/r, 0 ≤ kS/L ≤ 1. (19)

and Mtr is the mutual inductance between resonator coils

Mtr = ktr
√

LtLr, 0 ≤ ktr ≤ 1. (20)

If we assume that the two resonators have same resonance frequency ω = 1/
√

Lt/rCt/r, then

Z22 = Z33 = 0. (21)

From impedance Equations (14)–(18) the real and imaginary parts of output impedance Zout become

Re{Zout} = ΔRS, Im{Zout} = ω(LL − ΔLS), (22)

where

Δ =
ω2M2

S M2
L

M2
tr(R2

S + ω2L2
S)

. (23)
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Furthermore, Equations (13), (22) and (23) are used to calculate the reflection coefficient in the
following section. These results conclude the theoretical analysis that is required to compare the
two techniques.

3. Matchable Regions of Lossless Model

This section presents graphs of reflection coefficients in the Smith Chart, based on the equations
derived in the previous section for both capacitive and inductive matching. These graphs help
us to estimate the matchable loads and to select the proper matching network at the transmitter
and receiver side. In the capacitive method the input impedance is controlled via capacitances
Cts, Ctp, Crs, Crp, whereas in the inductive matching it is controlled by coupling coefficients kS, kL
between the source/load coils and high-Q coils.

In this section, the parasitic components of the system are intentionally excluded to have a clear
and ideal case comparison between these two matching techniques. Reflection coefficients were
examined for three specific applications, and parameter values used for the cases given in Table 1.
The presented cases have been chosen so that they cover a wide range of WPT applications with
different specifications for power level and operating frequency [20–22].

Table 1. Applications and parameters.

Application Operation Frequency Lt = Lr Ct = Cr ktr References

Case A—Car charging 85 kHz 60 μH 58.4 nF 0.01 [20]
Case B—Tablet charging 6.78 MHz 6 μH 91.8 pF 0.01 [21]
Case C—High Frequency 100 MHz 2.5 μH 1.01 pF 0.01 [22]

Figures 5–10 show the realizable reflection coefficient values in the Smith Chart. The matchable
regions are indicated by bold black borders. Each figure consists of three impedance regions,
where each region corresponds to different resulting impedances in the circuit: Ztx—impedance
at the transmitter, Ztr—impedance after transmission, Zout—impedance at the output. They are
obtained by sweeping the impedance matching network parameters over the realistic range of values,
which are given in Table 2. Chosen constraint for the inductive IMN is based on an assumption that
the driving and load loops have an inductance equal or smaller than the resonator inductances [4].
The bottom limit for the capacitance variance in the capacitive IMN is the lowest value of capacitance in
the market, which is approximately 500 fF (ignoring the possibilities of series connection), whereas the
upper limit was chosen sufficient for the application choice. As we can see further from the results the
upper limit in the inductive method and lower limit in the capacitive method decides the final shape in the
Smith chart. The circuits are equivalent models of an inductive WPT, which consists of source resistance
RS, matching networks (capacitive or inductive), and lossless coils for transmission and reception.

Case A application in Table 1 is an Electric Vehicle (EV) charging station for transmission of high
power. It is designed for low-frequency operation, in our case at 85 kHz frequency, and designed for
coils around Lt = Lr = 60 μH. Figure 5a shows the impedance at the transmitter. This impedance
region agrees well with known results for L-type networks in [23]. It is controlled by varying the
capacitances Cts and Ctp within the range given in Table 2. Since the L-type capacitive matching
network at the transmitter (Tx) cannot match all impedances, a matching network is required for the
receiver part as well. Second stage, in Figure 5b, illustrates reflection graph after the resonator coils
Lt and Lr, which are coupled at ktr = 0.01. The inductances change the region into a circle—smaller
than Smith chart, which means there is still a limitation in the matchable area. Finally, in Figure 5c,
third stage gives impedances that can be matched by the complete network consisting of matching
networks at the Tx (Cts and Ctp) and Rx (Crs and Crp) sides. All the capacitances in this example
are varied from 0.1 pF to 200 pF (Table 2). The impedance matching network at the Rx side greatly
improves the matchable area, which now practically fills the Smith chart. It means that for case A
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without losses any load is matchable by the capacitive matching method at ktr = 0.01, but it does not
mean that this still holds for other coupling coefficient values.

The result of following a similar procedure for case A with the inductive impedance matching
network is shown in Figure 6. In this case, matching works by adjusting source/load inductances
LS/LL and coupling coefficients between these and resonator coils (kS, kL). Inductance and coupling
constant ranges are given in Table 2. In Figure 6a, we can notice that the inductive method gives an
extremely limited region of impedances that can be matched, hence, matching at the receiver becomes
crucial. One thing that can be noticed from Figure 6b impedance range of Ztr after the coupling (ktr = 0.01)
between resonators Lt, Lr is even smaller, and it shows that three-coil system is not suitable for applications
where load values are diverse. However, the resulting matchable impedance of the complete system with
four coils, where impedance can be matched at both sides (Tx and Rx), fills around 80% of the Smith chart
and is shown in Figure 6c. According to the figure, for case A without losses there is roughly 20% of the
impedances that cannot be perfectly matched by the inductive approach.

Figure 5. Reflection coefficient graphs show impedances that can be obtained by capacitive matching
networks placed into WPT system in case A: (a) Ztx—impedance at the transmitter, (b) Ztr—impedance
after transmission, (c) Zout—impedance at the output.

Figure 6. Reflection coefficient graphs show impedances that can be obtained by inductive coupling
in four coiled WPT system in case A: (a) Ztx—impedance at the transmitter, (b) Ztr—impedance after
transmission, (c) Zout—impedance at the output.
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Figure 7. Reflection coefficient graphs show impedances that can be obtained by capacitive matching
networks placed into WPT system in case B: (a) Ztx—impedance at the transmitter, (b) Ztr—impedance
after transmission, (c) Zout—impedance at the output.

Figure 8. Reflection coefficient graphs show impedances that can be obtained by inductive coupling
in four coiled WPT system in case B: (a) Ztx—impedance at the transmitter, (b) Ztr—impedance after
transmission, (c) Zout—impedance at the output.

Figure 9. Reflection coefficient graphs show impedances that can be obtained by capacitive matching
networks placed into WPT system in case C: (a) Ztx—impedance at the transmitter, (b) Ztr—impedance
after transmission, (c) Zout—impedance at the output.
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Figure 10. Reflection coefficient graphs show impedances that can be obtained by inductive coupling
in four coiled WPT system in case C: (a) Ztx—impedance at the transmitter, (b) Ztr—impedance after
transmission, (c) Zout—impedance at the output.

Table 2. Matching network parameters.

Application LS, LL XS, XL kS, kL Cts/rs, Ctp/rp Xts/rs, Xts/rs

Case A 0.1–60 μH 8.5 mΩ–32.0 Ω 0.001–1 0.1–200 nF 187 kΩ–9 Ω
Case B 0.1–6 μH 0.7 Ω–40.7 Ω 0.001–1 0.5–200 pF 47 kΩ–117 Ω
Case C 0.1–2.5 μH 10 Ω–1.6 kΩ 0.001–1 0.5–2 pF 3.2 kΩ–796 Ω

Case B is a low power and high-frequency system, a mobile phone charging device from Airfuel
Alliance, which has standard parameters as 6.78 MHz operational frequency and around Lt = Lr =

6 μH coils for Tx and Rx [21]. Results are given in Figures 7 and 8. Here, the inductive method again
shows low performance for a three-coil system since the matchable area fills only about 10% of the
Smith chart. However, both methods are able to match all loads with the complete network.

Finally, we consider application case C, which is a high-frequency device with Lt = Lr = 2.5 μH
for Rx and Tx coils. The inductive matching network has larger matchable region than the capacitive
method, see Figures 9 and 10. In a complete network, around 90% of the load impedances are matchable
by the inductive method, whereas the capacitive approach can match only around 30% of the loads.
One thing to note is that the matchable region for the capacitive network has a hole, which appears
because of the minimum constraint 0.5 pF in the parameter range. Consequently, the capacitive
matching network with these constraints is less versatile in this type of application.

4. Performance of Lossy System

In this section, system performance is examined in the presence of loss. Therefore, the lossless
inductors Lt and Lr in the previous circuits is replaced by a model of a non-ideal inductor shown in
Figure 11. The model consists of an ideal inductor with a series parasitic resistance and a parallel
capacitance. We only consider the effect of the parasitic resistance since the parasitic capacitance can be
taken care of by compensation circuits. The parasitic resistance is a combination of ohmic and radiative
losses of the coil. Other circuit parameters are kept the same as in the previous section for calculation
of reflection coefficients. The realizable reflection coefficients over the chosen range of parameters are
shown in Figures 12–14.

The inductances of the coils in case A are larger than for the other two cases, so the parasitic
resistance R = 1 Ω of each coil is higher than for case B and comparable to case C where the skin effect
matters. R is estimated assuming a copper coil made from a 30-m long wire of diameter 0.8 mm [20].
The result for case A is shown in Figure 12, where Figure 12a presents realizable reflection coefficients
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for capacitive IMN of Figures 3 and 12b presents the results for inductive IMN of Figure 4. Solid lines
show borders of matchable regions for lossles networks determined in the previous section, whereas
dashed lines bound matchable regions for lossy networks.

L R

C
Figure 11. Model of non-ideal inductor.

(a) Capacitive IMN (b) Inductive IMN

R = 0 
R = 1 

Figure 12. Matchable regions in lossless and lossy model for case A.

Figure 13. Matchable regions in lossless and lossy model for case B.

(a) Capacitive IMN (b) Inductive IMN

R = 0 
R = 1 

Figure 14. Matchable regions in lossless and lossy model for case C.

The matchable area has been dramatically reduced from 100% to approximately 40% of the Smith
chart for capacitive and from 80% to 20% for the inductive technique. It shows that range of matchable
impedances is sensitive to loss for both methods and that the inductive method is slightly sensitive to
the loss than the capacitive method.

The comparison of matchable regions, after the introduction of parasitic resistance R = 0.55 Ω ([21])
in the coils for case B, is shown in Figure 13. The reflection coefficient graphs of capacitive and inductive
methods are shown in Figure 13a,b, respectively. The change in the matchable region is again more
dramatic for the inductive method since it has about 55% reduction from the ideal case compared to
the capacitive method’s 20%.

Matchable regions for case C are given in Figure 14. Since the resonator coils operate at the highest
frequency in the comparison, we considered skin effect as well. Therefore, ohmic loss at the coils is
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chosen as a combination of parasitic resistance and skin effect loss, which is R = 1 Ω. R is estimated
assuming a copper coil made from a 75-cm long wire of diameter 0.8 mm [22]. As a peculiarity in
Figure 14a, we note that the matchable region for the lossless capacitive network has a hole in it and
that this vanishes when losses are introduced. The overall numbers are 2% reduction in area for the
capacitive and 15% for the inductive approach. While the inductive method in this case still has a
matchable region more sensitive to loss than capacitive IMN, the inductive method covers a larger
area of matchable impedances both with and without loss.

As mentioned before in Section 2, we considered regions of matchable impedances. It can also be
interesting to see how well the network performs for any given load impedance. Here we consider this
question by calculating the delivered power to load impedances sampled form the entire Smith chart.
It can be obtained in several ways, but we used SPICE AC analysis here. We focused on cases A and B
because their matchable regions are most affected by the introduction of ohmic loss. The results are
shown in Figures 15 and 16 and demonstrate that capacitive and inductive IMNs can be comparable in
matching various load impedances, when the networks are optimized for each particular impedance.
Device in case A has more power loss than in case B. Overall, power level is distributed between
−4.2 dBm and −4.8 dBm for case A, and −3.5 dBm and −4 dBm for case B.

Figure 15. Comparison of optimal power delivered to the various loads for case A.

Figure 16. Comparison of optimal power delivered to the various loads for case B.

5. Discussion

Section 3 presented three impedance areas obtained for different stages of ideal circuits
(Figures 5–10), which is summarized in Figure 17. In this figure, each trace represents specific
application (case A, B, C) and matching network. The impedances at the different stage of circuits,
in Figures 5–10, are given in x-axis, whereas y-axis shows a share of Smith chart in percentage. All the
areas have been estimated from the graphs. According to the figure, Zout fills a larger area than Ztr

for all cases, which shows that the impedance matching network at the Rx side is crucial in obtaining
large tunable area of load impedance. There is a degradation from 100 to 30% in the area of output
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impedance Zout by the capacitive method from case A to C. An improvement from 10 to 75% in the
area of impedance at the transmitter side Ztx can be seen for the inductive technique from case A to
C. This is due to difference in the operation frequency of the specific applications since for capacitive
IMN XC ∝ 1/ f , while for inductive IMN XL ∝ f . Therefore, the region of inductive method shrinks in
case C (85 kHz—low frequency) and widens in case A (100 MHz—high frequency), and it is vice versa
for capacitive matching. At low operation frequencies, the available range of the capacitance values
is enough to match most of the load impedances, whereas at high frequency, the matching is limited
by the smallest capacitance value in the parameter range, which is 0.5 pF. In the inductive approach,
the ranges of load and source inductance values are the same as for the resonator coils. For case C,
covering most of the Smith chart can be achieved with a reasonable inductance range, whereas for case
A, the inductance range is not large enough to match all the load impedances.

The limitation discussed above also gives a better understanding of the parasitic effects in the
lossy WPT systems. For capacitive method, it is crucial to avoid parasitic capacitances of resonator
coils at high frequencies since they are comparable with 0.5 pF, whereas for low frequency applications
they can be ignored.

The matchable areas of the lossless model and the circuit with parasitics are compared in Figure 18.
Here, blue/yellow colors correspond to matching network type and solid/hatched patterns of charts
represent ideal and lossy scenarios of examination. The figure shows that the circuit with inductive
IMN is more sensitive to the loss than capacitive IMN. In case A, the reductions in matchable areas
of inductive and capacitive IMNs are comparable. In case B and case C, the reduction is higher for
inductive IMN than for capacitive IMN. Case C is least affected by the parasitics due to high operation
frequency. It should be noted that a larger parasitic resistance shrinks the matchable region, whereas a
smaller parasitic resistance increases it closer to the ideal case.

It is clear that matching networks provide quite different areas of perfectly matchable impedances.
However, the comparison in Figures 15 and 16 showed that the methods have comparable power
transfer when the networks are optimized for each load.

Figure 17. Matchable area comparison for different stages of the circuit in the ideal case.
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Figure 18. Area of matchable loads before and after introducing the parasitics.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we compare areas of matchable loads for capacitive and inductive impedance
matching networks (IMNs), which are the common matching techniques in the magnetic resonant
wireless power transfer system. Graphical visualization of the impedances by Smith Chart is used
for effortless comparison of the IMNs performances. An analytic expression for effective output
impedance is derived and used to display the conjugate-image impedance of the load. Without any
limitations in the parameter values and frequency range, it is always possible to match any load, i.e.,
any point in the Smith chart. Therefore, three different applications were considered with constraints:
case A—car charging operating at 85 kHz, case B—mobile phone charging at 6.78 MHz, and case C—
a high-frequency charging device at 100 MHz.

For the lossless system, the capacitive circuit’s matchable area fills the Smith chart for case A,
whereas around 20% of the chart that cannot be matched by the inductive IMN. For case B both
methods could match any load impedance. On the other hand, the inductive IMN has shown about
60% larger area than the capacitive IMN for case C. The matching network at the receiver improves
the area in all cases.

Finally, the impact of parasitic resistance of the resonator coils to the matchable area has been
examined. In case A, the reduction of matchable area is 60 percentage points for both methods.
The matchable area by the inductive IMN is more sensitive to the parasitic resistance than capacitive
IMN for cases B and C. However, simulation of power transfer has shown that both matching networks
can be equally effective in matching different load values.
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Abstract: Herein, the voltage and current output characteristics of a laser photovoltaic (PV) module
applied to a wireless power transmission system using a laser beam are analyzed. First, an experiment
is conducted to obtain the characteristic data of the voltage and current based on the laser output
power of the laser PV module, which generates the maximum power from the laser beam at a
wavelength of 1080 nm; subsequently, the small-signal voltage and current characteristics of the laser
PV module are analyzed. From the analysis results, it is confirmed that the laser PV module has a
characteristic in which the maximum power generation point varies according to the power level of
the laser beam. In addition, similar to the solar cell module, it is confirmed that the laser PV module
has a current source and a voltage source region, and it shows a small signal resistance characteristic
having a negative value as the operating point goes to the current source region. In addition, in
this paper, by reflecting these electrical characteristics, a method for designing the controller of a
power converter capable of charging a battery while generating maximum power from a PV module
is proposed. Since the laser PV module corresponds to the input source of the boost converter used
as the power conversion unit, the small-signal transfer function of the boost converter, including
the PV module, is derived for the controller design. Therefore, by designing a controller that can
stably control the voltage of the PV module in the current source, the maximum power point, and
voltage source regions defined according to the output characteristics of the laser PV module, the
maximum power is generated from the PV module. Herein, a systematic controller design method
for a boost converter for laser wireless power transmission is presented, and the proposed method is
validated based on the simulation and experimental results of a 25-W-class boost converter based on
a microcontroller unit control.

Keywords: laser wireless power transmission; PV module; maximum power point; battery charging

1. Introduction

Recently, studies regarding wireless charging technology for supplying electric power to electric
vehicles, various IoT (Internet of Things) devices, and unmanned moving objects have been actively
conducted. Hitherto, wireless charging technology has been mainly studied based on magnetic
induction, magnetic resonance, and electromagnetic wave methods. The magnetic induction method
is mainly used when the distance between the transmitting and receiving coils is short (1–2 cm for
electronic products or 0.15 m for electric vehicles), and the magnetic resonance method is applied when
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the transmission distance is longer than the magnetic induction method. In this case, the main target is
a distance of less than 10 m. The electromagnetic wave method enables power to be transmitted up
to a transmission distance of several kilometers compared with the other two methods; however, its
transmission efficiency is low, and it is harmful to the human body [1–4].

On the other hand, the wireless charging method using the laser is also being studied in military
and space applications [2,5]. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
wireless power transmission system using a laser beam proposed in [5]. The light energy of the laser
beam irradiated from the ground is transferred to the laser photovoltaic (PV) module installed inside
the UAV and converted into electric energy. The converted electrical energy is used to charge the
battery through a power converter or as energy for components mounted on the UAV. Research on the
laser wireless charging system to date is as follows.
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Results pertaining to the voltage, current, and efficiency based on the material type used and
the laser wavelength in a laser PV cell are presented in [5,6]. However, in addition to these results, a
method to control a converter that can charge a battery when a laser PV module is applied to a UAV
is necessitated. Results pertaining to the wavelength and temperature output characteristics of PV
panels applied to charging systems using laser beams as well as the mathematical modeling of PV
panels are presented in [7]. In this study, the modeling of the laser PV module proposed in [7] was
used to design a PV module applied to a simulation model; however, the output characteristics were
analyzed through testing a prototype laser PV module. In addition, a control design method that
can generate the maximum power from a laser PV module using a battery charging converter was
investigated. In [8], the concept of the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm applied with
a neural network (NN) algorithm considering the characteristics of a PV module, and a laser beam
was presented. However, in that paper, the improvement compared with perturb-and-observe and
incremental conductance methods, as well as the specific design method and experimental results of
NN, were not presented.

Similar to the previous studies mentioned above, studies regarding laser wireless charging
systems mainly focus on improving the efficiency based on the material of the laser PV module and
the introduction of research areas where the laser charging system is applicable. However, for the
practical use of the laser charging system, studies regarding the control of the battery charging system
using laser PV modules is required. There has been a lot of research on battery charging systems using
solar cell modules, but there are no research articles on the power converter design and control of
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laser wireless charging systems using laser beams. Therefore, this paper deals with a controller design
method based on the experimental results of laser PV module output characteristics for controlling the
power converter of a laser wireless charging system.

To extract the maximum power from a laser PV module, the operating point of the PV module
must be controlled. To design a controller for controlling the operating point of the input source, a
small-signal model of the PV module is required in the current source, voltage source, and maximum
power point regions based on the laser output. First, we conducted an experiment to investigate
voltage and current characteristics based on the laser output power of a laser PV module to generate
the maximum power from a laser of a specific wavelength; subsequently, we derived the resistance
values for small-signal fluctuations of voltage and current. After deriving the transfer function of the
boost converter, including the small-signal resistance of the laser PV module, we designed a controller
that can satisfy the dynamic performance in the entire operational area of the laser PV module. As
described above, we herein present a method for designing the small-signal transfer function of a boost
converter that reflects the small-signal characteristics of a laser PV module and a controller design
method that can generate the maximum power from a PV module based on the MPPT algorithm.
The method proposed herein was validated based on the simulation and experimental results of a
25-W-class boost converter prototype.

2. Modeling and Controller Design of Laser Wireless Power Transmission System

2.1. Laser PV Module Characteristics

The PV module, which is the input source of the laser wireless charging system, has a configuration
in which 16 PV cells are connected in series, as shown in Figure 2; it was manufactured by the Korea
Advanced Nano Fabrication Center [5]. Using a high-power continuous fiber laser MFSC-200, laser
beams with a wavelength of 1080 nm were irradiated onto the laser PV module at 2.478 and 2.874
W/cm2 [9]. Figure 3 shows the voltage–current and voltage–power characteristics based on the laser
beam power used in the experiment.
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Figure 2. Laser photovoltaic (PV) module with 16 cells connected in series.

As shown in Figure 3, the PV module presents nonlinear output characteristics, in which the
short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, and location of the maximum power generation point varied
according to the laser beam power. Since the maximum power generated from the PV module is the
point at which the slope becomes 0 in the voltage–power curve, it can be confirmed that the maximum
power generation point measured in the experiment is approximately 7 V. To quickly charge the UAV’s
battery from the PV module, the battery charging converter must include an MPPT algorithm to
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identify the maximum power point of the laser PV module as well as stably control the operating
point of the input source determined by the algorithm. Therefore, the small-signal characteristics
of the laser PV module must be analyzed to control the operating point of the input source; the
small-signal resistance (denoted as rs) for the increment of the measured voltage and current of the
laser PV module is shown in Figure 4. As shown, the laser PV module exhibits negative small-signal
resistance characteristics, and the small-signal resistance value increases as it approaches the current
source region. In the next section, a method for deriving the small-signal transfer function of a boost
converter that reflects the small-signal resistance characteristics of a laser PV module and a controller
design method are presented.
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2.2. Modeling and Controller Design of Boost Converter

Figure 5 shows the boost converter topology of the battery charging system to which the laser
PV module was applied. In Figure 5, L is the inductor of the boost converter, C is the input capacitor,
rc is the capacitor’s equivalent series resistance (ESR), and Vb is the voltage source representing the
battery connected to the output. The boost converter must have an operating point control function to
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generate the maximum power from the PV module before the battery reaches its full voltage [10–12].
In this study, the boost converter was set to control the voltage of the PV module such that the laser
PV module can form a stable operating point in a large signal. For the controller design and stability
analysis of the boost converter, a small-signal modeling technique using the state-space averaging
method was applied, which is a method of obtaining the transfer function from the input to the output
of the system by linearizing the system based on the operating point in the steady state [13,14].
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Figure 5. Boost converter for battery charging with laser PV module.

The small-signal transfer function required for designing the voltage controller of the laser PV
module of the boost converter was derived in the following two steps. First, as shown in Figure 6, a
small-signal model of the unterminated model for the boost converter modeling of the PV module as a
current source was developed. Subsequently, the small-signal transfer function of the boost converter
to which the laser PV module was applied was derived by including the relationship between the
small-signal voltage and current of the laser PV module mentioned in Section 2.1.
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The state equation obtained by averaging the differential equations of the voltage and current
based on the switching states of the power switch of the boost converter in Figure 6 is shown in
Equation (1), where d denotes the ratio of turning ON during one period of the switching frequency,
and d′ is defined as 1 − d. ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ .

iL
.
vc

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = [ − rc
L

1
L

− 1
C 0

][
iL
vc

]
+

[ rc
L − 1

L d′
1
C 0

][
is
vb

]
(1)

To develop the small-signal model, the state and control variables of the boost converter were
defined as having small perturbations at the steady-state operating point, which is indicated by capital
letters as follows: vc = Vc + v̂c, iL = IL + îL, d = D + d̂, vb = Vb + v̂b and is = Is + îs. Since the small
perturbation excluding the steady-state operating point yields a small-signal model, the small-signal
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transfer function of the boost converter is as shown in Equation (2). In addition, the small-signal block
diagram of the output to the input can be represented as shown in Figure 7.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
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The characteristic equation Δ, Q-factor, and resonance frequency of the transfer function are 
expressed as shown in Equation (3). 
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The characteristic equation Δ, Q-factor, and resonance frequency of the transfer function are
expressed as shown in Equation (3). ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Δ = 1 + s
Qωo

+ s2

ω2
o

Q = 1
rc

√
L
C

ωo =
1√
LC

(3)

As mentioned in Section 2, the laser PV module represents nonlinear voltage and current
characteristics; therefore, a small-signal model can be obtained through the Taylor series for the
operating point, as shown in Equation (4).⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

is = f (vs)

Is + îs = f (Vs + v̂s) = f (Vs) +
.
f (Vs)·v̂s

îs = rsv̂s (rs < 0)
(4)

In the unterminated model, the relationship between v̂s and îs corresponds to the small-signal
resistance rs of the laser PV module; therefore, the small-signal block diagram in Figure 7 can be
reorganized as shown in Figure 8. As depicted in Figure 8, when the laser PV module is connected to
the input of the boost converter, a loop gain T is formed where v̂s is fed back to îs; therefore, the final
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small-signal transfer function of the boost converter considering the laser PV module can be derived
from Equation (5). ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v̂s
v̂b

= G4
1+T

v̂s
d̂
= G6

1+T
îL
v̂b

= G2 +
G1
rs

G4
1+T

îL
d̂
= G5 +

G1
rs

G6
1+T

(5)
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Figure 8. Small-signal block diagram with added PV module.

Therefore, the final transfer function of the boost converter considering the PV module is expressed
as shown in Equations (6)–(9), and the small-signal block diagram including the inductor current of
the boost converter and the input voltage controller of the laser PV module is as shown in Figure 9. To
control the input voltage with the voltage command generated by the MPPT algorithm that tracks the
maximum power point of the laser PV module, a two-loop controller structure was adopted, in which
a voltage controller was applied to the outer loop while an internal current controller was applied.
Since the converter is operated by a digital controller through the micro controller unit (MCU), the
transfer function of the block diagram is expressed as a discrete-time transfer function.
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The open-loop current gain (Ti) for controlling the inductor current of the boost converter is
shown in Figure 9. At this time, for digital control, the continuous-time small-signal transfer function
obtained previously was converted into a discrete-time transfer function using the zero-order hold
(ZOH) method, and the conversion equation is as shown in Equation (10). Here, Z{·} represents the
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z-transform, (1− e−sTs)/s represents the transfer function of the ZOH, and Gp(s) represents the transfer
function of Equations (6)–(9).
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In this study, a proportional and integral (PI) controller was used for current control, as shown
in Equation (11), and the Ti applied with the PI current controller is shown in Equation (12). At this
time, z−1 represents the time delay until the calculated duty is reflected, and it was considered as a
one-sampling delay in this study. Figure 10 shows the Bode diagram of the Ti of the designed current
controller. CSR denotes the current-source region of the laser PV module, MPP denotes the region near
the maximum power point, and VSR denotes the voltage-source region. Since the laser PV module has
nonlinear characteristics, it must be designed to ensure stability in the CSR, VSR, and MPP of the laser
PV module, as shown in the Bode diagram.

Hi(z) = 0.075
(z− 0.93)
(z− 1)

(11)

Ti = Gid(z)·Hi(z)·z−1 (12)
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The voltage controller of the laser PV module was designed to achieve dynamic performances
(bandwidth) and stability (phase margin) for a system with a closed current loop, as shown in Equation
(13). The designed PI voltage controller is expressed as shown in Equation (14); Equation (15) shows
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the equation of the open-loop voltage gain when the designed voltage controller is applied. As shown
from the voltage loop gain of Figure 11, even when the operating point of the laser PV module has
changed, the voltage controller maintained a bandwidth of 400–700 Hz, and the phase margin is
designed to exceed 70◦.

Vsa

Vc
= Gvdc(z) =

Gvd(z)·Hi(z)·z−1

1 + Ti
(13)

Hv(z) = 0.75
(z− 0.979)
(z− 1)

(14)

Tv = Gvdc(z)·Hv(z) (15)
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2.3. MPPT Algorithm Design

In this study, the incremental conductance method with variable amplitude was applied to track
the maximum power point based on the output power of the laser light source [15]. This method
compares the load impedance with the impedance of the laser PV module and controls the voltage of
the PV module to correspond to the maximum power point. As shown in Figure 12, when the output
of the PV module is located to the left of the maximum power point, the power increases with the
voltage. Conversely, when it is located to the right of the maximum power point, the power decreases
with the increase in the voltage. This relationship is expressed as shown in Equations (16)–(19).

Therefore, the voltage command of the laser PV module can be positioned as the maximum power
point by measuring and comparing the increment for the conductance of the laser PV module and
the instantaneous resistance value. At this time, the fluctuation value of the command value was set
as a variable voltage such that when the operating point was far from the maximum power point, it
rapidly converged to the maximum power point, and in the vicinity of the maximum power point, the
periodic vibration width reduced compared with using a fixed value. As described above, Figure 13
shows the flow chart of the MPPT algorithm with variable amplitude based on the incremental
conductance method.
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vs = Ns(vd −RsIs) (22)

Table 1. Parameters of laser PV module in simulation model. 

Parameters Values Parameters Values 
Isc 1.61 A @ 2.478 W/cm2 q  

Voc 0.628 V/cell K  
Rs 50 mΩ/cell T 298.15 K 
Rsh 4.5 Ω n 1.8 
Ns 16   
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The parameters used for modeling the laser PV module are shown in Table 1. In the parameters of
the laser PV module, Isc and Voc were set as the short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage values
measured in the experiment, and the Rs, Rsh, and n values were extracted by the trial and error method
through the simulation model in Figure 15b. In order to extract more accurate parameters of the laser
PV module using an optimization algorithm, the method mentioned in Sheng and Anani’s articles can
be applied [17,18]. The accuracy of the simulation model compared with the experimental data of the
module mentioned in Section 2 is shown in Figure 16. As can be seen in Figure 16a, the root mean
square error (RMSE) of the simulation and experimental results is shown as 0.0027 or less, and the
simulation model reflects the experimental results well.

Table 1. Parameters of laser PV module in simulation model.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Isc 1.61 A @ 2.478 W/cm2 q 1.602× 10−19 C
Voc 0.628 V/cell K 1.381× 10−23 JK−1

Rs 50 mΩ/cell T 298.15 K
Rsh 4.5 Ω n 1.8
Ns 16
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The power circuit of the boost converter for charging a 24 V battery was modeled using PLECS
software [19] and implemented in the PLECS circuit block, as shown in Figure 14. In the boost converter,
the battery was modeled with a capacitor and an ESR, and the value was set to 2 F, which afforded a
smaller capacity than the actual battery to reduce the simulation time. The parameter values of the
components applied to the simulation are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Experimental setup of the laser charging system.

Name of Device/Manufacturer Rating/Values

Laser Source Max MFSC 200 W-300 L Air Cooling Fiber Power range 0–140 W
Central wavelength 1080 nm

Laser Receiving
Panel Custom-made PV module Voc: 10 V, Isc: 1.6 A @ 2.478 W/cm2

Electronic Load ITECH LT8511 120 V/30 A
Battery Skyholic Li-polymer battery Nominal 22.2 V, 4.5 Ah

Battery Charging
Boost Converter

Input/Output Range Input: 3–15 V/~3.5 A
Output: 16.2–25.2 V/1 A

Inductor 30 μH
Input/Output Capacitor 100 μF/220 μF

Switching Frequency 90 kHz

Figure 17 shows the battery charging control result through the MPPT operation when the laser
power was 2.874 W/cm2. The converter operated in the MPPT mode because the battery voltage has
not reached the 24.5 V set as the full-charge voltage. The sampling period of the MPPT algorithm was
set to 0.1 s to reduce the simulation time, and it was observed that the input voltage set point was
generate to track the 7.5 V point in the MPP. Since the converter was well controlled by the voltage
command, it can be confirmed that the battery was charged with the maximum power generated from
the laser PV module.

3.2. Experimental Results

Figure 18 shows the experimental configuration of a battery charging system using a laser beam.
The laser light source was configured to be generated by passing a multilens array at the rear end of
the MFSC-200 device with a wavelength of 1080 nm. The power generated from the laser PV module
was supplied to the battery after passing through the prototype boost converter, and the electronic
load was connected in parallel to the battery for the load test.
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Figure 18. Experimental setup for laser wireless power transmission.

Figure 19 shows the main configuration of the prototype boost converter system, where a
TMS320f28069 MCU was applied to communicate with the UAV’s host controller, perform MPPT
functions, and control the converter. Table 2 shows the experimental configuration of the laser wireless
power transmission system and the main specifications of the manufactured converter.

 
Figure 17. Simulation result of charging battery to the maximum power point. 

3.2. Experimental Results 

Figure 18 shows the experimental configuration of a battery charging system using a laser beam. 
The laser light source was configured to be generated by passing a multilens array at the rear end of 
the MFSC-200 device with a wavelength of 1080 nm. The power generated from the laser PV module 
was supplied to the battery after passing through the prototype boost converter, and the electronic 
load was connected in parallel to the battery for the load test. 

Figure 19 shows the main configuration of the prototype boost converter system, where a 
TMS320f28069 MCU was applied to communicate with the UAV’s host controller, perform MPPT 
functions, and control the converter. Table 2 shows the experimental configuration of the laser 
wireless power transmission system and the main specifications of the manufactured converter. 

 
Figure 18. Experimental setup for laser wireless power transmission. 

 
Figure 19. Prototype boost converter configuration. 
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Figure 19. Prototype boost converter configuration.

The startup sequence of the battery charging device and the results of the MPPT control test are
shown in Figures 20 and 21. The battery was first connected to the converter (“Battery ON”) before
the laser beam was applied to the converter; subsequently, the laser light source was irradiated to
the PV module, and the battery charging device was operated. The activated converter performed a
self-diagnostic verification and operated after 5 s (“BCR On”) when no faults were encountered.
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In this experiment, because the battery did not reach the full-charge voltage set at 24.5 V, it was 
operated in the MPPT mode; furthermore, it was confirmed that the battery was charging while 
moving to the maximum power point of the PV module. Figure 21 shows the enlarged waveform of 
the converter performing the MPPT operation. The voltage of the laser PV module, indicated by the 
yellow CH1 waveform, was tracking the maximum power point by changing the operating point at 
every MPPT sampling period with a 2 s period. 

 
Figure 20. Experimental result of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control of laser PV module 
for battery charging. 

 
Figure 21. Enlarged waveform of MPPT control operation. 

4. Conclusions 

Herein, a controller design method that reflects the small-signal voltage and current 
characteristics of a laser PV module for a wireless power system using a laser beam was presented. 
The laser PV module was fabricated to generate the maximum energy from a laser light source of a 
specific wavelength (1080 nm in the case of the module used in this study). From the PV module 
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In this experiment, because the battery did not reach the full-charge voltage set at 24.5 V, it was
operated in the MPPT mode; furthermore, it was confirmed that the battery was charging while
moving to the maximum power point of the PV module. Figure 21 shows the enlarged waveform of
the converter performing the MPPT operation. The voltage of the laser PV module, indicated by the
yellow CH1 waveform, was tracking the maximum power point by changing the operating point at
every MPPT sampling period with a 2 s period.

4. Conclusions

Herein, a controller design method that reflects the small-signal voltage and current characteristics
of a laser PV module for a wireless power system using a laser beam was presented. The laser
PV module was fabricated to generate the maximum energy from a laser light source of a specific
wavelength (1080 nm in the case of the module used in this study). From the PV module experiment,
it was confirmed that the voltage and current characteristics were similar to those of the solar cell
module. First, the power generated by the laser PV module varies according to the power of the laser
beam. Therefore, to control the operating point to the maximum power generation point that varies
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according to the power of the laser beam, the power conversion unit must have an MPPT control
function. Secondly, the laser PV module has a characteristic of a small-signal resistance having a
negative value similar to that of a solar cell module, and the small-signal resistance value increases
as the operating point go to the current source region. Therefore, when designing the controller for
controlling the operating point of the laser PV module, the small-signal resistance characteristics of the
laser PV module must be reflected. Third, although not described in this paper, the temperature of the
PV module increases when a laser beam is irradiated with the laser PV module. As the temperature of
the laser PV module increases, the open-circuit voltage of the laser PV module tends to decrease rather
than the magnitude of the short circuit current. Therefore, electrical characteristics analysis and control
studies according to the temperature rise of the laser PV module are required as future research.

Accordingly, in this paper, a controller design method that can stably control the input voltage in
the MPPT mode by inducing the transfer function of the boost converter, reflecting the small-signal
characteristics of the laser PV module, was systematically presented. The method proposed herein
was verified through simulation results based on Matlab/Simulink and an experiment involving a
25-W-class prototype boost converter.
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Abstract: In modern implantable medical devices (IMDs), wireless power transmission (WPT)
between inside and outside of the animal body is essential to power the IMD. Unlike conventional
WPT, which transmits the wireless power only between fixed Tx and Rx coils, the wirelessly-powered
cage system can wirelessly power the IMD implanted in a small animal subject while the animal freely
moves inside the cage during the experiment. A few wirelessly-powered cage systems have been
developed to either directly power the IMD or recharge batteries during the experiment. Since these
systems adapted different power carrier frequencies, coil configurations, subject tracking techniques,
and wireless powered area, it is important for designers to select suitable wirelessly-powered
cage designs, considering the practical limitations in wirelessly powering the IMD, such as power
transfer efficiency (PTE), power delivered to load (PDL), closed-loop power control (CLPC), scalability,
spatial/angular misalignment, near-field data telemetry, and safety issues against various perturbations
during the longitudinal animal experiment. In this article, we review the trend of state-of-the-art
wirelessly-powered cage designs and practical considerations of relevant technologies for various
IMD applications.

Keywords: wirelessly-powered cage; inductive power transmission; implantable medical device;
animal experiment

1. Introduction

Implantable medical devices (IMDs) have been developed for behavioral neurosciences which
research on small freely moving animal subjects, such as rodents [1–5]. Conventional hardwired IMD
in Figure 1a, which is restricting experiments for freely behaving animal subjects [1,2], have been
replaced with battery-powered IMDs. However, the battery needs be replaced after 2–4 h animal
experiments [3,4], resulting in the interruption for continuous and smooth flow of the experiments,
as shown in Figure 1b. When the IMD is fully implanted inside the animal body, the risk for replacing
the battery dramatically increases due to the potential infection in the animal body during the surgery.
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discussed with the practical design considerations that include the CLPC, coil design/optimization, 
scalability for wireless coverage, special/angular misalignment, near-field data telemetry, and safety 
issues. In Section 2, the main blocks for wirelessly-powered cage systems are introduced with the 
practical considerations related to the key technologies. Section 3 provides the different designs of 
wirelessly-powered cages with the performance comparison. Section 4 introduces the state-of-the-art 
wirelessly-powered cages for mm-sized IMDs, followed by a conclusion. 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 1. Neural interfaces categorized by power sources: (a) hard-wired, (b) battery-powered, (c) 
wirelessly-powered at a fixed distance, and (d) wirelessly-powered neural interfaces for freely-
moving animal. 

2. Main Blocks for Wirelessly-Powered Cage System

Figure 2 shows a simplified block diagram of the wirelessly-powered cage system and the IMD 
attached to or implanted in the freely-moving animal subject. The wirelessly-powered cage system 
typically includes a main controller, a power amplifier (PA), a pair of data Tx/Rx, a Tx coil array, and 

Figure 1. Neural interfaces categorized by power sources: (a) hard-wired, (b) battery-powered,
(c) wirelessly-powered at a fixed distance, and (d) wirelessly-powered neural interfaces for
freely-moving animal.

In an attempt to overcome the limitations imposed by the replacement of battery in IMDs,
the wirelessly-powered cage systems have been developed to recharge the batteries without detaching
the IMD from the animal during the experiment. However, since these systems are designed to
provide the wireless charging in the fixed distance, as shown in Figure 1c, similar to the mobile phone
chargers, they are still not suitable for longitudinal animal studies over the span of several days, weeks,
or months [5]. Therefore, several concepts of the wirelessly-powered cage have been proposed to
extend the wireless coverage and also provide the homogenous power transfer efficiency (PTE) while
the small animal is freely behaving inside the cage, as shown in Figure 1d. The key techniques for
the wirelessly-powered cage include: (1) the optimized transmitter (Tx) coil design for the extended
area; (2) the closed-loop power control (CLPC) for safe wireless power transmission (WPT) [6]; (3) the
compensation technique for spatial/angular misalignments of receiver (Rx) coil; (4) the animal tracking
technique for the scalability of wireless coverage; and (5) near-field data transmission, while other
technologies can also be considered depending on the intended medical applications. Despite the
exciting current art, all the requirements of an application involving high-performance or mm-scaled
IMDs cannot be addressed by a current existing wirelessly-power cage design. It is important for
designers to select suitable wirelessly-powered platforms considering their practical limitations with
respect to the IMD design. This review article focuses on the overview of related technologies in recent
wirelessly-powered cage platforms including the fundamental principles and practical considerations
and provides the guidelines for designers to customize the appropriate wirelessly-powered cages with
respect to their IMD applications. The optimized wirelessly-powered cage for the target application
based on this article will enable the automated, high throughput, and long-term experiments in a large
number of parallel standard cages or in a cage with specific shape for single or multiple animal subjects.

In this article, these key technologies for wirelessly-powered cages are categorized and
discussed with the practical design considerations that include the CLPC, coil design/optimization,
scalability for wireless coverage, special/angular misalignment, near-field data telemetry, and safety
issues. In Section 2, the main blocks for wirelessly-powered cage systems are introduced with the
practical considerations related to the key technologies. Section 3 provides the different designs of
wirelessly-powered cages with the performance comparison. Section 4 introduces the state-of-the-art
wirelessly-powered cages for mm-sized IMDs, followed by a conclusion.
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2. Main Blocks for Wirelessly-Powered Cage System

Figure 2 shows a simplified block diagram of the wirelessly-powered cage system and the IMD
attached to or implanted in the freely-moving animal subject. The wirelessly-powered cage system
typically includes a main controller, a power amplifier (PA), a pair of data Tx/Rx, a Tx coil array, and a
position sensor to localize the Rx coil in the IMD. The wireless link for the power and data transmission
is established between the Tx coil array and the Rx coil through the skin/air while the PA driving the Tx
coil array tuned at the power carrier frequency, fp. The amount of wireless power driven from the PA
is typically controlled by the main controller, namely PC or microcontroller unit (MCU), depending on
the amount of received power by the Rx. Unlike the WPT system including Tx and Rx coils with
fixed distance, the coupling between the Tx and Rx coils in the wirelessly-powered cage is varying
due to the movements of the animal subject, resulted in the received power variations. The CLPC,
composed of the received data from the IMD, the main controller, and the PA, increases the Tx power
in the PA until enough power is delivered to the Rx while it reduces the Tx power when the Rx receives
enough power.
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Figure 2. Simplified block diagram of the wirelessly-powered cage system as a stationary unit and the
IMD as a mobile unit attached to or implanted in the freely-moving animal subject.

The Tx coil array is one of the important design considerations in the wirelessly-powered cage
system to provide the high and homogeneous PTE and power delivered to the load (PDL) within the
cage. The Tx coil array can be optimized for a designated arena while it also can be extended for a
larger area with the modular type design. Although the achievable PTE and PDL by the inductive
link are important for the Tx coil array, the homogeneity of the PTE across the cage should also be
considered due to the animal subject’s freely movements. In most of the wirelessly-powered cages
with the Tx coil array, the position sensor selects the nearest Tx coil among the Tx coil array to the
Rx coil. Since only the selected Tx coil will be activated, this position sensing mechanism helps
to reduce power loss significantly. Furthermore, each single Tx coil in the modular design of Tx
coil array is optimized with the Rx coil to improve the PTE within the entire wirelessly-powered
arena. The near-field data telemetry between the Tx and Rx coils can be used to control the IMD,
monitor the received power, and/or acquire the biomedical data from the IMD. Even though far-field
communication has the advantage of longer data transmission distance, near-field communication is
regarded as a more suitable method in terms of power saving in IMDs. Given that the IMD is always
located within the wirelessly-powered cage or arena, the coupling between Tx and Rx coils is always
enough to deliver both power and data [7]. Here are some practical considerations for different types
of wirelessly-powered cage used in the freely-moving animal experiments.
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2.1. Coil Design and Optimization

2.1.1. Coil Optimization for Conventional Two-/Three-/Four-Coil Inductive Links

IMDs typically have a tight limitation in their size depending on the applications, resulting in the
diameter limitation of Rx coil in the body. In contrast, the Tx coil in the wirelessly-powered cage has
more size relaxation in its design. In the inductive link, the coil geometries should be carefully designed
to achieve the efficient inductive coupling considering the load and coil separation. Figure 3 shows the
physical and electrical configurations of a two-coil inductive link with geometrical parameters used for
primary (L1) and secondary (L2) coils, where din is inner diameter of each coil, dout is outer diameter of
coils, N is number of turns, and z is the coil separation between L1 and L2 coils. The mutual inductance
between Tx and Rx coils (M12) is defined by M12 = k

√
L1L2, where k is the coupling coefficient of the

two-coil link. M12 shows the ratio of magnetic flux common to both L1 and L2. R1 and R2 are the series
resistance of the Tx and Rx coils, respectively. The quality factor (Q) of each coil is defined by Q = ωL/R,
where ω = 2πf 0 and f 0 is the power carrier frequency.
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Although the two-coil inductive link has its optimized solution for highest PTE depending on a
given set of Q1, Q2, and k12 based on [8], the optimized load resistance, RL,PTE, is sometimes far from the
nominal target load resistance, RL, which is predefined in the IMD application. Therefore, the multi-coil
solution such as three- or four-coil inductive links has been widely studied to provide the designer
with more degrees of freedom to convert RL to RL,PTE and thereby maximize PTE, while they have
a potential negative impact on the size-constrained applications. Figure 4 shows the two-, three-,
and four-coil inductive links with the lumped circuit model. The PTE of two-, three-, and four-coil
inductive links can be calculated based on the basic circuit theory found in [9].
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· Q4L
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where Q3L and Q4L are the loaded quality factor, Q3L = Q3QL/(Q3 + QL) and Q4L = Q4QL/(Q4 + QL),
in which the load quality factor, QL = RL/ωL. Note that the source output resistance, RS, is included in
the driver coil resistance. The Equation (2) implies that the three-coil link gives the designers with an
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additional degree of freedom (k23) to adjust the reflected load onto L2 to be the optimal value, RL,PTE,
compared to the two-coil link. The PTE of the three-coil inductive link is related with k23, k34, Q2, Q3,
and Q4, for a given load condition. The four-coil link can provide an additional degree of freedom (k12)
from the three-coil link for the impedance matching on the source side based on (3). Since the two-,
three-, and four-coil inductive links have different strengths and weaknesses in the coupling coefficient
(k), PDL, and coupling variations as summarized in Table 1, the designers can select the appropriate
inductive link configuration depending on the specifications of the WPT system [9].Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 28 
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Table 1. Comparison between two-, three-, and four-coil inductive links.

Inductive Link Configurations

2-Coil 3-Coil 4-Coil

Application Conditions

Size constrain
√ × ×

Strong coupling (k)
√ √ ×

Weak coupling (k) × √ √
Large PDL (small Rs)

√ √ ×
Small PDL (large Rs) × × √
k variation w/small Rs

√ √ ×
k variation w/large Rs × × √

The optimization procedures of two-, three-, and four-coil inductive links start with the design
constrains imposed by the application and coil fabrication technology. The design constrains in the Rx
defines the maximum outer diameter of coils in the IMD, and the coil fabrication technology indicates
the minimum line width and line spacing. Depending on the application, the coil separation between
L2 and L3 (z23), the nominal load resistance (RL), and the source resistance (Rs) are also determined.
In the two-coil optimization procedure, k23Q2Q3 should be maximized to achieve the maximum η2-coil

based on (1). The optimum k23, Q2, and Q3 can be derived by the proper outer and inner diameter of Tx
coil, inner diameter of Rx coil, and number of turns for Tx and Rx coils at given design constraints [8].
The three-coil link optimization procedure maximizes η23 and Q4 in (2), and additionally adjust k34 in
the Rx to provide the maximum PTE, η3-coil. A more detailed flow chart is discussed in [9]. In this
optimization procedure, the additional L3 coil in the Rx plays the role of an impedance-matching
circuit, which can convert an arbitrary RL to RL,PTE for optimal PTE compared to the conventional
two-coil link. In other words, the reflected load on the Tx can be adjustable for maximizing the PTE
if the designer can choose the suitable k23 and k34 in the design of a three-coil link. As shown in
Figure 5 which shows the exemplar designs of two- and three-coil inductive links, the three-coil link
can maintain the maximum PTE by adjusting k34 while the two-coil link only reaches the optimal PTE
for a specific RL = 200 Ω [9].
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Although previous studies provide the optimization of two-, three-, or four-coil inductive link 
[8,9], they only focus on the optimization procedure for fixed Tx and Rx coils that is not simply 
applicable for powering large arena in the cage. If the designer uses the large Tx coil around the cage, 
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Figure 5. (a) Optimized three-coil inductive link, and (b) PTE variation in the two-coil and three-coil
inductive links vs. RL [9].

The four-coil link is sometimes very useful especially for large coil distance between the Tx and
Rx and the large source impedance, Rs, since it provides the additional degree of freedom on the Tx
side. Therefore, the four-coil link is widely implemented in the high carrier frequency applications
because Rs in the PA is typically increased in the higher frequency. The four-coil link can tolerate the
variations in k23 caused by the coil separation varying and maintain the high PTE by keeping k12 large.
The four-coil link optimization maximizes the individual parameters of k23Q2Q3, Q1, Q4, k12 as similar
in the two- and three-coil link optimization. Then, the optimal k34 is chosen to provide the maximum
PTE as discussed in [9]. The optimization geometries of two-, three-, or four-coil links should satisfy
the specific absorption rate (SAR) limit which can be verified by a field solver. If the resulted design
cannot satisfy the SAR limit, the designer needs to modify the design constraints and perform the
optimization procedure again. The segmented coil design in [10] helps to reduce the average SAR
while the loss of the overall link is decreased by using a segmented Tx coil. In Figure 6, the segmented
coil shows a more uniform E-field distribution compared to a normal coil with the same geometry,
resulting in the reduced peak E-field. Therefore, more Tx power is allowable under the same tissue
environment and SAR limit.
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Although previous studies provide the optimization of two-, three-, or four-coil inductive
link [8,9], they only focus on the optimization procedure for fixed Tx and Rx coils that is not simply
applicable for powering large arena in the cage. If the designer uses the large Tx coil around the cage,
the overall PTE will significantly drop and show large variations depending on the location of the IMD.
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Several approaches have been studying to improve the PTE from Tx to Rx coils while maintaining
the homogeneity of wireless power distribution. These approaches can be mainly classified into two
categories: modular design of coil array, as shown in Figure 7, and resonance-based multi-coil inductive
link, as shown in Figure 8 in the following section.

As shown in Figure 7b, the overall PTE distribution across the multi-layer Tx coil array has 
variations within ±24% of the average PTE. The higher PTE peaks are resulted from the Tx coils on 
layer 1, while the lower peaks are associated with the Tx coils in layers 2 and 3. On the one hand, the 
layer 1 is slightly closer to the Rx coil. On the other hand, the Tx coils in layers 2 and 3 are more 
overlapped and surrounded by other Tx coils. This condition leads to larger parasitic capacitance and 
resistance, resulting in the lower Q and PTE. Figure 7c shows the PDL distribution when the Rx is 
swept within the cage at the height of 70 mm. Thanks to the proposed configuration of multi-layer 
Tx coil array together with the CLPC mechanism, the PDL can be maintained at 20 mW with 
fluctuations of less than 2 mW. It should be noticed that one of the main disadvantages in this 
modular system is that one PA is required for each driving coil in the coil array, resulting in the 
increased complexity and cost of the Tx design. 
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Figure 7. (a) The configuration of the scalable multi-layer Tx coil array implemented in the
wirelessly-powered cage [11,12]. (b) Measured PTE distribution within the cage arena when the
Rx is at the height of 70 mm from the bottom of the cage [11,12]. (c) Measured PDL distribution within
the cage arena when the Rx is swept at the height of 70 mm with CLPC set at 20 mW [11,12].
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Figure 8. The configuration of the resonance-based four-coil inductive link implemented in (a) the
EnerCage-HC system [13] and (b) the EnerCage-HC2 system [14]. (c) Measured PTE when the headstage
is swept inside the homecage at the heights of 4 cm, 8 cm, 12 cm, 16 cm, and 20 cm.

2.1.2. Coil Optimization for Inductive Links Implemented in Wirelessly-Powered Cages

For the abovementioned two categories of inductive link configurations, the optimization method
for each category is different. First, we talk about the optimization method for the inductive link
incorporating Tx coil array [11,12]. Instead of having a single Tx coil, identical Tx coils are repeated
and tiled at the bottom of the cage so that wireless power transmission covers the entire cage arena.
One of the Tx coils, which is closest to the Rx, is activated, and together with the Rx coil forms a
two-coil inductive link. Therefore, the optimization of the Tx coil and the Rx coil can refer to the
optimization procedure of the conventional two-coil inductive link. Furthermore, other strategies in
terms of the Tx coil array design are implemented to improve the homogeneous distribution of the
electromagnetic (EM) field within the entire cage arena. As shown in Figure 7a, the effective area of a
single Tx coil, where most of transmitted power are focalized, is located at the center of the Tx coil and
has same distances from the edges of the Tx coil. The PTE drops at the boundaries of the adjacent
Tx coils. Multi-layer Tx coil array is typically utilized to provide uniform power transmission over
large areas. Instead of fully overlapping, one layer is shifted from the other layer, so that the point of
intersection of every three adjacent coils is on the center of the coil in the previous layer, as shown in
Figure 7a. With the configuration of multi-layer Tx coil array, the effective areas of the Tx coils cover
the entire cage arena. Moreover, the Tx coil array should cover larger area than the cage arena so that
the edges of the cage arena are still covered by the multi-layer Tx coil array for homogeneous wireless
power transmission.

As shown in Figure 7b, the overall PTE distribution across the multi-layer Tx coil array has
variations within ±24% of the average PTE. The higher PTE peaks are resulted from the Tx coils on
layer 1, while the lower peaks are associated with the Tx coils in layers 2 and 3. On the one hand,
the layer 1 is slightly closer to the Rx coil. On the other hand, the Tx coils in layers 2 and 3 are more
overlapped and surrounded by other Tx coils. This condition leads to larger parasitic capacitance and
resistance, resulting in the lower Q and PTE. Figure 7c shows the PDL distribution when the Rx is
swept within the cage at the height of 70 mm. Thanks to the proposed configuration of multi-layer Tx
coil array together with the CLPC mechanism, the PDL can be maintained at 20 mW with fluctuations
of less than 2 mW. It should be noticed that one of the main disadvantages in this modular system is
that one PA is required for each driving coil in the coil array, resulting in the increased complexity and
cost of the Tx design.

The other type of coil optimization is relevant to the inductive link incorporating Tx and/or Rx
resonator, for instance the resonance-based four-coil inductive link implemented in the EnerCage-HC
system families [13,14]. The key factor in determining the Tx resonator geometries in EnerCage-HC
system is the compatibility with dimensions of the standard-sized rodent homecage and the maximum
overlap with the Tx coil. Instead of having an array of identical Tx coils tiled at the bottom of the cage,
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in the EnerCage-HC system, multiple Tx resonators wrap around the cage to provide wireless power
coverage of the entire cage (see Figure 8). In this case, optimizing the four-coil inductive link means
increasing the minimum PTE within the homecage to ensure PDL is enough to keep the headstage on
when the CLPC adjusts the Tx power, as opposed to maximizing PTE in the perfectly aligned regions
in traditional coil optimization.

The coupling between loosely coupled Tx and Rx coils is the dominant factor in determining the
PTE of the four-coil inductive link. Since the size of the headstage is considerably smaller than the
homecage, the effective area of the Rx resonators should be maximized so that more Tx magnetic flux
can pass through the Rx resonator, thereby improving the coupling between the Tx and Rx resonators.
In [15], the Rx resonator wrap around the headstage, maximizing the area encompassed by the Rx
resonator without enlarging the size of the headstage, as shown in Figure 8a. In [14], the largest
possible area of the headstage is the diagonal planes of the headstage cube, therefore, the Rx resonators
are tilting an angle of 25◦ compared to the horizontal plane in each four directions of the cubical
headstage, as shown in Figure 8b.

Due to the large separation and size difference between the Tx and Rx structures, the Tx and Rx
resonators are loosely coupled. Hence, a single target resonance frequency for this system can be set,
regardless of the Rx location in the homecage. Additionally, because of the strong coupling among the
Tx resonators, only one Tx resonator needs to be finely tuned to match the resonance frequency of the
entire Tx structure with the target carrier frequency. Such practical and convenient characteristics are
also applicable on the Rx resonators, which are also strongly coupled with each other.

Figure 8c shows the PTE distribution within the 3D volume of the cage. As we can see that
while the center area has a weaker magnetic flux density, mutual coupling, and thereby lower PTE,
the PTE measured at each height is more uniform, with smaller variations of less than 7%. Although the
PTE reduces as the height increases, the deduction of the PTE is slowed, which is mainly credited to
the enhancement of EM field by the Tx resonator at the top of the cage. Although the optimization
procedures in [13,14] are only dedicated to the specific geometry of the cage, which is difficult to be
extended for a large arena, these techniques show high and homogeneous PTE inside the standard
geometry of cage. Besides, only one PA is needed, which can significantly simplify the design of the
power Tx. Therefore, the designer needs to choose the coil design and optimization procedure whether
to adopt a modular coil design or a specific coil design dedicated to a designated area.

2.2. Closed-Loop Power Control (CLPC)

Compared to the wireless power transmission system between the fixed Tx and Rx coils, as shown
in Figure 1c, the Rx coil attached to the animal body continuously moves inside the wirelessly-powered
cage resulting in the coupling variation between Tx and Rx coils. In addition, the power consumption
in the mobile device is typically not constant for recording or stimulation operation. Therefore, CLPC,
which can dynamically compensate for coupling distance and load variations due to animal movements
and implant functions, is required to provide enough power for the mobile device [16]. When the
mobile device receives more than enough power, the CLPC reduces the Tx power automatically to
minimize the power dissipation on the Tx and the EM exposure on the animal subject, resulting in the
improvement of wireless link efficiency and ensuring safety.

The CLPC is typically composed of the data communication channel from the Rx to the Tx,
the control unit, DC-DC converter, and the PA as shown in the exemplar design of Figure 9a.
The rectifier voltage in the Rx, Vrec, is monitored and sent to the Tx through the data communication
channel which can be either near-field or far-field data communication. The control unit, such as
a microcontroller, in the Tx collects the rectifier information through data demodulator block and
determines whether the Rx receives enough power or not. If the Rx is not receiving sufficient power,
the microcontroller controls the digital potentiometer to reduce the feedback voltage of DC-DC
converter. Then, the DC-DC converter increases the PA supply voltage, VDD_Tx, to increase the amount
of transmitted power. Otherwise, the microcontroller adjusts the digital potentiometer to decrease
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VDD_Tx if the Rx is receiving surplus power. Figure 9b shows the exemplar operation of CLPC in [16].
The CLPC starts to increase the transmitted power by increasing VDD_Tx when the rat moved to low
PTE areas or stood up resulting in the weak coupling from the Tx to Rx coils as shown in the inset
t = 14,817 s. When the Rx coil was close to the Tx coil located the bottom of the homecage or high PTE
areas as shown in the inset t > 14,817 s, the Rx receives more power than necessary resulting in the
increase of rectifier voltage, Vrec. Then, the CLPC immediately decreases the VDD_Tx to reduce the
transmitted power for the regulation of received Rx power. In the result, the Rx can always receive the
constant power from the Tx regardless of any environmental variations during the experiment.
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waveforms in the wirelessly-powered cage to compensate for the distance variation between Tx and Rx
in transient caused by the animal movement [16].

2.3. Scalability for Wireless Coverage

The animal experimental arena can be either a square standard cage or a specific shape with a
larger area depending on the experimental purposes. Some wirelessly-powered cages are dedicated
to the standard cage [13,16], which have an advantage in terms of compatibility with the standard
racks of rodent cages in the animal facilities compared to the modular design for a specific shape.
This compatibility is beneficial for longitudinal studies on multiple animals in separate standard cages
resulting in the simultaneous and massive data collection from many animal subjects [15]. The modular
designs can be easily extended for large area or specific shape [11,17,18] while the optimized wireless
cages dedicated to the standard cage are hard to modify the wireless coverage. One of the important
considerations for the scalability using the modular coil design is to choose the suitable method for
tracking the Rx coil position because the modular coil design needs to select the nearest Tx coil to the
Rx coil. If the modular system does not equip the tracking method, all the Tx coils in the array will be
driven simultaneously, resulting in significant power loss. In [11], a small permanent magnet is attached
to the mobile device, and the wirelessly-powered cage detects the mobile device using three-axis
magnetic sensors to select the nearest Tx coil to the freely moving animal subject. The permanent
magnet is also utilized in [18] for the Rx coil tracking, where a single Tx coil moves mechanically on
XY-rails located at the bottom of the cage. However, in the WPT system, the performance of magnetic
sensors might be degraded due to the strong magnetic fields inside the cage, resulting in not sufficient
tracking resolution and quality.

The optical animal tracking techniques are studied in [16,19] using an infrared range camera or a
Microsoft Kinect®. The Microsoft Kinect includes infrared depth (IR-3D) and red-green-blue (RGB-2D)
cameras allowing animal tracking in both bright and dark conditions. Since the optical tracking method
can obtain the information about both the Rx coil position and the animal subject behavior at a time,
it is more beneficial than the permanent magnet sensing in terms of the additional analysis of animal
locomotion and behavior. However, the optical cameras should be installed on the top of the cage with
a few tens of centimeters. As such, the lid of the cage should not be closed during the experiment. As an
alternative, the resonator-based cage design, which allows for automatic magnetic field localization,
obviating the need for a tracking system or switching the coils, are introduced in [13–15,17]. In these
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systems, the multi-resonator coil arrangement around the cage, simply driven by a single LC-tank
located at the bottom of the cage, can dynamically focus the magnetic field at the position of Rx coil.
However, the parasitic resistance in multi-resonator coils still dissipates power all the time regardless
of the Rx coil position, resulting in the additional power loss compared to the switchable modular Tx
coil design.

2.4. Spatial and Angular Misalignment between Tx and Rx Coils

Spatial and angular misalignments and distance variation between Tx and Rx coils inside the
wirelessly-powered cage happen quite frequently in practice as freely behaving animal subjects walk,
sniff around, rear, and climb the walls of the cage. This will result in a significant reduction in the PTE
and PDL, which might cause malfunctions in the mobile device which does not equip energy storage.
The homogeneity of wireless coverage achieved by the Tx coil array alleviates the spatial misalignment
as shown in Section 2.1.2, and the CLPC in Section 2.2 [11,13,16] compensates the reduced power in the
Rx against some angular misalignments or distance variations. However, the Rx coil rarely receives the
wireless power from the Tx coil with maximum angular misalignment of 90◦. Therefore, the designer
should consider the worst-case condition in the wirelessly-powered cage. The most common technique
to address the angular misalignment with omnidirectional powering is to implement 3D Rx coils in
x-, y-, and z-axis, as shown in Figure 10a [20]. The 3D Rx coil is composed of three individual Rx
coils followed by each rectifier as shown in Figure 10b. For the nominal condition which angular
misalignment is 0◦, the Rxz coil mainly receives the power carrier from the Tx coils while Rxx and
Rxy coils rarely receive the power. When the 3D Rx coil has large angular misalignments from the
Tx coil, the received power in the Rxx or Rxy coil is increased depending on the misalignment axis to
compensate the reduced power in the Rxz coil. The 3D Rx coil can also be implemented by using the
multiple resonator coils, L3, instead of multiple load coils, L4, as introduced in Figure 11 [14]. As shown
in Figure 11b, the multiple resonators are strongly coupled with L4, while the multiple resonators
can receive the power against angular misalignment inside the cage. This technique only utilizes
one rectifier resulting in the reduced circuit complexity compared to Figure 11b. Since these 3D Rx
coils receive the inductive power from each direction, it provides better homogeneous PTE and PDL
against the angular misalignments of the mobile device. However, the 3D Rx coil design in the mobile
unit increases the volume compared to the conventional single planar Rx coil, resulting in the limited
applications for tiny implants inside the animal body.
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schematic diagram of key circuits [14].

Instead of the 3D Rx coil, the new Tx coil configurations are studied to provide the homogeneous
magnetic field along with x-, y-, and z-axis [21,22]. The proposed architecture in Figure 12a [21] includes
three layers of hexagonal planar spiral coil (hex-PSCs) array for homogeneous distribution of the
PTE against angular misalignments. The individual Tx coil array generates power carriers with three
phases (0◦, 120◦, 240◦) as shown in Figure 12b, and provides both vertical and lateral magnetic fluxes
at the same time over the entire powered 3D volume inside the cage. When the Rx coil is aligned with
the Tx coil, the Rx coil can receive the power from the vertical magnetic flux. When the Rx coil has the
angular misalignment against the Tx coil by 90◦, the lateral magnetic flux between the Tx coils mainly
provides the power to the Rx, resulting in ~4% PTE improvement compared to the conventional Tx
coil array as shown in Figure 12b.
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In [22], the omnidirectional powering is achieved by two dipole coils using DQ rotating magnetic
field. This technique utilizes the phase differences in two Tx coils, Tx-D, and Tx-Q, and then, generates
the rotating magnetic field in the 3D volume as shown in Figure 13. The AC currents in the Tx-D and
Tx-Q have same magnitude with 90◦ phase difference from each other. These two currents generate the
transient magnetic field along with x-, y-, and z-directions by rotating the angular frequency from 0 to
2π as partly shown in Figure 13b–d. Then, the crossed dipole Rx coil can still receive the wireless power
from a portion of rotating magnetic fields even though it has the maximum 90◦ angular misalignment
from the Tx coils. Although the Rx coil in this system should be designed in the crossed dipole
structure with the ferrite material resulting in the limited applications for tiny biomedical implants,
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the rotating magnetic field technique can be potentially applicable for external portable biomedical
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2.5. Near-Field Data Telemetry

Since the IMD in the wirelessly-powered cage typically monitors different types of biomedical
signals recorded from the electrodes and performs stimulation to tissue for the treatment, the data
transmission between the mobile device and the wirelessly-powered cage is required to collect the data
and to control the device. In terms of the average power dissipation in the recent IMDs, composed
of amplifiers, signal conditioning, digitization, processing, and radio frequency (RF) transmission
blocks for neural recording application, the traditional far-field data communication blocks dedicate a
relatively large portion of the IMD power budget compared to the other functional blocks [7]. Therefore,
the near-field communication can be regarded as a more suitable method in terms of power saving in
IMDs, considering that the animal subject moves within the wirelessly-powered cage, and the Tx/Rx
coils are already implemented for the wireless powering. While there have been many data telemetry
techniques are introduced, it is important for the designers to select suitable data telemetry methods,
considering the practical limitations of IMD design related to key aspects, such as power budget,
silicon area, IMD dimensions, temperature elevation, data bandwidth, sensitivity, reliability (Bit-Error
Rate, BER), and robustness against various perturbations [7].

2.6. Specific Absorption Ratio (SAR) and Safety Issues

The transmitted power from the Tx coil should be less than allowable specific absorption rate
(SAR) limit, determined by the induced electric field intensity, E, in tissue when exposed to a RF
EM field. There are mainly two official international safety standard establishment organizations
which have deeply impacted each country for their safety standards. The International Commission on
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) has the series exposure guideline for each E-field and
H-field. The recent ICNIRP (2010) used the induced E-Field instead of induced current density metric.
Meanwhile, the guideline also provided the exposure limits in central nervous system (CNS) tissues of
the head and other tissues of the body. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) also
provided [23] for exposure standard. Compared with ICNIRP guideline, IEEE standard is widely used
in US, Canada, Japan, Korea, etc. It also has basic restriction and reference restriction. When setting
protective limits for localized tissue heating due to the difficulty of SAR measurement, the point SAR
is mass averaged, in recognition of the thermal diffusion properties of tissue. The averaging mass
in ICNIRP is any 10 g of contiguous tissue. IEEE standard specifies a smaller 1 g averaging mass in
the shape of a cube. The IEEE limits differ from the ICNIRP guidelines in both the maximum level
specified which are 100 W/mm2 for IEEE and 50 W/m2 for ICNIRP, and the frequency at which these
peak values reach are 2000 MHz for ICNIRP and 3000 MHz for IEEE [24].
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SAR can be calculated by σ|E|2/ρ, where σ and ρ are tissue conductivity and density, respectively.
Since the SAR limit allows the less amount of RF exposure for the higher carrier frequency, the designer
also needs to select a suitable power carrier frequency for the wirelessly-powered cage system based
on the expected maximum power used in the Tx and SAR limit for safety, prior to the PTE or PDL
optimization. RF exposure can be evaluated by the simulation using a “phantom”, which emulates the
electrical characteristics of the human head, body, or tissue. In [25], the EM simulator, namely HFSS,
is utilized to estimate the peak of average SAR values of tissue layers when a mm-size Rx coil implanted
in the tissue receives 1.3 mW power. Under different settings of tissue layers, the SAR values with
the WPT configuration of a two-coil link, a three-coil link with loop coils, and a three-coil link with
segmented coils are compared, as shown in Figure 14a. Figure 14b shows the SAR simulation results
with Poynting vectors (the real component of the power density) generated by the EnerCage-HC2
when the Tx power is 1 W for the rat model. In this simulation setup, the rat model is made entirely
out of brain tissue with σ = 105 S/m and ρ = 1040 kg/m3, which generates the worst case for SAR
simulation [14].
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Figure 14. Examples of EM simulation of SAR limits for (a) lamb’s head layers [25] and (b) a rat model
made entirely out of brain tissue [14].

To ensure the safety of EM exposure, SAR can be simulated by various EM simulators, such as
HFSS, in the design stage as shown in Figure 14. Additionally, other measures include monitoring the
tissue heating using temperature sensor in the IMD [26,27]. Based on the tissue heating information
sent from the IMD, the wirelessly-powered cage can limit the amount of transmitted power to conform
to the SAR limitation and prevent tissue damage from the abnormal heat generation of the IMD.

3. Designs of Wirelessly-Powered Cage Systems

In this section, we will introduce different designs of wirelessly-powered cage systems, which can
be classified into four categories. Based on the design considerations discussed in Section 2, we will
discuss the main features of each wirelessly-powered cage design.

3.1. Wirelessly-Powered Cage Systems with Single Tx Coil Configuration

The single Tx coil configuration can simplify the design of the driver control in the wirelessly-powered
cage systems, significantly improving the system robustness. However, the following examples of the
wirelessly-powered cage systems with such configuration also suffer from other limitations, which we
will discuss in detail [18,28–30].

Figure 15a,b show two wirelessly-powered cage designs, each of which a large Tx coil wraps
around the cage to enhance the magnetic field within the volume covered by the Tx coil [28,29].
In Figure 15a, the Tx coil comprises two series-connected coaxial rectangular windings, generating
an effective operating zone of 40 × 24 × 4 (height) cm [28]. The center of such an operation zone is
7 cm height from the bottom of the cage to cover the vertical movement of the mobile device while the
animal is walking and standing. A π-capacitor matching circuit, which matches the Rx coil to the load,
is also designed to ensure the wireless power delivery maintaining at the maximum PDL condition.
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In Figure 15b, the Tx coil completely encompasses the area in which the animals can roam freely,
resulting in an effective space of 40 × 40 × 20 (height) cm3 [29]. These two designs can improve the WPT
resilience to lateral and vertical misalignments between the Tx and Rx coils. However, the angular
misalignments still can negatively impact the PTE of the inductive link. Moreover, due to huge size
difference, the pair of Tx and Rx coils is away from their optimal size matching, resulting in the low
PTE of these two designs. For a larger experimental arena, the size of the Tx coil will be enlarged
accordingly, which will aggravate the coil size mismatch and then the PTE reduction. For the designs
in Figure 15a,b, the Tx coil covers the 3D volume of the experimental arena, which can ensure the
strength of the magnetic field within the covered volume.

area of the circular mouse cage. Such a configuration is also not conductive for the system scalability. 
Compared to the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage designs which suffer from the size 

mismatch between the Tx and Rx coils, the wirelessly-powered cage in Figure 15d does not have this 
issue [18]. The coils in the inductive link are geomecally optimized. Besides, the optimum alignment 
between the Tx and Rx coils is also achieved. In Figure 15d, the IRPower system uses a servo-
controlled Tx coil moving under the cage on the X and Y rails. A permanent magnet in the mobile 
device and an array of magnetic sensors placed around the Tx coil form the animal tracking system. 
Given the real-time optimized size and optimized alignment of the Tx and Rx coils, the PTE of this 
inductive link design is high. The IRPower system in Figure 15d also features a CLPC, which 
compensates the PDL variations by adjusting the amount of power transmitted into the Tx coil. 
However, the mechanical setup of and X and Y rails enlarges the size of the IRPower system, making 
it incompatible with the standard racks of rodent cages in animal facilities. For high throughput 
experiments, a large number of cages can be located in standard racks in animal research facilities 
without occupying precious laboratory space. In addition, with the Tx coil underneath the cage, the 
systems in Figure 15c,d will have the dramatic reduction in the magnetic field strength and then the 
PTE, as the distance between the Tx and Rx coil increases. Table 2 compares the features of the 
abovementioned systems. 
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Figure 15. Examples of wirelessly-powered cage designs with a single Tx coil configuration presented
in (a) [28], (b) [29], (c) [30], and (d) [18].

For the wirelessly-powered cage design shown in Figure 15c, the Tx coil is located underneath the
circular mouse cage with a diameter of 8 inches, and the power Rx is a 15 mm-long, 2 mm-diameter
solenoid coil wrapping around a copper ferrite core [30]. The coil size mismatch is eased in this design,
at the cost of smaller wirelessly-powered arena, compared to the designs in Figure 15a,b. The Rx coil
continuously receivers a large amount of power of 2 W over distances of several centimeters within
the cage. Given that the inductive link is non-optimal, it is challenging to ensure the wireless power
transmission safety by not overcoming the SAR limitation in the case of strong power delivery. In this
wirelessly-powered cage system, the Tx coil also needs to cover the bottom area of the circular mouse
cage. Such a configuration is also not conductive for the system scalability.

Compared to the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage designs which suffer from the size
mismatch between the Tx and Rx coils, the wirelessly-powered cage in Figure 15d does not have this
issue [18]. The coils in the inductive link are geomecally optimized. Besides, the optimum alignment
between the Tx and Rx coils is also achieved. In Figure 15d, the IRPower system uses a servo-controlled
Tx coil moving under the cage on the X and Y rails. A permanent magnet in the mobile device and
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an array of magnetic sensors placed around the Tx coil form the animal tracking system. Given the
real-time optimized size and optimized alignment of the Tx and Rx coils, the PTE of this inductive link
design is high. The IRPower system in Figure 15d also features a CLPC, which compensates the PDL
variations by adjusting the amount of power transmitted into the Tx coil. However, the mechanical
setup of and X and Y rails enlarges the size of the IRPower system, making it incompatible with the
standard racks of rodent cages in animal facilities. For high throughput experiments, a large number
of cages can be located in standard racks in animal research facilities without occupying precious
laboratory space. In addition, with the Tx coil underneath the cage, the systems in Figure 15c,d will
have the dramatic reduction in the magnetic field strength and then the PTE, as the distance between
the Tx and Rx coil increases. Table 2 compares the features of the abovementioned systems.

Table 2. Benchmarking of the wirelessly-powered cage systems with a single Tx coil configuration.

Publications [28] [29] [30] [18]

Inductive link 2-coil 2-coil 2-coil 2-coil
Frequency 6.78 MHz 13.56 MHz 120 kHz 13.56 MHz

WPT coverage,
length ×width × height 40 × 24 × 4 cm3 40 × 40 × 20 cm3 diameter of 8 inch 34 × 18 cm2

Mobile device size, length ×
width × height 24.5 × 13 × 16 mm3 10 × 10 × 10 mm3 <1 cm3 12 × 12 mm2

PTE 3.8–7.5% >0.56% N/A 17%
PDL 100 mW 8.5 mW 2 W 1.7 mW

CLPC × × × √
Scalability × × × √

Compatible to racks
√ √ √ ×

Coil size matching × × × √
Vertical misalignment Resilience

√ √ × ×

3.2. Wirelessly-Powered Cage Systems with a Scalable Tx Coil Array

With the configuration of the scalable Tx coil array, the wirelessly-powered cage systems introduced
in this section have scalable designs [11,17,31]. Each Tx coil in the array has its optimum diameter
matched with the Rx coil at a given Rx-Tx separation distance. Within the array, the Tx coil closest to
the animal, which is often in the best position to power the mobile unit, is activated. Several different
methods have been used to dynamically and automatically activate the Tx coil that is in the optimum
alignment with the Rx coil.

The inductive link configuration in Figure 16a includes a single Rx coil embedded in the mobile
device and two overlapping arrays of planar Tx coils placed at the bottom of the cage [31]. Every four
coils are connected to a single driver module. The 50% overlap in both X and Y directions eliminates
dead spots on the power transmission side. Rx tracking is performed by the impedance tracking
technique. Particularly, the proximity of the Rx coil will induce a reflected impedance adding onto the
Tx coil, causing a reduction in the current drawn from the driver. The Tx power controller detects the
impedance variation of each Tx coil by sensing its supply current variation so that the Tx coil closest to
the Rx can be identified as the one with supply current reduction.

In Figure 16b, the wirelessly-power cage system includes a resonance-based inductive link with
its configuration adjustable [11]. The stationary unit includes a three-layer array of overlapping
hex-PSCs that tile the floor of the experimental arena, Tx coils on the third layer driven by PAs and Tx
resonators on the first and second layers. The Tx coil can directly link to the mobile unit by forming a
three-coil inductive link if the nearest to the Rx is a Tx coil. Otherwise, a four-coil inductive link will be
formed if a Tx resonator is closest to the Rx. The animal location tracking is performed via an array of
magnetic sensors under the stationary unit and a magnetic tracer in the mobile device. This system is
equipped with CLPC, which can enhance the robustness of the wireless power delivery against the
Tx-Rx distance variation.
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array on the top surface of the cage limits access to the animals and blocks the field of view of video 
recording for analyzing animal behavior. 

In sum, the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage systems feature the modular and scalable 
architecture, which allows for experimental arenas with arbitrary shapes and dimensions. While the 
Tx includes multiple coils, these systems can still minimize the power interferences as only one Tx 
coil is activated at a time. Table 3 compares the features of the abovementioned systems. 
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Figure 16. Examples of wirelessly-powered cage system designs with the Tx coil array configuration 
presented in (a) [31], (b) [11], and (c) [17]. 
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PTE 13–39% 5.6–12.6% 59% 
PDL 21–225 mW 20 mW 100 mW 

CLPC ×  × 
Tx control simplicity × ×  
Compatible to racks  ×  

Angular misalignment resilience × ×  
No view-blocking   × 

 

Figure 16. Examples of wirelessly-powered cage system designs with the Tx coil array configuration
presented in (a) [31], (b) [11], and (c) [17].

Figure 16c shows another wirelessly-powered cage design based on a 13.56 MHz resonance-based
four-coil inductive link [17]. The power Tx includes a Tx coil powered by a PA and two arrays
of Tx resonators connected in parallel and tiled at the top and bottom surfaces of the chamber to
form uniform wireless power distribution in 3D. The top and bottom resonator arrays have more or
less contribution to the power transmission, depending on the location of the mobile device in the
z-direction. The distance between the surfaces is set for ensuring almost constant power delivery
to the mobile device in the z-direction. Such an arrangement also can improve the system tolerance
to angular misalignments, as the Tx resonators at two surfaces will contribute to directing the EM
filed towards the mobile device. The Tx resonator array configuration features the natural power
localization mechanism that the Tx resonators located directly below and above the mobile device will
be automatically activated. Without the requirements of Rx location detection and Tx coil switching,
the system implementation can be significantly simplified. However, placing a resonator array on the
top surface of the cage limits access to the animals and blocks the field of view of video recording for
analyzing animal behavior.

In sum, the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage systems feature the modular and scalable
architecture, which allows for experimental arenas with arbitrary shapes and dimensions. While the
Tx includes multiple coils, these systems can still minimize the power interferences as only one Tx coil
is activated at a time. Table 3 compares the features of the abovementioned systems.
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Table 3. Benchmarking of the wirelessly-powered cage systems with scalable Tx coil array configuration.

Publications [31] [11] [17]

Inductive link 2-coil 3/4-coil 4-coil
Frequency 1.5 MHz 13.56 MHz 13.56 MHz

WPT coverage,
length ×width × height 42 × 18 × (8–11) cm3 3538 × 12 cm3 27 × 27 × 16 cm3

Mobile device size, length ×width × height 40 × 40 mm2 π × 202 × 20 mm3 42 mm diameter
PTE 13–39% 5.6–12.6% 59%
PDL 21–225 mW 20 mW 100 mW

CLPC × √ ×
Tx control simplicity × × √
Compatible to racks

√ × √
Angular misalignment resilience × × √

No view-blocking
√ √ ×

3.3. Wirelessly-Powered Cage Systems with Slanted Tx Resonators

The wirelessly-powered cage systems introduced in this section have multiple slanted Tx resonators
wrapping around the cage [13,16,32,33]. The slanted Tx resonators help bend and direct the magnetic flux
towards the Rx coil. Such a configuration can improve the system tolerance to angular misalignments.
Additionally, the geometry of the Tx and Rx coils are optimized and matched, which is beneficial to
improve PTE.

The wirelessly-powered cage system, shown in Figure 17a, is built based on a resonance-based
inductive link whose configuration is adjustable [16]. The stationary unit includes one square-shaped
central Tx coil at the bottom of the cage and four triangular-shaped slanted Tx resonators on the
corners of the cage. The Tx coil can directly form a three-coil inductive link with the coils in the mobile
device when the animal moves to the center of the cage, or form a four-coil inductive link with one
Tx resonator when the mobile device is at a corner of the cage. The position of the mobile device
is tracked in real-time by a Microsoft Kinect installed above the cage. Depending on the recorded
position information, the stationary unit will either deactivate all Tx resonators or activate the Tx
resonator closest to the mobile device by shorting this Tx resonator with a resonant capacitor for
forming an LC-tank with a high quality-factor. However, installing the Microsoft Kinect will enlarge
the experimental volume needed for the entire system setup, making the system not compatible to the
racks of standard-sized rodent cages.
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In Figure 8a, the wirelessly-powered cage system, named EnerCage-HC, includes four-coil 
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Tx coil attached at the center and bottom of the cage and four Tx resonators wrapping around the 
cage at different heights/orientations, and planar Rx resonator and Rx coil in the mobile device. The 
slanted Tx resonators, which direct the magnetic field to the mobile device, together with the CLPC 
can support sufficient and constant PDL up to 80-degree rotation. In Figure 17b,c, two similar wireless 
cage designs are presented [32,33]. In the wirelessly-powered cage system, shown in Figure 17b, two 
more Tx resonators, wrapping around the bottom and top rim of the cage, are added to enhance the 
homogenous distribution of the transmitted power in the z-direction [32]. The Tx coil consists of 
multiple identical spiral coils connected in series. However, the Tx coil located at the top of the cage 
may block the line of view of the camera. The wireless cage design, shown in Figure 17c, has a similar 
Tx resonator configuration [33]. The Tx coil is formed by three identical coils connected in parallel 
and tiled at the bottom of the cage to make the transmitted power more evenly distributed in 3D. 

Thanks to the slanted Tx resonators, the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage systems 
show improved robustness to the angular misalignment. Additionally, the Tx coil configuration 
makes the magnetic field more evenly distributed in the 3D volume of the cage, and the required 
number of PAs is reduced to only one. For the abovementioned four designs, there is no need for Tx 
resonator switching, significantly reducing the design complexity, and they feature the compatibility 
to the standard racks. However, the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage designs are not 
scalable. The size of the Tx resonators increases as the cage side increases, which will weaken the 
advantage of promoting EM uniform distribution. Table 4 compares the features of the 
abovementioned systems. 
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Figure 17. Examples of wirelessly-powered cage system designs with the slanted Tx resonator
configuration presented in (a) [16], (b) [32], and (c) [33].

In Figure 8a, the wirelessly-powered cage system, named EnerCage-HC, includes four-coil
inductive link built around a standard-sized rodent cage [13]. The inductive link has a square-shaped
Tx coil attached at the center and bottom of the cage and four Tx resonators wrapping around the cage
at different heights/orientations, and planar Rx resonator and Rx coil in the mobile device. The slanted
Tx resonators, which direct the magnetic field to the mobile device, together with the CLPC can
support sufficient and constant PDL up to 80-degree rotation. In Figure 17b,c, two similar wireless
cage designs are presented [32,33]. In the wirelessly-powered cage system, shown in Figure 17b,
two more Tx resonators, wrapping around the bottom and top rim of the cage, are added to enhance
the homogenous distribution of the transmitted power in the z-direction [32]. The Tx coil consists of
multiple identical spiral coils connected in series. However, the Tx coil located at the top of the cage
may block the line of view of the camera. The wireless cage design, shown in Figure 17c, has a similar
Tx resonator configuration [33]. The Tx coil is formed by three identical coils connected in parallel and
tiled at the bottom of the cage to make the transmitted power more evenly distributed in 3D.

Thanks to the slanted Tx resonators, the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage systems show
improved robustness to the angular misalignment. Additionally, the Tx coil configuration makes the
magnetic field more evenly distributed in the 3D volume of the cage, and the required number of PAs is
reduced to only one. For the abovementioned four designs, there is no need for Tx resonator switching,
significantly reducing the design complexity, and they feature the compatibility to the standard racks.
However, the abovementioned wirelessly-powered cage designs are not scalable. The size of the Tx
resonators increases as the cage side increases, which will weaken the advantage of promoting EM
uniform distribution. Table 4 compares the features of the abovementioned systems.

Table 4. Benchmarking of the wirelessly-powered cage systems with slanted Tx resonator configuration.

Publications [16] [13] [32] [33]

Inductive link 3/4-coil 4-coil 4-coil 42-coil
Frequency 13.56 MHz 13.56 MHz 13.56 MHz 13.56 MHz

WPT coverage,
length ×width × height 30 × 30 × 17 cm3 46 × 24 × 20 cm3 28.5 × 18 × 13

cm3 46 × 24 × 20 cm3

Mobile device size, length ×
width × height. 40 × 40 × 20 mm3 20 × 22 × 5 mm3 26 × 26 × 35 mm3 15 × 15 × 10 mm2

PTE 16.1–36.3% 14% 34–42% 17%
PDL 24 mW 42 mW 13 mW 62 mW

CLPC
√ √ × √

Tx control simplicity × √ √ √
Compatible to racks × √ √ √

No view blocking
√ √ × √
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3.4. Wirelessly-Powered Cage Systems for Omnidirectional Power Transmission

In the experiments involving small freely-moving animals, such as rodents, the horizontal,
distance, and/or angular misalignments between the power Tx and Rx components may frequently
happen due to the animal’s free movements. The misalignments will result in a significant reduction
in the PTE and the PDL. In this section, we will introduce several omnidirectional power transmission
solutions that can address robust wireless power delivery in the presence of any position and/or
orientation variations of the Rx device.

One omnidirectional power transmission solution is a cavity resonator-based wireless cage design,
as shown in Figure 18a [34]. On the power Tx side, the H-field produced is rotational around the center
of the cavity. The amplitude of the H-field increases radially from the center to the periphery and is not
a function of height. On the Rx side, the implantable device has two Rx coils oriented perpendicular to
each other. This placement of the two Rx coils can address the device orientation insensitivity within
two planes. To achieve truly omnidirectional powering, a third Rx coil oriented perpendicular to the
first two Rx coils should be added. Even then, there are still five WPT blind spots, namely the center
and four corners of the cavity, where the H-field is very weak.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 21 of 28 
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Figure 18. Examples of wirelessly-powered cage systems offering omnidirectional power transmission,
presented in (a) [34], (b) [35], (c) [36], and (d) [22].

For the wirelessly-power cage system, shown in Figure 11, we call it EnerCage-HC2 system [14].
Based on the EnerCage-HC system shown in Figure 8a, the fifth Tx resonator is added at the top rim
of the homecage to enhance the magnetic flux density at top of the cage. More importantly, the Rx
resonators in the EnerCage-HC2 system encompass four diagonal planes of the mobile device. Such
a novel Rx coil arrangement directs the transmitted EM field, which is already homogenized by the
Tx resonators, towards the Rx coil at the bottom of the mobile device at any arbitrary orientations.
Together with CLPC, the inductive link achieves omnidirectional power delivery to the mobile device,
irrespective of the subject’s location or head orientation. When the mobile device is 90◦ rotated while
locating along the center lines of the homecage, the magnetic fields passing through the two Rx
resonators are bent in the opposite direction and cancel with each other. In this case, little magnetic
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field can pass through the Rx coil, resulting in PTE drop. It should be noted that the probability of
this case happening is quite low in practice. Therefore, we add a small supercapacitor following the
rectifier in the mobile device to prevent any sudden drop in the supply voltage.

In addition to the EnerCage-HC2 system, there are three other inductive link configurations
that have been proposed to address omnidirectional wireless powering [22,35,36]. One possible coil
configuration is a set of triple orthogonal Rx coils together with a single Tx coil. For achieving higher
uniformity of magnetic flux, a pair of Tx coils facing each other can be used instead of a single Tx coil.
On the Rx side, each Rx coil is followed by an AC-DC converter, such as a rectifier. The three rectifiers
can be connected in series or in parallel to drive their common load. In the series connection scenario,
the three DC output voltages of the rectifiers are stacked for providing supply voltage for the load.
With the parallel connection scheme, the highest Rx coil voltage is automatically delivered to the load.
In Figure 18b, two pairs of Tx coils facing each other are attached to the vertical sides of the cage and
driven by their own class-D PA simultaneously [35]. On the Rx side, three coils are placed at 90◦ from
each other, which can make the system insensitive to angular misalignments. However, the Tx coil
configuration causes two “cold corners” formed by opposite magnetic fields and two “hot corners”
formed by constructive magnetic fields in the cage. In the “cold corners”, the triple orthogonal Rx coils
still cannot ensure omnidirectional powering. Besides, the Rx coils block the access to the electronics
inside the mobile device, making it difficult to repair or to have electrode feed-through.

The triple orthogonal Tx coils together with a single Rx coil is another coil configuration offering
the omnidirectional powering. If the three Tx coils are driven by the same current, a constant magnetic
field in a fixed direction will be generated. For omnidirectional powering, the three Tx coil currents
should be driven appropriately different from each other in order to generate a rotating magnetic field.
To achieve this objective, there are three possible modulation methods in general: (1) phase-domain
modulation (PDM); (2) amplitude-domain modulation (ADM); and (3) frequency-domain modulation
(FDM). Given the simplicity of implementing system control, the PDM method is widely used.
In Figure 18c, the PDM method is used. More specifically, the three Tx coils excited with three-phase
currents with a peak magnitude of 250 mA and 120◦ displacement are wound on the outer surface of
a glass bowl [36]. The magnetic field vectors rotate periodically in all directions. Three loads hung
inside the glass bowl with the Rx coil facing in different directions. Each load consists of a planar Rx
coil, a rectifier, and four LEDs. It can be seen that the LEDs in all three loads are on, confirming the
omnidirectional nature of the wireless power transmission.

The third viable coil configuration offering omnidirectional powering is the double orthogonal
Tx coils together with double orthogonal Rx coils. The two orthogonal Tx coils should be driven by
two nonidentical currents to form a rotating magnetic field. Figure 18d shows an example of such
a coil configuration [22]. Instead of using loop coils, both the Tx and Rx coil, operating at 280 kHz,
have crossed-dipole coil structure. The crossed-dipole Tx and Rx coils are composed of a dual set of two
orthogonal coils, wire-wounded around ferromagnetic cores. The currents of the two Tx coils have the
same magnitude with a 90◦ phase difference from each other in order to generate a rotating magnetic field.
The magnetic field produced can always pass through the crossed-dipole Rx coils at any orientations,
to allow for the omnidirectional power receiving. Additionally, the physical dimensions of Tx and
Rx are reduced from volume to plane, which is crucial for practical applications, where volumetric
coil structure is highly prohibited. Table 5 compares the features of the abovementioned systems for
omnidirectional power transmission.

Table 5. Benchmarking of the wirelessly-powered cage systems offering omnidirectional
power transmission.

Publications [34] [14] [35] [36] [22]

Inductive link Cavity 4-coil 2-coil 2-coil 2-coil
Frequency 346.6 MHz 13.56 MHz 6.78 MHz 530 kHz 280 kHz

WPT coverage,
length ×width × height 61 × 61 × 30 cm3 46 × 24 × 20 cm3 30 × 30 × 30 cm3 N/A 1 m3
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Table 5. Cont.

Publications [34] [14] [35] [36] [22]

Mobile device size, length ×
width × height π × (7)2 × 25 mm3 20 × 22 × 11 mm3 ~64 × 64 × 64 mm3 N/A 20 × 20 × 0.5 cm3

PTE 14.32% 23.6–33.3% 7.9% N/A 33.6%
PDL 6.1–13 mW 42 mW 1.4 W N/A 10 W

CLPC × √ × × ×
Scalability × × × × ×

Tx control simplicity
√ √ √ × ×

Compatible to racks
√ √ √ √ ×

Blind spots Center + 4 corners Center lines 2 corners None None
No view-blocking × √ √ × √

No Rx access blocking
√ √ × √ √

4. Designs of Wirelessly-Powered Cage for mm-Sized Implants

Instead of a single, large, and centralized mobile device [37,38], distributed neural interfaces made
of a large number of tiny implants are poised to play a key role in future brain-computer interfaces (BCI)
because of their less damage to the surrounding tissue. However, it is challenging to wirelessly operate
the tiny implants in a cage. As a result of the significant size difference, the coupling between the Tx
and Rx coils is quite weak. The optimal operating frequency for a mm-sized coil to maximize its quality
factor is within several tens to hundreds of megahertz range. At such high operating frequencies, it also
increases the risk of unsafe exposure to EM radiation and interference, which, in turn, imposes new
challenges on SAR compliance. The misalignments caused by free movements of the animal subject
and/or the arbitrary placement of the tiny implants, which combine with the other challenges, make it
challenging to maintain sufficient power delivery to the tiny implants within a cage. Thus, it is
important to develop WPT systems that can overcome these challenges.

A wireless cage based on the resonant cavity was introduced in [39] to power and control tiny
implanted devices. An aluminum resonant cavity, which has 21 cm diameter and 15 cm height with a
surface lattice of hexagons (2.5 cm diameter), is utilized to couple EM energy with 1.5 GHz carrier
frequency to the tissue of a mouse as shown in Figure 19a. Compared to the conventional inductive
power transfer system through direct coupling between two coils, the energy in this system is confined
to the mouse placed on the grid due to the resonance excitation of the limited EM field pattern.
This system can provide self-tracking wireless power to the tiny implant within the mouse resulting in
no needs of tracking algorithms over the experimental area. Figure 19b shows a schematic of wireless
implant for optogenetic stimulation, designed in the size of 10~25 mm3. This light-emitting implants
can receive 5.6~15.7 mW with 3.2 W of averaged input power. Although the wireless operation in
RF bands are typically susceptible to signal reflection, interference, and absorption by obstructions,
the proposed system in [39] has been successfully demonstrated by behavioral testing environments
and has shown the possibility of using RF bands for wireless cage applications.
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EM WPT at high frequency in the GHz range facilitate the Rx size reduction due to shorter
wavelength, but they suffer from difficulties in creating homogeneous WPT in a large experimental
arena [40]. The SAR of EM field in the tissue, which mainly consists of water, at high frequencies
is rather high [23]. At high frequency, it also increases the risk of unsafe personnel exposure to EM
radiation and interference with nearby instruments [40]. The microwave chamber delivers power
at low efficiency through the animal body. Its extension to larger animals and eventually humans
without surpassing SAR limits at this frequency does not seem to be feasible, even though it might be a
reasonable solution for ultra-low-power applications.

To address this issue, Figure 20 shows the wireless cage for powering tiny implants using inductive
coupling at 13.56 MHz frequency with near-field communication hardware [41]. The wireless cage
equips a double-loop coil with turns at heights of 4 and 11 cm from the bottom of the animal enclosure
as shown in Figure 20a. This technique is similar with the design in Figure 15a, which improves the
inductive coupling at further distance from the bottom of the cage resulting in the extension of wireless
coverage to the higher side. The wireless cage covers 30 × 30 × 11 cm and the power is relatively
uniform across the region of interest as shown in Figure 20b although the normalized received power
in the implant decreases to 0~0.9 for 80◦ angular misalignment. The height for wireless coverage and
its uniformity in coverage can be optimized for a given experimental area based on the separation of
double-loop coil.
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While the wireless cage with high frequency is typically suffer from the SAR in the tissue,
the wireless cage in the near-field regime has a difficulty in the reduction of Rx size due to the poor
EM field focusing. In Figure 20b, the two-coil inductive link configuration results in the Rx coil
with a diameter of 9.8 mm, which becomes the main limiting factor in the device miniaturization.
In addition, the single Tx coil configuration, which can simplify the design of the power control circuitry,
suffers from low PTE at the center of the cage. Therefore, they transmitted a large amount of power
to energize the entire cage. This will result in excessive heat dissipation and large EM interference
between the cage and other lab instruments.

In Figure 21a, the dual-band EnerCage-HC system, built upon the EnerCage-HC2 system (Figure 11),
uses a two-stage inductive power transmission technique to wirelessly deliver sufficient PDL to the tiny
implant within the cage [42]. Given the mismatch between the optimal operating frequencies of the Tx
and Rx coils due to their size difference, the dual-band EnerCage-HC system includes two inductive links
operating simultaneously at their optimal frequencies. To do so, this system also includes an intermediate
unit (a headstage device) in addition to the power Tx and Rx. This intermediate unit acts as a power
converter, which receives power from the cage via a four-coil inductive link at 13.56 MHz and delivers
it to the tiny implant via a three-coil inductive link at 60 MHz. This intermediate unit is also used as
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a power buffer that uses its stored energy to support the continuous operation of the tiny implants in
the presence of misalignments in the four-coil inductive link. A dual-loop sequential CLPC mechanism,
which includes two loops, further stabilizes the amount of power delivered to the tiny implant despite
any misalignments by adjusting PDLs of the four-coil inductive link and the three-coil inductive link at
designated levels, respectively. Figure 21b shows the final in vitro measurement setup for enabling optical
stimulation in the dual-band EnerCage-HC system. The experiment was performed on 6 × 6 × 7 cm cube
from a fresh sheep head, including brain, skull, fat, and skin, and placed the cube in the center of the cage.
The headstage was mounted on top of the tissue cube to receive 13.56 MHz carrier from the EnerCage-HC
coils while the mm-sized implant was placed ~2 mm under the skull. It shows both the orange LED that
is an indicator of the headstage receiving sufficient power at 13.56 MHz, and the selected μLED (blue
color) for optogenetic stimulation that is powered at 60 MHz.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 24 of 28 
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Figure 21. A prototype of inductive power transfer systems for tiny implants, proposed in [42] for
(a) conceptual system overview and (b) in vitro measurement setup.

Figure 22a presents a new wireless power transfer system that can wirelessly power a large
number of tiny implants arbitrarily distributed over a large tissue area. This is achieved by a power
Tx platform which can generate a vertical and lateral magnetic field alternately at any places within
the experimental arena [21]. This power Tx platform includes three overlapping layers of hex-PSCs
tiled at the bottom of the cage. The three layers are horizontally shifted in a way that the centers of
every three adjacent hex-PSCs on three different layers are on the corners of an equilateral triangle.
In each layer, every three adjacent hex-PSCs are driven at carrier signals with the same magnitude and
phase of 0◦, 120◦, and 240◦, respectively, as shown in Figure 22b. To avoid any counteracts among the
three layers, they are controlled by time-division multiplexing (TDM). The appropriate TDM period,
T, is decided by the carrier frequency, time constant of the capacitance following the Rx coil and rectifier,
Rx loading, and the acceptable level of ripple on the regulated supply voltage of the electronics that
are powered by the Rx coil as shown in Figure 22c. To this end, this power Tx platform in Figure 22d,
which takes advantage of the overlapping placements of the three layers, the three-phase power carrier
signals, and the TDM control mechanism, eventually achieves omnidirectional WPT towards a large
number of tiny implants with arbitrary angular and/or spatial misalignments. In the measured result,
the proposed method in [21] achieves 5% of PTE distributions and 5 mW of PDL within the area for
90◦ angular misalignment of Rx coil compared to 0.8% of PTE for the conventional WPT system.
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in Figure 22d, which takes advantage of the overlapping placements of the three layers, the three-
phase power carrier signals, and the TDM control mechanism, eventually achieves omnidirectional 
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In the measured result, the proposed method in [21] achieves 5% of PTE distributions and 5 mW of 
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one conductive layer, (c) TDM driving techniques to avoid the magnetic interference between three layers,
and (d) a prototype measurement setup for the three-phase TDM overlapping hex-PSC array in [21].

5. Conclusions

Wirelessly-powered cages for IMD applications are categorized and discussed with their key
techniques, such as closed-loop power control, coil design/optimization, scalability for wireless
coverage, spatial/angular misalignments, near-field data telemetry, and safety issues. Since the
high-performance IMDs mainly focus on long-term recording and stimulation functionalities for
central and peripheral nervous systems on freely behaving animal subjects [37,38], it is important to
design a suitable wireless power platform covering a large experimental arena. Different techniques
for wirelessly-powered cages that are benchmarked in Tables 2–5 consider various practical issues
described in this article. Although most wirelessly-powered cages provide PTE and PDL for specific
experimental conditions, the physical constraints of Rx coils, coil separations, and magnetic field
homogeneity over the experimental area should be compared for a more suitable choice. As the most
recent class of IMDs are millimeter-sized and distributed over a large area in the brain or the rest of the
body [43–46], the importance of wirelessly-powered cages for tiny multiple implants is elevated as
introduced in Section 4. Hence, it is important for designers to select suitable wirelessly-powered cages,
considering the practical limitations of IMD design related to key aspects, such as PTE, PDL, closed-loop
power control, scalability, spatial/angular misalignment, near-field data telemetry, and safety issues
against various perturbations during the longitudinal animal experiment. With respect to various
IMD applications from conventional implantable devices to recent mm-sized implants, this article
contributes the design strategy of the appropriate wirelessly-powered cage designs, which have the
ability to create an automated enriched environment inside the experimental arena for long-term
electrophysiology experiments.
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Abstract: In the last decade, engineers from automotive manufacturers and charging infrastructure
suppliers have widely studied the application of wireless power transfer (WPT) technology to electric
vehicles. Since this time, engineers from automotive manufacturers have studied precise positioning
methods suitable for WPT using methods such as mechanical, communication-based or video-based.
However, due to high costs, electromagnetic interference and environmental factors, the experts of
the SAE J2954 was focused on the WPT’s precise positioning method by ferrite antennas and low
power excitation. In this study, we present how to use the ferrite antennas to find a central alignment
point between the primary and secondary units within the alignment tolerance area that requires
the minimum power transfer efficiency of the EV WPT system. First, we analyze the ferrite antenna
already applied in the automotive and verifies whether it is suitable for the precise positioning of
the WPT system for EV. We use modeling and simulation to show that it is necessary to calculate all
induced loop voltages in the relationship between incident magnetic field signal strength and induced
loop voltage because of the short distance between the transmitter and receiver of the ferrite antenna
in WPT. In addition, we also suggest a sequence to find the fitting location of the ferrite antenna,
the number of antennas used and the center alignment point. After the simulation is performed on
the suggestions, component-level and vehicle-level tests were conducted to verify the validity of
the simulation results. As a result, it is shown that a ferrite antenna is suitable as a method for the
secondary device to find the center alignment point of the primary device.

Keywords: electric vehicle; wireless power transfer; center alignment point; ferrite antenna

1. Introduction

Faraday’s experiment on electromagnetic induction and energy transfer was the first experiment to
transfer electrical energy wirelessly [1]. Since then, researchers have been interested in wireless power
transfer and radio-frequency communication technologies. The concept of wireless power transfer
(WPT) was demonstrated by Nikola Tesla in the early 1900 s [2]. However, engineers have experienced
difficulties in commercialization due to specific problems with WPT, viz., low efficiency and difficulty
in long-distance transmission when compared with conductive power transfer. Therefore, researchers
have focused on contact wireless power transfer, which has been commercialized and used in many
electronic and electrical devices [3–5]. Long-range WPT technology regained attention in 1964 owing
to William C. Brown [6], who successfully supplied power to fuel-free helicopters using 2.45 GHz
microwaves. In 2007, owing to the continued research and development by engineers, Professor Marin
Soljacic at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) succeeded in verifying 40% efficiency of WPT
technology at a distance of two meters using a coil with a diameter of 60 cm [7].
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The application of WPT technology to electric vehicles (EVs) is widely studied. In 2010, the United
States (U.S.) Department of Energy (DOE) and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) led the
wireless power transfer and alignment task force and began research and standardization of WPT
technology [8]. Researchers from major automotive manufacturers and charging infrastructure
suppliers [9] wished to develop WPT technology suitable for EVs while participating in the EV WPT
standardization. The primary goal of the development of WPT for the EVs in its early stages was to
ensure the safety of users during the implementation of WPT and maximizing the charging efficiency
of wireless charging. Therefore, the coil shape or electric power circuit was studied [10].

Further, engineers from automotive manufacturers began to study fine and precise positioning
methods suitable for WPT in EVs and various indoor and outdoor positioning technologies. The contents
of the discussion are as follows [11]: (i) As a mechanical method, stopping a vehicle in the center of a
primary device using a curbside block or parking block was considered. Further, a method of using
a robotic arm to move the primary device to the center of the secondary device after the vehicle is
parked was considered. (ii) As a communication-based method [12–16], technologies such as global
positioning system (GPS), Bluetooth low energy (BLE), radio frequency identification (RFID), Wi-Fi
and ultra-wideband (UWB) were discussed. (iii) As a video-based method [17,18], a parking assistant
system (PAS) applied to a vehicle, 2D/3D marker notified to a user by a camera installed in a parking
lot and optical character recognition (OCR) was mentioned. However, the mechanical methods were
excluded from the discussion owing to an increase in the production cost of the WPT manufacturer,
and the communication-based methods were excluded because it is difficult to satisfy the vehicle
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) standards regulated by the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) [19]. The video-based method was found to be difficult to apply to external public
parking lots due to weather or environmental factors. Therefore, the experts of the SAE J2954 task
force is focused on technologies that could easily be mounted on an EV, was inexpensive, did not
interfere with an electronic component in the vehicle, and, satisfied the conditions for positioning
within the alignment tolerance range for the WPT [20]. It also focuses on technology that satisfies the
fine positioning condition, where the central alignment distance between the primary and secondary
devices is approximately 1.5 m or more and the precise positioning condition, where the primary and
secondary devices begin to overlap. Among them, low power excitation (LPE) is a technology whose
primary device, i.e., the power transfer device, performs fine and precise positioning by transmitting
a minute quantity of power to the secondary device. Another method is to mount a ferrite antenna
using a low frequency (LF) in primary device or a secondary device and perform fine and precise
positioning using the magnetic field change value of the ferrite antenna. Therefore, LPE and ferrite
antennas were applied to the SAE J2954 standard as a method for fine and precise positioning in an EV
WPT system [20]. In addition, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), an international
standards and conformity assessment body, also addresses LPE and ferrite antennas as a method to
fine and precise positioning in the 61980-2 document [21].

This article describes how to find the central alignment point between the primary device and
secondary device within the alignment tolerance area that requires the minimum power transfer
efficiency of the EV WPT system using the ferrite antenna. This method suggests that it is necessary
to calculate all induced loop voltages in the relationship between the incident magnetic field signal
strength and the induced loop voltage because of the distance between the transmitter and receiver
of the ferrite antenna in EV WPT precise positioning is short—to within 250 mm. It also suggests a
sequence to find the fitting location of the ferrite antenna, the number of antennas used and the center
alignment point. After the simulation is performed on the suggestions, unit-level, component-level
and vehicle-level tests are performed to validate the simulation results. Therefore, we propose that the
ferrite antenna was suitable for the precise positioning of EV WPT.

The content is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the SAE J2954 document, the magnetic
flux density of ferrite antenna and open-circuit voltage of a ferrite antenna. In Section 3, we verify that
ferrite antennas already applied in the automotive field are suitable for use in the precise positioning
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of WPT systems for EVs. Then, we simulate and validate the performance of the ferrite antenna as
a transmitter and receiver as a method of finding the central alignment point within the alignment
tolerance area of the EV WPT system. In Section 4, we extend the magnetic flux density and open-circuit
voltage models of a ferrite antenna to the EV WPT system and conducts simulations. In Section 5,
we present the results of performed experiments at the component-level and vehicle-level to verify the
validity of modeling and simulation results and compare them with simulation results. We present
conclusions in Section 6. In Section 7, we describe registered patents. Finally, in Appendix A,
we describe the magnetic flux density, the open-circuit voltage applied to the geometric dimensions of
the WPT system for EV and the power received by the ferrite antenna of the primary device.

2. Background

2.1. SAE J2954 Standard

SAE J2954 covers WPT for light-duty electric and plug-in EVs [8,20]. The scope of SAE J2954 is
the requirements of the WPT system, such as interoperability, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC),
electromagnetic force (EMF), minimum performance, safety, alignment and testing. Of particular
importance among these requirements, the minimum target efficiency for each class of wireless power
transfer should exceed 85% at the center alignment point and 80% at the alignment tolerance area
(e.g., WPT1 power class is 3.7 kW, WPT2 power class is 7.7 kW and WPT3 power class is 11.1 kW) [20].
The maximum wireless power transfer capacity is determined by the lower of the primary device and
secondary device power class ratings. The WPT power classes for light-duty EVs defined in SAE J2954
are described in Table 1 [20].

Table 1. Wireless power transfer (WPT) power classification with target efficiency for light-duty electric
vehicles [20].

WPT
Power Class

Input Power of the
Primary Device

Output Power of the
Secondary Device

Target Efficiency

Center Point Tolerance Area

WPT 1 ≤3.7 kW ≤3.7 kW ≤85% ≤80%
WPT 2 ≤7.7 kW >3.7 kW and ≤7.7 kW ≤85% ≤80%
WPT 3 ≤11.1 kW >7.7 kW and ≤11.1 kW ≤85% ≤80%

The center alignment point is the point at which the geometry centers of the primary and secondary
devices are correctly aligned with each other. The alignment tolerance area is the offset required
between the primary device and secondary device geometric centers to achieve the center position for
the WPT, and the maximum positioning deviation is ±75 mm for the x-direction, ±100 mm for the
y-direction. The x-direction of the alignment tolerance is positive in the rearward vehicle direction,
the y-direction of the alignment tolerance is positive toward the right-hand-side of the vehicle.

The first step of positioning is to find the WPT charger for vehicles with WPT or the WPT charger
for vehicles with WPT. Here, although a few communication problems indoors and outdoors are
observed, Wi-Fi is widely used. This is called WPT charging-spot discovery. The second step is to
position the vehicle in the parking spot for the primary and secondary devices to overlap. This is
called fine positioning. The last step is for the secondary device to find the center alignment point
of the primary device after the primary and the secondary devices overlap. This is called precise
positioning. It is important for the positioning device not to affect the charging efficiency and not
interfere with existing installed electrical components during the wireless charging of the vehicle.
Therefore, IEC61980-2 and SAE J2954 selected two types of alignment methodologies [20,21] that can
maximize the wireless power transfer efficiency between the EV device and the supply device. First,
magnetic field alignment using the existing coil is that the primary device provides a small magnetic
field, which can be detected by the secondary device and used as a method of aligning the EV. This is
called low power excitation (LPE). Second, magnetic field alignment using an auxiliary coil is that the
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magnetic field should be transmitted or received by a separate magnetic coil system which is generally
not the same magnetic assembly used to WPT. Since the separate magnetic coil system should not use
the resonant frequency used in the WPT system and should not affect the WPT system, an auxiliary
means such as a ferrite antenna is used.

2.2. Magnetic Flux Density

In order to determine the magnetic flux density of a ferrite antenna, it is necessary to consider
the steady magnetic field in free space. When a current I is flowing in a small circular loop of radius
a, to define the magnetic dipole at observation point r(x, y, z), consider that an infinitesimal current
creates a magnetic dipole magnetic field [22]. The magnetic entities are magnetized because there are
many infinitesimal currents inside the material. The model of the small circular loop with a current I is
shown in Figure 1 where r’(x’, y’, 0) is a point with an electric current that is the source of the magnetic
field and dl is the infinitesimal current at r’. The center of the small circular loop is selected to be the
origin of the spherical coordinates. Here, it is necessary to consider the condition that the distance R of
the observation point at the center of the circular loop is always greater than the radius a of the circular
loop [22].

Figure 1. Model of the small circular loop with current I.

Equation (1) describes the magnetic vector potential.

A =
μ0I
4π

∮
C′

d	′
R1

(1)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, I is the current and path C’ represents the line integral.
From Equation (1), spherical coordinates of the magnetic vector potential for observation r in

Figure 1 is given by:

A =
μ0Ia2sinθ

4R2 aφ (2)

where aφ is the unit vector in spherical coordinates at observation point r.
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Using the concept of the moment as an indicator of the tendency of the magnetic dipole to change
and substituting Equation (2) is given by [22]:

A =
μ0m× ar

4πR2 (3)

where m is the magnetic dipole moment and ar is the unit vector in spherical coordinates at observation
point r. The magnetic dipole moment is a vector and its magnitude is the product of the current and the
area of the loop. Therefore, the magnetic flux density produced by the magnetic dipole is given by [22]:

B = ∇×A =
μ0m
4πR3

(2cosθar + sinθaθ) (4)

where aθ is the unit vector in spherical coordinates at observation point r.
Therefore, the magnetic flux density of a uniformly magnetized ferrite antenna is determined as

follows: A model of the ferrite antenna is shown in Figure 2, where L is the length of the antenna, a is
the radius and M = azMo is the uniform magnetization along z-axis [22].

Figure 2. Model of the ferrite antenna.

Using the concept of equivalent magnetic charge density to determine the magnetic flux density
of the ferrite antenna, the magnetic flux density of the ferrite antenna obtains the same value as
Equation (4) [22]. Converting the magnetic flux density expressed in the spherical coordinate system
of Equation (4) into the Cartesian coordinate system gives:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ax

ay

az

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

sinθcos∅ cosθcos∅ −sin∅
sinθsin∅ cosθsin∅ cos∅

cosθ −sinθ 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ar

aθ
a∅

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)
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Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (4), the magnetic flux density is given by:

B =
μ0μrMT

4πR3

{
(2cosθsinθcos∅+ sinθcosθcos∅)ax + (2cosθsinθsin∅+ sinθcosθsin∅)ay +

(
2cosθ2 − sinθ2

)
az
}

(6)

where μr is the relative permeability of the ferrite antenna and MT = πa2LM0 is the total dipole moment
of the ferrite antenna.

Here, the ferrite antenna mounted in the EV WPT system only considers the az component.
Therefore, Equation (6) can be summarized as:

B =
μ0μrMT

4πR3

(
2cosθ2 − sinθ2

)
az (7)

2.3. Open-Circuit Voltage

By Faraday’s law, the voltage induced in an electrically small loop antenna is equal to the rate
of change of the magnetic flux. In addition, when the loop antenna is composed of multiple turns,
the induced voltage of each turn is in series with all other turns [23]. Therefore, the open-circuit voltage
is given by:

Voc = N
dΦ
dt

(8)

where Voc is the open-circuit voltage, N is the number of turns, Φ is magnetic flux.
If the loop is small compared with a wavelength, magnetic flux may be assumed to be constant

throughout the loop area at any instant of time. The relationship between magnetic flux and magnetic
flux density is given by [23]:

Φ = BAcosθ (9)

where A is the loop area, B is magnetic flux density and θ is the angle between the plane of the loop
axis and the incoming flux.

An electromagnetic radiation field contains electric and magnetic field component. The field is
given by [22]:

E = cB (10)

where E is the electric field and c is the speed of light.
Solving Equation (10) for magnetic flux density and substituting it into Equation (9) allows us

to express the open-circuit voltage induced in a loop as a function of the electric field strength of the
incoming electromagnetic signal [23].

Voc =
NA

c
dE
dt

cosθ (11)

The electric and magnetic field strength varies with time in a sinusoidal form. This study considers
the peak magnitude of Voc. Therefore, dE/dt is simply E2πf. Equation (11) can be summarized as:

Voc =
NAE2π f

c
cosθ = jωNABcosθ (12)

where ω is the angular frequency of θ. When the loop plane is 90◦ to the magnetic field, cosθ is 0 and
Voc is zero.

The basic theory of the ferrite antenna is based on an electrically small loop antenna [24,25].
The ferrite antenna uses a ferrite rod in the loop to increase the radiation resistance, which results in
better antenna efficiency, without increasing the physical size compared to a loop antenna with an
air core.
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From Equation (12), the open-circuit voltage of the ferrite antenna is given by:

Voc = jωNAμe f f Bi
z (13)

where μeff is the effective permeability of the ferrite antenna and Bi
z is the z-component of the incident

magnetic flux density of the ferrite antenna.
The permeability of the ferrite antenna is characterized by a combination of ferrite material

permeability, the shape of the ferrite antenna and the dimensions of the ferrite antenna [26]. The relative
permeability of the ferrite antenna is given by:

μr = μe f f
3

√
lr
lc

(14)

where μr is the relative permeability of the ferrite antenna, μeff is the effective permeability of the ferrite
antenna, lr is the length of the ferrite antenna and lc is the length of the ferrite antenna’s coil.

The open-circuit voltage of a single-turn loop in the middle of the ferrite antenna is increased by
the factor μr for the value of the same loop in free space.

3. Analysis and Modeling to Use Ferrite Antenna

3.1. Analysis of Ferrite Antenna Used in the Automotive

As mentioned in SAE J2954, the ferrite antenna used for the precise positioning of the WPT
system for EV should not electromagnetically interfere with EV during precise positioning and should
not affect the charging efficiency during the WPT. In addition, for the precise positioning of the EV
WPT system, the ferrite antenna transmitter should transmit a strong magnetic field within a range
that satisfies the ITU regulation suitable for automotive [19] and the ferrite antenna receiver should
accurately detect the magnetic field received by the ferrite antenna transmitter. Therefore, it was
examined that the ferrite antenna, which was verified and used in an automotive, was suitable for the
precise positioning of the WPT for an EV.

Figure 3 shows a ferrite antenna that was applied and used in the automotive. In the automotive,
the ferrite antenna is used in two systems. One is a keyless entry system (see Figure 3a) and the other
is a smart key system (see Figure 3b). The ferrite antenna used in the keyless entry system had a
length of 2.5 mm, a width of 10 mm and a thickness of 10 mm. Two hundred turns of copper wire
were wound around the width and thickness, and 91 turns were wound around the length. The ferrite
antenna used in the smart key system had a length of 90 mm, a width of 7 mm, a thickness of 4 mm and
70 turns of copper wire. Both of the ferrite antennas demonstrated a relative magnetic permeability
of 150, an operating frequency of 125 kHz, and did not electromagnetically interference with the EV.
Therefore, to confirm that the ferrite antennas shown in Figure 3 are suitable for the precise positioning
of the WPT system for EV, the magnetic flux density in the near-field was verified. We used FEKO
from the Altair software package [27], simulation software widely used in industry and academia.

Figure 3. Ferrite antennas used in the automotive field. (a) Keyless entry system; (b) smart key system.
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Figure 4 shows the design for simulation with FEKO software. All of the constants applied in
the simulation were applied with all of the above-mentioned values. The result of the simulation of
the ferrite antenna is shown in Figure 5. The ferrite antenna used in the keyless entry system has
a magnetic flux density distance of 1 m and the ferrite antenna used in the smart key system has a
magnetic flux density distance of 1.6 m. Precise positioning in the WPT system for EV requires that
the secondary device mounted on the EV locates and aligns the primary device because the primary
device is installed to the parking spot. Therefore, the ferrite antenna used in the smart key system
is more suitable for precise positioning of the EV WPT systems than the ferrite antenna used in the
keyless entry systems.

Figure 4. Geometric dimension of ferrite antenna used in automotive field. (a) Keyless entry system;
(b) smart key system.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Near-field magnetic flux density of ferrite antenna used in automotive field. (a) Keyless entry
system; (b) smart key system.

The ferrite antenna shown in Figure 6 was simulated using FEKO software to verify that the
charging efficiency of the WPT system for EV was affected. The geometric dimensions of the WPT
system for EV were based on the WPT1 power class of SAE J2954 [20]. Where the ferrite antenna can
be mounted in the WPT system for EV is the corner of the primary and secondary devices or the center
of each side. Figure 6 shows the ferrite antenna arranged on the WPT system for EV.

Figure 7 shows the simulation results when the ferrite antenna used in the keyless entry system
and smart key system are mounted on each corner of the WPT system for EV. In the ferrite antenna
used in the keyless entry system, the coils wound in three directions can be observed to affect the WPT
system of EV (see Figure 7a). It was confirmed that the ferrite antenna with the coil wound on the
ferrite rod in one direction did not affect the EV WPT system (see Figure 7b).

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Ferrite antenna mounted on WPT system for EV. (a) Mounted on each corner; (b) mounted
on the center of each side.

Figure 7. Simulation results when the ferrite antenna is mounted on each corner of the WPT system for
EV. (a) Keyless entry system; (b) smart key system.
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Figure 8 shows the simulation results when the ferrite antenna used in the keyless entry system
and smart key system are mounted on the center of each side of the WPT system for EV. In the ferrite
antenna applied in the keyless entry systems, the coils wound in three directions can be observed to
affect the WPT system for EV (see Figure 8a). It was confirmed that the ferrite antenna with the coil
wound on the ferrite rod in one direction did not affect the WPT system for EVs (see Figure 8b).

Figure 8. Simulation results when the ferrite antenna is mounted on the center of each side of the WPT
system for EV. (a) Keyless entry system; (b) smart key system.
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Based on the results shown in Figures 7 and 8, the ferrite antenna, which affects the charging
efficiency when the WPT system for the EV is wireless charging, is a coil wound to the ferrite rod in
three directions. The magnetic vector when the primary device supplies power to the secondary device
that of the ferrite antenna wound in one direction on the ferrite rod is in the same direction. Hence,
the ferrite antenna wound in one direction on the ferrite rod does not affect the wireless charging
efficiency. However, the magnetic vector when the primary device supplies power to the secondary
device and that of the ferrite antenna wound in three directions on the ferrite rod is in a different
direction. Hence, the ferrite antenna wound in three directions on the ferrite rod is observed to affect
the wireless charging efficiency.

3.2. Ferrite Antenna Modeling for Application to the Precise Positioning of the EV WPT System

In order to use the ferrite antenna for the precise positioning of the WPT system for EV, it is
necessary to verify whether it is suitable as a transmitter and receiver even at a short distance.
The reason is that the ferrite antenna, generally used to a vehicle, operates as a transmitter and receiver
at a distance of 1 m or more. Equations (7) and (13) are the result of one ferrite antenna. In the WPT
system for EV, the ferrite antenna serves as both a transmitter and a receiver and consists of a pair.
Therefore, we constructed modeling for simulation and conducted unit-level tests. Figure 9 shows
the geometric dimensions of the ferrite antenna used for verification and the relationship between
the transmitter and receiver of the ferrite antenna. Figure 10 is an yz-plane view for calculating the
magnetic flux density and open-circuit voltage of the ferrite antenna.

Figure 9. Geometric dimensions of the transmitter and receiver of the ferrite antenna.
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Figure 10. YZ-plane view of the transmitter and receiver of the ferrite antenna.

In Figure 10, α1 is the angle between the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna transmitter and the
1st loop of the ferrite antenna receiver, α2 is the angle between the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna
transmitter and the 2nd to 70th loops of the ferrite antenna receiver, α3 is the 90 degrees minus α1, α4 is
the sum of α1, α2 and α3, D1 is the vertical distance between the transmitter and receiver of the ferrite
antenna, D2 is the distance between the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna transmitter and the 1st loop of
the ferrite antenna receiver, D3 is the distance between the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna transmitter
and the 2nd to 70th loops of the ferrite antenna receiver, lc is the length of the ferrite antenna’s coil and
lr is the length of the ferrite antenna.

As mentioned previously, when the loop antenna consists of multiple turns, the induced voltage
of each turn is in series with all other turns [22]. Therefore, the open-circuit voltage of a ferrite antenna
with 70 turns is the sum of all the open-circuit voltages all the 70 turns. If the magnetic flux density of
the ferrite antenna shown in Figure 10 is expressed in the form of Equation (7), it is given by:

Btot =
μ0μrm
4πr3

(
2 cosθ2 − sinθ2

)
az
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(15)

where Btot is the sum of the magnetic flux density transmitted by the 70-turn loop of the ferrite antenna
transmitter to the 70-turn loop of the receiver. The magnetic dipole moment of the ferrite antenna (m)
is 4.76 × 10−13 A·m2, the relative permeability of the ferrite antenna (μr) is 150, the operating frequency
of the ferrite antenna is 125 kHz.

In addition, the open-circuit voltage that the ferrite antenna receiver receives from the transmitter
is given by:

Voctot = jωμrABtotaz (16)
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where Voctot is the sum of the open-circuit voltage that the ferrite antenna receiver receives from
the transmitter.

As the value measured in the measurement instrument is expressed in dBm, Equation (16) can be
written as:

Power f errite antenna = 10log10

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1000
V2

octot
R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (17)

where R is the resistance of the ferrite antenna and the value of resistance is 1.
A Ferrite antenna model results were calculated using MATLAB software from MathWorks [28].

A ROHDE and SCHWARZ SMC100A signal generator [29] was used as the instrument for generating
a magnetic flux density in the ferrite antenna of the transmitter. The instrument for measuring the
magnetic flux density of the ferrite antenna of the receiver was an RTE 1104 oscilloscope [30] from
ROHDE and SCHWARZ. The characteristic impedance of the port connected to the signal generator to
perform the test is 50 ohms. Figure 11 shows the ferrite antenna used for the unit-level measurement
and the measurement results. The ferrite antenna (see Figure 11a) used for unit-level measurement
has the same geometric dimensions and constants used for modeling. The measurement results when
x-direction is 0 mm, y-direction is 0 mm and z-direction is 8 mm are shown in Figure 11b. When the
ferrite antenna for the transmitter and the ferrite antenna for the receiver are placed in parallel in the
z-direction, the measured value of the induced open-circuit voltage received by the ferrite antenna for
the receiver is −13.61 dBm.

Figure 11. Experimental test of unit-level. (a) Ferrite antenna used for unit-level test; (b) experimental
result is that x-direction is 0 mm, y-direction is 0 mm and z-direction is 8 mm.
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Table 2 shows the comparison between the simulation and experimental results calculated by
applying Equation (17) at the boundary of the alignment tolerance range of x-, y- and z-direction.
It can be seen that the simulation and the unit-level experimental results are similar even when the
transmitter and receiver of the ferrite antenna are matched, in addition to each alignment tolerance
range boundary line.

Table 2. Comparison of modeling and unit-level experimental results in the alignment tolerance area.

Distance
Unit Vector z-Direction 2 Simulation Result Test Result

x-Direction y-Direction z-Direction

0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
0 mm 0 mm 8 mm 1 Parallel −13.21 dBm −13.61 dBm
1 enclosure thickness of each transmitter and receiver of the ferrite antenna is 4 mm, 2 magnetic flux density unit
vector z-direction relationship between the ferrite antenna transmitter and receiver.

4. Simulation and Analysis for Component-Level of EV WPT System

In this section, we discuss extending the magnetic flux density and open-circuit voltage models of
the ferrite antenna to the EV WPT system.

In the SAE J2954, when an EV mounted with WPT system parks in a parking spot for charging,
front parking is recommended [20]. The geometric center of the primary device shall be installed at
the center of the width of the parking spot and 2 m from the inner of the line in front of the parking
spot, as shown in Figure 12. Therefore, considering the location of the primary device installed at the
parking point, the mounting of the ferrite antenna is optimal in the direction ±y of the primary device
and the secondary device. In addition, the minimum number of ferrite antennas to be mounted on the
primary device and the secondary device is two for accurate direction recognition [31].

Figure 12. Location of the geometric center of the primary device at the parking spot [20].
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Figure 13 shows the secondary device to find the center alignment point of the primary device
within the alignment tolerance area of the EV WPT system when the ferrite antenna arrangement is
optimized for the primary device and the secondary device. Figure 14 shows the geometric dimensions
and the xy-plane view for applying the simulation model.

Figure 13. Diagram for finding center alignment point in the electric vehicle (EV) wireless power
transfer (WPT) system.

Figure 14. XY-plane view of the ferrite antenna transmitter in the ±y-direction mounted on the
secondary device and the ferrite antenna receiver in the ±y-direction mounted on the primary device.
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In Figure 14, α1 is the angle between the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna transmitter in the
±y-direction mounted on the secondary device and the 1st loop of the ferrite antenna receiver in
the ±y-direction mounted on the primary device, α2 is the angle between the Nth loop of the ferrite
antenna transmitter in the ±y-direction mounted on the secondary device and the 2nd to 70th loops of
the ferrite antenna receiver in the ±y-direction mounted on the primary device, D2 is the angle between
the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna transmitter in the ±y-direction mounted on the secondary device
and the 1st loop of the ferrite antenna receiver in the ±y-direction mounted on the primary device,
D3 is the angle between the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna transmitter in the ±y-direction mounted
on the secondary device and the 2nd to 70th loops of the ferrite antenna receiver in the ±y-direction
mounted on the primary device, and D1 is the vertical distance between the transmitter and receiver of
the ferrite antenna. The application of the geometric dimensions of Figure 14 to Equations (15) and (16)
are detailed in Appendix A.

In order to find the center alignment point of the primary device within the alignment tolerance
area, the secondary device should check the WPT efficiency at a point 20 mm from the ±x- and
±y-direction. Figure 15 shows 99 test points to find the center alignment point of the primary device
within the alignment tolerance area. In Figure 15, the gray area is the primary device. The size of the
primary device is 675 mm × 535 mm. The white area is the secondary device. The size of the secondary
device is 284 mm × 284 mm. The distance between each test point is 20 mm.

Figure 15. Test point for checking minimum wireless power transfer efficiency in precise positioning.

The sequence for finding the center alignment point of the primary device and secondary device
using the ferrite antenna within the alignment tolerance area of the EV WPT system is proposed as
follows: (i) The primary device’s ferrite antenna receiver is received magnetic flux density from the
secondary device’s ferrite antenna transmitter; (ii) The primary device is compared to the received
magnetic flux density in the +y- and −y-directions; (iii) If the magnetic flux density value in the
+y-direction is greater than in the −y-direction, the secondary device is moved to the left. If the
magnetic flux density value in the +y-direction is smaller than in the −y-direction, the secondary
device is moved to the right. (iv) If the magnetic flux density value in the +y- and −y-direction was
equaled, the secondary device is at the center of the width of the parking spot. (v) If the magnetic
flux density value was equaled and has decreased after an increase, the secondary device is moved to
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the backward because it has already passed the center alignment point of the primary device. (vi) If
the magnetic flux density value was equaled, but has not decreased after an increase, the secondary
device is moved to the forward because the secondary device has not reached the center alignment
point of the primary device. (vii) If the magnetic flux density value in the +y- and −y-direction is the
maximum, the secondary device is stopped because it has reached the center alignment point of the
primary device. The sequence for finding the center alignment point within the alignment tolerance
area is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Sequence for finding the center alignment point.

Using MATLAB software, model results of 99 points were calculated by the secondary device to
find the center alignment point of the primary device within the alignment tolerance area of the EV
WPT system. As component-level and vehicle-level verification are required, the EV WPT system data
are reflected as much as possible. We used an EV WPT system with an output power level of up to
7.7 kVA for the supply device and an input power level of up to 3.7 kVA for the EV device. The height
of the primary device and the secondary device was 180 mm [32].

Figure 17 shows the results of simulation by applying Equation from (1) to (3) at 99 test points.
In Figure 17, P1 and P’1 have a secondary device located at 0 mm in the x-direction and −100 mm
in the y-direction, respectively, among the alignment tolerance areas of the primary device. Here,
the ferrite antenna received power of the primary device is −52.72 dBm for ferrite antenna (Rx1) located
at −y-direction and −65.99 dBm for ferrite antenna (Rx2) located at +y-direction. It shows that the
secondary device is located to the left of the center alignment point of the primary device. Therefore,
the secondary device is moved to the right. Similar results were observed for in P2 and P’2. As P2

and P’2 mean that the secondary device is located to the right, the secondary device is moved to the
left. In P3, the secondary device is located in the alignment tolerance area of the primary device. Here,
by comparing the ferrite antenna received power of the primary device, it can be seen that the values
of Rx1 located in −y-direction and Rx2 located in +y-direction are the same as −59.31 dBm.
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Figure 17. Simulation results for power received by the ferrite antenna receiver of the +y-direction
and −y-direction.

5. Experimental Results

In the EV WPT system, using the ferrite antenna mounted on the secondary device, an actual test
was conducted to ensure that the secondary device could correctly locate the center alignment point of
the primary device within the primary device’s alignment tolerance area. In the actual test, the WPT
system used a primary device with a maximum input power of 7.7 kW and a secondary device with a
maximum output power of 3.7 kW. Parameter of the primary and secondary devices are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3. Parameter of the primary and secondary devices.

Parameter Primary Device Secondary Device

Coil size 650 mm × 500 mm 270 mm × 270 mm
Coil material Litz wire ϕ 7 mm Litz wire ϕ 4 mm

Number of turns 15 turns of single layer 8 turns of single layer
Ferrite tile size 675 mm × 535 mm 284 mm × 284 mm

Shield-plate size Aluminum Aluminum
Shield-plate material 750 mm × 600 mm 800 mm × 800 mm

To verify the validity of the modeling and simulation results, a component-level and vehicle-level
experimental benches were built. Figure 18a shows a component-level experimental bench to find
the center alignment point within the alignment tolerance area of the EV WPT system. Figure 18b
shows a vehicle-level test bench to find the center alignment point within the alignment tolerance
area by installing the EV WPT system on a KIA SOUL EV. A ROHDE and SCHWARZ SMC100A
signal generator was used to generate magnetic flux density in the ferrite antenna transmitter of the
secondary device. The characteristic impedance of the connected to the signal generator to perform
the test is 50 ohms. A ROHDE and SCHWARZ RTE 1104 oscilloscope was used to measure the
open-circuit voltage in the ferrite antenna receiver of the primary device. The WPT Testing Platform
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from Chroma [33] is a device that can move 1 mm steps for ±x-, ±y and ±z-direction. As it is difficult to
move the vehicle by 20 mm in a vehicle-level test, the primary device was moved by 20 mm to conduct
the test. In order to match the experimental conditions of the component-level and vehicle-level,
the primary device was tested by moving it by 20 mm. This was also performed at the component-level.
The simulation and actual experimental results measured at 99 points were compared and analyzed
for each point. In addition, in order to increase the reliability of the measured data, after measuring
99 points at both the component-level test and the vehicle-level test, the same test was repeated 10 times
to check the difference in measured values for each number of times.

Figure 18. Experimental test conditions. (a) Component-level test; (b) vehicle-level test.
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Figures 19 and 20 shows the results of the oscilloscope measurement waveform when the secondary
device is positioned at the center alignment point of the primary device. In each Figure, cursor result 1
is the result measured by the −y-direction of the ferrite antenna receiver of the primary device. In
addition, cursor result 3 is the result measured by the +y-direction of the ferrite antenna receiver of the
primary device.

Figure 19. Oscilloscope measurement waveform results for component-level experiments at the center
alignment point of the electric vehicle (EV) wireless power transfer (WPT) system.

Figure 20. Oscilloscope measurement waveform results for vehicle-level experiments at the center
alignment point of the EV WPT system.

As mentioned in Section 4, according to the simulation results, if the secondary device is located
at the center alignment point of the primary device, the output of the ±y-direction ferrite antenna
receiver mounted on the primary device should be the same. In Figure 19, the value of cursor results 1
is −57.12 dBm and that of cursor result 3 is −57.21 dBm. The measurement error guaranteed by the
signal generator and oscilloscope is 2% and the difference between the value of cursor result 1 and the
value of cursor result 2 is 0.09 dBm. Therefore, in the component-level test, it can be observed that
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the output of the ±y-direction ferrite antenna receiver mounted on the primary device is the same.
Similarly, in the vehicle-level test (see Figure 20), the difference between the value of cursor result 1
and that of cursor result 3 is 0.03 dBm. Hence, it can be seen that the output of the ±y-direction ferrite
antenna receiver mounted on the primary device is the same. Therefore, it can be confirmed that the
secondary device is located at the center alignment point of the primary device in the component-level
and the vehicle-level test.

Tables 4 and 5 compare the results of simulation, component-level and vehicle-level tests at
important points among the 99 test points. The reason for selecting the five important points mentioned
in Tables 4 and 5, is that the results at each endpoint of the primary device and its center alignment point
are of paramount importance. Analysis of the results in Tables 4 and 5 shows that the component-level
and vehicle-level measurement results showed a difference of less than 1 dBm. This is the difference
less than 2%, which is the measurement error guaranteed by the signal generator and oscilloscope,
the measurement equipment. Hence, the measurement results of component-level and vehicle-level
are the same. However, the difference between the simulation and the actual experimental result is less
than 3 dBm at maximum. This is more than the measurement error guaranteed by the measurement
equipment. Therefore, in order to reduce the difference between the simulation value and the actual
experimental result, it is necessary to review the environmental conditions of the EV WPT system as
well as the environmental conditions of the EV.

Table 4. Comparison of experimental and simulated results in the −y-direction of the ferrite antenna
receiver of the primary device.

Alignment Tolerance
Simulation Results Component Results Vehicle Results

x-Direction y-Direction

0 mm 0 mm −59.31 dBm −57.12 dBm −57.70 dBm
80 mm 100 mm −55.58 dBm −57.48 dBm −57.03 dBm
80 mm −100 mm −67.16 dBm −68.27 dBm −68.54 dBm
−80 mm 100 mm −55.58 dBm −57.59 dBm −56.81 dBm
−80 mm −100 mm −67.16 dBm −68.31 dBm −67.75 dBm

Table 5. Comparison of experimental and simulated results in the +y-direction of the ferrite antenna
receiver of the primary device.

Alignment Tolerance
Simulation Results Component Results Vehicle Results

x-Direction y-Direction

0 mm 0 mm −59.31 dBm −57.21 dBm −57.67 dBm
80 mm 100 mm −67.16 dBm −68.61 dBm −68.31 dBm
80 mm −100 mm −55.58 dBm −57.73 dBm −58.18 dBm
−80 mm 100 mm −67.16 dBm −68.56 dBm −67.65 dBm
−80 mm −100 mm −55.58 dBm −57.78 dBm −58.18 dBm

Figure 21 show the component-level and vehicle-level results for 99 points. Figure 21 shows that
the results of the component-level and vehicle-level show the same tendency when the secondary
device is positioned at 0 mm in the x-direction and −100 mm in the y-direction among the alignment
tolerance areas of the primary device. In component-level (see Figure 21a), the ferrite antenna received
power of the primary device is −50.91 dBm for ferrite antenna (Rx1) located at the −y-direction and
−64.31 dBm for ferrite antenna (Rx2) located at the +y-direction. This indicates that the secondary
device is on the left-side of the center alignment point of the primary device. Therefore, the secondary
device is moved to the right. Similarly, in vehicle-level (see Figure 21b), the ferrite antenna received
power of the primary device is −52.35 dBm for ferrite antenna (Rx1) located at the −y-direction
and −65.25 dBm for ferrite antenna (Rx2) located at the +y-direction. This also indicates that the
secondary device is on the right-side of the center alignment point of the primary device. Therefore, in
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vehicle-level testing, the secondary device is moved to the left. It can be confirmed that these results
show the same tendencies as those of the simulation result, as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 21. Experimental result for power received by the ferrite antenna receiver of the +y-direction
and −y-direction. (a) Component level; (b) vehicle level.
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6. Conclusions

In order to maximize the charging efficiency of the EV MF-WPT system, it is important to match
the center alignment points of the primary and secondary devices. In this article, we proposed how to
use the ferrite antennas to find a central alignment point between the primary and secondary units
within the alignment tolerance area that requires the minimum power transfer efficiency of the EV
WPT system. First, the ferrite antenna used for precise positioning of the EV WPT should not affect
the charging efficiency when the primary device transmits power to the secondary device. Therefore,
it was analyzed that the mounting position of the ferrite antenna should be mounted at the center of
each side with ±y-direction of the primary device and the secondary device using electromagnetic
simulation. Second, the method suggested that it is necessary to calculate all induced loop voltages in
the relationship between incident magnetic field signal strength and induced loop voltage because of
the distance between the transmitter and receiver of the ferrite antenna in EV WPT precise positioning
is short to within 250 mm. After the simulation was performed on the suggestions, the unit-level
test was performed to validate the simulation results. Since the difference between the simulation
result and the experimental result was within one decibel-milliwatt, it could be confirmed that the
proposed induced loop voltage formula was applied correctly. The reason is that the error guarantee
range of the measurement equipment is two decibel-milliwatts. Third, even if two ferrite antennas
are mounted on each of the primary device and the secondary device, a method that can match the
central alignment points of the primary and the secondary devices were proposed, and a sequence
was also proposed. The difference between the simulation results and the experimental results was
within two decibel-milliwatts for component-level and within three decibel-milliwatts for vehicle-level.
Consequently, we confirmed that the ferrite antenna is a suitable method to find the center alignment
points of the primary and secondary devices within the alignment tolerance area of the EV WPT system.

In the future, it is necessary to review the environmental conditions of EV and EV WPT systems
to reduce the error of less than one decibel-milliwatt between simulation results and vehicle-level
experimental results. In addition, the EV driver must make considerable effort to directly align the
vehicle to identify the central alignment point of the base unit. Therefore, it is necessary to review
the research that combines the precise positioning of the autonomous driving parking system and the
electric vehicle wireless transmission system.

7. Patents
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Appendix A

From Equation (15), the magnetic flux density applying the geometric dimensions of Figure 14 is
given by:
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where BWPTtot is the sum of the magnetic flux density transmitted by the 70-turn loop of the ferrite
antenna transmitter mounted on the secondary device to the 70-turn loops of the ferrite antenna receiver
mounted on the primary device, μ0 is the permeability of free space, μr is the relative permeability
of the ferrite antenna, m is the magnetic dipole moment, α1 is the angle between the Nth loop of the
ferrite antenna transmitter in the ±y-direction mounted on the secondary device and the 1st loop of the
ferrite antenna receiver in the ±y-direction mounted on the primary device, α2 is the angle between
the Nth loop of the ferrite antenna transmitter in the ±y-direction mounted on the secondary device
and the 2nd to 70th loops of the ferrite antenna receiver in the ±y-direction mounted on the primary
device, SDΔx is the distance the secondary device moves in the ±x-direction, SDΔy is the distance the
secondary device moves in the ±y-direction and r is the distance between the ferrite antenna in the
±y-direction mounted on the secondary device and ferrite antenna in the ±y-direction mounted on the
primary device.

The Equation (16) of the open-circuit voltage received by the receiver of the ferrite antenna
mounted on the primary device of the EV WPT system is replaced by:

VocWPTtot = jωμrABWPTtotaz (A2)

Substituting Equation (17) into (A2),

PowerWPT f errite antenna = 10log10(1000
V2

ocWPTtot
R

) (A3)
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Abstract: Wireless power transfer (WPT) technology has been widely used in many fields.
Nevertheless, in the field of high power transmission, such as the WPT system of electric vehicles,
the power transmission efficiency of WPT system lags behind that of wired charging due to losses
brought by substrate shielding materials. In this regard, the conduction resistance of Litz-wire coils
without substrate is analyzed first in this paper. Secondly, the induction resistance of the coil with
single-layer and double-layer substrate materials is modeled. Then, through the establishment of
a coil simulation and experimental platform with a single-layer substrate, a contrastive analysis of
the variation trend of coil equivalent series resistance (coil ESR) at changing thickness and area and
constant volume of the substrate is carried out in combination with the theory. The variation law
of coil ESR at changing thickness and area and constant volume of double-layer substrate is also
explored at the end of this paper. This is expected to contribute to the reduction of coil losses in
the WPT system through a systematic study of the influence of substrate size changes on the coil
resistance of the WPT system.

Keywords: wireless power transfer; coil resistance; substrate size

1. Introduction

The wireless power transfer (WPT) technology uses energy carriers (e.g., magnetic field,
electric field, electromagnetic wave, etc.) in the physical space and realizes the transfer of electric
energy from the power supply side to the load side based on a no-wire contacting mode [1,2].
This technology provides effective solutions and measures for reliable power supply of inspection
robots [3], electric vehicles (EVs) [4], mobile phones [5], unmanned aerial vehicles [6], on-line EVs [7]
and industrial application in high-voltage transmission networks [8], and avoids contact sparks,
plug wear [9,10], and other problems.

As the core index of the technology’s advantages over traditional wired charging technology, the
power transmission efficiency (PTE) of WPT system plays a decisive role in the large-scale application
of the technology. Despite the WPT system works on the principle of high-frequency magnetic field
propagating in the air, the large reluctance of the air (a relative permeability of only 1) greatly affects the
PTE of the system. The main methods to improve the PTE of the system include: increasing the working
frequency of the system, reducing the loss of the system itself, and increasing the coupling between the
coils. As a rule, high operating frequency corresponds to the smaller limit index in the safety standard
of electromagnetic environment [11], which may cause the electromagnetic environment around the
system to fail to meet the limit index and thus fail to be normally applied. Also, a high frequency
puts forward higher requirements for the design and stable operation of the inverter. In addition,
restricted by the size, space and weight of the system, as well as the processing cost of magnetic
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materials, it is challenging to improve the coupling strength between coils, which justifies the feasibility
of minimizing the resistance loss of the system itself. In general, the loss of the system comes from
that of high-frequency inverter, the transceiver coil and the rectifier converter. In view of the large
number of components involved in high-frequency inverters and rectifier conversion devices, apart
from the optimal control of soft switches, it is expected to conduct optimal selection of devices in terms
of hardware to reduce loss. Thus, the minimization of coil losses is believed to be feasible.

Since the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) proposed magnetic coupling resonance
WPT technology in 2007 [1], academia and industry have done a lot of research for solving the
problem of WPT system transmission distance and PTE improvement [12–16], and proposed frequency
tracking [13], impedance matching [14], changing the coil structure, and adding magnetic circuit
optimization structure [15,16]. These methods have improved the PTE of the system to a certain extent,
but more focus on the principle of increasing the coupling between the coils. There is relatively little
research on the calculation of the coil self-resistance in the field of WPT.

For the calculation of self- and mutual impedances in planar inductors, Hurley et al. [17] studied
the variation of the mutual impedance of two coaxial circular filaments with frequency in the presence
of a semi-infinite substrate. On this basis, the authors proposed a theoretical model for calculating
the self-inductance and equivalent resistance of a circular filament on a substrate with a limited
thickness [18], and studied the variation of the mutual impedance of two coaxial circular filaments
with frequency.

Based on the above research, the research on the change law of the impedance of the heating coil on
a substrate is more in-depth in the field of induction heating [19–23]. A set of analytical expressions was
derived for the equivalent impedance in a planar circular induction heating system [19]. This method
was extended to the case of multilayer substrates with finite thickness and infinite area [20]. A theory
of inductance calculation of planar spiral windings was extended to determine the inductance of planar
spiral windings shielded by a double-layer planar EM shield which consists of a layer of soft magnetic
material and a layer of conductive material [21]. The variation trend of the equivalent impedance of
the induction heating coil wound with Litz-wire on the substrate of finite thickness and infinite area
was also analyzed [22,23].

However, previous studies have mostly focused on the variation rule of coil effective series
resistance (ESR) with frequency when the substrate contains ferrite or aluminum plate, and few studies
have focused on the influence of the substrate size changes on coil ESR. Although the change rule
of coil ESR when there are multiple ferrite cores based on the method of simulation and theory is
mentioned in [24], it is still not systematically studied with respect to the change rule of coil ESR when
the thickness and area of substrate change. So, here, the influence of substrate size on the coil ESR,
for single-layer and double-layer substrates, is studied. The purpose is to get the variation law of coil
ESR at changing area and thickness and constant weight of the substrate and help the researchers for
efficiently selecting the substrate and further improving the transmission efficiency of the system.

For the above purpose, the resistance of circular disk coils without substrate is firstly analyzed
theoretically in this paper. Based on existing research, the theoretical analysis of the coil resistance of
single-layer and double-layer substrate with finite thickness and infinite area is studied respectively,
followed by a discussion on the shifts of calculation methods when the substrate thickness is close
to the skin depth. Through the establishment of the actual model and the introduction of COMSOL
Multiphysics finite element simulation and experimental measurement, this is compared with the
theoretical calculation and summarized the variation rule of coil ESR at changing thickness of the
substrate. Finally, the variation law of coil ESR at changing area and thickness and constant weight of
the substrate is discussed to explore ways to reduce coil ESR.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical calculation method of the
coil’s conduction resistance and induction resistance with the single-layer and double-layer substrates
is modeled and analyzed. In Section 3, the change rule of coil ESR when the size of the single-layer
substrate changes is analyzed by theory, simulation, and experiment. When the size of the double-layer
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substrate changes, the change rule of coil ESR is also analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
this paper.

2. Modeling of Coil ESR

The loss of the coil mainly includes the conduction resistance of the Litz-wire bundle itself and
the induction resistance caused by the substrate material around the coil [25]. That is to say, coil ESR
RESR with substrate material consists of two parts: conduction resistance RAC and substrate induction
resistance RInd, which is defined as RESR = RAC + RInd. In order to reduce the coil loss as much as
possible, it is not only necessary to realize the accurate calculation of the conducting resistance of
the coil itself, but also to grasp the influence law of the substrate material on the change of the coil
resistance. Firstly, the conduction resistance of the coil is modeled and analyzed in this section.

2.1. Coil Conduction Resistance

2.1.1. Calculation of Litz-Wire Bundle Resistance

In order to reduce the conduction resistance of the coil, multiple film-insulated round copper
wires are often used to wind the coil by twisting into a Litz-wire bundle. The coil of WPT system
works under the condition of high frequency current, and there is skin effect in the flow of high
frequency current in film-insulated round copper wire. Therefore, after the working frequency of
WPT system is determined, the diameter of single wire should be selected based on the skin depth of
copper wire to ensure the optimization of cost and loss. Based on the recommendation of Litz-wire
manufacturer, the model of the copper wire corresponding to the commonly used working frequency
band is shown in Table 1. The specifications of the copper wire in Table 1 meet the NEMAMW1000
(Revision2008) standard.

Table 1. The relationship between the strand type and working frequency of Litz-wire.

Working
Frequency Band

AWG
Size

Bare Wire Diameter
ds (mm)

Single Paint Film
Diameter ds′ (mm)

Unit Resistance
RS_Unit (Ω/m)

60–1000 Hz 28 0.320 0.356 0.2123
1–10 kHz 30 0.254 0.284 0.3371

10–20 kHz 33 0.180 0.206 0.6689
20–50 kHz 36 0.127 0.147 1.350
50–100 kHz 38 0.102 0.119 2.111

100–200 kHz 40 0.079 0.094 3.519
200–350 kHz 42 0.064 0.076 5.421
350–850 kHz 44 0.051 0.061 8.495

850k–1.4 MHz 46 0.0399 0.0508 13.802
1.4–2.8 MHz 48 0.0315 0.0381 22.129

For the resistance value of the Litz-wire bundle, the DC resistance RDC is to be calculated firstly.
Then the AC resistance RAC is calculated in high frequency. According to [26], the accurate theoretical
calculation of the DC resistance of the Litz-wire bundle is

RDC =
4ρl

nLitzπd2
s
(1 +

nLitzπ
2d2

s

4KaP2 ) (1)

where ρ is the resistivity of the Litz-wire strand, l is the actual length of the Litz-wire strand, P is the
pitch of the Litz-wire bundle, ds is the bare wire diameter of the Litz-wire strand, nLitz is the strand
number of the Litz-wire bundle, and Ka is the packing factor of the Litz-wire bundle and

Ka =
Acu

Ab
=

nLitzd2
s

d2
b

(2)
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l = ltot

√
1 + (πdb/P)2 (3)

where Ab is the overall bundle area (πd2
b/4),Acu is the sum of the cross sectional areas of all the strands

(nLitzπd2
s /4), db is the overall bundle diameter of the Litz-wire bundle and db ≈ ds′ ×

√
nLitz/0.75, ds′ is

the paint film diameter of the Litz-wire strand, and ltot is the length of the Litz-wire bundle for coil.
Furthermore, according to [27], the accurate calculation equation of AC resistance of the Litz-wire

bundle can be obtained by

RAC = RDC(1 +
KanLitzπ

4d4
s f 2 × 10−14

8ρ2 ) (4)

where f is the frequency of current in Litz-wire bundle.
Of course, in the case of low error requirements, it might be estimated by the ratio of the unit

resistance of a copper strand in the corresponding working frequency band in Table 1 to the number of
strands of the Litz-wire bundle as

RAC ≈ RDC = ltot
RS_Unit

nLitz
. (5)

2.1.2. Circumference Calculation of Disk Coil

As can be seen from the Equation (3), the accurate calculation of the coil conduction resistance
requires the total length of the Litz-wire bundle winding the coil, that is, the circumference of the
coil. This paper calculates the length of the disk coil as shown in Figure 1. The number of turns is N,
the minimum radius of the coil ring is rmin, and the maximum radius of the coil ring is rmax in the disk
coil. The turn spacing of the coil is ΔD.

 (2) 

 (3) 

where  is the overall bundle area ( ),  is the sum of the cross sectional areas of all the 
strands( ),  is the overall bundle diameter of the Litz-wire bundle and 
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Figure 1. The Structure diagram of disk coil. 

For a more accurate simulation of the actual winding of the coil, it is assumed that the disk coil 
is tangentially connected by a semi-arc with a gradually increasing diameter, and the diameter 
increases by  with each additional semi-arc. Let the diameter of the first semi-arc of the first 
turn be , the diameter of the second semi-arc of the first turn is , the diameter of 

Figure 1. The Structure diagram of disk coil.

For a more accurate simulation of the actual winding of the coil, it is assumed that the disk coil is
tangentially connected by a semi-arc with a gradually increasing diameter, and the diameter increases
by ΔD + db with each additional semi-arc. Let the diameter of the first semi-arc of the first turn be
2rmin, the diameter of the second semi-arc of the first turn is 2rmin + ΔD + db, the diameter of the first
semi-arc of the second turn is 2rmin + ΔD + db + ΔD + db and the diameter of the second semi-arc
of the second turn is 2rmin + ΔD + db + ΔD + db + ΔD + db. By analogy, the diameter of the second
semi-arc of the Nth turn is 2rmin + (2N − 1)(ΔD + db). In summary, the total length of the Litz-wire
bundle winding the coil shall be

ltot =
π
2
[4Nrmin + N(2N − 1)(ΔD + db)]. (6)
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Therefore, the conduction resistance of the disk coil without substrate can be calculated by
simultaneous Equations (1)–(4) and (6).

2.2. Coil Induction Resistance with Substrate

In order to meet the requirements of electromagnetic environment limits and improve the
coupling between coils, substrate materials are often used around coils to increase coupling and shield
electromagnetic fields. Due to the eddy current effect, the substrate material shields the magnetic field,
but it also affects the resistance of the coil, i.e., induction resistance RInd. In this paper, the theoretical
modeling calculation of induction resistance is carried out next.

2.2.1. Coil Induction Resistance with Single-Layer Substrate

The coil model with single-layer substrate is as shown in Figure 2. The diameter of the coil wire in
it is the overall bundle diameter db of the Litz-wire bundle. The outer radius of the outermost turn
of the coil is r1o, and the inner radius is r1i. The secondary outer turns are r2o and r2i respectively.
The innermost turns are rNo and rNi respectively, and so on. μr1 and σ1 are the relative permeability
and conductivity of the substrate material, respectively. t1 is the thickness of the substrate material.
dc is the vertical distance from the center point of the cross section of the coil to the origin O.

Litz wire bundle winding the coil shall be 

. (6) 

Therefore, the conduction resistance of the disk coil without substrate can be calculated by 
simultaneous Equations (1)–(4) and (6). 
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Figure 2. The coil model with single-layer substrate. 

Based on the calculation equation of the mutual impedance of the coil with a finite thickness of 
substrate material in [18], the calculation equation of the coil induction resistance with single-layer 
substrate in Figure 2 can be obtained by 

 
(7) 

where  

 (8) 

Figure 2. The coil model with single-layer substrate.

Based on the calculation equation of the mutual impedance of the coil with a finite thickness of
substrate material in [18], the calculation equation of the coil induction resistance with single-layer
substrate in Figure 2 can be obtained by

RInd−1 = real[
N∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

jωμ0π

d2
b ln( rmo

rmi
) ln( rno

rni
)

∫ ∞

0
S(krmo, krmi) · S(krno, krni)Q(kdb)λ(t1)e−2kdcdk] (7)

where

S(krmo, krmi) =
J0(krmo) − J0(krmi)

k
(8)

Q(kdb) =
2
k
(db +

e−kdb − 1
k

) (9)

λ(t1) = φ(k)
1− e−2ηt1

1−φ(k)2e−2ηt1
(10)

η =
√

k2 + jωμ0μr1σ1 (11)

φ(k) =
μr1k− η
μr1k + η

(12)

μ0 is the permeability of free space (4π× 10−7 H/m). J0(kr) is the first kind of 0-order Bessel function.
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The application condition of Equation (7) is that the thickness of substrate shall be less than 5 times
of the skin depth of material. In case that the thickness of substrate fails to meet the condition, it might
be equivalent to a semi-infinite plane and calculated by

RInd−1 = real[
N∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

jωμ0π

d2
b ln( rmo

rmi
) ln( rno

rni
)

∫ ∞

0
S(krmo, krmi) · S(krno, krni)Q(kdb)φ(k)e−2kdcdk] (13)

2.2.2. Coil Induction Resistance with Double-Layer Substrate

The electromagnetic shielding around the coil of WPT system usually adopts a double-layer
substrate composed of ferrite and aluminum plate. That is, the first layer of substrate adjacent to the
coil is ferrite, and the second layer is aluminum plate, as shown in Figure 3.

 (12) 

 is the permeability of free space ( ).  is the first kind of 0-order Bessel 
function. 
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Figure 3. The coil model with double -layer substrate.

Compared with Figure 2, a layer of substrate material with thickness t2, relative permeability μr2

and conductivity σ2 is added. Based on the mutual impedance calculation equation of the coil with
double-layer substrate material given in [21], the calculation equation of the coil induction resistance
with a double-layer substrate material can be obtained as follows

RInd−2 = real[
N∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

jωμ0π

d2
b ln( rmo

rmi
) ln( rno

rni
)

∫ ∞

0
S(krmo, krmi) · S(krno, krni)Q(kdb)λ(t1, t2)e−2kdc dk] (14)

where

λ(t1, t2) =
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√
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√
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All of the above parameters are in SI units. To sum up, this paper has modeled the calculation
method of the equivalent resistance of the coil with single-layer and double-layer substrate materials.
Next, the above method is verified by some examples, and the influence of substrate material size
change on coil ESR is discussed.

3. Analysis of Coil ESR with Single-Layer Substrate

The coil as shown in Figure 4 is used for analysis in this paper, and its detailed parameters are
shown in Table 2. The Litz-wire of the winding coil is insulated with its own paint film layer and
external woolen material. The substrate around the coil to shield the electromagnetic field is usually
made of ferrite, aluminum and other materials [15], whose conductivity and permeability are shown in
Table 3. Among them, the conductivity of Ferrite 1 is 0 S/m, which is the ideal ferrite. The conductivity
of Ferrite 2 is 10 S/m, which is closer to reality. Due to the common charging frequency of EVs wireless
charging system is 85 kHz. Therefore, this paper focuses on the study of the influence of substrate
material on coil ESR at 85 kHz. The skin depth of substrate materials at 85 kHz is also listed in Table 3.
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Figure 4. The prototype of coil.

Table 2. The mechanical parameters of the coil.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

the strand diameter ds 0.1 mm strands number nLitz 120
the overall bundle diameter db 1.5 mm coil turn spacing ΔD 0.5 mm

coil inner diameter 2rmin 13 cm coil outer diameter 2rmax 20.6 cm
coil turns N 19 current flow area 1 mm2

Table 3. The substrate material parameters.

Parameters Ferrite 1 Ferrite 2 Aluminum

Relative permeability μr 3300 3300 ± 25% 1
Conductivity σ (S/m) 0 10 3.82 × 107

Skin depth @ 85 kHz (mm) / 545.9 0.2793

Then, the change law of coil ESR is compared and analyzed by the methods of theory, finite element
simulation software (Figure 5a) and experimental test (Figure 5b). The condition when the side length
of substrate is far larger than the diameter of the outer ring of the coil is first analyzed.
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Figure 5. The model of coil with single-layer substrate: (a) Simulation model in COMSOL 
Multiphysics; (b) Experimental test platform. 

3.1. When the Thickness of Substrate Material Changes 

The theoretical calculation curve of coil ESR variation shall be obtained by substituting the data 
in Table 3 into Equations (4) and (7), i.e., the dot curve in Figure 6. Please note that a thickness of 1 
mm of the aluminum plate, it should be calculated by Equation (7) because it is less than five times of 
skin depth. For the thickness of 2–10 mm, Equation (13) shall be adopted because it is greater than 
five times of skin depth. 

The simulation model as shown in Figure 5a is established by setting the current flow area of a 
single conductor of 1 mm2 in COMSOL Multiphysics Coil Domain node and the substrate area of 50 
cm × 50 cm (i.e., the side length of 50 cm, which meets the requirement of far larger than the diameter 
of the outer ring of the coil). The finite element calculation curve of coil ESR, i.e., the trigonometric 
curve in Figure 6, is obtained by parameterized scanning of the thickness of substrate. HIOKI 
3532-50 LCR HiTESTER (HIOKI, Shanghai, China) (LCR analyzer) is introduced to build the 
experimental measurement platform in Figure 5b, and the measurement results of the variation of 
coil ESR including single-layer substrate are shown in the dotted line in Figure 6. Although Ferrite 1 
with conductivity of 0 in Table 3 is an ideal material, it does not exist in reality, the experimental 
measurement curve of which is therefore not included in Figure 6. In addition, due to the complex 

Figure 5. The model of coil with single-layer substrate: (a) Simulation model in COMSOL Multiphysics;
(b) Experimental test platform.

3.1. When the Thickness of Substrate Material Changes

The theoretical calculation curve of coil ESR variation shall be obtained by substituting the data in
Table 3 into Equations (4) and (7), i.e., the dot curve in Figure 6. Please note that a thickness of 1 mm of
the aluminum plate, it should be calculated by Equation (7) because it is less than five times of skin
depth. For the thickness of 2–10 mm, Equation (13) shall be adopted because it is greater than five
times of skin depth.
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thickness of 1 mm, suggesting that the conductivity of substrate contributes to the main growth of 
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Also, according to Figure 6, coil ESR first decreases and then increases with the increase of the 
aluminum plate thickness. Coil ESR decreases to the lowest at the thickness of 5 mm of the 
aluminum plate substrate, which is a decrease of 38.66% compared with that at the thickness of 1 
mm and a decrease of 19.25% compared with that at the thickness of 10 mm. The variation might be 
attributed to the combination of eddy current and skin effect in aluminum plate. In spite of the high 
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Figure 6. Coil effective series resistance (ESR) change curves when the thickness of single-layer substrate
material changes.

The simulation model as shown in Figure 5a is established by setting the current flow area of a
single conductor of 1 mm2 in COMSOL Multiphysics Coil Domain node and the substrate area of
50 cm × 50 cm (i.e., the side length of 50 cm, which meets the requirement of far larger than the diameter
of the outer ring of the coil). The finite element calculation curve of coil ESR, i.e., the trigonometric
curve in Figure 6, is obtained by parameterized scanning of the thickness of substrate. HIOKI 3532-50
LCR HiTESTER (HIOKI, Shanghai, China) (LCR analyzer) is introduced to build the experimental
measurement platform in Figure 5b, and the measurement results of the variation of coil ESR including
single-layer substrate are shown in the dotted line in Figure 6. Although Ferrite 1 with conductivity of
0 in Table 3 is an ideal material, it does not exist in reality, the experimental measurement curve of
which is therefore not included in Figure 6. In addition, due to the complex processing technology of
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ferrite, only the ferrite with thickness of 5 mm, 7 mm, and 10 mm is available, which is thus measured
in this paper.

As the curve in Figure 6 implies, the theoretical calculation, finite element simulation calculation
and experimental measurement results of ferrite are highly consistent. The change of thickness of
Ferrite 1 has no effect on coil ESR. Coil ESR increases with the increase of the thickness of Ferrite 2,
and the resistance increases by 31.73% at the thickness of 10 mm compared with at the thickness of
1 mm, suggesting that the conductivity of substrate contributes to the main growth of coil ESR.

Also, according to Figure 6, coil ESR first decreases and then increases with the increase of the
aluminum plate thickness. Coil ESR decreases to the lowest at the thickness of 5 mm of the aluminum
plate substrate, which is a decrease of 38.66% compared with that at the thickness of 1 mm and a
decrease of 19.25% compared with that at the thickness of 10 mm. The variation might be attributed to
the combination of eddy current and skin effect in aluminum plate. In spite of the high consistency
of the results of finite element simulation and experimental measurement of coil ESR of single-layer
aluminum plate, there are significant deviations between the theoretical calculation results and the
simulation and experimental results. This may be due to the assumptions of the theoretical calculation
model are in the transition stage when the thickness of the aluminum plate is 5–50 times of the skin
depth (i.e., 1–7 mm). Therefore, in the coil design and optimization analysis, a simple assessment of
resistance loss might be made by theoretical calculation before a more accurate evaluation of resistance
by the Coil Domain calculation of COMSOL Multiphysics, thus improving the complex calculation in
the evaluation of equivalent resistance in coil design.

From the above, when the size of single-layer substrate is far larger than that of coil, shielding the
magnetic field with materials with the smallest conductivity is one of the effective ways to reduce coil
ESR. Due to the extremely high conductivity of substrate materials (such as aluminum), the increase
of thickness can be resorted to in case of high requirement for the shielding effect, whereas there is
an optimal value of thickness. The thickness of substrate shall be appropriately selected based on a
comprehensive consideration of coil weight and working performance.

According to the analysis above, for aluminum plate with finite thickness and infinite area, the
theoretical calculation results are low consistency with experimental measurement. The experimental
measurement results are high consistency with COMSOL Multiphysics simulation calculation.
Therefore, the methods of simulation and experimental measurement shall be adopted to explore the
variation rule of coil ESR at changing area and volume of substrate.

3.2. When the Area of Substrate Material Changes

Based on the three materials in Table 3, the change of coil ESR when the area of different substrate
materials changes from 5 cm × 5 cm to 26 cm × 26 cm, i.e., the side length changes from 5 cm to 26 cm,
is calculated by simulation, as shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7a, the red curve is the change curve of
coil ESR when the substrate material is Ferrite 1, and the blue curve is the change curve of coil ESR
when the substrate material is Ferrite 2. Figure 7b is the change curve of coil ESR when the substrate
material is aluminum plate.
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Ferrite 1 and Ferrite 2; (b) With aluminum plate. 
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of 26 cm × 26 cm increases by 47.49% compared that with the area of 5 cm × 5 cm. At the constant 
area of Ferrite 2, the change of coil ESR is positively correlated with the increase of the thickness of 
Ferrite 2. At the area of 11 cm × 11 cm, coil ESR of that with the thickness of 10 mm increases by 
3.15% compared that with the thickness of 1 mm. At the area of 26 cm × 26 cm, coil ESR of that with 
the thickness of 10 mm increases by 40.77% compared that with the thickness of 1 mm. Therefore, in 
terms of practical application, on the premise of achieving mutual inductance between coils, coil ESR 
should be reduced by minimizing the thickness and area of Ferrite 2. 

From the curve in Figure 7b, it can be concluded that the effect of aluminum plate substrate on 
coil ESR is different from that of ferrite. Coil ESR decreases with the increase of the thickness of the 
aluminum plate when the side length of the aluminum plate is less than 13 cm (the diameter of the 
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210.6% higher than that of 5 cm × 5 cm. 

As the side length of the aluminum plate continues to increase from 13 cm, coil ESR shall 
gradually increase to the highest before starting decrease and finally tend to be stable. At the 
thickness of 1–2 mm, coil ESR is much greater than that of other aluminum plates with the same 
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Figure 7. Coil ESR change curves when the area of single-layer substrate material changes: (a) With
Ferrite 1 and Ferrite 2; (b) With aluminum plate.

As shown in Figure 7a, at changes of the thickness and area of Ferrite 1, coil ESR changes only
within 0.01 mΩ, that is negligible, suggesting that the change of Ferrite 1 in area and thickness shall not
affect coil ESR. At the constant thickness of Ferrite 2, coil ESR increases with the increase of area. At the
thickness of 1 mm, coil ESR of that with the area of 26 cm × 26 cm increases by 4.92% compared that
with the area of 5 cm × 5 cm. At the thickness of 10 mm, coil ESR of that with the area of 26 cm × 26 cm
increases by 47.49% compared that with the area of 5 cm × 5 cm. At the constant area of Ferrite 2,
the change of coil ESR is positively correlated with the increase of the thickness of Ferrite 2. At the
area of 11 cm × 11 cm, coil ESR of that with the thickness of 10 mm increases by 3.15% compared
that with the thickness of 1 mm. At the area of 26 cm × 26 cm, coil ESR of that with the thickness of
10 mm increases by 40.77% compared that with the thickness of 1 mm. Therefore, in terms of practical
application, on the premise of achieving mutual inductance between coils, coil ESR should be reduced
by minimizing the thickness and area of Ferrite 2.

From the curve in Figure 7b, it can be concluded that the effect of aluminum plate substrate on
coil ESR is different from that of ferrite. Coil ESR decreases with the increase of the thickness of the
aluminum plate when the side length of the aluminum plate is less than 13 cm (the diameter of the
inner ring of the coil), and increases with the increase of the area of the aluminum plate at the same
thickness. At the area of 9 cm × 9 cm, Coil ESR of that at the thickness of 10 mm is 21.99% lower than
that of 1 mm thickness. At the thickness of 5 mm, coil ESR of that at the area of 13 cm × 13 cm is 210.6%
higher than that of 5 cm × 5 cm.

As the side length of the aluminum plate continues to increase from 13 cm, coil ESR shall gradually
increase to the highest before starting decrease and finally tend to be stable. At the thickness of
1–2 mm, coil ESR is much greater than that of other aluminum plates with the same area. At the
area of 20 cm × 20 cm, coil ESR of 1 mm thickness is 57.57% larger than that of 5 mm thickness and
25.02% larger than that of 10 mm thickness. Coil ESR of the aluminum plate with the thickness of
5 mm is smaller than that of the other plates with the same area when the side length of the aluminum
plate with the diameter of 20 cm is close to the outer ring of the coil. Thereafter, with the increase
of aluminum plate area, there is basically no change to coil ESR, and it remains the smallest at the
thickness of 5 mm.

According to the small diagram in the upper right corner of Figure 7b, at the area of 20 cm × 20 cm
of the aluminum plate, coil ESR first decreases and then increases with the increase of the aluminum
plate thickness, and reaches the minimum at the thickness of 5 mm. This implies that, when the side
length of the aluminum plate is not less than the diameter of the outer ring of the coil, the value of coil
ESR is the smallest at the thickness of 5 mm of the aluminum plate, which however is unavailable in
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reality due to the limitations of the application environment. This is suggested to take into account the
appropriate thickness and area of aluminum plate substrate based on the system performance, coil size
and shielding requirements.

Since the weight of the whole packaged coil is one of the major concerns in the industrial
application of WPT system, the variation rule of coil ESR in case of constant weight and changing
thickness and area of single-layer substrates shall be studied.

3.3. When the Weight of Substrate Material is Constant

At the constant substrate density, the constancy of weight might be equivalent to the constancy of
volume. According to Section 3.1, in the area of 20 cm × 20 cm, the volume of 5 mm, 7 mm, and 10 mm
thickness are taken as the reference respectively, that is, to maintain a constant volume of V = 200 cm3,
V = 280 cm3, and V = 400 cm3. The simulation software is adopted to calculate the variation of coil
ESR at the thickness of 1–10 mm of the three materials in Table 3, as shown in Figure 8.

According to the small diagram in the upper right corner of Figure 7b, at the area of 20 cm × 20 
cm of the aluminum plate, coil ESR first decreases and then increases with the increase of the 
aluminum plate thickness, and reaches the minimum at the thickness of 5 mm. This implies that, 
when the side length of the aluminum plate is not less than the diameter of the outer ring of the coil, 
the value of coil ESR is the smallest at the thickness of 5 mm of the aluminum plate, which however 
is unavailable in reality due to the limitations of the application environment. This is suggested to 
take into account the appropriate thickness and area of aluminum plate substrate based on the 
system performance, coil size and shielding requirements. 
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mm, respectively. However, for a single-layer aluminum plate substrate, with the increase of 
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reference volumes is the smallest at the thickness 5 mm and the area of 20 cm × 20 cm of the 
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Therefore, at the constant volume, the closer the side length of Ferrite 2 is to the diameter of the 
coil outer ring, the larger coil ESR is and the larger the variation is. The minimum value of coil ESR 
of aluminum plate substrate appears at the thickness of 5 mm aluminum plate. To sum up, when the 
coil transmission performance and weight requirements shall be met, the smaller the thickness and 
the larger the area of Ferrite 2 are, and the closer the thickness of aluminum plate is to 5 mm, the 
better for single-layer substrates. 

Figure 8. Coil ESR change curves when the weight of single-layer substrate material is constant.

As shown in Figure 8, Ferrite 1 with the same volume and different thickness has basically no
effect on coil ESR. In the case of constant volume of Ferrite 2, coil ESR increases first and then decreases
with the increase of thickness, and there is a maximum value. The maximum value of coil ESR of
each volume appears at the area of 20 cm × 20 cm, i.e., at the thickness of 5 mm, 7 mm, and 10 mm,
respectively. However, for a single-layer aluminum plate substrate, with the increase of thickness,
coil ESR decreases first and then increases at the constant volume. Coil ESR of the three reference
volumes is the smallest at the thickness 5 mm and the area of 20 cm × 20 cm of the aluminum plate.

Therefore, at the constant volume, the closer the side length of Ferrite 2 is to the diameter of the
coil outer ring, the larger coil ESR is and the larger the variation is. The minimum value of coil ESR of
aluminum plate substrate appears at the thickness of 5 mm aluminum plate. To sum up, when the coil
transmission performance and weight requirements shall be met, the smaller the thickness and the
larger the area of Ferrite 2 are, and the closer the thickness of aluminum plate is to 5 mm, the better for
single-layer substrates.

4. Analysis of Coil ESR with Double-Layer Substrate

In this section, the effect of double-layer substrate composed of different materials on coil ESR
shall be identified. There are two types of combinations of double-layer substrate, namely Aluminum
plate + Ferrite 1 and Aluminum plate + Ferrite 2. Based on the coil shown in Figure 4, the simulation
and experiment platform, as shown in Figure 9, is established to calculate coil ESR and the results are
compared with the theoretical calculation results.
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Figure 9. The model of coil with double-layer substrate: (a) Simulation model in COMSOL; (b) 
Experimental test platform. 

4.1. When the Thickness of Double-Layer Substrate Material Changes 

Similar to Section 3.1, we first analyze the case when the side length of the double-layer 
substrate is far larger than the diameter of the outer ring of the coil. On account of the data in Tables 
2 and 3, when the thickness of each layer in the double-layer substrate varies between 1 mm and 10 
mm, Equation (14) is adopted to carry out the theoretical calculation of coil ESR to obtain the 
theoretical value curve of coil ESR, i.e., the orange curve in Figure 10. COMSOL Multiphysics is 
introduced to build the simulation model in Figure 9a, which is used to conduct parametric scanning 
of the substrate’s thickness and obtain the simulation value curve of the variation of coil ESR. At the 
same time, LCR analyzer is introduced to build the experimental platform in Figure 9b. Similar to 
the ferrite in single-layer substrates, only the variation curve of coil ESR in the first layer of Ferrite 2 
in double-layer substrate is measured at the thickness of 5 mm, 7 mm, and 10 mm. To conduct a 
more intuitive comparison with the simulation value and the measured value, only the case of 
"Aluminum plate + Ferrite 2" is shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 9. The model of coil with double-layer substrate: (a) Simulation model in COMSOL; (b) Experimental
test platform.

4.1. When the Thickness of Double-Layer Substrate Material Changes

Similar to Section 3.1, we first analyze the case when the side length of the double-layer substrate
is far larger than the diameter of the outer ring of the coil. On account of the data in Tables 2 and 3,
when the thickness of each layer in the double-layer substrate varies between 1 mm and 10 mm,
Equation (14) is adopted to carry out the theoretical calculation of coil ESR to obtain the theoretical
value curve of coil ESR, i.e., the orange curve in Figure 10. COMSOL Multiphysics is introduced
to build the simulation model in Figure 9a, which is used to conduct parametric scanning of the
substrate’s thickness and obtain the simulation value curve of the variation of coil ESR. At the same
time, LCR analyzer is introduced to build the experimental platform in Figure 9b. Similar to the
ferrite in single-layer substrates, only the variation curve of coil ESR in the first layer of Ferrite 2 in
double-layer substrate is measured at the thickness of 5 mm, 7 mm, and 10 mm. To conduct a more
intuitive comparison with the simulation value and the measured value, only the case of “Aluminum
plate + Ferrite 2” is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Coil ESR change curves when the thickness of double-layer substrate material changes.

As indicated by the abscissa in Figure 10, at the constant thickness of ferrite in the first layer of
double-layer substrate, the change in the thickness of aluminum plate in the second layer of substrate
has little effect on coil ESR. That is to say, when the double-layer substrate is large enough and the
thickness of ferrite substrate in the first layer is determined, the change in the thickness of aluminum
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plate substrate in the second layer has no effect on coil ESR. According to the ordinate in Figure 10,
coil ESR increases with the increase of the thickness of Ferrite 2 when the thickness of aluminum plate
in the second layer of double-layer substrate is constant. At the thickness of t2 = 5 mm of aluminum
plate in the second layer of double-layer substrate, coil ESR at t1 = 10 mm thickness of substrate in the
first layer is 43.68% larger than that at t1 = 1mm thickness. Therefore, it is suggested to minimize the
thickness of ferrite substrate in the first layer on the premise of achieving the mutual inductance and
shielding requirements between coils.

It can also be seen from Figure 10 that the coil ESR is almost unaffected by the change of
thickness t2. So, the coil ESR change law of theoretical, simulation and experimental results are a high
consistency, when the size of the double-layer substrate is infinite compared with the coil. Nevertheless,
the theoretical calculation is only applicable to the cases where the side length of the substrate is far
larger than the diameter of the outer ring of the coil. When the side length of the substrate is close
to the diameter of the outer ring of the coil, the next step of this paper is to analyze and study by
combining simulation and measurement.

4.2. When the Area of Double-Layer Substrate Material Changes

In the case that the substrate size is close to that of the coil, the impact of the change in the area of
double-layer substrate on coil ESR at the ferrite thickness of 5 mm, 7 mm, and 10 mm shall be studied
in this section based on the actual situation. The six types of combinations of double-layer substrate to
be studied in this section are as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The combinations parameters of double layer substrate.

Combinations
1st Layer
Material

1st Layer
Thickness

2nd Layer
Material

2nd Layer Thickness

1 Ferrite 2 5 mm Aluminum 1 mm ≤ t2 ≤ 10 mm
2 Ferrite 1 5 mm Aluminum 1 mm ≤ t2 ≤ 10 mm
3 Ferrite 2 7 mm Aluminum 1 mm ≤ t2 ≤ 10 mm
4 Ferrite 1 7 mm Aluminum 1 mm ≤ t2 ≤ 10 mm
5 Ferrite 2 10 mm Aluminum 1 mm ≤ t2 ≤ 10 mm
6 Ferrite 1 10 mm Aluminum 1 mm ≤ t2 ≤ 10 mm

The results in Figure 11 are obtained by introducing finite element simulation and experimental
measurements. The abscissa represents the change of area with the change of side length of double-layer
substrate in Figure 11.

It can be concluded from Figure 11 that, when the side length of the substrate is smaller than the
diameter of the inner ring of the coil, coil ESR gradually reaches a peak with the increase of the side
length of the substrate. Coil ESR decreases and tends to be stable when the side length of substrate
continues to increase to be larger than the diameter of outer coil ring. In Figure 11a,c,e, when the
thickness of the aluminum plate is 5 mm and the first layer thickness of double-layer substrate is 5 mm,
7 mm, and 10 mm respectively, coil ESR of that with the area of 26 cm × 26 cm decreases by 53.34%,
39.52%, and 31.46% compared that with the area of 14 cm × 14 cm. That is to say, with the constant
thickness of double-layer substrate, coil ESR increases first and then decrease with the increase of the
substrate area. Therefore, when the thickness of double-layer substrate is constant and the side length
is larger than the diameter of the inner ring of the coil, the continuous increase of the side length of
double-layer substrate shall effectively reduce coil ESR.

At the constant side length of double-layer substrate, coil ESR decreases with the increase of the
thickness at the thickness of 1–5 mm of the aluminum plate. When the thickness of aluminum plate is
more than 5 mm, coil ESR hardly changes with the thickness. Therefore, increase of the thickness of
aluminum plate in double-layer substrate shall reduce coil ESR when the side length of the substrate
is constant.
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Compared with Ferrite 1, with the same thickness of ferrite in the first layer of double-layer
substrate, there is almost no change to coil ESR, suggesting that coil ESR is mainly affected by the
aluminum plate in double-layer substrate. When the side length of double-layer substrate is larger than
the diameter of the coil outer ring and the thickness of the aluminum plate is constant, the double-layer
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substrate with Ferrite 1 assumes smaller impact on coil ESR. When the thickness of the aluminum plate
is 5 mm, the first layer of double-layer substrate is respectively 5 mm, 7 mm and 10 mm thick and
has an area of 26 cm × 26 cm, coil ESR of Ferrite 1 is 16.86%, 22.68%, and 28.91% smaller than that of
Ferrite 2. That is, ferrite with lower conductivity might be employed to reduce coil ESR when the size
of double-layer substrate is larger than the diameter of the outer ring of coil.

In summary, for a double-layer substrate, coil ESR shall be reduced by increasing the side length of
the substrate, increasing the thickness of aluminum plate substrate in the second layer and reducing the
conductivity of ferrite in the first layer. Similar to the analysis of a single-layer substrate, research on a
double-layer substrate at constant weight shall be carried out as follows.

4.3. When the Weight of Double-Layer Substrate Material is Constant

For double-layer substrate materials, the constant weight can also be equivalent to the constant
material volume. In the area of 20 cm × 20 cm, the volume of 5 mm and 7 mm thickness are also taken
as the reference respectively, that is, to maintain a constant volume of V = 200 cm3, V = 280 cm3 and
V = 400 cm3. The variation trend of coil ESR is analyzed by changing the substrate thickness of the
two layers at the same time. When the second layers of double-layer substrates are both aluminum
plate, the value of coil ESR is calculated by COMSOL Multiphysics software when the first layer of
substrate is Ferrite 1 and Ferrite 2 respectively, as shown in Figure 12.
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As shown in Figure 12, at the same thickness of each layer of double-layer substrate, the larger
the total volume of the substrate, the smaller coil ESR is. At the constant volume of double-layer
substrate, coil ESR shall gradually increase with the increase of the thickness of each layer of substrate.
When V = 200 cm3, the thickness of each layer of substrate greater than 5 mm shall be equivalent to
the side length of each layer of substrate less than 20 cm, that is, smaller than the diameter of the outer
ring of the coil. According to the theory in Section 4.2, coil ESR shall demonstrate a sharp growth,
which is consistent with the results in Figure 11. Hence, in the case of coil weight limitation, the thinner
the thickness of double-layer substrate, the better. Of course, the conclusion is based on the volume
reference value when V = 200 cm3, V = 280 cm3 and V = 400 cm3, and in the case of larger volume,
the variation law of coil ESR with substrate thickness might be different. For WPT system, however,
it is of significance to only discuss the case when the substrate is close to the coil size.

5. Conclusions

In view of the increase of coil ESR caused by substrate, based on theoretical modeling, simulation
calculation, and experimental measurement, a systematic study on the variation rule of coil ESR with a
single-layer substrate and double-layer substrate is carried out in this paper. According to the results,
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when the size of single-layer substrate is much larger than the coil size, the material with the smallest
conductivity should be selected as the substrate. The thickness should be increased in case of large
conductivity of the substrate, with an optimal value whereas. When the size of single-layer substrate is
close to the diameter of the coil outer ring, coil ESR is proportional to the area of ferrite. However,
with the increase of the area of aluminum plate, coil ESR increases first and then decreases. At the
constant volume, the closer the side length of ferrite substrate is to the diameter of coil outer ring,
the larger coil ESR is. Coil ESR value with aluminum plate reaches the minimum at the thickness of
5 mm. For the double-layer substrate, when its size is far larger than the coil size, coil ESR is only
subject to the thickness of ferrite substrate in the first layer, rather than that of aluminum plate in the
second layer. When the size of substrate is close to the diameter of coil outer ring, coil ESR increases first
and then decreases with the increase of area and finally tends to be constant. The peak value appears
when the size is close to the diameter of coil inner ring. At the constant volume, coil ESR increases with
the increase of the thickness of double-layer substrate. It is believed that the foresaid rules shall assist
researchers’ efficient selection of the thickness, area and volume of substrate, thus reducing the coil
loss and realizing the optimal design of WPT system. Although this paper summarizes the influence of
substrate with different size on the coil ESR, the variation law of the coil ESR needs further study when
the excitation frequency of the coil, the distance between the substrate and the coil, and the shape of
the substrate change.
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Abstract: For wireless charging of electric vehicles (EVs), increasing the output power level is
particularly important. In this paper, the purpose of improving the output power while maintaining
optimal transmission efficiency is achieved by optimizing the parameters of the compensation
topology under the premise that the coupled coils of the system does not need to be redesigned.
The series-series (SS) and hybrid-series-parallel (LCC, composed by an inductor and two capacitors)
compensation topology are studied. The influence factors of load resistance to achieve optimal
efficiency, the influence of LCC compensation parameters on the power output level, and the influence
of parameter changes on system safety are analyzed. Theorical results show that by rationally
designing the LCC compensation parameters, larger output power and optimal transfer efficiency
can be achieved under different load resistance by adjusting the inductances of the primary and
secondary compensation circuits. The output power of the optimized system with adjusted LCC
compensation topology is increased by 64.2% with 89.8% transfer efficiency under 50 ohms load in
experiments. The correctness and feasibility of this parameter design method are verified by both
theorical and experimental results.

Keywords: Wireless Power Transfer (WPT); compensation topology; optimal load; output power
level; electric vehicle (EV)

1. Introduction

Since the concept of magnetic coupled resonant wireless power transfer (MCR-WPT) was proposed
by MIT in 2007, the technology has developed rapidly and has been widely applied in implantable
medical devices, home appliances, mobile devices and electric vehicles [1–8]. Increasing transmission
power is particularly important for wireless charging of electric vehicles. The main ways to improve
power levels are: (1) power supply parallel topology, which uses multiple parallel power supplies for
power distribution, but the parallel topology is too redundant [9]; (2) multi-phase parallel, there are
shortcomings of current imbalance between phases and serious coil loss. In addition, the compensation
topology also has a great impact on the output power level.

At present, the basic compensation topologies are series-series (SS), series-parallel (SP),
parallel-series (PS), and parallel-parallel (PP) [10,11]. The most widely used is the SS topology, but this
topology has inherent disadvantages: once coil parameters are determined, the rated output power
can be regulated only by the input voltage. In addition to the four basic resonance topologies described
above, hybrid-series-parallel (LCC, composed by an inductor and two capacitors) compensation
topology has been extensively studied for its excellent performance. It can implement zero phase angle
(ZPA) and zero voltage switching (ZVS), and its output current is independent of the load [12–17].

Most of the current studies on WPT compensation topology focus on improving the output
performance by adopting complex control strategies. However, the load resistance to achieve optimal
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efficiency of SS topology WPT system is unchangeable after the coil-parameters are fixed whereas the
one of LCC topology can be adjusted according to the parameters of compensation topology. In this
paper, the WPT system is modeled and the transfer performance is analyzed. Methods are proposed
to increase output power level while maintaining optimal transmission efficiency without redesign
of the coupled coils by optimizing the parameters of LCC compensation topology. Both theorical
and experimental results indicate that the proposed parameter optimization strategy is effective in
improving transfer efficiency and adjusting output power under different load resistances. It avoids
the disadvantages of redesigning the coil due to power level changes to maintain high transmission
efficiency. At the same time, it has obvious advantages in safety under the condition of output
short circuit.

2. Theoretical Analysis

2.1. System Analysis

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the magnetic coupled wireless power transfer system,
where AC power on the grid side is rectified to form DC power, the high-frequency inverter is composed
of H-bridge, and the direct current is converted by inverter circuit into alternating current with a system
rated frequency, which flows through the transmitter end and transmits the power to the receiver coil.
The primary and secondary compensation circuit is composed of SS or LCC compensation topology.
The transmitter and receiver coils are planar spiral coils designed in Section 3, and the receiver end is
connected to electric vehicle battery through a rectifier circuit.

 

Figure 1. The structure diagram of wireless power transfer system.

Because the resonance part of wireless power transfer system has the characteristics of band-pass
filtering, only the fundamental wave component is considered later, and the square wave generated by
the full-bridge inverter can be equivalent to an AC voltage source for theoretical analysis. The square
wave is expanded according to the Fourier series, the duty cycle is set to D, and the fundamental wave
of the square wave whose amplitude is Ud is as follow:

ft =
4Ud
π

sin(πD) cos(ωt−πD) (1)

The battery is a typical non-linear load. With the use of battery, the battery charging current and
the state of charge are different, and different external load characteristics are displayed. In order
to simplify the difficulty of system analysis, the battery is generally equivalent to a resistive load
according to the ratio of charging voltage and current of battery and then analyzed. Therefore, the
battery and its management system are equivalent to a load in this paper.

2.2. Theoretical Analysis of SS and LCC Compensation Topology

Modeling and analysis of SS-type and LCC-type compensation topologies are shown below.
Figures 2 and 3 show simplified topologies of SS-type and LCC-type resonant circuits, respectively.
The parasitic resistance of inductors and capacitors are much smaller than the internal resistance of
coil, so it can be ignored. The subsequent experimental results show that this approximate analysis
does not affect the accuracy of experiment.
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2.2.1. Analysis of SS-type Resonance Circuit

The SS topology is the most basic resonance structure. Both primary and secondary side use
series resonance. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2, where US is a voltage-stabilized source,
the source internal resistance is ignored, M is the mutual inductance between two coils.

 

Figure 2. The equivalent circuit model of SS-type.

According to Figure 2 and Kirchhoff voltage law (KVL), we can obtain:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(R1 + jωL1 +

1
jωC1

)I1 − jωMI2 = Us

(R2 + RL + jωL2 +
1

jωC2
)I2 − jωMI1 = 0

(2)

When the system meets the resonance conditions:

f0 =
1

2π
√

L1C1
=

1
2π
√

L2C2
(3)

When RL is much greater than R1 and R2, R1 and R2 can be ignored, the currents are as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
I1 =

UsRL

(ωM)2

I2 =
Us

ωM

(4)

The transmission power and efficiency of the system are:

Pss =
Us

2RL

(ωM)2 (5)

ηss = 1− RLR1

(ωM)2 −
R2

RL
(6)

The maximum efficiency and corresponding load value are:

ηss_max = 1− 2
√

R1R2

ωM
(7)

Rss =

√
R2

R1
(ωM)2 (8)

Due to the inverse relationship between distance and mutual inductance, in practical applications,
it is common for charging object to be far away from primary coil. It can be seen from (4) and (5) that
when the secondary side is open, the primary current will increase sharply; when a short circuit occurs
on the secondary side, the primary current and transmission power will decrease. On the other hand,
in the case of the SS structure with constant coil parameters, the load resistance to achieve optimal
efficiency is unchangeable.
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2.2.2. Analysis of LCC-type Resonance Circuit

The LCC structure is a new type of composite resonant structure. As shown in Figure 3,
Lf 1, C1, Cp1 and Lf 2, C2, Cp2 are the corresponding resonant circuit units of primary and secondary
coils, respectively.

Figure 3. The equivalent circuit model of LCC-type.

Similarly, we can formulate KVL equation according to Figure 3:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

( jωL f 1 +
1

jωC1
)I1 − 1

jωC1
I2 = Us

(R1 + jωL1 +
1

jωC1
+

1
jωCp1

)I2 − 1
jωC1

I1 − jωMI3 = 0

(R2 + jωL2 +
1

jωC2
+

1
jωCp2

)I3 − 1
jωC2

I4 − jωMI2 = 0

(RL + jωL f 2 +
1

jωC2
)I4 − 1

jωC2
I3 = 0

(9)

The resonance conditions are as follows:

C1 =
1

ω2L f 1
, Cp1 =

1

ω2L1 − 1
C1

,

C2 =
1

ω2L f 2
, Cp2 =

1

ω2L2 − 1
C2

(10)

The currents of the loops are: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
I1 = ω6C1

2C2
2M2RLUs

I2 = −ωC1Us

I3 = ω4C1C2
2MRLUs

I4 = −ω3C1C2MUs

(11)

The transmission power and efficiency of the system are:

PLCC =
M2Us

2RL

ω2L f 1
2L f 2

2 (12)

ηLCC = 1− R1L f 2
2

RLM2 −
R2RL

ω2L f 2
2 (13)

The maximum efficiency and corresponding load values are:

ηLCC_max = 1− 2
√

R1R2

ωM
(14)

RLCC =

√
R1ω2L f 2

4

R2M2 =
R1L f 2

2

R2M2 RSS (15)
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It can be known from (11) that when the mutual inductance decreases, the currents of primary and
secondary coils decrease, which is a safe working condition. And when the system coil-parameters
are fixed, the load resistance to achieve optimal efficiency can be adjusted by the inductance of the
secondary resonance circuit Lf 2. C2 also needs to be adjusted to keep resonant according to (10).
Compared with the SS structure, it avoids the disadvantages of redesigning the coil parameters to
maintain efficient operation when the system’s rated parameters are changed, which makes the system
design more flexible and reduces the manufacturing cost.

3. Parameter Design

3.1. Effect of Coil Design on Optimal Efficiency Load

When a WPT system is actually designed, some parameters are fixed due to the limitation of
frequency or coil size. At this time, choosing a specific resonance mode to obtain better transmission
efficiency according to the existing parameters becomes the key to the design.

This paper presents a design scheme of planar spiral coil [18] that optimizes the system
transmission efficiency. The core idea of designing a high-efficiency MCR-WPT system is to maintain
the system’s high-efficiency operating state by adjusting the other coil parameters (mainly turn number,
wire diameter, turn pitch, etc.) when the rated load is the optimal load to achieve maximum efficiency.

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of planar spiral coil. The internal resistance R, self-inductance L
and mutual inductance M between the coils [19–21] can be obtained by:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

R =

√
ρμ0ω

2
Nravg

a
L = μ0N2ravgc1[ln(c2/λ) + c3λ+ c4λ2]

M =
μ0πN1N2(

r1_avg

2
)

2
(

r2_avg

2
)

2

2[h2 + (
r1_avg

2
)

2
]
1.5

(16)

where ρ is the conductor resistivity, μ0 is the vacuum permeability, ω is the current angular
frequency, N is the number of coil turns, rmin is the inner radius of coil, d is the turn spacing of
coil, ravg = rmin + (N − 1)d/2 is the average radius of coil, a is the conductor radius, c1, c2, c3 and c4 are
fitting coefficients, for circular coils they are 1, 2.46, 0 and 0.2, respectively, λ = (N − 1)d/(2*ravg), h is the
transmission distance.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of planar spiral coil.

According to the actual application scenario, some parameters of the system can be determined.
In this paper, the transmission distance h = 20cm, the inner radius of the transmitter and receiver coil
r1_min = r2_min = 2 cm. In the case of tightly wound, the conductor diameter and turn spacing are not
considered, the influence of coil turns on transmission efficiency occupies the main factor. Where the
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load resistance RL is optimal to realize maximum transmission efficiency, the coupling coefficient
k =M/

√
L1 ∗ L2, self-inductance L1 and L2, the coil internal resistance R1 and R2, and the optimal load

RL are all related to the turn number of primary coil N1 and secondary coil N2:{
PL = ς(k(N1, N2), L1(N1), L2(N2), R1(N1), R2(N2), RL(N1, N2))

η = ξ(k(N1, N2), L1(N1), L2(N2), R1(N1), R2(N2), RL(N1, N2))
(17)

(17) shows that the transmission power PL and efficiency η are quantities related to the
coupling coefficient, load value, self-inductance, and coil internal resistance. Under the tightly
wounding condition, the independent variable is mainly affected by the turn number of the coils.
Therefore, the ultimate optimization goal of this paper can be expressed as finding the optimal coil
turn number while meeting the rated power value of the system design, that is, to find max(η(N1,N2)).

Figure 5 can be made by Equation (16). It can be seen from Figure 5a that the transmission power
decreases with increasing turns; from Figure 5b, the efficiency increases quickly first, then slowly
increases as the turn number increases, only when the turn number of primary and secondary coils
reaches a critical point can the efficiency be maintained at a higher level. Finally, the iterative method
is used to obtain the number of turns, and the coil parameters are reasonably designed to achieve a
high-efficiency transmission system that meets the power requirements. The specific design process is
shown in Figure 6.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Transmission power and (b) efficiency with respect to the turn number of coil.
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Figure 6. Flow chart of system design.

The following Table 1 shows the optimized resonant parameters of SS compensation topology
designed to the load (50 Ω) corresponding to optimal efficiency point.

Table 1. The resonant circuit parameters of SS-type.

Parameter Value Unit

resonance inductance L1 477.4 μH
resonance inductance L2 426 μH

primary coil turns N1 50 -
secondary coil turns N2 48 -
resonance capacitor C1 7.34 nF
resonance capacitor C2 8.23 nF

input voltage 300 V
output power 2 kW

3.2. Selection of LCC Resonance Parameters

By optimizing the coil design, for the SS resonance structure, the system is in an optimal efficiency
condition when the load is 50 ohms. According to (15), after the coil parameters of LCC resonance
structure are determined, the optimal efficiency load value is only related to the parameter Lf 2.
The optimal efficiency load of LCC resonance structure can be determined by designing the inductance
Lf 2. From (5) and (12), we have:

PLCC =
M4

L f 1
2L f 2

2 PSS (18)
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For the LCC resonance structure, since the load and coil parameters have been determined,
it can be known that by adjusting the value of Lf 1, the level of rated output power can be changed.
The parameter configuration method is as follows: (1) Firstly, according to the design parameters of SS
compensation structure system, the value of Lf 2 is obtained by Equation (15); (2) Secondly, according
to the rated power of system, determine the value Lf 1 through Equation (18); (3) Finally, determine the
remaining parameter values according to Equation (10).

As the rated output power of SS resonant structure is 2 kW, a margin of 0.85 is taken, and the
rated output power of LCC resonant structure is 2.45 kW, so the values of two inductors Lf 1 and Lf 2

can be determined. The specific parameter values are as follows in Table 2.

Table 2. The resonant circuit parameters of LCC-type.

Parameter Value Unit

resonance inductance Lf 1 64.9 μH
resonance inductance L f 2 93.6 μH

resonance capacitor C1 54.0 nF
resonance capacitor C2 37.5 nF
resonance capacitor Cp1 9.1 nF
resonance capacitor Cp2 10.5 nF

output power 2.45 kW

4. Simulation and Experimental Verification

4.1. Magnetic Simulation

For the coil designed in Section 3, the finite element simulation software ANSYS EM was used for
simulation, and the vertical distance between two coils was 200 mm, the remaining parameters are
shown in Tables 1 and 2. The 3D finite element model is shown in Figure 7a, the boundary condition is
radiation, the excitation currents Ip = 7A and Is = 7A, the maximum mesh element lengths of solution
region, transmitter and receiver coil are 75 mm, 40 mm and 40 mm, respectively. Figure 7b is the
distribution diagram of magnetic field strength around the system. It can be seen that the magnetic
field distribution around the system is evenly distributed, mainly concentrated near the coils, and has
little effect on the surrounding environment.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Simulation setup and (b) magnetic field strength distribution.

Another purpose of simulation is to obtain the self-inductance, mutual inductance and coupling
coefficient of the coil. There are many theoretical calculation methods for calculating these parameters,
which will not be repeated here. They can also be obtained by actual measurement. According to the
SAEJ2954 standard [22], the actual measured coupling coefficient formula is:

k =
√

VocIsc/V1I1 (19)
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where, V1 and I1 are the voltage and current of primary coil respectively, Voc and Isc are the open circuit
voltage and short circuit current of secondary coil, respectively.

The actual mutual inductance value can be obtained by “open circuit and short circuit test”.
This method needs to measure three quantities, Lp1 is the measured primary inductance when the
secondary circuit is open, Ls1 is the measured secondary inductance when the primary circuit is open,
and Lp2 is the measured primary inductance when the secondary circuit is shorted, as follow:

M =
√
(Lp1 − Lp2)Ls1 (20)

Table 3 shows the theoretical, simulated and actual measured parameter values of the system
under rated parameters. It can be seen from Table 3 that the deviation of the theoretical, simulated and
actual value of the primary and secondary coil self-inductance can be ignored.

Table 3. System parameter values.

Parameter Theoretical Value Simulation Value Measured Value

primary coil self-inductance (μH) 477.4 481.5 475.2
secondary coil self-inductance (μH) 426.1 428.3 423.1

mutual inductance (μH) 82.0 82.6 81.2
coupling coefficient 0.18 0.18 0.18

4.2. Experiment

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 8, the experimental parameters of compensation circuit
are generally consistent with Tables 1 and 2. The coils are planner spiral coil wound by Litz wire,
and tightly wound with the turn spacing d = 2a, the conductor radius a = 1.8 mm, the inner radius of
the transmitter and receiver coil r1_min = r2_min = 2 cm, the out radius of the transmitter r1_max = 20 cm,
the out radius of the receiver r2_max = 19.28 cm. The quality factor of the transmitter and receiver coil
are 612 and 623, respectively. The gate drive signal of full-bridge inverter circuit can achieve frequency
adjustment, and its duty cycle is 0.5. In the resonance state, the input power can be obtained from
the input voltage value and input current value of rectifier bridge. The output power is obtained by
measuring the load voltage with a differential probe and measuring the output current with a current
probe. Considering that the voltage on the capacitor at resonance is Q (quality factor) times the voltage
on the circuit, the tuning capacitor is composed of CBB capacitor series and parallel.

Figure 8. Experimental set up.

A comparative experiment is performed for SS and LCC compensation topologies. Figure 9 shows
the experimental waveforms of SS and LCC under the system’s optimal efficiency load. In Figure 9b,
the primary current shows wonky parts. This is because LCC compensation topology is more
complicated than SS, and the coil winding and capacitance matching errors are larger, which results
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in the failure to realize ideal resonance at the rated frequency. Therefore, the IP waveform of LCC
structure is not as stable as the SS structure.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. The input and output waveform of optimal state, (a) SS-type; (b) LCC-type.

As can be seen from Table 4, the actual system operating efficiency and output power are basically
consistent with the design goals. It illustrates the correctness of the above design method. The error
between experimental results and simulation values is due to the fact that the actual system cannot
fully work in the ideal state, the coil and resonant capacitor cannot be perfectly matched at the rated
frequency in experiment. It is verified through experiments that the output power is increased by
13.5% under the same input voltage without a significant decrease in efficiency.

Table 5 shows the experimental data of the power and efficiency of the SS and LCC compensation
topology under different loads. It can be seen from Table 5 that both SS and fixed LCC compensated
WPT system achieve maximum efficiency at 50 ohms load, which is consistent with theoretical analysis.
By adjusting the parameters of LCC compensation topology according to the load resistances, the output
power and transfer efficiency of the adjusted LCC compensated WPT system are improved and more
stable under different loads.

Table 4. System experimental results and simulation values.

Parameter SS Simulation SS Experiment LCC Simulation LCC Experiment

input voltage 300 V 300 V 300 V 300 V
input current 7.2 A 7.56 A 8.857 A 8.52 A
input power 2.161 kW 2.268 kW 2.657 kW 2.556 kW
load voltage 316 V 319 V 352.1 V 339.6 V

output power 1.994 kW 2.011 kW 2.475 kW 2.282 kW
efficiency 92.26% 88.67% 93.14% 89.28%

Table 5. System power and efficiency under different load resistances.

Load
SS LCC with Fixed Parameters LCC with Adjusted Parameters Adjusted Lf1 Adjusted Lf2

Power Efficiency Power Efficiency Power Efficiency

10 Ω 455.2 W 68.6% 478.7 W 73.7% 3295.1 W 89.0% 1.4 μH 18.7 μH
33 Ω 1331.8 W 82.8% 1559.5 W 87.7% 3323.5 W 89.3% 66.3 μH 61.8 μH
50 Ω 2011.0 W 88.7% 2282.1 W 89.3% 3302.1 W 89.8% 54.3 μH 93.6 μH
83 Ω 3170.0 W 85.6% 3210.7 W 86.7% 3313.0 W 89.5% 41.2 μH 155.4 μH

Based on the experiment of transmission distance change under SS and LCC structures, Figure 10
was produced. When the transmission distance changes, the system resonance frequency remains
unchanged, so as to observe the vertical offset stability of the system under SS and LCC structures.
It can be seen from Figure 10 that for the SS resonant topology, the input current and output current
increase with distance; for the LCC structure, the input and output current decrease with distance.
In practical applications, this positive correlation of the SS structure is very dangerous.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) Input current and (b) output current with respect to distance.

There is a deviation between the theoretical and experimental current values, the main reason is
that the mutual inductance measured by the actual wound coil is smaller than the theoretical value.
However, the current trend is basically the same.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the optimal transfer efficiency of the WPT system under certain load resistance is
achieved by optimizing the coil-turns number. Once the coupled coil-parameters are fixed, the load
resistance to make the optimal efficiency can be adjusted and the output power can be increased by
optimization design of the parameters of LCC compensation topology. The major contributions of this
paper are as follows:

(1) The method is proposed to keep the optimal transfer efficiency of the WPT system under different
load resistances by adjusting the inductance value of the LCC compensate topology Lf 1.

(2) The method is proposed to increase the output power of the WPT system to satisfy more power
requirements by adjusting the inductance value of the LCC compensate topology Lf 2.

(3) The optimized LCC compensated WPT system has significant advantages over the SS type.
There’s no need to redesign the coupled coils to maintain transmission power and efficiency under
different power levels and transfer distance. When the load resistance equals 50 Ω, the output
power of the optimized WPT system is increased by 64.2% with 89.8% transfer efficiency.
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Abstract: A cylindrical joint structure for wireless power transfer (WPT) systems is proposed.
The transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) coils were wound on hemicylindrical and cylindrical structures,
respectively. The Rx coil rotates freely around the axial direction of the Tx coil. Different methods of
winding the Tx and Rx coils are given and discussed. Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) around the WPT
windings should be lower than the limits set by WPT standards. Therefore, the WPT windings were
designed to reduce EMF level and maintain constant power-transfer efficiency (PTE). The design
procedures of the windings are discussed in detail. EMF analysis was done under different rotation
angles (α). The selected design reduced the variation of the mutual inductance (M). As a result,
it maintained a constant PTE while rotating the Rx coil between 0◦ and 85◦. Moreover, leakage
magnetic fields (LMFs) near the WPT coils of the chosen design were reduced by 63.6% compared
with other winding methods that have the same efficiency. Finally, a prototype was built to validate
the proposed idea. Experiment results were in good agreement with the simulation results. The WPT
system maintained constant efficiency in spite of the rotation of Rx coil, where efficiency dropped by
only 2.15% when the Rx coil rotated between 0◦ and 85◦.

Keywords: cylindrical joint; electromagnetic fields; rotation-free structure; wireless power transfer

1. Introduction

Wireless power transfer (WPT) systems have proven their reliability and have become a widely
used technique. A WPT system transfers power for many applications, such as implantable medical
devices (IMDs) [1–3], the charging of electric vehicles (EVs) [4–9], autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUVs) [10], unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [11], robotic systems [12], light detection and ranging
equipment [13], and the Internet of Things (IoT) [14–16]. In addition, it is used in some appliances,
for instance, smartwatch straps [17], smartphones [18], battery-powering systems [19], and electrical
drones [20,21]. Earlier, many research works investigated different types of structures, such as
pancake coils, square coils, and circular coils [22,23]. Recently, in order to extend the transfer area,
three-dimensional (3D) geometries have been proposed. For example, a rectangle-shaped resonant
cavity was presented [1]. It charged multiple IMDs in a freely behaving animal. A WPT system made
of a bowl-shaped transmitter (Tx) coil and a box-shaped receiver (Rx) coil was investigated and could
be embedded in an in-ear hearing aid [24]. Hou, et al. [25] fabricated 3D windings for the WPT system.
Moreover, Ha-Van et al. [26] studied an omnidirectional WPT system with a cube-shaped Tx coil that
could be a possible way of charging portable devices. Many other structures were reported in [27].
However, those structures only considered fixed coils without built-in rotatory parts.
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Therefore, recent studies have considered the rotation of the coils to improve WPT performance
and maintain constant output power. Yan et al. [10] presented a rotation-free WPT system for AUV
charging. Zhang et al. [28] designed a ball-joint WPT system. The joint consisted of a small ball that
was rotated inside a socket structure. Houran et al. [29] investigated a spherical-joint structure that
was made of a small ball that rotated inside a hemisphere structure. Han et al. [30] discussed a rotatory
WPT system for multiload applications. Sugino et al. [12] fabricated a linear-free motion WPT used in
robotic applications. These references provided good contributions to the development of the WPT
winding study. Further development is given in this paper, where the coils are optimized for low
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) and high power-transfer efficiency (PTE) regardless of angular rotation.

On the other hand, compliance with EMF safety regulations and standards is a main concern
regarding the design of the WPT system [31]. If the coupling coefficient (k) has low values, it will
create high levels of leakage magnetic fields (LMFs) in the windings’ vicinities. Thus, there is an
exposure to EMFs for anyone who approaches the application during charging [32]. In addition,
using the WPT charging systems next to other electronic devices could create electromagnetic
field interference (EMI). To comply with standards and regulations, such as the International
Commission on Nonionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 2010 [33], many EMF- and EMI-reduction
methods have been presented. For example, using ferrite [31], metamaterials [34–36], and reducing
LMFs by three-phase power [37]. Moreover, in [38], the authors presented three active shielding
methods: three-dB dominant EMF cancellation (3DEC), independent self-EMF cancellation (ISEC),
and linkage-free EMF cancellation (LFEC). In [18], the authors presented resonant reactive shields
for a planar WPT system. The above-mentioned methods require additional components, such as
coils, power supplies, and capacitors. In addition, choosing an applicable EMF mitigation method
depends on several important factors, for example, application type, available space, weight, and cost.
However, in order to reduce LMFs, it is better to reduce the source of LMFs and optimize the coils.

In this paper, a new joint structure is proposed. The main contributions are as follows. (1) A
moveable WPT winding structure is proposed that combines a hemicylindrical-structure Tx coil and
a cylindrical-structure Rx coil. By means of the proposed structure, the Rx coil could rotate inside
the Tx coil within angles of up to 85◦. (2) A detailed design procedure of the proposed structure is
introduced. It includes the design of the windings, electromagnetic-field assessment, and necessary
simulations. (3) The Tx and Rx coils were designed in order to minimize the leakage of magnetic
fields around the coils’ vicinities and maintain high power-transfer efficiency (PTE). Furthermore, EMF
analysis was done under different rotation angles. (4) A prototype of the WPT coils was fabricated and
measurements were done. Efficiency was almost constant under different rotation angles.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a detailed description of the proposed
structure is given. In Section 3, design procedures of the WPT system for high efficiency are presented.
Design procedures of the WPT system for low-leakage magnetic fields are given in Section 4. Experiment
results are shown in Section 5 in order to validate the proposed structure. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Design of Proposed WPT System

The design of the cylindrical joint of the WPT system is shown in Figure 1. In this design, the Rx
coil can rotate within the Tx coil up to 85◦. The Tx coil (blue) was wound on the hemicylindrical
structure, and the Rx coil (brown) was wound on the cylindrical structure.
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Figure 1. Cylindrical-joint structure of wireless-power-transfer (WPT) system (rotation-free structure).

The transferred power (P) across the gap, given in Equation (1), is proportional to frequency (f ),
mutual inductance (M), and the square of the Tx current (I2) [28]. The design of the proposed WPT
system can be optimized by maximizing the mutual inductance and reducing its fluctuation at different
rotation angles (α). Mutual inductance is given by Equation (2).

P ∝ f MI2
2 (1)

M = k
√

LTxLRx (2)

where k is the coupling coefficient, LTx is the self-inductance of the Tx coil, and LRx is the self-inductance
of the Rx coil. LTx and LRx depend on the resonators’ geometries. Several variables were considered to
parametrize the coils, as follows. Turn numbers are given as NTx, NRx, where NTx is the number of
turns of Tx coil and NRx is the number of turns of Rx coil. Number of winding layers are given as
single-layer (SL) winding and double-layer (DL) winding. In addition, the space between turns and
variation in the z-axis position, which affects the value of the coupling coefficient, was considered.
Therefore, there are many possibilities for winding Tx and Rx coils on a joint structure.

Some winding models are illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2a is a hemicylindrical winding method
of Tx and Rx coils that can be written as DL (64, 50), where 64 is the number of turns of the Tx coil, and
50 is the number of turns of the Rx coil. Figure 2a–c shows very high coupling coefficients (close to 0.4).
In such models, the fluctuation of mutual inductance with rotation is very high. For example, Figure 4
displays the variations of mutual inductance and coupling coefficient of the winding structures that are
given in Figure 2c. M variation reached 95% when the Rx coil rotated between 0◦ and 85◦. Therefore,
efficiency drops a lot in this case. In addition, a high coupling could result in a frequency-splitting
issue, thus reducing output power. For choosing the right model, low variations of mutual inductance
while rotating the Rx coil should be considered. Thus, a WPT system maintains constant efficiency.
The coupling coefficient between the studied models ranged between 0.08 and 0.5. In further steps,
the chosen model should consider low-leakage magnetic fields, which is explained in the next section.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 2. Winding methods of transceiver (Tx) and receiver (Rx) coils. Blue coils represent limits of
design scenario (or part of it). (a) Hemicylindrical windings of Tx and Rx coils: DL (64, 50). (b) Opposite
hemicylindrical windings of Tx and Rx coils (Case 1). (c) Opposite hemicylindrical windings (Case 2).
(d–f) Other models with fewer number of turns (conducted with Ansys Maxwell 3D, USA).
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Figure 3. Mutual inductance and coupling coefficient according to rotation angle of hemicylindrical
winding structure.

3. Design Procedures for High Efficiency

Different methods of winding the Tx and Rx coils were obtained. In Figure 4, twelve different
coil designs are displayed. In Figure 4a, the Tx and Rx coils took the same shape of hemicylindrical
structures, and could be denoted as DL (64, 50). In Figure 4h, the Tx and Rx coils took the same shape
of hemicylindrical structures and could be denoted as SL (32, 25). As mentioned before, a constant
PTE during the rotation of the Rx coil depends on mutual inductance and coupling coefficient, which
follows the winding structure. Different methods of winding the Tx and Rx coils resulted in different
values of the coupling coefficients and mutual inductances, as illustrated in Figure 5. DL (64, 50) and
SL (32, 25) designs had very high values of M and k. However, cost, volume, and weight were higher
than those of other models. In addition, for the magnetically coupled resonant (MCR) WPT design,
the k value could not be very high. Therefore, the design could be selected as one of the models that
are marked in black in Figure 5.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Winding methods (NTx, NRx) and magnetic-field densities taken at four positions. (a) Double
layer (DL) (64, 50). (b) DL (54, 40). (c) DL (44, 30). (d) DL (34, 20). (e) DL (26, 16). (f) DL (24, 16).
(g) DL (18, 10). (h) Single layer (SL) (32, 25). (i) SL (27, 20). (j) SL (22, 15). (k) SL (22, 15). (l) SL (13, 8)
(conducted with Ansys Maxwell 3D, PA, USA).
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Figure 5. Mutual inductance and coupling coefficient of different winding methods.

The simulations of the WPT system were conducted with Ansys Maxwell 3D and Ansys Simplorer
for cosimulation. Series–series (SS) compensation topology was considered. Resonant frequency was
950 kHz. Figure 6 illustrates the efficiency of each SS-compensated WPT system at a resonant frequency
of 950 kHz. On the basis of the value of the coupling coefficient (shown in Figure 5) and the efficiency
values in Figure 6, the chosen design was DL (30, 16). Figure 6b displays the DL efficiency (30, 16).
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Figure 6. Efficiency values of different series–series (SS)-compensated WPT systems, where the chosen
model is marked in blue. (a) Different models of WPT system with different numbers of turns.
(b) Efficiency of chosen design DL (30, 16).
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DL (30, 16) self-inductances were LTx1 = 120.68 μH and LRx1 = 52.068 μH. Figure 7 presents the
relation between frequency, load, and efficiency, showing that the system was steady at low and
high loads.

Figure 7. Three-dimensional representation of relation between frequency, load, and efficiency.

4. Design Procedures for Low-Leakage Magnetic Fields

Maintaining low-leakage magnetic fields (LMFs) around Tx and Rx coils is another key point
of WPT design. Figure 8 illustrates a comparison of the magnetic-field density (B) of different WPT
systems (given in Figure 4). B was calculated around the coils’ vicinities. The worst winding scenario
was DL (64, 50), which had very-high-leakage magnetic fields (LMFs) of 74.67μT. In addition, DL (64, 50)
had a very high value of coupling coefficient at α = 0◦, and this value dropped close to zero at α = 85◦.
On the basis of the efficiency value given in Figure 6, and the magnetic-field-density value presented
in Figure 8, the chosen design was the same as DL (30, 16) (dark green), which had a low LMF level of
27.1 μT. This value is almost the same as the exposure limit that was set by ICNIRP-2010. Therefore,
the chosen design decreased LMFs by 63.6% compared with DL (64, 50), which has similar efficiency.
Moreover, the magnetic-field density of the chosen design at different rotation angles (0◦–85◦) is
illustrated in Figure 9. With the rotation of the Rx coil, B was reduced. Furthermore, Figure 10 displays
the B of SL (32, 25). Compared with the best selected design, the level of LMFs was decreased by 22.5%.
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Figure 9. Magnetic-field density of chosen design of DL (30, 16) at different rotation angles of Rx coil.
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Figure 10. Single-layer winding model SL (32, 25) at different rotation angles of Rx coil.

There are some models that have almost the same level of LMFs as those of the chosen design,
such as DL (24, 16), as shown in Figure 11 at different rotation angles. Nevertheless, on the basis of
efficiency values, DL (30, 16) had efficiency of 97.9%, whereas DL (24, 16) had efficiency of 87.1%.
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5. Experiment Results and Validation

To validate the selected design (DL (30, 16)), a prototype was built. Series–series (SS) topology
was chosen. The experiment setup is given in Figure 12. Multistrand Litz wire was used to wind the
coils. This reduced the skin effect and power losses at high frequency. In addition, radio-frequency
(RF) mica capacitors were used for better performance of the WPT system. The measured parameters
are given in Table 1, where R1 and R2 (Ω) are the resistances of Tx and Rx windings, respectively; and
CTx and CRx (nF) are the compensation capacitors of Tx and Rx coils, respectively.

 

Figure 12. Experiment setup of WPT system.

Table 1. Measured parameters.

WPT
Prototype

N1/ N2
f0

(kHz)
LTx, LRx

(μH)
R1, R2

(Ω)
M μH, k
at α = 0◦

CTx CRx,
(nF)

Tx 23
943

139 0.64 9.94 0.2

Rx 16 58.8 0.25 0.11 0.48

The input and output voltages are displayed in Figure 13. The output voltage slightly changed
when Rx coil rotated. The voltages are presented at four angles between 0◦ and 85◦.

The chosen design had low fluctuations of mutual inductance while rotating the Rx coil.
The measured and simulated mutual inductances are presented in Figure 14. Simulated mutual
inductance is always larger than measured mutual inductance. The simulations gave ideal values of
the coils’ inductances and mutual inductance. However, measurements take into consideration some
factors such as losses. In addition, in the fabricated prototype, the distance between the Tx and Rx coils
was slightly different than that in the simulated model, so the coupling coefficient in the simulation
was 0.13, whereas the measured one was 0.11. Therefore, simulated mutual inductance was larger
than the measured mutual inductance. The measured M varied between 9.94 μH at α = 0◦, 11.56 μH at
α = 60◦, and 10.033 μH at α = 85◦. This affected the measured efficiency. A network analyzer (E5061B)
was used for measuring the S-parameters at the resonant frequency of 943 kHz. Ports 1 and 2 were
connected to the Tx and Rx coils, respectively. Power-transfer efficiency (PTE) could be obtained in
terms of the linear magnitude of the S-parameter (|S21|) [26]. In Figure 14, PTE was given according
to rotation angle. The measurements indicated that the given WPT system could maintain almost
constant PTE in spite of rotation. At α = 0◦, PTE = 83.50%; at α = 30◦, PTE = 84.24%; at α = 60◦,
PTE = 85.01%; and at α = 85◦, PTE = 81.35%. Thus, PTE was increased by 1.51% when the Rx coil
rotated from 0◦ to 60◦, and dropped by only 2.15% when the Rx coil rotated between 0◦ and 85◦.
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Figure 13. Input voltage (CH1) and output voltage (CH2) of first design: (a) α = 0◦; (b) α = 30◦; (c) α =
60◦; (d) α = 85◦.
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Figure 14. Simulated and measured mutual inductance, and efficiency according to rotation angle.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a new cylindrical winding structure for WPT systems was proposed. In the proposed
design, the Tx coil was wound on a hemicylindrical structure, and the Rx coil was wound on a
cylindrical structure. Therefore, the Rx coil could freely rotate within the Tx coil. Different winding
methods were presented and compared. The best winding method reduced the leakage of magnetic
fields (LMFs) and maintained constant power-transfer efficiency (PTE), while rotating the Rx coil.
Design procedures were discussed in detail. Moreover, EMF analysis was done under different rotation
angles between 0◦ and 85◦. The leakage of magnetic fields in the coils’ vicinities of the chosen design
was reduced by 63.6% compared with other winding methods with the same efficiency. Thus, the given
design reduces the cost, weight, shielding (if required), and volume of designed WPT coils. A prototype
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was built to validate the chosen design. Measurements confirmed that variations of mutual inductance
were very low, where M varied between 9.94 μH at α = 0◦ and 10.03 μH at α = 85◦. As a result, the WPT
system maintained a constant PTE. Efficiency was decreased by only 2.15% when the Rx coil rotated
from 0◦ to 85◦. The proposed WPT system is a good choice for power transfer for applications that
require angular movements.
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Abstract: Multi-coil WPT systems require mutual inductance information between coils to increase
the power transmission efficiency. However, in the high frequency (HF) bands such as 6.78 MHz
and 13.56 MHz, the presence of surrounding coils changes the value of the mutual inductance
between the two coils due to the parasitic element effect of the coils. These parasitic effects make
it harder to estimate the mutual inductance among three or more coils. In contrast to ideal mutual
inductance, which has a constant value regardless of frequency and surrounding coils, we define
the practical mutual inductance as the mutual inductance varied by parasitic elements. In this
paper, a new method is presented to estimate the practical mutual inductance between multiple
coils in the HF band. The proposed method simply configures the expression of practical mutual
inductance formula because only one of two bilateral dependent voltage sources generated by
mutual inductance is considered. For several coils placed along the same axis, the practical mutual
inductances between coils were measured with respect to the distance between them to validate
the proposed method. The practical mutual inductance obtained from the proposed method was
consistent with the simulated and measured values in HF band.

Keywords: multiple coils; mutual inductance; parasitic effect; practical mutual inductance; transfer
impedance; wireless power transfer

1. Introduction

Recently, multi-coil wireless power transfer (WPT) systems using three or more coils have been
proposed to achieve a high power transfer efficiency (PTE) at greater distance than in the case of a
conventional two-coil WPT system [1–12]. The multi-coil WPT systems are categorized into the domino
structure and multiple transmitting (or receiving) coils structure. The domino structure means that one
or more coils are placed between transmitting and receiving coils [1–6]. To achieve a long transmission
distance, the structure adjusts the capacitance of each coil or gaps among coils. On the other hand,
multiple transmitting (or receiving) coils correspond to the multiple input single output (MISO) or
single input multiple output (SIMO) system in the wireless communication field [7–12]. The WPT
system with multiple transmitting coils usually maximizes the power in the receiving coil through
entering power of different magnitude or phase into transmitting coils. Sometimes, this technique is
called magnetic beamforming [7,8].

The trouble in implementing these multi-coil WPT systems is that the mutual inductances
(or coupling coefficients) among coils should be basically known. For the domino structure, the coupling
coefficient information is used to estimate the target free-resonant frequencies, that is the resonant
capacitances, or target distances between adjacent coils. For the multiple transmitting coils, power
can be transferred into a not-aligned receiving coil by controlling the phase and magnitude of signal
components input to each transmitting coil, where the mutual inductance information is used to
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calculate the phase and magnitude of input power [7,8]. This technique is referred to as magnetic
beamforming. Similarly, for the multiple receiving coils, the output power can be maximized by
adjusting the phase of the received power based on the mutual inductance information. Therefore,
the accurate value of mutual inductance between coils is important to obtain high efficiency of multi-coil
WPT systems such as domino, MISO, and SIMO structures in common. On the other hand, inaccurate
mutual inductance causes interruption of maximum performance for the multi-coil systems.

The ideal mutual inductance between coils is completely separated from the operating frequency
or presence of surrounding coils. In practice, when the mutual inductance between coils is measured,
the measurement frequency and the presence of surrounding coils affect the measurement results.
These phenomena can be inferred by the effect of the parasitic elements of the coil. We refer to the
mutual inductance affected by the parasitic elements as the practical mutual inductance.

As is well known, the parasitic effect of a component is commonly frequency dependent, which
becomes large as the frequency increases [13]. That is, the parasitic effects are not significant and can
be ignored in low frequency (LF) bands such as 100–205 kHz. Therefore, most previous researches
on the mutual inductance for the WPT system have focused on the estimation of the ideal mutual
inductance of two coils with respect to the alignment status [14–18]. For WPT systems used in the HF
band such as 6.78 MHz and 13.56 MHz, the practical mutual inductances between the transmitting
and receiving coils are different from the theoretical value due to the effect of the parasitic component.
S. Hackl et al. proposed an equivalent circuit model for the radio frequency identification (RFID)
system with two coils operating at a very close distance considering not only the parasitic capacitors
but also the capacitive coupling between coils [19]. However, the capacitive coupling between coils is
generally taken account for 1 cm or less gap between coils, while the WPT system in the HF band is
mainly used for a distance of tens or several cm. In addition, the method is difficult to expand to three
or more coils because of complicated formulation.

In HF band, the practical mutual inductance between two coils can be easily measured using a
vector network analyzer (VNA). However, it cannot be used to measure the practical mutual inductance
among three or more coils since public VNAs usually have only two ports. Moreover, it is obvious that
the number of transmitting or receiving coils tends to increase steadily. As the number of coils increases,
the parasitic effect becomes greater. Therefore, an effective method is highly required to estimate
the practical mutual inductance among multiple coils with parasitic effects using a two-port VNA in
HF band. In this paper, a new method is proposed to obtain the practical mutual inductance among
multiple coils using a general two-port VNA under the assumption that the coils are unilateral instead
of reciprocal characteristics. The proposed method is suitable for general HF band WPT systems used
at several cm distance and the simple expression of the formula allows to determine the effect of the
presence of surrounding coils through every possible route among coils. We also verify the proposed
method by comparison with measured and simulated mutual inductance among multiple coils.

2. Theoretical Analysis

This section presents theoretical analysis for the proposed unilateral route method.

2.1. Practical and Ideal Mutual Inductance between Two Coils

Figure 1a,b shows the equivalent circuit model of two ideal coils and two coils with parasitic
element, respectively. If the two coils are considered as a two-port network, the two-port network can
be represented by various two-port parameters such as impedance parameter and scattering parameter.
For the two ideal coils of Figure 1a, the mutual inductance between the two coils is independent of the
operating frequency. From the definition of the impedance parameter, the transfer impedance between
two ideal coils is given by

Z21 =
V2

I1

∣∣∣∣∣
I2=0

= jωM21, (1)
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where Vi and Ii are the voltage and current of the ith port, and ω is the angular frequency. M21 is
the mutual inductance between the coils and the two-port network is reciprocal so that Zij = Zji and
Mij =Mji. Equation (1) means that Zij can be found by exciting port j with the current Ij, open-circuiting
all other ports, and measuring the open-circuit voltage at port i. From Equation (1), the mutual
inductance (M21) between the coils can be easily obtained by measuring the transfer impedance (Z21).
This method is commonly used to measure the mutual inductance between the coils.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The equivalent circuit model: (a) Ideal two coils; and (b) real coils with parasitic capacitors.

On the other hand, as the operating frequency increases, the coil is not presented as a single inductor
but combined with parasitic elements such as resistor and capacitor. However, the parasitic capacitor
is only considered as shown in the equivalent model of Figure 1b. This is because the parasitic resistor
of coils is usually much smaller than the impedance (ωL) of the inductor in HF band, R << ωL1,
and then the reactance is dominant in determining the current flowing on the inductor and series
parasitic resistor. Moreover, the parasitic capacitor of real coil connected in parallel makes a closed-loop,
which causes the current path. Therefore, while the real coil is open-terminated in HF band, the
practical mutual inductance between two coils is changed by the current path. From the circuit theory,
the transfer impedance between the two coils with parasitic capacitors is given by

Z21 =
V2

I1

∣∣∣∣∣
I2=0

=
i1
I1
· v2

i1
· V2

v2

∣∣∣∣∣
I2=0

=

1
jωC1

1
jωC1

+ jωL1 +

(
ω2M12

2

1
jωC2

+ jωL2

) · jωM21 ·
1

jωC2

1
jωC2

+ jωL2
(2)

The transfer impedance Z21 is presented by multiplying the ideal transfer impedance jωM and
other terms. From Equation (2), causes of the parasitic effect are categorized into two. First, not all
of the input current (I1) of port 1 flows through L1 due to the presence of C1 and only part (i1) of the
current flows; then, the induced voltage (v2) on L2 decreases. In addition, the induced voltage (v2)
generates the current (i2) flowing closed current path, which consists of L2 and C2, even when port
2 is opened. Then, the current (i2) flowing through L2 induces the voltage (v1) on L1 by the mutual
inductance. Consequently, this lowers the amount of the current (i1) flowing through L1 and also
lowers the induced voltage (v2). This effect is expressed as the first term of the right side of Equation (2).
Second, the voltage (v2) induced in Coil 2 is divided into L2 and C2 so that only a part of the induced
voltage (V2) is delivered into port 2. This voltage distribution is expressed by the third term on the
right side of Equation (2).

Similar to Equation (1), we define the transfer impedance using the practical mutual inductance
(M21(practical)) as

Z21 = jωM21(practical). (3)
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Comparing Equation (3) with Equation (2) yields that M21(practical) is obviously different with M12

and strongly dependent on the coils’ inductance, L1 and L2, and the parasitic capacitance, C1 and C2,
as well as the angular frequency, ω.

The term in parentheses in the first term denominator of Equation (2) means that some of the
voltage induced from Coil 1 to Coil 2 is induced again to Coil 1 through mutual inductance. Except for
special cases where the coils are very close to each other or operate near the self-resonant frequency
(SRF) of the coils, it is small enough to be negligible compared to other terms. Therefore, Equation (2)
can be approximately expressed as follows in combination with Equation (3)

M21(practical) =
Z21

jω
�

1
jωC1

jωL1 +
1

jωC1

·M21 ·
1

jωC2

jωL2 +
1

jωC2

. (4)

Equation (4) is equivalent to the circuit diagram of Figure 2 that shows the dependent voltage
source on L1 removed in Figure 1b. That is, it is assumed that the coils are unilateral. If the coils’
parameters, L1, C1, L2 and C2, are known, the ideal mutual inductance M21 can be obtained by
measuring the transfer impedance Z21 and using Equation (4). Conversely, if the coil’s parameters and
ideal mutual inductance M21 are known, the practical mutual inductance M21(practical) in the HF band
can be estimated by using Equation (4).

Figure 2. The equivalent circuit model of two coils with Route 1.

2.2. Measurement Method for the Coil’s Parameters and Ideal Mutual Inductance between Two Coils

As mentioned above, the coil’s parameters and ideal mutual inductance should be known in
order to estimate the practical mutual inductance between two coils. Figure 3 shows the proposed
procedure to obtain the coil’s parameters and ideal mutual inductance. First, parameters of each single
coil are measured without surrounding coils or the object. Since the parasitic effect rarely appears in
the LF band, the input impedance Z11 of a single coil is simply expressed as R1 + jωL1. Therefore,
the self-inductance and resistance of each coil are directly obtained by measuring the input impedance
of the coil using a VNA at the lowest possible frequency in the LF band. Next, the parasitic capacitance
C1 of the coil can be obtained from the SRF of the coil as given by

C1 =
1

ω02L1
=

1

(2π f0)
2L1

, (5)

where f 0 is the SRF at which the reactance of the coil is zero, and it can be easily measured from the
Smith Chart of S11 or the input impedance plot on the VNA. Finally, the ideal mutual inductance M21

between two coils can also be obtained from measuring the transfer impedance Z21 between the coils
using the VNA in the LF band. Therefore, the parameters of coils measured through the procedure of
Figure 3 can be used to estimate the practical mutual inductance between two coils. Moreover, if the
ideal mutual inductances among three or more coils are well defined, the measured parameters can
also be used to estimate the practical mutual inductance.
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Figure 3. The procedures to obtain the coil’s parameter and the ideal mutual inductance between coils.

2.3. Transfer Impedance of Multi-Coil Using the Proposed Circuit Model

For three coils shown in Figure 4a, we should estimate the transfer impedance Z31 between Coils 1
and 3 to obtain the practical mutual inductance between the coils. From the definition of impedance
parameter, the current applied to the first port can directly induce the voltage on the opened third
port and also indirectly induce the voltage via the second port. Strictly, the induced voltage makes a
current in the closed loop formed by the parasitic capacitor, and the current in the third inductor can
affect other inductors. However, since the high order mutual effects are weak, under the assumption
that the coils are unilateral, the transfer impedance between Coils 1 and 3 is obtained as the sum of two
routes in Figure 4b. Thus, the practical mutual inductance between Coils 1 and 3 is given by

M31(practical) =
Z31

jω
� ZR−1 + ZR−2

jω
, (6)

where ZR−1 and ZR−2 are the transfer impedances of the direct and one-hop indirect routes between
Coils 1 and 3, respectively, as shown in Figure 4b. Using Equation (4) the transfer impedance of the
direct route is given by

ZR−1 =

1
jωC1

jωL1 +
1

jωC1

· jωM31 ·
1

jωC3

jωL3 +
1

jωC3

. (7)

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. The equivalent circuit model: (a) Three coils with ideal mutual inductances; and (b) with
two routes.
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From unilateral characteristics, the transfer impedance of the indirect one-hop route is also easily
obtained by

ZR−2 = V
I = i1

I · jωM21 · −1
Z2
· jωM32 · V

v3
=

1
jωC1

jωL1+
1

jωC1

· jωM21 · −1
jωL2+

1
jωC2

· jωM32 ·
1

jωC3
jωL3+

1
jωC3

, (8)

where M21, M32 and M31 are ideal mutual inductances, and the minus sign is due to the dot notation
between Coils 1 and 2.

For four coils shown in Figure 5, there are four possible routes from Coil 1 to Coil 4 under the
unilateral assumption. The transfer impedance of the fourth route is given by

ZR−4 =
V
I
=

i1
I
· jωM21 · −1

Z2
· jωM32 · −1

Z3
· jωM43 · V

v4
. (9)

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The equivalent circuit model: (a) Four coils with ideal mutual inductances; and (b) with
four routes.

The practical mutual inductance is summarized as

M41(practical) =
Z41

jω
≈ ZR−1 + ZR−2 + ZR−3 + ZR−4

jω
. (10)

If the number of coils is n, the transfer impedance is determined as

Zn1 ≈
2n−2∑
k=1

ZR−k. (11)

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

To verify the proposed method in the HF band, we analyzed the practical mutual inductance by
changing the number of coils as shown in Figure 6. Two types of coils were used for the experiment,
and parameters of the coils are summarized in Table 1. Coila has three turns and a single layer printed
on an FR-4 substrate and dimensions 95.7 mm × 105.7 mm. Coilb has six turns and two layers printed
on an FR-4 substrate of the same dimensions as the Coila. All coils were arranged coaxially in order
to maximize the parasitic effect and the effect of surrounding coils. The practical mutual inductance
among multiple coils was measured with respect to the distance using the four-port VNA, Agilent’s
E5071, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, the [S] matrix for three coils that are directly connected to ports
of the multi-port VNA was measured and then converted into the [Z] matrix using the equation in [20]
on the Keysight’s ADS.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 6. The experimental array of the coils: (a) Two coils; (b) three coils; and (c) four coils.

Table 1. The parameter for designed coils.

Parameter Coila Coilb

Inductance (μH) 1.13 3.83
Parasitic cap. (pF) 8.22 15.17

 

Figure 7. The experimental setup with a four-port vector network analyzer (VNA).

Additionally, we simulated the practical mutual inductance from the full circuit models with
all parasitic components and dependent voltage sources using the ADS, and the measured practical
mutual inductances are compared with the simulated results as well as those from the proposed
method in several cases.
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3.1. Two Coils Analysis

For two coils of Figure 6a, where the two coils used are identical to Coila in Table 1, the S parameters
were measured without surrounding coils and the practical mutual inductances were estimated by
substituting the Z parameters converted from S parameters into Equation (4). Figure 8 shows the
measured and simulated practical mutual inductances with those of the proposed estimation method.
As the distance between the coils decrease, the ideal mutual inductance increases and then the practical
mutual inductance also increases. On the other hand, at 13.56 MHz, the practical mutual inductance
has a higher level than 6.78 MHz. This result comes from the first and third terms of the right-hand
side of Equation (4), being a function of frequency. As the frequency increases, the magnitude of the
denominators of the terms dramatically increases more than those of the numerators. The mutual
inductances estimated by the proposed method are in good agreement with the simulated and measured
values over the distance. The closer the distance between the coils and the higher the frequency, the
larger the practical mutual inductance becomes due to the parasitic effect. The proposed method
accurately simulates these effects.

Figure 8. Practical mutual inductance between two coils with distance.

3.2. Three Coils Analysis

For three coils of Figure 6b, the experiments were conducted on the two cases of Table 2, where
Coil 2 was located in the middle of Coils 1 and 3. The self-inductance of Coil 2 for Case#2 is larger
than the value for Case#1. Figure 9 shows the simulated, measured, and estimated practical mutual
inductances with respect to distance at 6.78 MHz and 13.56 MHz. It is noticed that the variation in
the mutual inductance with Case#2 is greater than Case#1. This means that the larger the inductance
of the surrounding coils, the greater the influence on the mutual inductance between other coils.
In addition, the variation of the practical mutual inductance is greater at 13.56 MHz than at 6.78 MHz.
That is, the parasitic effect is larger at a higher frequency. On the other hand, the proposed method
exactly estimates the practical mutual inductance all over the distance, even if the parameters of the
coil change.

Table 2. Configuration of three coils for two cases.

Two Cases Coil 1 Coil 2 Coil 3

Case#1 Coila Coila Coila
Case#2 Coila Coilb Coila

To show the accuracy of the proposed method, we calculate the mean and normalized root-mean-square
error (NRMSE) of difference between the results of measurement and the proposed method shown
in Figures 8 and 9, and summarize them in Table 3. While the mean and NRMSE increase as the
number of coil and frequency increases, the mean and error are less than 20×10−10 (0.002 μH) and 3%,
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respectively, for all cases. This means that the proposed method accurately estimates the practical
mutual inductance as measured by a multi-port VNA.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Practical mutual inductance between Coils 1 and 3 with distance: (a) 6.78 MHz; and (b)
13.56 MHz.

Table 3. Mean and normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) of difference between the results of
measurement and the proposed method for Figures 8 and 9.

6.78 MHz 13.56 MHz

Mean (μH) NRMSE (%) Mean (μH) NRMSE (%)

Two coils −2.7 × 10−4 0.68 16.9 × 10−4 1.67
Case#1 −5.8 × 10−4 1.03 20.0 × 10−4 1.92
Case#2 −6.5 × 10−4 0.84 7.3 × 10−4 2.81

3.3. Analysis of Unilateral Method for the Number of Coils

Figure 10 shows the practical mutual inductance as a function of the frequency at several distances
for two, three, and four coils as shown in Figure 6. The parameters of all arranged coils are identical
with Coila in Table 1. The ideal mutual inductance does not depend on the frequency, but the practical
mutual inductances are proportional to frequency. In addition, as the number of coils increases,
the mutual inductance increases further due to the parasitic effect. In these cases, the results of the
proposed method are almost identical to the simulated value.

Figure 10. Practical mutual inductances between side coils.
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Figure 11 shows the simulated transfer impedance of each route for four coils, which is normalized
by the transfer impedance of the direct route, ZR−1. The transfer impedances of one- and two-hop
indirect routes are presented in Figure 11a,b, respectively. As the number of hops increase, the transfer
impedance decreases dramatically. In other words, the normalized transfer impedance of one-hop
routes have a value smaller than 0.1, while those of two-hop routes have a very small value of less
than 0.005. Thus, the two-hop route is almost unaffected as an element to obtain the practical mutual
inductance in a four-coil array. This means that among 2n−2 routes for n coils, only the direct and
one-hop routes are practically dominant, so the transfer impedance between the primary and the nth
coil can be approximately expressed as

Zn1 �
2n−2∑
k=1

ZR−k �
n−1∑
k=1

ZR−k. (12)

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Normalized transfer impedance in the array of four coils: (a) One-hop; and (b) two-hop routes.

Finally, for four coils, the practical mutual inductances by all routes and the routes except two
more hopping routes with respect to the frequency are as shown in Figure 12. Even if the two-hop
routes are not taken into account, the calculated mutual inductances are in good agreement with the
results of all the routes as well as the simulated results.

Figure 12. Simulated and calculated results for the array of four coils.
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4. Conclusions

The multi-coil WPT systems commonly use three or more coils to improve efficiency in HF bands
as well as LF bands. These systems are basically required to estimate or measure the practical mutual
inductance between coils. In this paper, the unilateral approach method is proposed to estimate the
mutual inductance among multiple coils. With the proposed method, it is not only simple to configure
the expression of formulas but also possible to estimate the practical mutual inductance through
several routes for multiple coils since the assumption that only one voltage generated with respect
to the coil pair was considered. To verify the validity of the proposed method, we coaxially placed
several coils along the distance and confirmed the consistent results with simulation and measurement.
In reality, it is difficult to analyze the mutual inductance in multiple coils using a public VNA that has
only two ports. However, the proposed method can provide the mutual inductance using a public
two-port VNA. Furthermore, it will be quite useful for the multi-coil WPT systems with a regular array
of identical coils.
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Abstract: Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (MIMO-NOMA) is
considered a promising multiple access technology in fifth generation (5G) networks, which can
improve system capacity and spectral efficiency. In this paper, we proposed two methods of user
grouping and proposed a dynamic power allocation solution for MIMO-NOMA system. Then
we proposed an algorithm to maximize energy harvest for MIMO-NOMA system by integrating
Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT), known as maximizing energy
harvesting. Specifically, we added a power splitter at the receiver and found the optimal power
splitting factor for each user. The harvested power of the user is maximized under the premise of
satisfying the minimum communication rate. The simulation results show that the proposed method
is effective.

Keywords: MIMO; NOMA; precoding; power allocation; user-clustering; power splitter

1. Introduction

Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) is one of the key technologies of fifth generation (5G)
networks, which can significantly improve the overall performance of the system. Through time and
frequency resource reuse and user grouping for large-scale connection, NOMA can improve spectral
efficiency [1]. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) is regarded as a promising technique for 5G
wireless communication systems. The principle of MIMO is the use of multi-antenna technology
to achieve spatial diversity. The multi-receiving and multi-transmitting mechanisms can effectively
combat multipath interference and increase system capacity. The author proposed a new low complexity
arrival direction estimation algorithm in MIMO system for meeting the needs of green communication
in [2]; this algorithm is based on a new downlink transmission frame structure that can make full use
of the prior information under the channel codebook feedback mechanism. NOMA superimposes
multiple user signals in the power domain, superimposes coding on the transmitter, performs serial
interference cancellation on the receiver, and eliminates inter-user interference for grouped users [3].
NOMA can be divided into two categories: NOMA in power domain and NOMA in code domain. The
power domain NOMA scheme can provide service to multiple users with different channel conditions
simultaneously in the same time, frequency, coding, and space [4–7]. Uplink and downlink NOMA
transmission of single cellular network is studied in [8], the author also analyzed the effect of distance
on performance of the system. The influencing factors of NOMA, such as user power allocation, new
order cost, and Serial Interference Cancellation (SIC) error propagation were discussed in [9].

NOMA combined with MIMO technology has attracted considerable research interest. The
basic principle of NOMA and MIMO combination in downlink transmission was studied in [10].
The MIMO-NOMA could improve spectrum reuse efficiency, transmission throughput, and energy
efficiency. In MIMO-NOMA, it is essential to make user grouping efficient. If the user is grouped by
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appropriate methods, the error rate of the system can be reduced [11]. In the existing MIMO-NOMA
system, users are divided into multiple groups. The group uses the NOMA principle to serve users. The
precoding between groups is used to eliminate interference. The user grouping of the downlink NOMA
system is studied in [12]; the user clustering problem is formalized into a semi-definite programming
problem which can be solved using numerical toolbox [13]. The accuracy of power allocation affects
the system performance. In [14], the author derived the closed expressions for the traversal, rate, and
interrupt probability of the two-user NOMA system for static power allocation. A dynamic power
allocation solution is provided in [15] with the goal of maximizing the total unit capacity.

Wireless communication devices still use electric cables or batteries to obtain electric energy. The
battery storage capacity and usage period are often limited, which will cause the development and
application of new technologies in specific scenarios to be deeply bounded. Harvesting energy from
radio frequency (RF) signals has become an attractive strategy to address the critical challenges of
limited battery life in wireless communication networks. An advanced technology called Simultaneous
Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) emerged in [16], by which the energy transmission
and information transmission using RF signals can be achieved. Therefore, SWIPT is considered a
potential energy-saving solution for 5G [17], which has attracted widespread attention in academia
and industry. A capacity-energy function was defined and the receiver can perform both information
decoding and energy harvesting (EH) without any restrictions [16]. The work [18] considered the
sum rate and the per-user optimized data rate of the SWIPT-enabled NOMA system, in which two
information decoding schemes are proposed, “fixed decoding order” and “time sharing”, respectively,
and proved that system performance could be significantly improved by integrating SWIPT on NOMA.
The work of [19] jointly optimized the transmission power of the Base Station (BS), as well as the length
of time for energy acquisition and data transmission. The application of SWIPT technology in NOMA
is studied and a new cooperative SWIPT NOMA protocol is proposed in [20]. By jointly optimizing the
power allocation coefficient of MIMO-NOMA and the power splitting factor of SWIPT, the achievable
sum rate can be maximized [21].

The issue of energy conservation is also an issue that recently has attracted considerable attention.
To meet the needs of green communication and realize the recycling of energy, we implement
energy-saving wireless communication in MIMO-NOMA system integrated with SWIPT. Specifically,
each user uses a power splitter to split the received signal into two parts. The receiver performs
information retrieval and energy storage to implement SWIPT simultaneously. In this paper, we also
studied the user clustering, precoding design, and power allocation to optimize the power-splitter
factor of SWIPT. The harvested energy is maximized under the premise of satisfying the minimum
communication rate of the user.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. In this paper, for reducing intra-cluster interference and complexity, we proposed two methods
for user grouping. One is based on channel gain; the other is based on antenna grouping. The
performance effects of the two grouping methods on the system are analyzed from the perspective
of spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency.

2. We provided a dynamic power allocation solution for downlink multi-user MIMO-NOMA. Power
allocation is divided into two steps: power allocation between clusters and power allocation
within the cluster. In the power allocation between clusters, the power allocation of each beam is
proportional to the number of users, and the power within the cluster is allocated according to
the maximum communication rate of the cluster.

3. We proposed the energy harvesting maximizing method. We added a SWIPT split receiver in
MIMO-NOMA system for each user. In this method, the optimal power split coefficient of each
user is found with the optimization objective of harvesting the maximum energy and satisfying
the minimum communication rate of users.
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Notation: Within this paper, the upper-case boldface letters denote matrices; lower-case boldface
letters are vectors. (·)T, (·)−1, (·)H denotes the transpose, matrix inversion, and conjugate transpose.
CN(a, b) denote the complex Gaussian distribution with mean a and covariance b. ‖·‖n is ln norm
operation. |Γ| denotes the number of elements in set Γ. E{·} denotes the expectation.

2. System Model

In this paper, we consider a single-cell downlink Millimeter-Wave massive MIMO-NOMA system,
as shown in Figure 1. The base station is equipped with N antennas and NRF RF chains, and K single
antenna users are served by the base station. By using NOMA, each beam can support multiple users.
Sg represents the set of users served by the gth beam. To fully realize the multiplexing gain, we assume
that the beam number G is equal to the number of RF chains NRF. The received signal at mth user in
the nth beam is [21]:

yn,m = hH
n,m

G∑
j=1

|Sn |∑
i=1

w j
√pi, jsi, j + υn,m

= hH
n,mwn

√
pn,msn,m + hH

n,mwn
m−1∑
j=1

√pn, jsn, j + hH
n,mwn

|Si |∑
i=m+1

√
pn,isn,i

+hH
n,m

G∑
i�n

|Si |∑
j=1

w j
√pi, jsi, j + υn,m

(1)

where the interference within the cluster and the interference between the cluster are existing. hm,n
represents the channel of the mth user in the nth beam, wn is precoding vector of the nth beam. sn,m is
the transmitted signal and pn,m denotes transmitted power for the mth user in the nth beam, and υn,m is
the noise following the distribution CN(0, σu

2).

Figure 1. Millimeter-Wave massive Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output, Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
(MIMO-NOMA) system.

The mth user in the nth beam can eliminate the interference of the ith user (for all i> m) in the nth
beam by performing Serial Interference Cancellation (SIC). The remaining signal received by the mth
user in the nth beam can be rewritten as:

ỹn,m =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝hH
n,mwn

√
pn,msn,m + hH

n,mwn

m−1∑
j=1

√
pn, jsn, j+hH

n,m

G∑
i�n

|Si |∑
j=1

w j
√

pi, jsi, j + υn,m

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2)
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The Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at the mth user in the nth beam is:

γn,m =

∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m

ξn,m
(3)

where,

ξn,m =
∥∥∥hH

n,m, Wn
∥∥∥2

2

m−1∑
j=1

pn, j +
G∑

i�n

∥∥∥hH
n,mWi

∥∥∥2
2

|Si |∑
j=1

pi, j + σ
2
v (4)

The achievable rate of the mth user in the nth beam can be written as:

Rn,m = log2(1 + γn,m) (5)

Finally, the achievable sum rate is:

Rsum =
G∑

n=1

|Si |∑
m=1

Rm,n (6)

2.1. User-Clustering

We assume that all users in the downlink MIMO cellular system can utilize NOMA-based resource
allocation. Users need to be grouped first and the grouped users share a set of codes in the same
group by the precoding matrix. Low channel gain users of NOMA clusters are often subject to higher
intra-cluster interference [22].

In this paper, we propose the following two methods for user clustering:
(1) The user clustering method based on channel gain. As mentioned in [23], the cluster head user

with the highest channel gain can eliminate intra-cluster interference, thereby obtaining the maximum
throughput gain. Therefore, the keys to maximize overall system capacity is to ensure that high channel
gain users are selected as cluster heads for different MIMO-NOMA clusters in one unit. To improve
system performance, we grouped users by assigning the user with largest channel gain as cluster
head. As shown in Figure 2, the number of user groups M is equal to the number of beams G. In this
way, users in the same group will suffer higher channel correlation, which is beneficial to eliminate
interference between users. The lower equivalent channel correlation of users in different beams is
beneficial to eliminate inter-beam interference, which improves the multiplexing gain. The proposed
solution is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: User Clustering based on Channel Gain (UC_CG)

Input:
The number of users K and the number of antennas N;
Channel vectors: hk for k = 1, 2, · · ·K, NRF
Output:
User-grounding T
1.Select number of cluster-heads;
H = [|h1|, |h2|, · · ·, |hK |], [~,order] = (sort(H),’descend’)
O = [order (1), · · ·, order (G)]

2. Include other users into each cluster;
OC = K/O;
max

∣∣∣hH
i h j

∣∣∣,∀i ∈ O, j ∈ OC, Grouping the cluster channel with a large correlation.
Return T
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Figure 2. User clustering based on channel gain.

(2) The user clustering method based on antenna grouping. We consider the downlink
MIMO-NOMA system, the number of users K is larger than the number of beams G. We provide a
low complexity MIMO-NOMA user clustering algorithm, where the number of clusters G is equal to
the number of RF chains NRF. As shown in Figure 3, the antennas at the BS are sequentially grouped
into G groups, there are Nt antennas in each group. We first select the user with the largest channel
gain corresponding to each antenna group as the cluster head and find the correlation between the
remaining users and each cluster head user. Then, we match the user with high channel correlation to
the selected cluster head user. The proposed solution is described in Algorithm 2.

Figure 3. User clustering based on fixed antenna grouping.
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Algorithm 2: User Clustering based on Fixed Antenna Grouping (UC_FAG)

Input:
The number of users K, and the number of antennas N;
Channel vectors: hk for k = 1, 2, · · ·K RF chains: NRF
Output:
1. User-grounding T1
Select number of cluster-heads;
Nt =

N
NRF

For g=1:G
~
H = [

∣∣∣∣∣~h1

∣∣∣∣∣, ∣∣∣∣∣~h2

∣∣∣∣∣, · · ·, ∣∣∣∣∣~hK

∣∣∣∣∣]
~
hn = hn((g− 1) ∗Nt + 1 : g ∗Nt, :)
[a,order] = (sort(H),’descend’)
O(g)= [order (1)]
~
H =

~
H/

∣∣∣∣∣~ha(1)

∣∣∣∣∣
end
2. Include other users into each cluster;
OC = K/O
max

∣∣∣hH
i h j

∣∣∣,∀i ∈ O, j ∈ OC, Grouping the cluster channel with a high correlation
Return T1.

When operating the user grouping in Algorithm 1, the complexities of calculating the channel
correlation and the norm channel vector are O(KN) and O(K2N). The complexity of Algorithm
1 is O(NK + K2N). In Algorithm 2, the complexities of calculating channel correlation and norm
effective channel vector are O(N(K − 1+NRF

2 )) and O
(

K2N
NRF

)
. Then the complexity of Algorithm 2 is

O(N(K − 1+NRF
2 ) + K2N

NRF
). By comparing the complexity of the two algorithms, we can know that the

complexity of algorithm 2 is lower than that of Algorithm 1.

2.2. Precoding

We consider the nth MIMO-NOMA cluster that contains m users, the channel matrix Hn ∈ Cm×N

could be defined [24]:
Hn =

[
hn,1, hn,2, · ··, hn,m

]
(7)

By taking the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix Hn we obtain:

HT
n = Un

∑
n

V
H

n

(8)

Each beam is utilized by a MIMO-NOMA cluster so that the channel corresponding to the nth
beam is:

~
hn = Hnu∗n (9)

where u∗n is the first column of un.The equivalent channel matrix can be expressed as follows:

~
H = [

~
h1,

~
h2, · · ·, ~

hG] = [H1u∗1, H2u∗2, · · ·, HGu∗G] (10)

Then, the precoding matrix can be written as:

~
W = [

~
w1,

~
w2, · · ·, ~

wG] =
~
H(

~
H

H ~
H)
−1

(11)
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After normalization of the precoding matrix, the precoding vector of the nth beam is:

wn =

~
wn∥∥∥∥ ~
wn

∥∥∥∥
2

(12)

2.3. Power Allocation

In the NOMA system, the channel gain difference between users can be converted to a multiplexing
gain by superposition coding. Therefore, power allocation has an important impact on system
performance [25]. We proposed a dynamic power allocation method for the MIMO-NOMA system.
Firstly, the transmission power is allocated according to the number of beams, which is proportional
to the number of users served by the beam. Each beam is used by all users of the cluster and each
MIMO-NOMA cluster contains users with near-similar channel differences. Therefore, the power
allocation of users in the cluster is very important. We allocate power to users within the cluster for
maximizing the cluster communication rate. The proposed power allocation method is described as:

Pg = P×
∣∣∣Sg

∣∣∣
|S1|+ |S2|+ · · ·+ |SG| (13)

The first step is to allocate the transmit power between beams. Pg is the transmitted power in the
gth beam, g = 1, 2 · · ·G. P denotes the total transmitted power. After obtaining the transmit power
of each beam, Sg is a set of the users served by the gth beam. The second step is to perform power
allocation on the user cluster served by the beams. We assume that the interference between users is
small within the same user cluster, and the problem can be defined as:

max
pg,1,pg,2···pg,Sg

Cg =

|Sg |∑
n=1

log2(1 +

∣∣∣hg,n
∣∣∣2pg,n

σ
)

s.t. C1 :
Sn∑

n=1

pg,n = Pg (14)

where hg,n is the channel of the nth user in the gth beam (g = 1, 2, · · ·G, n = 1, 2, · · ·Sg). pg,n denotes the
transmitted power for the nth user in the gth beam. σ denotes noise power spectral density. To solve
the convex optimization problem (14), we define the Lagrange function as:

L(λ, pg,1, pg,2 · · · pg,Sg) =

|Sg |∑
n=1

log2(1 +

∣∣∣hg,n
∣∣∣2pg,n

σ
) + λ(

|Sg |∑
n=1

pg,n − Pg) (15)

where λ ≥ 0,
By calculating the derivative (15):

∂L
∂pg,n

=
hg,n

(1 + pg,nhg,n)In2
− λ = 0 (16)

we have:
pg,n =

1

λ̃
− 1∣∣∣hg,n

∣∣∣ (17)

where λ̃ = λIn2,
∣∣∣hg,n

∣∣∣ is the channel gain of the nth user in the gth beam.
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By substituting (17) into the constraint C1 in (14) we have:

Sn∑
n=1

1

λ̃
− 1∣∣∣hg,n

∣∣∣ = Pg (18)

λ̃ can be written as:

λ̃ =

∣∣∣Sg
∣∣∣

Pg +
|Sg |∑
n=1

1|hg,n|
(19)

Substituting (19) into (17), we have

pg,n =

Pg +
|Sg |∑
n=1

1|hg,n|∣∣∣Sg
∣∣∣ − 1∣∣∣hg,n

∣∣∣ = Pg∣∣∣Sg
∣∣∣ +

|Sg |∑
n=1

1|hg,n|∣∣∣Sg
∣∣∣ − 1∣∣∣hg,n

∣∣∣ (20)

where Pg is the transmitted power in the gth beam,
∣∣∣Sg

∣∣∣ represents the number of users served by
the gth beam, and

∣∣∣hg,n
∣∣∣ is the channel gain of the nth user in the gth beam. From (20) we obtain the

transmitted power of the nth user in the gth beam and find that when the number of users in the group
is larger, the power allocated to user would be reduced.

3. Energy Harvesting Maximizing

To maximize the harvested energy while meeting the minimum communication rate, we propose
the addition of a power splitter for each user at the receiver to help implement SWIPT. This method is
called SWIPT with power split [26], as shown in Figure 4. The signal received by each user is divided
into two parts. One part is forwarded to the information decoder for information decoding, and the
other part is subjected to Energy Harvesting (EH). The received signal to EH at the mth user in the nth
beam can be can be formulated [27]:

yEH
n,m =

√
1− βn,myn,m (21)

Figure 4. Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) split receiver Power Split
(PS) mode.

The harvested energy at the mth user in the nth beam is

PEH
n,m = η(1− βn,m)

(∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m + σv

2
)

(22)
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where η is the energy conversion efficiency, βn,m is the power splitting factor at the mth user in the nth
beam, 0 ≤ βn,m ≤ 1.

Meanwhile, the signal used to carry out the information decoding is expressed as

yID
n,m =

√
βn,myn,m + un,m (23)

Substituting (1) into (23), we have

yID
n,m =

√
βn,m

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝hH
n,mwn

√
pm,nsm,n + hH

n,mwn
m−1∑
j=1

√
pi,nsi,n

+hH
n,mwn

|Si |∑
i=m+1

√
pi,nsi,n + hH

n,m

G∑
i�n

|Si |∑
j=1

w j
√pi, jsi, j + υn,m

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ un,m

(24)

where un,m is the noise the distribution CN(0, σu
2). By applying NOMA in each beam, intra-beam

superposition coding of the transmitter and the receiver is realized. The mth user in the nth beam can
eliminate the interference of the ith user (for all i > m) in the nth beam by performing SIC, and the
remaining received signal of the mth user in the nth beam to information decoding can be rewritten as

ŷID
n,m =

√
βn,m

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝hH
n,mwn

√
pn,msn,m + hH

n,mwn

m−1∑
j=1

√
pi,nsi,n +hH

n,m

G∑
i�n

|Si |∑
j=1

w j
√

pi, jsi, j + υn,m

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ un,m (25)

Then, according to (25), the SINR at the mth user in the nth beam can be written as

γn,m =

∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m

ξn,m
(26)

where,

ξn,m =
∥∥∥hH

n,mWn
∥∥∥2

2

m−1∑
j=1

pn, j +
G∑

i�n

∥∥∥hH
n,mWi

∥∥∥2
2

|Si |∑
j=1

pi, j + σ
2
v +

σ2
u
βn,m

(27)

The achievable rate of the mth user in the nth beam can be written as

Rn,m = log2(1 + γn,m) (28)

We have grouped users, designed a precoding matrix, and allocated power to users in Sections 2
and 3. According to (22), we know we need to find the power splitting coefficient of each user for
making the harvested energy at the receiver is maximized. We formulate the problem as

max{βn,m}
PEH

s.t. C1 : Rm,n ≥ Rmin

C2 : 0 ≤ βn,m ≤ 1

(29)

Substituting (22), (28), into (29), we have

max{βn,m}
G∑

i=1

|Sj |∑
j=1
η(1− βn,m)

(∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m + σv

2
)

s.t. C1 : log2(1 + γn,m) ≥ Rmin

C2 : 0 ≤ βn,m ≤ 1

(30)

where PEH is the total harvested energy. Rmin denotes the minimum achievable rate of the user.
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To maximize the total harvested energy, the energy harvested by each user is maximal, the problem
is converted to maximize the energy harvested by each user:

max{βn,m}
Pn,m = η(1− βn,m)

(∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m + σv

2
)

s.t. C1 : log2(1 + γn,m) ≥ Rmin

C2 : 0 ≤ βn,m ≤ 1

(31)

Substituting (26), (27) into (31), we have

max{βn,m}
Pn,m = η(1− βn,m)

(∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m + σv

2
)

s.t. C1 : log2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 +
∥∥∥hH

n,mwn
∥∥∥2

2pn,m∥∥∥hH
n,mWn

∥∥∥2
2

m−1∑
j=1

pn, j+
G∑

i�n

∥∥∥hH
n,mWi

∥∥∥2
2

|Si |∑
j=1

pi, j+σ
2
v+

σ2u
βn,m

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ≥ Rmin

C2 : 0 ≤ βn,m ≤ 1

(32)

By simplifying C1 in (32),

1 +

∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m

ωn,m +
σ2

u
βn,m

≥ 2Rmin (33)

where,

ωn,m =
∥∥∥hH

n,mWn
∥∥∥2

2

m−1∑
j=1

pn, j +
∑
i�n

∥∥∥hH
n,mWi

∥∥∥2
2

|Si |∑
j=1

pi, j + σ
2
v (34)

By simplifying (33),

βn,m ≥ σ2
u(2Rmin − 1)∥∥∥hH

n,mwn
∥∥∥2

2pn,m −ωn,m(2Rmin − 1)
(35)

Then, the constraint C1 in (32) can be rewritten as

max{βn,m}
Pn,m = η(1− βn,m)

(∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m + σv

2
)

s.t. C1 : βn,m ≥ σ2
u(2

Rmin−1)∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m−ωn,m(2Rmin−1)

C2 : 0 ≤ βn,m ≤ 1

(36)

According to (36), we know that when βn,m is the minimum that meets constraint C1, 1− βn,m is
the maximum. Then we obtain the maximum Pn,m. Accordingly, we get the optimal power splitting
coefficient at the mth user in the nth beam:

βn,m =
σ2

u(2Rmin − 1)∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m −ωn,m(2Rmin − 1)

(37)

Substituting (37) into (22), The maximal harvested energy at the mth user in the nth beam is

Pn,mmax = η

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1− σ2
u(2Rmin − 1)∥∥∥hH

n,mwn
∥∥∥2

2pn,m −ωn,m(2Rmin − 1)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠(∥∥∥hH
n,mwn

∥∥∥2
2pn,m + σv

2
)

(38)
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4. Simulation Results

We consider a typical downlink mmWave massive MIMO-NOMA system, the spectral efficiency
is defined as the reachability rate in equation (6), and the energy efficiency is defined as the ratio of
reachability to total power consumption [28],

EE =
Rsum

P + NRFPRF + PBB
(39)

where P is the total transmitted power,PRF is the power consumed by each RF chain, PBB is the baseband
power consumption, NRF is the number of the RF chain, Rsum is from (6).Simulation parameters are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Number of antennas at BS 256
Number of RF chain 8

Users 32
Antenna number of each user 1

Total transmitted power P (mW) 32
Minimum user communication rate (bps/Hz) 0.3
Each RF chain power consumption, P (mW) 300

Baseband power consumption, P (mW) 200

In the simulation, we first consider three kinds of mmWave massive MIMO systems and compare
them by using two different user grouping methods proposed in Section 2.1:

(1) “Full-digital MIMO system” with one RF chain connected to each antenna (N=NRF).
(2) “MIMO-NOMA under the UC_CG algorithm” grouping users according to the proposed UC_CG

algorithm, and performing NOMA for the user in the beam.
(3) “MIMO-NOMA under the UC_FAG algorithm” grouping users according to the proposed

UC_FAG algorithm and performs NOMA for the user in the beam.
(4) MIMO-OMA under the UC_CG algorithm”: The user is grouped according to the UC_CG

algorithm, and the OMA is executed for the user in the beam.
(5) “MIMO-OMA under the UC_FAG algorithm”: The users are grouped according to the proposed

UC_FAG algorithm, and the OMA is executed for the user in the beam.

The power allocation method proposed in this paper is applied to the MIMO-NOMA system and
we compare the performance with the system using traditional average power allocation method that
it allocated equal power to all users. Finally, the SWIPT technology is integrated into the system to
compare the power harvested by the MIMO-NOMA and MIMO-OMA.

Figure 5 shows the spectral efficiency against Signal to Noise Ratio(SNR)of the considered five
schemes mentioned above, where the number of users K is set to 32 and the number of antennas is set
to 256. From the figure, we can see that the proposed MIMO-NOMA scheme has a higher spectral
efficiency than the MIMO-OMA scheme. It is intuitive that the fully digital MIMO can achieve the
best spectrum efficiency, as shown in Figure 5. However, the number of RF chains required in the full
digital MIMO scheme is equal to the number of antennas (NRF = N), and the number of RF chains
required in MIMO-NOMA is 8. The full digital MIMO scheme needs higher hardware costs and
overhead. Through the simulation diagram, we can obtain that the UC_CG algorithm gives higher
spectral efficiency than the UC_FAG algorithm. Given the users that are matched according to the
correlation between all channels of the user and the cluster-head user in UC_CG algorithm, in the
UC_FAG algorithm, the users are matched according to the correlation between the part of the channel
of the user and the cluster-head user. In comparison with the UC_FAG algorithm, the interference
between users in the group is smaller in the UC_CG algorithm.
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Figure 6 shows the energy efficiency of the five schemes considered under different SNR, where
the number of users is set to 32, the number of antennas is set to 256. From Figure 6, we know that the
MIMO-NOMA scheme has a higher energy efficiency than MIMO-OMA and fully digital MIMO, where
the number of RF chains of the fully digital MIMO is equal to the number of base station antennas,
which results in very high energy consumption. In contrast, in the MIMO-NOMA scheme, the number
of RF chains is much smaller than the number of antennas. Therefore, the energy consumption of the
RF chain can be significantly reduced when compared with the fully digital MIMO scheme.
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scheme is more energy efficient than MIMO-OMA and the fully digital MIMO scheme.
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The next experiment considers the spectral efficiency of the SNR under two different power
allocation algorithms. From Figure 8, we obtain that the power allocation algorithm proposed in
this paper has higher spectrally efficient than the traditional average power allocation algorithm.
We understand that the power allocation algorithm proposed is better than the traditional average
allocation algorithm.

Figure 9 shows the energy harvesting performance against SNR. To enable the user to maximize
harvested power and meet the communication requirement, in Section 3, we proposed a method that
finds the power splitting optimization. From Figure 9, we can see that, when signal power is low,
the received signal performs information decoding. The receiver can start harvesting energy when
the signal becomes larger. In comparison with the MIMO-OMA scheme, MIMO-NOMA can harvest
more energy. Therefore, the proposed MIMO-NOMA scheme with SWPIT is superior to MIMO-OMA
scheme, which can realize the recycling of energy.
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Figure 9. Energy harvesting against SNR.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we designed two different user grouping methods for MIMO-NOMA system: the
UC_CG algorithm and the UC_FAG algorithm. From the simulation, we can see that the UC_CG
algorithm is better than the UC_FAG algorithm, which improves spectral efficiency. We proposed a new
power allocation method. The simulation results show that the algorithm is superior to the traditional
average power allocation algorithm. Finally, we apply the SWIPT for MIMO-NOMA system. Under
the premise of satisfying the minimum communication rate of each user, we proposed the method
based on maximizing the harvested energy to find the optimal power splitting factor for each user.
This method allows the system to harvest more energy and meets the user’s minimum communication
rate, thereby achieving the recycling of energy and green communication.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
NOMA Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
SIC Serial Interference Cancellation
SWIPT Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer
OMA Orthogonal Multiple Access
RF Radio Frequency
EH Energy Harvesting
UC_CG User Clustering based on Channel Gain UC_CG
UC_FAG User Clustering based on Fixed Antenna Grouping
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
PS Power Split
BS Base Station
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Abstract: Energy efficiency is vital for uninterrupted long-term operation of wireless underground
communication nodes in the field of decision agriculture. In this paper, energy harvesting and wireless
power transfer techniques are discussed with applications in underground wireless communications
(UWC). Various external wireless power transfer techniques are explored. Moreover, key energy
harvesting technologies are presented that utilize available energy sources in the field such as
vibration, solar, and wind. In this regard, the Electromagnetic (EM)- and Magnetic Induction
(MI)-based approaches are explained. Furthermore, the vibration-based energy harvesting models
are reviewed as well. These energy harvesting approaches lead to design of an efficient wireless
underground communication system to power underground nodes for prolonged field operation in
decision agriculture.

Keywords: soil sensing; decision agriculture; smart farming

1. Introduction

Wireless Underground Sensor Networks (WUSNs) is a subset of Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) paradigm. It is becoming a popular and developing area [1,2], and there is a large margin
of improvements to resolve research challenges. WUSN have buried sensor nodes, which use
communication technologies to communicate the geological data in real-time. It is considered
as a promising paradigm for the monitoring of various underground applications [3]. Some of
the important and valuable application areas of WUSNs include sports, agriculture, environment,
border patrolling and health [1,4–6]. However, adoption of WUSNs faces many implementation
challenges. WUSN accomplishes wireless communication via Electromagnetic (EM) waves propagation
through soil [7]. EM waves, through soil, suffer more attenuation compared to when they are
propagated through air [8–10]. Moreover, changes in soil parameters, e.g., soil moisture and
temperature, further affect real-time communication [11–13]. For example, some studies [14,15]
are researching and mitigating soil moisture effect using microwave heating. Similarly, in [16], authors
have proposed a Microwave and Meteorological fusion (MMF) strategy to downscale soil moisture.
Due to these challenges, many researchers are working to investigate WUSNs empirically and model
the underground wireless communication channel [5,8,11,17–19].

One of the challengess in WUSN is the provision of sustainable renewable energy to the sensors
deployed in the field [20]. In the last decade, there have been many technological advancements
in natural and renewable energy sources with an aim to reduce climate change effects and extend
the battery life of sensor nodes [21,22]. For any cost-efficient WUSN application, a WUSN device is
expected to have a lifetime of several years [20]. There has been a lot of efforts in conserving energy by
using energy-efficient communication protocols and hardware; however, communicating through soil
is still a power hungry process. In some WUSN applications, sensors are either partly or completely
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buried in the soil. Researchers have investigated battery replacements as an alternative method to
extend the network life. However, replacing the battery is a very time-consuming, laborious and
expensive process. Moreover, it might not always be possible to easily access the sensor power source
for replacement or maintenance. Therefore, replacing the battery of sensor nodes is not applicable to
large-scale WUSN deployments [23].

From the above discussion, it is evident that a potential solution must be developed to overcome
the energy challenges in WUSNs. To that end, two general approaches to power up the underground
sensor networks are:

• Wireless Power Transfer (WPT): WPT converts wireless Radio Frequency (RF) signals
into electrical energy to power up the buried nodes [24]. Numerous wireless methods,
e.g., electromagnetic induction, electromagnetic resonance, or radiation, can be used to transfer
energy [25–28]. WPT techniques have been reviewed in detail in Section 2.

• Energy Harvesting (EH): EH is a method to extract energy from natural energy resources,
e.g., solar [29,30], Human Body Area Network (HBAN) [31,32], water and wind flow [33–35],
radio frequencies [36,37], and vibrations generated from different objects [33,38,39]. The extracted
energy is then converted into electrical energy to power up the sensor nodes. Underground sensor
nodes can be integrated with an energy harvesting component. This harvesting component uses
natural energy sources, e.g., solar energy [40] from the environment to preserve energy. Energy
Harvesting techniques have been reviewed in detail in Section 3.

The purpose of this work is to educate about the above mentioned techniques and review the
existing energy scavenging techniques in the literature. To that end, this paper is divided into two
major sections (see Figure 1): WPT techniques have been reviewed in Section 2 along with recent
advancements and future research possibilities. EH techniques have been reviewed in detail in Section 3
along-with techniques and future research considerations explained in subsequent subsections.

Paper
Structure

Part I-Introduction Part II-WPT Part III-EH

WPCN model
&
Key
Technologies

SWIPT
Architecture
& Key
Technologires

EH Energy
Sources

EH techniques

Figure 1. The organization of the article.

2. Wireless Power Transfer (WPT)

WPT is a method of transferring power using wireless technology. It was first introduced by
Nikola Tesla in 1890s [41]. It is used to build a Wireless Powered Communication Network (WPCN).
WPCN is a promising technology in which networks of Wireless Devices (WD) are wirelessly energized
using RF signal with the help of dedicated power transmitters [42–45]. WPCN distinguishes itself
from traditional battery-powered wireless networks in that it does not require manual replacement
or recharging of battery. Instead, it completely controls its power transfer process by tuning various
parameters such as waveform, transmit power, time and frequency domains. This reduces the
operational cost while enhancing communication performance of the network.

Although the transfer range depends on the local emission regulations and differs from location
to location, WPT can transfer tens of micro-watts of RF power to devices at a distance of more
than 10 m (Please visit: htttp://www.powercastco.com for detailed product specifications.) [42].
It makes them suitable for implementation in low-powered applications such as WUSNs, Radio
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Frequency Identification (RFID) and Internet of Underground Things (IOUT) [46,47]. WPCN,
when deployed in WUSNs or IOUTs, has its own implementation challenges. As WDs are buried
underground, the received energy can be very low because of reduced signal power (attenuation) in an
underground environment [7]. This can cause severe performance degradation and unfairness between
the devices [48,49]. This degradation of signals due to an unfavorable sub-surface environment
has been studied in detail in the literature [6,50–53]. This literature investigates this problem by
proposing different underground channel models based on Magnetic Induction (MI), EM, and acoustic
technologies. However, it is out of the scope of this paper to discuss these techniques.

Another WUSN challenge is the joint transfer of E&I. It is important because information and
energy are interrelated as underground WDs are required to harvest enough energy by WPT before
transmitting the information. To that end, a WPT-related technology to wirelessly energize a sensor
node known as Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) [24,54] is also
reviewed. Unlike traditional WPT, SWIPT simultaneously transfers information and power in the
same signal instead of transferring power only. Moreover, energy transfer and communication channel
may share the common channel which can cause co-channel interference. In coming sections, we have
discussed both WPT and SWIPT techniques of wireless transfer of energy.

2.1. WPCN Model

Figure 2 shows the components of WPCN [55]. The basic building blocks of WPCN consist of:
Energy Nodes (EN), which transmits energy; WDs, which harvest energy; Access Points (APs), which
receives information and energy from WDs. ENs sends the energy to WDs in down-link, and WDs use
this energy to send information by communicating with the APs in an uplink (Figure 2a).

Figure 2. Wireless Powered Communication Network (WPCN) models with different transmitter and
receiver schemes: (a) Physically different energy transmitter and information receiver, (b) Energy
transmitter and information receiver co-located in same physical entity, (c) out-of-band transmission of
information and energy and (d) full-duplex transmission of energy and information.

Normally, ENs and APs are separated [56]; however, they can be combined in a single device also
known as Hybrid APs (HAP) as shown in (Figure 2b). HAP has an advantage of being cost-efficient
in terms of production, operation, coordination and management of Energy and Information (E&I)
transfer in a network. However, it can also introduce unfairness into the network. For example,
in (Figure 2b), WD3 will harvest less energy as compared to WD4 because of the distance. On the
contrary, in Figure 2a, WD2 will harvest less energy from EN1 than WD1; however, it will also require
less energy for communication because of less distance to AP. The circuitry for E&I transfer is different.
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For example, sensitivity of received signal power, sent by HAP, for information receiver is −60 dBm
and that for energy receiver is −10 dBm [42]. Therefore, a practical WPT-based WD has two antennas:
one for harvesting energy and other for transmitting information. Similarly, HAP with combined
energy transmitter and information receiver also have two sets of antennas.

The E&I transmission can either be done in-band or out-band. Out-band means using different
frequencies for transmission to eliminate interference; however, it has to satisfy the additional
constraints imposed by Federal Communication Commission (FCC) on its operational frequency.
In-band means same frequency band for E&I transmission, which suffers from co-channel interference
especially in the HAP case. This can be solved by using full-duplex WDs and full duplex HAPs.
Full-duplex, in the current context, refers to the ability of HAP to simultaneously transmit energy
and information. This duplex operation also enables WDs to harvest energy from its own transmitted
information. This phenomenon is known as self-energy recycling and is shown in Figure 2c [57].
Similarly, full-duplex HAP has the ability to cancel the high self-interference (Figure 2d), which arises
due to energy transmission and severely affects information decoding.

2.2. Key WPCN Technologies

The performance of WPCN is limited by the low efficiency and range of WPT. There are some
techniques that can be used to enhance the performance of WPCNs. This section discusses those
techniques. These technologies can be used to extend the operation of WPCN to make it a viable
solution for a broader set of applications.

2.2.1. Energy Beamforming

WPT in LOS links uses conventional large antennas with large aperture (dish or horn antennas).
However, in an IOUT/WUSN environment with mobile application and dynamically changing
environment, a more suitable solution is to use an electronically steered array antenna with energy
beamforming enabled [42,58]. Energy beamforming superimposes the weighted signals from different
antennas at Energy Receivers (ERs). One requirement, to maximize the level of received signal, is to
have complete Channel State Information (CSI). The CSI includes magnitude and phase shift from
transmit to receive antenna of ERs. Figure 3c shows one of the methods for CSI at Energy Transmitters
(ETs) is via froward-link (ET to ER) training and reverse-link (ER to ET). This training design of WPT
channel is limited by energy available to ER for channel estimation and sending feedback rather than
bandwidth/time. Hence, accuracy of CSI knowledge at ET is highly dependent upon the energy
used by ERs for the channel estimation and feedback, i.e., more available energy will result in more
accurate CSI. However, energy cost at ER can increase the energy gain at ET, especially for the ET with
a large number of antennas because CSI overhead increases with the increase in antennas. Therefore,
reverse-link training seems a more feasible option where ER sends a training signal in reverse, and ET
determines the CSI. This procedure saves ER from channel estimation and feedback, and training
overhead is not dependent on the number of antennas. In addition to energy constraints of ER,
WPT training design may also face challenges of hardware processing abilities, e.g., having sensors
with not enough base-band processing units for estimating CSI [59,60].
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3. Major performance improving mechanisms for WPCNs; energy transfer is denoted
by green lines and information by red lines: (a) wireless powered cooperative communication,
(b) wireless powered cooperative communication joint scheduling for communication and energy
transfer and (c) energy beamforming.

2.2.2. Joint Communication and Energy Scheduling

In WPCN, communication and energy transmission are dependent on each other. EN makes
energy requirements from WDs to transmit downlink energy as per demand of WDs.
Similarly, the uplink information transmitted by WD is highly constrained by available energy from
WPT energy harvesting. Given this interdependence of E&I transmission, there is a need of combined
scheduling to prevent co-channel interference for an efficient system. As shown in Figure 3a, there are
multiple frequency-time resource blocks available to WPCN, which can be scheduled dynamically to
HAP (for energy transmission) or WDs (for information transmission). Multiple factors are considered
for the scheduling such as communication requests, channel conditions, battery conditions and fairness
among WDs. For example, because WD2 separated from HAP at large distance, more resources can be
allocated to WD2 than other WDs to ensure fairness (Figure 3a). This resource allocation method can
also be used for WPCN with separate EN and AP. Although it seems effective, dynamic scheduling is
very challenging to implement because of temporal dependence of wireless channels and cause–effect
relation between WPT and future wireless communication techniques [61].
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2.2.3. Wireless Powered Cooperative Communication

Wireless powered cooperative communication is a collaborative mechanism where users,
i.e., WDs, share their resources with other WDs. The resources could be energy, time and collaboration
with neighboring APs. In Figure 3b, user close to HAP, WD1, shares its energy and time to transmit
by relaying data transmission for distant user WD2. The relay protocol can be designed with three
time slots: one for downlink transmission from HAP to WD1, a second one for WD2 sending data
to WD1, and a third one for W1 sending a message with its own and WD2 data to HAP. In this way,
a long-distant node can overcome the disadvantage of having short-range. To ensure fairness, WD1

can be compensated by allowing more time to transmit because cooperation enables HAP to devote
more time to communication than WPT [62]. This cooperation can be extended from communication
to energy, i.e., WD1 transmitting available excess energy to WD2. This cooperation mechanism makes
the WPCN a low-cost and efficient system for communication and energy harvesting [63].

2.2.4. Future Research Considerations

In addition to the above methods, there are other important areas in WPCN, which can be further
studied for improvement of the overall system. Some of those are discussed below:

Green WPCN [55,64]: In WPCN, EN draws their energy from fixed aboveground energy sources.
There is a potential to improve WPCN significantly by combining WPT-based energy harvesting
methods with green and sustainable energy sources. Figure 4a shows the architecture of green WPCN.
It can be seen that energy harvesting methods can be implemented at EN and WD. WDs can harvest
energy from renewable energy sources and store them in rechargeable batteries. When there is enough
renewable energy at WDs, ENs can stop transmitting energy because of battery constraint. On the
contrary, WPT methods can be used when energy is not enough at WDs. With hybrid energy sources,
i.e., fixed and renewable energy sources, the challenge is to change operation modes and using less
amount of fixed energy source without degradation in communication performance. An optimal green
WPCN depends on many factors: intensity of renewable energy, wireless channel and battery state.

Cognitive WPCN [55]: In practical implementations, WPCNs are expected to co-exist with various
communication networks, which can lead to co-interference when they are simultaneously operating in
same frequency bands. For example, in Figure 4b, there are two networks: a traditional communication
network and a WPCN. WPCN can cause interference at WD3, and similarly AP, can cause interference
at HAP in WPCN, while decoding information. Note that in case of interference from AP to HAP,
HAP harvests energy from AP for the use of WD1 and WD2. Therefore, with limited available
spectrum of frequencies, WPCN must be able to cognitively share the spectrum with other networks.
A cognitive WPCN can be cooperative or non-cooperative. A cooperative cognitive WPCN and existing
network can work similarly as a traditional primary/secondary setup of cognitive radio network where
cognitive WPCN (secondary network) operates in the most optimal way possible while not affecting
the operation of the existing network (primary network) [59,65]. A non-cooperative cognitive WPCN
works in a similar way, except that it prioritizes its own well-being and gives secondary consideration
to minimizing its effect on the primary network [66].

Transmission Range: Transmission range of devices is one of the important issues in WPT. It is
evident from the fact that a maximum of 50% energy efficiency is achieved in a far field region [67–69].
Some systems can achieve up to 90% of efficiency using the high antennas and microwave signals;
however, they are constrained by transmitter-receiver alignment, which requires both of them to be in
Line-of-Sight (LoS). Therefore, there is a need to design omni-directional antenna for WPT systems.
Moreover, WPT range in far field regions also needs to be investigated to enhance directivity and
efficiency of energy transmission.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) WPCN implementation using hybrid energy sources, (b) WPCN using cognitive radio to
efficiently use frequency spectrum.

2.3. SWIPT

SWIPT was first studied by [70] as a technology that stems out of various WPT technologies [71].
It allows simultaneous transmission of information and power (Figure 5) by exploiting the EM waves
emitted in WPT. There are three basic advantages of SWIPT [72]: (1) WDs in SWIPT are able to harvest
energy while receiving data, thus extending their lifetime; (2) it improves the transmission efficiency
from traditional Time Division Multiplexing Access (TDMA) methodology where information and
power are transmitted separately and finally, (3) SWIPT gives a controlled communication interference,
which is beneficial for EH.
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Reference [70] uses an ideal receiver to for EH and Information Retrieval (IR). Reference [73]
extended [70] by implementing SWIPT in for frequency selective channels with Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In [74] author uses two separate antenna circuits, i.e., one each for EH
and IR, and [75] uses asmart antenna and the concept of relaying in SWIPT Multiple Inputs Multiple
Outputs (MIMO). In [76], authors evaluate SWIPT EH capabilities in presence of multiple users. EH
with cognitive radios is studied in [77] where secondary radios harvest energy for primary users.
Reference [78] uses energy constrained relay nodes to perform communication between two devices.
However, practical SWIPT systems do not perform EH and IR using the same signal because of the
possibility of information loss from the same RF signal performing EH. Therefore, SWIPT either divides
the received signal into two separate parts (i.e., energy and information) or uses two different antennas
for both tasks [74].

An efficient SWIPT system warrants some changes in a wireless communication system. Along
with the traditional performance metrics (i.e., reception reliability and data rate) of a wireless
communication network, trade-off between harvested power energy and received information data is
an important factor to consider while evaluating SWIPT performance [70]. There are two major types of
SWIPT architectures (Figure 6): (1) Time Switching [75] and (2) Power Splitting [79]. In time switching
(Figure 6a), antenna at receiving node switches periodically between energy and information receiving
modes. In power splitting (Figure 6b), signal at receiver is separated into two separate streams of
information and energy.

Figure 5. Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) using static and mobile base
stations where arrow heads represent the direction of information and power flow. Idle users only
harvest energy from base stations. Active users transmit and receive energy and information.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. SWIPT Architecture: (a) Time Switching, (b) Power Splitting.

2.3.1. SWIPT-Enabled Wireless Systems

This section classifies SWIPT enabled wireless networks into the following types:

A WSN: In WUSNs or IOUTs, the underlying buried sensors are connected via some WSN.
The sensors have limited battery life. In some cases this network is huge, and it is almost
impossible or very difficult to replace the batteries [80]. SWIPT is an enabling technology that can
improve the WUSN/IOUT paradigm by prolonging the life of underlying WSN. The simultaneous
exchange of energy and information can increase the performance of systems where sensors are
frequently communicating with each other.

B Relayed Networks: Relay networks use intermediate nodes to transmit signal or data in
cooperative way. This improves performance by reducing fading and signal attenuation.
SWIPT can be applied to a relayed network to power up the relay nodes in an effort to compensate
them for helping in data transmission [81]. There are two types of scenarios in relayed networks
for energy harvesting: SWIPT-based and Multihop-based. In the former, both relay nodes and
source nodes harvest energy from each other whereas in the latter relay nodes are used to transfer
energy to remote nodes [72]. The SWIPT relays are also studied in the context of physical,
data and network layer where issues like relay operation, relay selection and power allocation,
are addressed.

C Cognitive Radio Networks: Cognitive network is a spectrum sharing network where high priority
users (primary users-PUs) share their underutilized spectrum with secondary users (SUs) such
that the SUs do not cause interference to the transmission of PUs. It aims to solve spectrum
scarcity [82]. SWIPT-based cognitive network [83–85] can increase the spectrum sharing and EH
efficiency. Extra energy from SUs can be utilized to transfer energy between PUs.

D Collaborative Mobile Clouds (CMC): CMC is a cooperative way of sharing multimedia content in
mobile computing in peer-to-peer manner [86]. In contrast to traditional cloud computing, CMC
consist of mobile terminals that collaborate and cooperate to complete a task in a distributed
manner. SWIPT can introduce energy efficiency to current CMC paradigm by allowing mobile
terminals to receive information and harvest energy simultaneously. Moreover, as transmitting
data consumes a large amount of energy, users may become selfish and do not join the network.
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SWIPT can be used as an incentive for the users to motivate them to join the CMC network, hence,
improving the overall performance of the network.

2.3.2. SWIPT Technologies

Implementation of SWIPT in wireless systems requires integration of multiple technologies.
This section discusses some of these state of the art technologies below:

A Multi-antenna Transmission: Limited communication is one of the major challenges in
SWIP-based wireless systems. To that end, multiple antennas can be used to increase the antenna
aperture and gain [72] higher communication frequency with multiple antenna arrangement in
small devices. One of the challenges in multiple antenna design is the co-channel interference
due to the presence of multiple users. Reference [74] attempts to solve this problem by block
diagonalization precoding. This technique selectively transmits data to receivers with no
interference only and energy to all other users.

B Resource Allocation: SWIPT resource allocation is the optimal allocation of the resources available
to the system. The resources for wireless systems include energy, time, bandwidth and space.
The dual function of a transmitted signal needs an optimum method of scheduling and power
allocation mechanisms. To that end, opportunistic power control uses the channel fading feature
to improve energy and information transmission. Moreover, higher gain users, which are
not transmitting the data, can be used to transfer power. Moreover, SWIPT systems can use
the interference signals to their favor by directing it towards power hungry nodes. In [87],
authors proposed resource allocation for SWIPT-based multi-user Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) systems, which maximizes the total information rate under the constraint
of minimum harvested energy. Reference [88] extends [87] by implementing a sub-optimal
resource allocation technique for OFDM to balance the downlink and uplink communication rate.
A SWIPT protocol is given in [89] for a massive MIMO antenna array system, which performs the
scheduling of sensor nodes on the basis of beam-domain channel distributions to increase the
transmission rate and decrease interference between the sensors.

C Signal Processing: Another concern for the SWIPT is the signal attenuation due to path loss when
distance is increased. Beamforming signal processing solutions [90–92] are presented as one of
the viable methods to solve this problem. In [92], a SWIPT-MIMO system uses multi-antenna
APs to collaboratively transmit a beam to multi-antenna active users. Reference [91] gives a
hybrid approach of SWIPT-beamforming combining both analogue and digital beamforming
for efficient energy harvesting. Moreover, received power over a SWIPT wireless system varies
over time; however, the goal is to keep the received signal power below some threshold. To that
end, energy modulation scheme can be used. In energy modulation, information can be encoded
in the energy signal to ensure continuous information transmission. Reference [93] presents a
modulation scheme, which uses multiple-antenna architecture to transfer an information encoded
energy signal.

2.3.3. Future Research Considerations

In an effort to improve a complex SWIPT technology, this section presents some of the areas that
are worth exploring in the context of SWIPT.

Mobility: Mobility is one of the desired features of SWIPT systems. The information transfer,
energy harvesting and status of the network is time-dependent. Therefore, mobility affects the wireless
channel, and it is not easy to obtain the channel information in a SWIPT system with mobility. To that
end, it is important to device efficient beam formers to solve the mobility issue.

Security: Increase in energy of transmitted signal is desirable because it enhances the energy
transfer from one source to destination. However, it also exposes various eavesdroppers stealing the
information and causing a serious security breach. Therefore, it is important to devise SWIPT systems
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that adapt their performance to the channel state by decreasing the signal power on the legitimate
channel while decreasing on a wiretap channel.

Multi-hop Networks: There is a trade-off between information transmission and energy harvesting
in relay networks [72], i.e., a relay node which is suitable for information transfer may not be good for
energy transfer. Therefore, optimal selection of relay node is an important issue in SWIPT. Network
coding allows increased data transmission for multiple receivers. It would be interesting to explore the
combination of SWIPT, network coding and multi-hop networks.

3. Energy Harvesting

Wireless methods have been studied for mobile and aboveground applications. However, one
of the challenges in this method is that an aboveground energy source must be available to provide
adequate energy when needed. For this purpose, either a separate facility can be build aboveground
or a flying object, e.g., Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), can be used as an energy carrier at site on the
regular basis. Moreover, efficiency of transferring power wirelessly is yet to be understood completely.
On the contrary, energy harvesting is a promising solution as an energy harvester can be deployed
underground. This energy harvester can use existing vibration sources, e.g., agricultural machinery
and vehicles on road); hence, it requires no separate and dedicated aboveground facility [60,94].

As per the International Energy Agency (IEA), the energy demands of the world are mainly
fulfilled by non-renewable fossil fuels. With the world’s energy demand incessantly increasing,
these non-renewable resources are also being depleted and expected to exhaust in few years [95,96].
Besides the environmental drawbacks of using fossil fuels, such as pollution, being harmful to
human health, greenhouse gas emissions are also an important issue to consider while using these
resources [97]. Therefore, it is important to shift the energy supply from fossil fuels to renewable and
sustainable energy resources [98]. To that end, this section reviews the energy harvesting methods
from renewable and sustainable energy resources.

WUSN’s research mainly focuses on achieving advance functionalities within constrained energy
and battery capacities. It is important to distinguish between energy sources and harvesting techniques
in order to understand the energy harvesting paradigm completely. Energy sources are the natural and
environmental phenomenon that one can use to harvest energy, e.g., radiant energy sources, kinetic
energy sources. Next, we discuss some of the important energy sources that can be used to extract
energy in WUSN [99,100].

3.1. Energy Harvesting Sources

3.1.1. Kinetic Energy Sources

Kinetic energy is the energy generated from motion. It is the work required for moving an object
of a certain mass from rest to a certain speed. Kinetic energy may take number of forms such as
vibrations and air or water flows. Some of these are discussed below:

Vibrations: Different manufacturing machines, mechanical stress and sound wave machines
produce vibrations when used in various applications. The vibrations produce high-density energy, and
devices used for producing energy are readily available off-the-shelf. The methods using these sources
are majorly based on piezoelectric, electrostatic and electromagnetic effect [101,102]. These solutions
use vibrations to generate electrical energy through two sub-systems: (1) a mass-spring system that
transforms vibration into motion between two elements, and (2) a mechanical-to-electrical converter
that changes the motion to electrical energy using any of the above mentioned effects. Vehicle vibrations
are used as source of kinetic energy [103] and may also power on-board sensors [46,104]. For example,
in [105], the authors propose a prototype design for energy harvesting in roadway pavements using
the vibration produced by vehicles passing from speed bumps. Kinetic energy from human, e.g.,
energy from heart-beats [106], is also used to generate energy.
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Air or Water Flows: One of the oldest methods to extract energy from natural resources such as
air and water is by using windmills and hydroelectric turbines. Turbines transform a regular flow
to rotational movement that powers the electromagnetic generator. Physical properties of turbine
(e.g., number of blades, type of blades and axis of rotation) affect the amount of energy harvested.
For example, for high-speed flows, few short blades work well, and for low-speed flows, a large
number of long and wide blades serve the purpose. Due to low robustness and high maintenance
costs, they are limited to specific applications. A system for self sustained fire-monitoring in the forest
was designed by [107]. It uses a microwind turbine generator for energy harvesting. The output of
wind turbine used by [107] depends upon the area, cube of wind speed and air density. The contact
area of the wind turbine was 28.3 cm and the radius of its blade was 3 cm. They were able to harvest a
power of 7.7 mW for the lowest wind speed of 3 m s−1. A vertical-axis water turbine is used by [9,108]
for energizing IOUT nodes in the application of water pipe monitoring.

3.1.2. Radiant Energy Sources

Radiant energy is the energy of electromagnetic waves. The most common radiant energy
example is solar energy. Solar energy is an abundant, clean and readily available energy source.
Photovoltaic cells, also known as solar cells, are used to extract energy from the EM radiations below
the infrared spectrum. These cells work on the principle of photoelectric effect. Photoelectric effect
is the phenomenon in which EM radiations, after hitting the material, emit electrons. The cell’s
material (e.g., Monocrystalline, Polycrystalline and Amorphous) plays an important role in efficiency,
form actor and cost. Efficiency also depends on the load and operating temperature of the cell.
For example, a cell generates maximum power with a load of 10,000 Ω. under office lightning and
1000Ω. under PowerLED torch. A solar cell incorporates Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)
module to take advantage of this phenomenon. MPPT keeps a record of output power and applies the
required load to optimize the performance. Radiant energy harvesting sources are popular because of
their off-shelf availability and low cost. However, their performance relies heavily on duration and
intensity of light. Some of the examples of energy harvesting using radiant sources for IOUT are given
in [109], which designs an automated irrigation system using solar cells.

Solar energy harvesting is most suitable for outdoor implementations; however, some indoor
implementations for hospitals and stadiums, etc., are also presented in [110]. For outdoor settings,
Reference [111] extends the life of agricultural sensor nodes using the combination of wireless
technology and solar energy. The achieved significant performance increases by combining solar
energy and wireless communication technology. Similarly, Reference [112] also uses solar energy
harvesting to propose an efficient energy management technique. They achieved minimum network
delay and optimal throughput through this management technique.

Many solar EH implementations differ on the basis of solar cells and battery type. Some of
the platforms include Batteryless Solar Harvester (BLSH) [113], Long-Term Solar Powered Node
(LTSN) [114] and Micro-Scale Indoor Light (MSIL) energy harvesting system [115]. Reference [116]
reviews solar energy based harvesting solutions. The wide availability of solar energy makes it an
ideal option to be used in WSNs [117,118]. Many of the approaches are adaptive in nature and change
their transmission range [119], routing [120], MAC [121] and scheduling [122] in order to adapt to solar
energy harvesting. There are many other approaches [123,124], which ensure energy optimization and
prolonged life of the network.

3.1.3. Energy from RF Transmission

RF energy harvesters are reliable, controllable, predictable and are available in both indoor
and outdoor environments, which makes them more suitable than a solar energy harvester for
some applications [125]. However, they have relatively low power density, i.e., 0.2 nW cm−1 −
1 μW cm−1 [126] and harvest a very low amount of energy, which makes them unsuitable for
applications with a large number of nodes expecting low energy consumption [127].
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There has been widespread use of cellular stations, WiFi networks and FM radios in recent
years. This motivated the energy extraction from available RF transmissions [128]. The major
component of RF-energy harvesting is the use of rectenna. Rectenna is a special type of antenna
that converts the energy from electromagnetic waves into electrical energy [129]. Historically, the first
microwave rectenna was introduced by Raytheon in 1964 [130], and it was first used to convert solar
power to electrical power in 1972 [131]. Rectennas have been used for transmission of microwave
power [132] and satellite power to analyze the performance of a rectenna array [133]. It consists
of an antenna for capturing waves in the from of AC current, and a rectifying circuit to perform
AC-DC conversion [134,135]. Multiple antenna types and rectifying circuits have been used in order
to design an efficient antenna. Multiband and broadband rectennas have been discussed in [136].
Lack of mechanical process in conversion of RF transmissions into electrical current make it a highly
robust technique.

RF energy harvesting is gaining momentum [137]. Some of the studies are very
encouraging [125,138,139] while some are pessimistic [140–142]. A single frequency GSM base station
provides the power density of 0.1 mW m−1 to 1 mW m−1 to users in its proximity [142]. For a total
GSM downlink frequency band, it increases the power density up to the factor of 1 to 3 [143].
However, for WLAN, lower power densities were observed (i.e., one order of magnitude lower) [140].
It shows that both, WLAN and GSM, fail to provide enough energy unless a large antenna is being
used. This can be complicated in routing and scheduling decisions [137]. However, improvements are
possible and more energy can be harvested using beam steering approaches at transmitter and efficient
antenna design at the receiver [140]. Moreover, use of rectenna can provide stable DC electricity for
the electric field ranging from 0.5 V m−1 to 1 V m−1.

3.1.4. Thermal Energy Sources

Internal energy of an object under thermodynamic equilibrium is known as thermal energy.
Thermal energy can be harvested using Thermo Electric Generators (TEG). TEG work on the principle
of Seebeck’s effect given by Thomas Seebeck. Seebeck effect is the phenomenon that generates a
voltage difference from the temperature difference between conductors/semi-conductors. Basically,
a connection point of two metal elements (connected in series) is brought into contact with a hot spot
to generate electrical energy as voltage. An important issue with the Seebeck effect is that it produces
very low output voltage. Most of the electrical circuits are unable to operate at that voltage. To that
end, more metal elements are connected in series to increase the output power [144].

Although the Seebeck effect is a very old technique (more than a decade), researchers have
started investigating solutions based on this technique because devices, circuits, processors and
system-on-chips (SoC) have a low power consumption [145,146]. Therefore, thermoelectric harvesters
found their application as voltage sources [60,147]. The temperature of pyroelectric harvesters
continuously changes; therefore, they use the material with ability to generate temporary voltage.
Absence of mechanical motion makes these thermal harvesters robust and prolongs their lifetime
without any maintenance. References [108,148] developed self-powered WUSN underground nodes,
which harvest energy from the environment. Similarly, an underground health monitoring system
for oil, gas and water pipes generates energy by leveraging thermal sources such as hot water and
steam [149,150].

There have been efforts made to harvest energy from thermal sources. For example, the human
body can generate power of around 30 μW cm−1 [151]. This energy can be used as an energy
source for wearable devices in the healthcare sector. Thermal energy harvesting is being used in
many fall detection systems for elderly people [144]. Some hybrid energy harvesting approaches
combining thermal and energy sources are reported in [152–154]. Similarly, in [155], thermal and
optical energy harvesting is combined by fabricating a micro-TEG (μ-TEG) and a solar cell on a single
chip. Reference [156] propose a special antenna design, nanoantenna, to harvest thermal energy from
an automobile exhaust system.
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4. Energy Harvesting Techniques

4.1. EM-Based Approach

According to Faraday’s Law of Electromagnetic (EM) Induction, an electric voltage is generated
by any conductor that moves towards a magnetic field. EM-based approaches use Faraday’s
Law of EM induction [157]. Wireless power transfer (WPT) is being accomplished using RF over
long-ranges. RF energy transfer enables wireless transfer of energy form power source to remote
devices using electromagnetic waves as a medium [43,59]. Due to characteristics of EM waves, it has
added advantage of energy transfer over long distance over other competing technologies [43,158].
EM harvesters are reliable, require no external voltage source and suffer from lower mechanical
damping. However, they also suffer from rapid power dissipation as they travel in space resulting
in very low end-to-end energy transfer, e.g., few watt of transmitted power will be received as few
microwatt or milliwatt.

EM-based energy transfer method has been regarded as one of the possible ways of transferring
energy for a very long time. However, it has recently been proved to be feasible because of reduction in
power requirements of modern electronic devices, which according to Koomey’s law [159], will further
decrease in the future (by the factor of 10,000 over the next 20 years) [160,161]. This explosive decrease
in power calls for rethinking and redesigning wireless networks.

In [158,162], authors have proposed an EM-based wireless powered sensor network (WPSN) that
uses a power beacon to transfer energy to a sensor node. An efficient WPSN uses adaptive energy
beamforming to change the direction of a microwave beam towards a sensor node in real-time. They
proposed two algorithms: (1) a beamforming algorithm, which adapts to received power, and (2) an
adaptive algorithm for controlling duty cycle. The purpose of the duty cycle algorithm is to prevent
sensor nodes from depleting their energy. A testbed is created, which consists of one power beacon and
one sensor node. WPSN protocol, beamforming and duty-cycle control algorithms are implemented in
the testbed. The power beacon comprised six dipole antennas, six universal software radio peripherals
(USRPs), an OctoClock, an Ethernet switch and a laptop. They conducted detailed experiments on the
testbed and empirically evaluated the feasibility of multi-antenna WPSNs. The beamforming algorithm
was able to receive 6 times more power than any random beamforming technique. The results also
showed that the efficiency of the EM-based energy transfer (using RF), along with the applying
beamforming, is directly proportional to the number of antennas used. This is because beamforming in
large number of antennas makes the microwave beam sharper, resulting in better end-to-end efficiency.
However, they considered only one sensor node for their experiments.

In [163], authors have developed EM harvesters, which have an energy conversion efficiency of
65 % and generate power of 22.5 μW at 10 Hz. Another study [157] developed a 4.5 × 4.5 × 1 mm3 EM
harvester, which delivers 20.9 μV. Byung et al. [164] developed a self-powered system consisting of
a permanent magnet, a planar spring and a copper coil. It was able to generate a power of 1.52 mW.
Similarly, another self-powered EM harvesting system is developed in [165], which has the capability
of generating 140 mW. This system was used in portable electronic devices. A bi-stable EM vibration
energy harvester is developed by Podder et al., which generates a power of 22 μW at the frequency of
35 Hz [166].

In [167], a WPSN has been extended using multi-nodes multi-antenna. The system consists of
multiple sensor nodes and a power beacon. The power beacon has multiple transmitting antennas,
and each sensor node is equipped with a receiving antenna. The sensor uses this antenna to harvest
energy from the power beacon. There is no other power source, except power beacon, for the sensor
nodes. The beamforming algorithm enables the power beacon (connected to the power grid) to
divide the microwave and direct them towards multiple sensor nodes for simultaneous charging.
Two types of beamforming algorithms are used: (1) Time-sharing (TS) and (2) Beam-splitting (BS).
For TS, the energy beam from the beacon is concentrated towards a single sensor for charging, and
this beam is shared between all sensors in different time slots, hence maximizing the power of one
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sensor node at a time. In BS, a single beam is shared between multiple sensor nodes to charge
them simultaneously, achieving a Pareto optimal point in the region of received power. BS performs
better than the TS. The technique aims to solve the problem of sending power to multiple nodes and
prolonging their operation.

4.2. MI-Based Approach

MI-based WUSNs were introduced in [1,6], which uses magnetic antennas implemented
as coils. Magnetic Induction (MI)-based communication systems have gained popularity in
recent years. Battery life is an important issue in IOUT, and many nodes require to be charged
wirelessly. Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) of traditional WSNs can be directly implemented in
IOUT; however, few changes will be required because of difference in medium and transceiver design
(as coils are used instead of antenna). Alignment of coils also plays an important role in transfer
efficiency [61,168].

MI-based schemes are famous for Near-Field Communication (NFC) [169], WPT,
and IOUT [7,46,47,63]. These works study the design of point-to-point MI-based information
transmission. For example, [170] performs the channel characterization of point-to-point transmission.
There have been many efforts to extend a point-to-point MI-based transmission system into
multiple transmitters [63,171], receivers [172] and even relays [7,173]. MI-based networks involving
multiple transceivers and relays have also been in analyzed in underground WSNs [174]. Various
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) methods are used in different configurations of MI-based
WPT and communication systems [58,175].

In [176], a MI-based SWIPT system with a three-coil transmitter and multiple single-coil receiver
has been proposed. It divides the number of users into two groups: data receivers (DRs) and power
receivers (PRs). From a pool of receiver devices, it randomly selects a device as a DR to receive
information and uses the transmitter signal for WPT to PRs (remaining users). It further investigates
two beamforming problems: (1) maximization of total power received for PRs (a max-sum problem)
and (2) maximization of minimum power received among all PRs (max-min problem). High gains were
observed in the received power as compared to the baseline technique, which validates the accuracy of
proposed accuracy mechanism. However, there is a need of studying MI transmitter with more than
three coils.

4.3. Vibration-Based Approach

Vibrations can be defined as the mechanical oscillation of an object whose equilibrium has
been disturbed. These oscillations can be shown in any of the two functions of an object: (1)
displacement and (2) frequency. Another method of energy harvesting uses the vibration sources from
the environment. Vibration EHs are able to convert mechanical vibration into electricity to power
up low-powered electrical equipment [177]. Vibration energy harvesters use energy sources such as
sun [178], biomass [179] and wind [180] to harvest energy. Vibration energy harvesting has many
advantages in WSNs. Some of these include: (1) no requirement of voltage source, (2) highly efficient
power generation, (3) producing high power voltage, (4) suitable for using with resonant devices and
(5) quick response time. Some of the studies [19,38,39] have considered vibration energy harvesting
in the application of WUSNs. These solutions have been sought as promising alternatives to battery
replacement [181,182].

This method is based on piezoelectric effect where vibrations due to stress are converted to
electricity. The main challenge in this technology is to extract enough energy needed to fulfill the
energy requirement of a certain application. Furthermore, piezoelectric is frequency dependent,
therefore, to generate the desired power it should be set on a right frequency. Another challenge using
vibration harvesting is having a wide range of frequency in the environment. It is difficult to get
the right frequency, from this wide range, which can generate highest power. The amount of power
generated by vibration energy harvesting method has been investigated by many studies [183–186].
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In WUSNs/IOUT, vibration energy can be generated from several sources. It depends upon the
WUSN application. For example, for an agricultural IOUT, these sources can be seeders, harvesters,
irrigation systems and other machinery. the vibration generated by this equipment, above the ground,
should propagate underground reaching buriedpiezoelectric energy harvesters. The amount of power
generated is then dependent upon the intensity of vibration reached at deployment depth. Therefore,
it is very important to understand and study mechanisms of wave propagation from the soil and other
underground mediums.

In [187,188], authors perform a three-step theoretical analysis and propose a mathematical model
for estimating the amount of power generated by an underground vibration energy harvester, buried at
some depth (dh), in response to the amount of vibration generated by the above-ground vibrating
object. First, they formulate the intensity of vibration generated. Second, they model how most of
that vibration propagates to the soil. Finally, the amount of energy generated from this UG vibration
and energy harvester is captured. Figure 7a illustrates the procedure. They tested their research on
an agricultural setup by performing various experiments in South Central Agricultural Laboratory,
one of the agricultural research divisions (ARD) near Clay Center, Nebraska. Figure 7b shows the
schematic of the devices for the experiments. The intensity and frequency of vibration is measured
for agricultural machinery. The agricultural machinery are the frequently used center pivot irrigation
system and the four-wheeler used in farms. These vibrations were measured at varying depths to
measure the feasibility of UG energy harvesting. Three DLP-TILT-G accelerometer sensors were
used for the experiments (see Figure 7b). As a result of the experiments, a maximum output power
of 17 mW was calculated. However, this power might not be achieved practically. For example,
in one of the studies [183], the energy harvester achieved 3.5 mW. For the practical purpose of
generating energy form a vibration harvester, high acceleration is required from the vibration
sources (seeders, harvesters and sprayers). Furthermore, there is need of further advancement and
investigation in vibration energy harvesting for studying environmental conditions, e.g., rain and
temperature changes, and their impacts.

(a)

Figure 7. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 7. Vibration energy harvester: (a) source for the vibration is on the surface with energy harvester
deployed in the soil, (b) deployment in agriculture field.

Future Research Considerations

This section presents some of the areas that are worth exploring in the context of Energy
Harvesting approaches.

Generic Harvester: Harvesting energy from multiple sources is a challenging task that needs more
advanced power management techniques. To this end, it is important to develop a plug-n-play energy
harvesting method, which uses multiple energy sources to harvest energy. Such generic harvesters
may even eliminate the energy storage systems.

Efficient Networking Protocol: Research in WUSN has mostly been focused on efficient
networking protocol [189]. A good EH approach can shift this focus from energy-efficient to
information centric protocols.

Simulation Environment: To the best of our knowledge, there is no simulation environment
for evaluating energy harvesting in WUSN. Such simulation environment would help in prediction
performance of EH approaches in large-scale deployment of WUSNs.

Auxiliary Energy Storage: Large-scale WUSNs affect different parameters of batteries,
e.g., charge cycles, self-discharge and environmental conditions. Therefore, it is important
for researchers to analyze and improve the performance of rechargeable batteries.
Moreover, battery-capacitor trade-off as a storage device is also an important area to improve.

Miniaturization: Large-scale WUSNs along-with heavy and bulky energy harvesting systems
increase the deployment costs several times, which is not feasible when the budget is low. Therefore,
it is important to develop mini energy harvesting systems. Such miniaturized harvesting systems can
also be used to empower implants and for the monitoring of the human body.
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Abbreviations

APs Access Points
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
CSI Channel State Information
EH Energy Harvesting
EM Electromagnetic
EN Energy Nodes
ERs Energy Receivers
ETs Energy Transmitters
FCC Federal Communication Commission
HAP Hybrid APs
HBAN Human Body Area Network
IOUT Internet of Underground Things
LoS Line-of-Sight
MI Magnetic Induction
MIMO Multiple Inputs Multiple Outputs
NFC Near-Field Communication
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
RF Radio Frequency
RFID Radio Frequency Identification
SWIPT Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer
TDMA Time Division Multiplexing Access
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
WD Wireless Devices
WPCN Wireless Powered Communication Network
WPT Wireless Power Transfer
WSN Wireless Sensor Network
WUSNs Wireless Underground Sensor Networks
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Abstract: In recent years, there has been a significant increase in interest in applications of wireless
power transmission (WPT). The development of electromobility and consumer electronics creates a
need for newer and more effective systems for wireless charging. In spite of the unceasing progress
in the research area of wireless energy transmission systems, the significant problem of the motion
of the receiver has still not been solved. In this work, an innovative capacitive power transmission
(CPT) system with a sliding receiver has been proposed, which enables efficient energy transmission
regardless of the location of the receiver system relative to the transmitter system. The analysis
of the operating states of the considered system has been conducted with the use of an in-house
algorithm, in which the parameters of the equivalent circuit of the CPT system have been implemented.
The parameters have been determined by the finite element method (FEM) using the electric scalar
potential V. The system of capacitive power transmission was supplied from an E-class inverter.
Selected results of calculations of the considered system have been presented and discussed.

Keywords: capacitive power transfer (CPT) systems; wireless power transfer (WPT) systems; e-class
inverter; wireless resonance energy link system

1. Introduction

With the progress of the power electronics system, more and more attention is paid to the
development of wireless power transmission (WPT) [1,2]. Nowadays, many types of new and effective
WPT systems can be found in the open literature [3–5]. Particularly popular today are inductive power
transfer (IPT) systems, the operation principle of which is based on the transmission of electricity
through an alternating magnetic field and the use of the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction.
Unfortunately, due to the relatively high value of the leakage flux [6], deteriorating efficiency of
the system and problems related to electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), IPT systems are mostly
used in low power applications like mobile phones wireless charging [7]. However, the research is
underway on the applications of IPT systems for charging the batteries of high-power devices like,
for example, electric vehicles [8,9]. Currently, in the research concerning WPT, the capacitive power
transmission (CPT) systems are often considered in the open literature as an effective alternative
solution to IPT [10,11]. The most common structure of the CPT system consists of four separated
galvanic conductive plates and a circuit with appropriate parameters [12], the energy transfer is
achieved through the coupling capacitances of the plates working at a resonance condition forced by
the supply and receiver circuits. The indisputable advantage of CPT systems is the ability to transfer a
relatively large amount of energy over considerable distances while maintaining high transmission
efficiency [13]. This is possible due to the usage of dedicated compensation systems, which are made
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up of a set of inductors and capacitors in appropriate configuration and allow to increase the voltage
between capacitor plates [14,15]. The third group of WPT systems are newly developed systems
combining the features of both IPT and CPT approaches. An example proposition of such a system
has been discussed by Y. Achour and J. Starzyński in [16]. This kind of system can make a significant
contribution to the development of high-frequency WPT systems.

Analyzing the features of the systems discussed above, it could be noticed that all of them reach the
maximum efficiency at fixed relative positions between the receiver and transmitter, while maintaining
the same distance between them. Usually, the change of this relative position leads to deterioration of
the transmission efficiency. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find in the open literature systems in which a
change of the position of the receiver relative to the transmitter does not result in a significant decrease
in transmitting power and transmission efficiency. In the group of IPT systems in which energy
transmission proceeds due to capacitive coupling, i.e., CPT systems, the proposition presented in [17]
is particularly interesting. Authors of the work propose an application of two types of electrodes that
differ in length. This approach enables the possibility of movement of the receiving electrodes relative
to the transmitting ones without a coupling capacitance change. However, it should be noted, that in
this type of solution the receiving electrodes can be moved only along the length of the transmitting
electrodes. In the case of a change of the arrangement of electrodes along the width, the decrease
in capacitance can be observed, which directly results in a significant decrease of the efficiency of
the system.

In the present paper, a novel concept of a wireless capacitive power transfer system with sliding
receiver has been proposed. The system is characterized by a high value of transmission efficiency for
any (even accidental) arrangement of transmitting electrodes. Therefore, the proposed system can work
properly in any position of the receiving electrode relative to the transmitting electrode, i.e., for any
position both along the x- and y-axis. It also allows the receiving plate (electrode) to be rotated relative
to the transmitting one by any angle (Section 2). Moreover, it should also be noted, that contrary to
many solutions presented in open literature, the proposed CPT system contains of only two plates
(electrodes). Undoubtedly, this solution will be especially valued wherever a highly efficient power
transmission is required and the proper arrangement of the transmitting electrodes of the CPT system
is difficult to implement. The system discussed here has been designed primarily for charging mobile
devices such as smartphones and battery powered cordless screwdrivers. The basic configuration of
the elaborated CPT system with sliding receiver has been presented in Figure 1. The parameters of
equivalent CPT circuits were calculated on the basis of the field model of the capacitive power transfer.
The model as well as calculations were realized in ANSYS Maxwell. Results of field model calculations
have been then implemented in the authored software to analyze operating states of the CPT system
co-working with an E-class inverter [18]. In the paper, authors have limited themselves to discuss and
present the analysis of the impact of the plate arrangement on the value of transmitted power and
transmission efficiency. The results of simulation calculations for the selected operating state of the
proposed CPT system with sliding receiver are given. An analysis of the content of higher harmonics
was also carried out for the obtained current waveforms, i.e., supply current and receiver current.
The results of simulation calculations were compared with the results of the measurements obtained
for the prototype CPT system. In the paper, the influence of the rotation of electrodes relative to each
other is not taken into account.
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2. The Field Model of the Elaborated CPT System

In order to study the proposed capacitive power transmission system, the performance of the field
model has been developed in the professional finite element method (FEM) package ANSYS Maxwell.
The structure of the considered system has been shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The structural views of the proposed CPT system, (a) the bottom view of the transmitting
board; (b) the isometric view of the CPT system; (c) the top view of the CPT system; (d) with rotating
receiving plate.

The CPT system consists of two parallel transmission plates (A) and (B) i.e., a transmitting
(transmitter) and receiving plate (receiver), respectively, see Figure 2a,b. Both boards have been
made as double-layer printed circuit board (PCB) technology. Referring to the transmission plate (A),
its bottom layer made of copper, see Figure 2, is the cover of the transmission capacitor. Whereas
the upper layer covered by the path made of copper (Figure 2b) is the ground of the system (GND).
The receiving plate is also made as a two-layer plate, in which its bottom side with the conductive
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path is the GND layer, while the upper side of the plate (B) is the second of the transmission capacitor
linings. The dimensions of the transmitting plate (A) are 330 mm × 230 mm while the receiving plate
(B) is 130 mm× 110 mm. The bottom view of the elaborated model is shown in Figure 3.
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The developed system was designed to supply receivers of arbitrary position of the receiver
relative to the transmitter. In order to maximize the transmission efficiency and the resultant capacity
value between the plates, it was decided to use a contact connection of layers constituting the ground
of the system (GND).

In the work, as mentioned earlier, to determine the value of the resultant capacitance Cs between
the plates of the considered system and the capacitances constituting the parasitic capacitances
Cp, i.e., the capacitances between the linings of the transmission capacitor and the layers (linings)
constituting the GND layer of the system, professional software was used in which to analyze the
electrostatic field the popular FE method was implemented using the formulation of the electric
potential V. The capacitance values obtained in the software as a function of the position of the receiver
relative to the transmitter are given in Section 4.
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The last element of the system is the receiver, which is represented by the resistance Ro. In contrary
to standard CPT systems, the proposed system uses the contact surface S1 instead of the coupling back
capacitance. The authors decided on such a solution due to the possibility of lowering the resonant
frequency of the power supply system by increasing the equivalent capacitance coupling the system.
All capacitances included in the transmission circuit are variable due to fluctuations caused by the
change of the position of the receiver system board relative to the transmitter board.

The presence of Cp1 and Cp2 parasitic capacitances negatively affects the efficiency of energy
transmission. Total leveling of these capacitances is unfortunately impossible. By using solutions such
as limiting parallel surfaces or reducing the width of layers constituting the ground of the CPT system,
it was only possible to limit the values of the considered capacitances to a minimum. The simulation
that has been carried out as a part of the study takes into account the presence of parasitic capacities of
the transmission system, as well as their variability depending on the position of the receiver relative
to the transmitter. The operation of the system is based on the resonance phenomenon, which enables
compensation of the coupling capacitance of the system. Formulas that allow to determine the value of
resonance parameters are presented in Section 4.

4. Determining the Resonance Circuit’s Parameters

For the purpose of calculation of individual parameters of the supply system, the circuit from
Figure 4 has been brought to the simpler form and shown in Figure 5.
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In order to obtain resonance state between Lr and Cs it is necessary to perform the following
calculations. According to the circuit theory, the resultant coupling capacitance Cs value has been
obtained by using Equation (1):

Z− = R + jXLr − jXCs = jXLr +
(− jXCp1)·(− jXCg +

− jXCp2Ro
Ro− jXCp2

)

− jXCg +
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(1)

in which R can be calculated as follows:
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where XLr is the reactance of the resonance inductor Lr, XCs is the reactance of the resultant capacitor
Cs, XCp1 and XCp2 are the reactances of the parasitic capacitors Cp1 and Cp2, respectively, XCg is the
reactance of the coupling capacitor Cg, R is the resistance of the equivalent circuit (i.e., the resistance
seen by the inverter resulting from bringing the circuit in Figure 4 into equivalent circuit as shown in
Figure 5) and ω is the pulsation of the resonance circuit.

The inappropriate value of load resistance results in non-optimal conditions of the transistor
switching circuit. We can distinguish three fundamental working states of the circuit: optimal,
sub-optimal and non-optimal [18]. Due to fluctuations of the resultant capacitance Cs in case of
movement of the receiver board, the considered circuit has been designed to operate in sub-optimal
and optimal states. The value of the optimal resistance value has been calculated as follow:

Ro =
1

η·ω·Cs·
(
Q− π·(π2−4)

16

) (3)

In Equation (3), η is the estimated value of system transmission efficiency adopted for the purpose
of the design (in the design process the value η was assumed to be 0.95) and Q is the loaded quality
factor at the operating frequency of circuit. In the work, it has been assumed that the value of the QL

coefficient is equal to 10 [19–21]. According to [21] the choice of value of QL ≈ 10 enables to construct
the inverter, which is characterized by low value of power losses. Moreover, due to application of
the condition of QL > 7, for switch-on duty ratio value D = 0.5; the waveform of the load current Io is
similar in shape to the sine wave that results in a low value of higher harmonic distortion [20,21].

The value of transmitted power to the receiver can be calculated by usage of previously calculated
optimal values of the load resistance and following relation [22]

Po =
8·U2

d

(π2 + 4)·Ro
(4)

The value of the inductance for the resonance circuit can be calculated by following formula:

Lr =
Q·R
ω

(5)

Besides the parameters of the resonance and transmitting circuit, it is necessary to specify the
parameters of the supplying inverter. The Equations (6)–(8) enable to determine the values of inductance
for the choke Ld. and the output capacitance CT of the transistor T1, i.e.,

T =
1
f

(6)

Ld =
Ud·T
2·ΔId

(7)

CT =
Po

π·U2
d·ω
·η (8)

where ΔId is the maximum pulsation of the input current Id, T is the switching period of the inverter
and f is the switching frequency of the inverter.

In order to simplify the calculation and shorten the convergence time, additional values of
the output capacitance and the series resistance of transistors, inductors and also capacitors can be
neglected. In this work, due to the high complexity of the issue, the equivalent series resistance (ESR)
of designed transmitting capacitor has not been considered.
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5. Selected Results

In this work, to determine values of parameters as well as to conduct the analysis of discussed
CPT system, the field model presented in Section 2 was used. At first, the calculations of values of
coupling capacitances and parasitic capacitances were performed for different locations of receiving
board relative to the transmitting board, starting from “0” (see Figure 2c). According to Equation (9)
resultant parasitic capacitance Cp is equal to the sum of parasitic capacitances Cp1 and Cp2.

Cp = Cp1 + Cp2 (9)

Obtained results in the form of 3D plots of coupling capacitance Cg and resultant parasitic
capacitance Cp are presented in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
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In Figure 6 the relation between the coupling capacitance Cg and the relative position of receiving
board in relation to transmitter has been given. By analyzing Figures 6 and 7 it can be concluded that
the extremum for coupling capacitance Cg is located in the middle of the transmitting board, whereas
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for the resultant parasitic capacitance Cp it is on the borders of the transmitting board. The range of
capacitance changes is equal to 12.4 pF (2.4%) and 27.7 pF (24.2%) for coupling capacitance Cg and
resultant parasitic capacitance Cp, respectively. The equivalent capacitance Cs describing the resultant
capacitance of the transmitting system has been shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The 3D plot of the resultant coupling capacitance Cs as a function of the relative position.

The relationship presented in Figure 8 shows that the highest values of the resultant capacity
Cs are obtained for positions where the center of the receiving system board is located at a distance
corresponding to approximately 1/4 of the length of the transmitter from the outer borders in the y
direction for the adopted reference system and half of the length of the plate in the x direction of the
reference system.

In the next step of studies, the analysis of operating states of the CPT system co-working with
an E-class inverter has been performed. The results in form of 3D plots of transmitted power and
transmission efficiency have been shown in Figures 9 and 10. The calculation of the transmitted power
PT, the input electrical power Pd supplied to the CPT system and total efficiency ηt as a function of
receiver position have been calculated using the formulas:

PT =
1
T

T∫
0

RoI2
o (t)dt (10a)

Pd =
1
T

T∫
0

UdId(t)dt (10b)

ηt =
Pt

Pd
(10c)
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Figure 10. The 3D plot of the total efficiency as a function of the relative position of the receiver.

Changes in the values of transmitted power and transmission efficiency result directly from
fluctuation in the values of individual system capacitances. It can be seen that decreases in efficiency
of the CPT system (about 2%) are observed for the central location of the receiving board. However,
in this position it can be observed that the system obtains the maximum power values that can be
transferred between the transmitter and the receiver, obtaining values of 20.5 W. The highest values of
the system efficiency, as could be expected, are obtained for the positions of the receiver located at
one quarter of the distance from the outer borders of the transmitter for the adopted direction of the
reference system.

The last step of the research was to conduct a simulation in order to verify the current and
voltage waveforms on individual elements of the power supply circuit from Figure 4. Simulation
has been performed for the optimal working point, located approximately a quarter of the length of
the transmitter from the outer borders in y direction for the adopted reference system and half of the
length of the plate in the x direction of the reference system. Parameters of the system for that point
are as follows: Ro = 31.56 Ω, Lr = 50 μH, CT = 1 nF, Ld = 1.15 mH, Cg = 511.25 pF, Cp1 = 89.07 pF and
Cp2 = 14.77 pF. The simulation has been carried out under following conditions: ΔId = 20 mA, Q = 10,
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Ud = 40 V and f = 1 MHz. Figures 11–13 show the current and voltage waveforms corresponded to the
elements marked in Figure 4.

The waveforms in Figure 11 confirm the validity of performed calculations presented in Section 4.
By analyzing the waveforms of current IT and voltage UT on the switching transistor T1, it can be clearly
stated that the system worked in a sub-optimal/near-optimal stage. Due to the fluctuation of circuit
parameters related to the change of location of the receiving board, it is impossible to obtain optimal
operating conditions for each position of the receiver. However, by maintaining the sub-optimal
working conditions in the whole working area, it is possible to obtain high parameters of energy
transmission regardless of the fluctuation of the values of individual capacities.

Figures 12 and 13 present the waveforms of input current Id and output current (receiver current)
Io, as well as voltage drops on the resonant elements of the system UL and UCg respectively. First of all,
attention should be paid to the noticeable presence of zero order harmonic in the output current Io

and in the voltage waveforms UL and UCg This phenomenon is characteristic of systems supplied by
E-class inverters, due to the necessity of separating two resonance systems of different parameters
depending on the state of the transistor’s operation.
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In order to verify simulation results, the experimental stand of elaborated CPT system was set
up and appropriate measurements were conducted. The laboratory stand is shown in Figure 14.
The values of parameters of individual elements that have been used in the laboratory system as well
as the position of the receiving plate relative to the transmitting one are corresponded to ones used in
the simulation. During tests, values of voltage and current on individual elements of the system have
been measured and summarized in the form of waveforms shown in Figures 15 and 16.
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The quality of the obtained waveforms was verified by means of Fast. Fourier Transform (FFT)
analysis. The obtained results are presented in Figure 17. By analyzing the results presented in
Figure 15, it can be noticed that in the receiver current, apart from the first harmonic, the influence
of the zero and second harmonic can be also observed. The presence of these harmonics is directly
related to the change in configuration of the resonant circuit resulting from the change of operation
states of the transistor [22].
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Analyzing the waveforms presented in Figures 15–17, the convergence between the results
obtained on the basis of the computed simulation and the ones obtained from measurements of the
system can be clearly noticed. Undoubtedly, it proves the validity of the assumptions made and the
reliability of the elaborated model. However, it should be noted, that there are differences between the
efficiency value obtained by simulation (ca. 92%) and measurements (ca. 84%) that result from the
negligence of values of coupled capacitor series resistances ESR in simulation process. Therefore, it can
be stated that the ESR resistance of the coupled capacitor contributes to a significant decrease in the
transmission efficiency. During the tests some observations were made. Both pressure and equilibrium
of the receiving plate (i.e., its distribution) is particularly important and have significant impact on
operation of the system. Uneven distribution of the receiving plate contributes to the fluctuation of
the coupled capacitance value due to formation of the irregular air gap between the transmitting and
receiving plates.

6. Conclusions

The purpose of the work was to analyze working parameters of the developed simulation model
of a capacitive power transmission system. The main advantage of the developed system is the
ability to work efficiently with the receiver’s changing position relative to the transmitter. Based on
analysis of the obtained results, it can be clearly stated that the goal has been met. Based on individual
capacitances as a function of a relative position of the receiver, it can be concluded that the fluctuation
of the transmission parameters of the system is acceptable and that it enables stable operation of
the system. In addition, referring to the transmitted power and system efficiency as a function of
the position of the receiving board in relation to the transmitting board, it can be shown that the
elaborated system maintains a stable efficiency close to the assumed one in the entire working area.
Moreover, the paper presents and discusses the waveforms of current and voltage of individual system
components. The system has been designed so that it can work in both optimal and sub-optimal
working conditions of class-E inverter for the considered working area. This assumption allows for
a stable operation and relatively high transmission parameters regardless of the relative position of
the receiving board. The test that has been conducted on the laboratory stand of the elaborated CPT
system have proven the validity of assumptions made and the reliability of the elaborated model.
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The authors of the work intend to continue research on the presented system. Presently, work related to
the construction of the discussed system is in progress. Moreover, authors consider that the possibility
of the application of feedback from coupling equivalent capacitance Cs and active resonance frequency
regulation would allow multiple receivers to be supplied from one transmitting board. Undoubtedly,
the proposed solution would be a significant contribution to the development of consumer electronics.
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Abstract: The impedance variation of wireless power transfer (WPT) coils owing to the presence
of the human body may result in mismatches, resulting in a decrease of the transmission efficiency.
In addition, one of the decisive factors of the permissible transfer power in WPT systems is a
compliance assessment with the guidelines/standards for human protection from electromagnetic
fields. In our previous study, we reported that a shielded loop coil can potentially reduce human
interaction with WPT coils. In this study, first, the rationale for this reduction is investigated with
equivalent circuit models for a WPT system using a shielded loop coil operated in close proximity
to the human body. We then conducted an equivalent circuit analysis considering the capacitance
between the inner and outer conductors of the shielded loop coil, suggesting the stability of the
impedance matching. From computational results, the mitigation capability of the shielded loop coil
on impedance matching and transmission efficiency owing to the presence of the human body was
verified for 6.78 MHz wireless power transfer. Additionally, the reduction of the specific absorption
rate (SAR) with coils comprised of the shielded loop structure was confirmed in the presence of
anatomically realistic human body models. The maximum transferable power was increased from
1.5 kW to 2.1 kW for the restrictions of the local SAR limit prescribed in the international safety
guidelines/standard.

Keywords: shielded loop coil; wireless power transfer; SAR; coupled resonance

1. Introduction

Wireless power transfer (WPT) technology is being put to practical use in various places [1–3].
For example, it will be deployed for the wireless charging of electric vehicles in parking areas [4–7].
When new emerging technology may appear, there has been concern about electromagnetic
compatibility issues, which are mainly classified into two categories: potential health effects
of electromagnetic fields and unwanted field emissions. Unlike other devices used in wireless
communications, the leaked field strength from WPT systems is non-negligible even for high
transmission efficiency because of potentially high power transfer [8,9]. The above mentioned two
issues should thus be considered carefully.

Unwanted field emissions are related to the assessment of the far-field strength, whereas the
compliance assessment of human safety standards is more related to near-field issues. Our interest
here focuses on the latter. Human safety assessment is also related to the performance of power
transfer in close proximity to the human body. Specifically, the presence of the human body may
result in a mismatch in the input impedance of the transmitting/receiving coils, resulting in degraded
transmission efficiency [10,11]. The method of reducing this interaction may be related to human safety
because compliance assessments are, in general, conducted in a worst-case exposure, and thus in a
certain scenario where the impedance mismatch occurs.
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In the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines and
IEEE standard [12–14] for human protection from electromagnetic fields, two metrics are mentioned:
basic restrictions and reference levels. The former involves the internal physical quantities which are
related to adverse health effects with a certain reduction factor. The latter is the permissible external field
strength, which is derived from basic restrictions in a conservative manner. Practically, the reference
level for a near-field regime is conservative by one to two orders of magnitude. At frequencies higher
than 100 kHz, the physical quantity representing the basic restriction is the specific absorption rate
(SAR) averaged over 10 g of tissue. Note that the internal electric field strength should also be evaluated
up to 10 MHz, although the former would be dominant for continuous (non-pulse) exposure in the
MHz frequency range. Thus, the evaluation of the local spatial-averaged SAR and internal electric
field is crucial in a WPT system design.

Many studies have investigated electromagnetic safety issues owing to the exposure to magnetic
fields generated by WPT systems [15–22]. Chen et al. [15] evaluated the induced electric field in a
human body model exposed to a prototype WPT system of 5 W which received power from 0.1 MHz
to 10 MHz. Shimamoto et al. [19] investigated the discrepancies in the electric field in a human body
with different postures. The differences in the SAR between adult and child models were studied
for a WPT system at 6.78 MHz [20]. In [21,22], the coupling factor, which relates the peak in situ
electric field with an applied nonuniform magnetic field, was calculated. Zhan et al. [23], Campi et
al. [24], Park et al. [25] and Kim et al. [26] proposed methods such as compensation topology and
a passive shield to reduce the leakage magnetic field of WPT systems, while Nadakuduti et al. [27]
and Ishihara et al. [28] investigated the relevant measurement methodologies. The above mentioned
studies mainly focused on the safety aspects of WPT systems but did not consider the effects of the
presence of the human body on the WPT performance based on a worse-case scenario.

A shielded loop antenna has two significant functions. One is a self-balancing effect to decrease
sensibility to an electric field of its feeding line [29]. To take advantage of this, the shielded loop antenna
has been widely used for broadcasting reception to eliminate electric field noise [30,31]. The shielded
loop antenna is also used as a sensor of magnetic fields [32–34] to ensure measurement accuracy [35].
The other is a mitigation effect from surrounding metallic objects [36]. The shielded loop antenna was
first invented for direction finding systems to overcome degradation of directivity pattern due to the
proximity of an external object (such as a metallic wall) [37]. To take advantage of this, the shielded
loop antenna is also widely used for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to prevent the detune of
resonant frequency due to a presence of human body [37–42]. Considering this evidence, it is expected
that the use of a shielded loop coil in a WPT system has a capability of mitigating the detune effect due
to presence of a human body.

Previously, we empirically presented a near-field WPT using a shielded loop coil [42]. This WPT
had potential features of high transmission efficiency and reduction of external electric fields, which
may be expected with the presence of the human body. However, the rationale for these features
is unclear, especially for a realistic exposure scenario where the human body exists. In this study,
we first develop an equivalent circuit model of a 6.78 MHz WPT system composed of shielded loop
coils to demonstrate its capability. We then demonstrate that the impedance characteristics and the
SAR reduction of a shielded loop coil are improved as compared to a conventional loop coil without a
shield. The permissible field strength is evaluated based on computations using an anatomically based
human model.

2. Simulation Model

To evaluate the WPT coil performance in the presence of a human body model, the commercial
software FEKO (Altair, hyperworks, Michigan, MI, USA) was used. The structure of a shielded loop
coil is shown in Figure 1a,b. The shielded loop coil is well-known and commonly used as a magnetic
field sensor because of its ability to suppress the sensibility of electric fields [29]. A gap was made to
suppress only the electric field without suppressing the magnetic field, as is common in a shielded
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loop coil [43]. Because of the gap, there was no current flow in the outer conductor, and thus current
flows only in the inner conductor. The outer conductor acted as a shield for the electric field.

Figure 1. Schematic explanation of a shielded loop coil. (a) Overall view of a shielded loop coil,
(b) sectional view of a shielded loop coil, (c) overall view of a one-turn loop coil, and (d) sectional view
of a one-turn loop coil.

To verify the effectiveness of the WPT system composed of a shielded loop coil, a one-turn loop
coil was also considered. The size of the one-turn loop coil is identical to that of the shielded loop coil,
as shown in Figure 1c. The outer diameter of the conductor in the one-turn loop coil is identical to that
of the shielded loop coil, as shown in Figure 1d.

The simple one-turn shielded loop structure was employed in this paper in order to evaluate basic
characteristics of using a shielded loop structure for WPT. In a practical use, a multi-turn shielded
loop [37] is effective to improve inductance and the coupling coefficient.

In this paper, the shielded loop structure is assumed to be made of shielded cable. In actual use,
a shielded loop structure can be realized by using a printed circuit board (PCB) [44].

To discuss the electric field suppressing effect of the shielded loop coil, a one-turn loop coil with a
parallel capacitance was also considered. This parallel capacitance simulates the capacitance between
the inner and the outer conductors of the shielded loop coil.

For each model, capacitors were connected in series to each coil to resonate at 6.78 MHz. The same
structure was used on the transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) sides. By using a method-of-moment
(MoM) simulation, the input impedances of these models were calculated. In a numerical simulation,
the copper was assumed as a conductor, and then its conductivity of 5.81 × 106 S/m was assigned.
An AC power supply with an output impedance of 50 Ω was connected to the port of the Tx side.
A resistance of 50 Ω was loaded to the port of the Rx side. Delta-gap feeding was applied at the port in
the MoM simulation.

An equivalent circuit was employed to understand the impedance matching mechanism of the
shielded loop coil. Equivalent circuits of the coils are shown in Figure 2. For the one-turn loop coil
shown in Figure 2a, the coil was modeled by an inductor whose inductance was derived by the MoM
simulation at a low frequency (100 kHz). A series capacitance CS1 = 223.3 pF was determined so that
the imaginary part of the input impedance becomes zero at 6.78 MHz. For the shielded loop coil shown
in Figure 2b, the inductance of the equivalent circuit was calculated from the MoM simulation at a low
frequency (100 kHz); this was identical to the value of the one-turn loop coil because the current flows
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only in the inner conductor of the shielded loop, which is the same structure as that of the one-turn
loop coil. A series capacitance Cs2 = 157.2 pF represents the stray capacitance between the inner and
outer conductors, and was calculated by the self-resonant frequency through the MoM simulation.

Figure 2. Equivalent circuits of different coils. (a) One-turn loop coil, (b) shielded loop coil,
and (c) one-turn loop with capacitor.

For the one-turn loop coil with a shunt capacitor shown in Figure 2c, the equivalent circuit is
identical to the shielded loop. It is noteworthy that the shunt capacitor of the one-turn loop was
realized by a discrete capacitor, while the shunt capacitor of the shielded loop was realized by a stray
capacitance. The aim of the equivalent circuit analysis is to understand the impedance matching
mechanism of the shielded loop coil. Thus, only the imaginary part of the impedance was considered.

CS1 and CS2 are optimized without the human body. These values are maintained when the
human body is present. Since Cp represents the stray capacitance of the shield structure itself, this
value is not varied by the human body. Input impedance Zin for these models, calculated by MoM
and the equivalent circuit, is shown in Figure 3. The estimation error of the equivalent circuit was
calculated by using the root mean square percentage error (RMSPE) [45]:

RMSPE =
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where ZMoM
in and ZEq

in are the input impedances calculated by MoM and the equivalent circuit,
respectively. N is the number of calculation frequencies. Consequently, the RMSPE of the one-turn
loop, one-turn loop with Cp, and shielded loop was 1.61%, 3.97%, and 4.75%, respectively. Considering
that the estimation error becomes large when the denominator of Equation (1) (i.e., Im

{
ZMoM

in

}
) is zero,

the input impedance calculated by the equivalent circuit is in good accordance with that calculated
by MoM.

A schematic explanation of the power transfer scenario is shown in Figure 4. To calculate the
input impedance and transmission efficiency, a homogeneous cylinder model composed of 2/3 muscle
tissue was used as a canonical human body [46], as shown in Figure 4a.

To calculate the internal electric field and SAR, Japanese male model “TARO” developed by
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (Japan), shown in Figure 4b, was
also considered [47]. The height and weight were 1.73 m and 65 kg, respectively; and the number of
tissues is 51. The spatial resolution of the body model was 2 mm. The separation between the coils
and human body was set to be 2 cm. This separation distance assuming the worst-case where the
receiving coil was set on a laptop computer and the transmitting coil was set on a desk. The tissues
conductivities were adopted from [48], and those of selected tissues at 6.78 MHz are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Input impedances calculated by Method-of-Moment (MoM) and equivalent circuit.
(a) One-turn loop coil, (b) shielded loop coil, and (c) one-turn loop with capacitor.

Figure 4. Simulation model of a shielded loop coil in the presence of a cylindrical model imitating a
human body. (a) Simple cylindrical model and (b) realistic human body model.

Table 1. Electrical Conductivities of selected tissues of TARO model at 6.78 MHz.

Tissue Conductivity (S/m) Tissue Conductivity (S/m)

Skin 0.1471 Heart 0.4713
Muscle 0.6021 Liver 0.2936

Fat 0.0278 Lung 0.3157
Bone(cortical) 0.0393 Kidney 0.4663

Bone(cancellous) 0.1159 Stomach 0.7575
Cartilage 0.3501 Cerebellum 0.3147

Nerve 0.2064 Tendon 0.4021
Grey matter 0.2520 Gall bladder 0.9013

White matter 0.1415 CSF 0.1415

At frequencies up to 10 MHz, Maxwell’s equations can be simplified with a quasistatic
approximation [48]. As a calculation method, an in-house multigrid-based scalar potential finite
difference method was used [49,50] to solve the following partial differential equation:

∇·[σ(−∇ϕ− jωA0)] = 0 (2)
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where boundary condition n·(∇ϕ+ jωA0) = 0. A0 and σ denote the magnetic vector potential of
the applied magnetic field and the tissue conductivity, respectively. The vector potential A0 was
obtained directly from the magnetic field, which was calculated by the method of moment. In this
study, the scalar potential was computed iteratively via the successive-over-relaxation and multigrid
methods [50]. The iteration stopped when the relative residual was less than 10−6. When Equation (1)
was solved, the in situ electric field (E) was calculated as E = −∇ϕ− jωA0. The in situ electric field and
SAR averaged over 10 g of tissue, which are metrics for the compliance assessment prescribed in the
exposure guidelines/standards, and were analyzed.

3. Simulation Result

3.1. Mitigation Effect of a Shielded Loop Coil on Impedance Matching Owing to the Existence of a Human Body

By using the scenario shown in Figure 4a, the input impedances of the coils were calculated.
The calculated results are shown in Figure 5. From this figure, better impedance matching was achieved
in the shield structure than that of the conventional one-turn loop coil. In addition, the impedance
of the one-turn loop coil with Cp presents almost identical behavior to that of the shielded loop coil,
suggesting that impedance matching of the shielded loop coil was achieved by the stray capacitance
between the inner and outer conductors.

Figure 5. Smith chart of input impedance of loop coils.

To precisely discuss the effect of the human body, the reflection coefficients of the loop coil with
Cp and the shielded loop coil with and without the simple cylindrical model are listed in Table 2.
The variation of the reflection coefficient owing to the existence of the human body for the shielded loop
coil was 0.14 dB, whereas that of a loop with Cp was 0.16 dB. From this result, the shielded loop coil can
mitigate the impedance mismatch effect because the shielded loop coil can suppress the electric field.

Table 2. Reflection coefficients with and without simple cylindrical model.

Model Shielded Loop with Cp

Without human body model −30.69 dB −29.34 dB
Human body model −30.83 dB −29.50 dB

Variation owing to the human body 0.14 dB 0.16 dB
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3.2. Transmission Efficiency

To evaluate the transmission efficiency, S parameters were calculated by using method-of-moment
simulation. The scenario shown in Figure 4a was assumed, in which the transmitting and receiving
coils had port 1 and 2, respectively. The frequency characteristics of the S parameters of these coils are
shown in Figure 6 when the cylindrical model was present. Assuming a source and load impedance of
50 Ω, S21 represents the transmission efficiency. The transmission efficiency of the shielded loop coil
was improved compared to the one-turn loop coil.

Figure 6. S parameters for frequencies of different coils.

The transmission efficiencies of the shielded loop coil and the one-turn loop with Cp were almost
identical. Therefore, the transmission efficiency can be confirmed to be improved by the capacitance
between the inner and outer conductors of the shield structure.

The transmission efficiencies of these coils calculated from the S parameters are listed in Table 3.
The transmission efficiency of the shielded loop coil was improved by 49.5% compared to that of
the one-turn loop coil. This is because of the impedance matching effect of the shielded loop coil.
The transmission efficiency of the shielded loop coil was improved by 0.004 points compared to that of
the one-turn loop coil with Cp. This is because of the mitigation effect on the impedance matching of
the shielded loop coil.

Table 3. Transmission efficiency and transmitting power (PT) for 1 W reception at a resonant frequency
of 6.78 MHz.

Type of Coil |S21|2 PT (W)

One-turn loop coil 0.648 4.80
Shielded loop coil 0.969 2.12

One-turn loop with Cp 0.965 2.14

Transmitting power (PT) was supplied from the power source to the Tx coil so that power of 1 W
was received at a 50 Ω load at the terminal of the Rx coil. PT is listed in Table 3. PT of the shielded loop
coil (2.12 W) was reduced by 55.8% compared to the one-turn loop coil (4.80 W). PT of the shielded
loop coil was reduced by 0.93% compared to the one-turn loop with Cp (2.14 W).

3.3. Reduction Effect of SAR

By using a realistic human body model, the induced electric field distribution and local SAR
distribution were calculated at a 1 W reception power for all three types of coils at a resonant frequency
of 6.78 MHz. The efficiencies and transmitting powers are listed in Table 3.
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Figure 7 shows the induced electric field distributions. In all cases, hotspots appear around the
outmost layers of the chest, which was the body part closest to the transmission coil. High electric
fields could also be observed in the armpit region; this is attributable to the skin-to-skin contact [51].
When the electric fields passed through the interface of tissue layers with high-low-high conductivity
contrast, a high electric field could be observed in the less conductive tissue layer. At 6.78 MHz,
the conductivity of dry skin was about five times that of the hypodermis, resulting in a high in situ
electric field strength in the hypodermis of the armpit region.

Figure 7. Internal electric field distribution in human body.

The maximum electric field strengths are 13.78 V/m, 11.88 V/m, and 11.85 V/m for the one-turn
loop, shielded loop, and loop with capacitor, respectively. The maximum electric field strengths were
reduced by 14.0% and 13.8% for the shielded loop coil and the loop coil with a capacitor compared to
the loop coil. Figure 8 shows the SAR distributions in the human body model. The peak 10 g averaged
SARs were 1.3 mW/kg, 0.94 mW/kg, and 0.93 mW/kg for the one-turn loop, shielded loop, and loop
with capacitor, respectively. The SARs for the shielded loop coil and loop with capacitor were reduced
by 27.9% and 27.8%, respectively, compared to that of the loop coil.
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Figure 8. Local SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) distribution in the human body.

4. Discussion

In this study, we proposed using a shielded loop structure as a coil in a WPT system. Our motivation
was based on the fact that this structure is known to suppress the electric field distribution, resulting
in interaction with the human body model. We then clarify this with an equivalent circuit model
explaining why this structure may suppress the human–coil interaction. For comparison, we presented
a one-turn loop coil model with a capacitance, demonstrating that the structure is comparable to that of
the shielded loop coil. We also computationally demonstrated that the proposed structure can mitigate
the interaction of the human body.

Although the equivalent circuits of the shielded loop coil and the one-turn loop coil with
capacitance are identical, their electric field distributions are not identical. The shielded loop structure
can mitigate input impedance fluctuations. Thus, the difference between the shielded loop structure
and one-turn loop structure with the capacitance becomes much larger. In addition, a one-turn loop
structure was considered in this study for practical application as well as for simplicity. If a helix
structure is considered, the contribution of the electric field becomes large [52], resulting in greater
interaction with the human body model. Again, the shielded loop structure is more stable than a
conventional loop coil.
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For human safety compliance, there are two metrics to be evaluated at 6.78 MHz: the internal
electric field for preventing electrostimulation and the SAR for heating. For compliance analysis in
terms of the in situ electric field, the metric is the 99th-percentile value of a 2 mm cubically averaged rms
electric field strength in a specific tissue. Recent studies [53–56] revealed that for nonuniform exposure,
the 99th-percentile value may underestimate the in situ field, and a value >99.9 was suggested based
on statistical analysis. In this study, the 99.9th-percentile value of the electric field in skin is considered
as the quantity to be compared with the basic restriction for a slightly more conservative estimation.
The result for the shielded loop coil is found to be 2.97 V/m.

According to ICNIRP [56], the in situ electric field at 6.78 MHz should not exceed 915.3 V/m,
and the 10 g averaged SAR should be below 2 W/kg for the general public. Based on the computed
values for the shielded loop coil, we found that the maximum transferable powers are 94.98 kW and
2.1 kW. These calculations applied basic restrictions of the in situ electric field and SAR, respectively,
suggesting that the heating effect is dominant for the scenario considered here. This is consistent with
the findings of previous studies [15,20,57]. For the one-turn loop coil, the maximum transferable power
is 1.5 kW when applying the SAR limit.

In our simulations, the separation between the torso and the border of the coil is set to be 2 cm,
which is much smaller compared to the generally used measuring distance (mostly 20 or 30 cm) specified
in IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) 62,233 [58] for determining the electromagnetic
field around household appliances. For a WPT, such standardization is currently undergoing, and it
has not been well defined. Nonetheless, the calculated values can provide a rough (more conservative)
estimate of the exposure doses for a WPT device with similar configurations.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the mitigation capability of a shielded loop coil on impedance matching and
transmission efficiency owing to the presence of the human body for a 6.78 MHz wireless power
transfer was verified based on the suppression of the electric field. Additionally, an induced electric
field and SAR reduction effect of the shielded loop coil were confirmed.
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Abstract: It is inevitable for data collection that IoT sensors are distributed to interested areas.
However, not only the proper placement of sensors, but also the replacement of sensors that have
run out of energy is very difficult. As a remedy, wireless charging systems for IoT sensors have been
researched recently, but it is apparent that the availability of charging system is limited especially
for IoT sensors scattered in rugged terrain. Thus, it is important that the sensor relocation models
to recover sensing holes employ energy-efficient scheme. While there are various methods in the
mobile model of wireless sensors, well-known wheel-based movements in rough areas are hard to
achieve. Thus, research is ongoing in various areas of the hopping mobile model in which wireless
sensors jump. Many past studies about hopping sensor relocation assume that all sensor nodes
are aware of entire network information throughout the network. These assumptions do not fit
well to the actual environment, and they are nothing but classical theoretical research. In addition,
the physical environment (sand, mud, etc.) of the area in which the sensor is deployed can change
from time to time. In this paper, we overcome the theoretical-based problems of the past researches
and propose a new realistic hopping sensor relocation protocol considering terrain conditions. Since
the status of obstacles around the sensing hole is unknown, the success rate of the hopping sensor
relocation is used to predict the condition of the surrounding environment. Also, we are confident
that our team is uniquely implementing OMNeT++ (Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++)
simulation in the hopping sensor relocation protocol to reflect the actual communication environment.
Simulations have been performed on various obstacles for performance evaluation and analysis, and
we are confident that better energy efficiency with later appearance of sensing holes can be achieved
compared to well-known relocation protocols.

Keywords: mobile sensor; hopping sensor; relocation protocol; energy efficient protocol; internet of
things (IoTs); wireless sensor networks (WSNs); simulation

1. Introduction

Recently, there have been active studies for big data analysis using networking to collect, process,
and analyze a large amount of data [1]. In order to not only collect various data but also fast process
information, the technologies of collecting and transmitting data have emerged as a very important
issue. Here, there is no doubt that the transmission technology among wireless sensors is important
for big data technology. Research on various wireless sensor networking technologies to transmit the
collected data has been actively conducted for decades [2,3].

A lot of wireless sensors are properly distributed through the observation area to collect the
interested data [4,5]. It is not difficult to distribute the sensors to accessible areas to human, however
unmanned mobile devices (unmanned air vehicle, drone, etc.) could be used in large inaccessible areas.
After deploying the sensors, let us consider that data collection occurs frequently in particular area.
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There is an inherent problem that a small sensor has limited energy. To remedy this power limitation,
wireless charging systems for IoT sensors have been researched actively recently [6]. However, charging
system for the sensors is not always available, especially in inaccessible area like rugged terrain. Thus,
it is necessary that the sensor relocation protocol to recover sensing hole employs energy efficient
scheme as a preemptive measure. Some sensors may be quickly drained of energy while continuously
collecting and transmitting data in the particular area. This case is called a sensor node failure,
the communication of the entire network may be disconnected, and the desired data could not be
collected in the worst case. The particular area, where a certain number of sensors become faulted and
cannot collect the interested data anymore, is called as a sensing hole [7]. In order to prevent a sensing
hole occurred, various studies such as schemes of minimizing energy consumption by adjusting the
active/idle states and energy efficient routing protocols have been conducted [8–10]. Although the
energy limit of the sensor node can be reduced by various applications, it is impossible to solve the
sensor node failure problem completely. Therefore, it is necessary to recover it by moving other sensors
to the sensing hole occurred, as the most realistic solution. For this reason, researches on mobile sensors
have received a lot of attention. The failure sensors depleted of energy could be replaced by mobile
sensors moved from other area. The authors of [11] considered a case that a wheel-based mobile node
could temporarily replace the role of a fixed node by moving if a fixed sensor node is failed in the
interested area. However, there are limitations in the migration of wheel-based sensors. In other words,
energy consumption has to be further considered in order to move, however wheel-based movement
is essentially inadequate in very rough areas.

In order to overcome the limitation of wheel-based mobility, a hopping-based moving model is
introduced. A hopping-based sensor node is bionically designed to jump itself, like a frog. For example,
a mobile unit implemented by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, USA) is able to
do up to 100 jumps with one full fuel injection and jump up to 10 m high [12,13]. The paper [14] by
MSU (Michigan State University, USA) describes the performance comparisons for the maximum jump
height, jumping distance, and so on for various jumping robots, in detail. Researches on not only the
implementation of jump-based mobility but hopping sensor relocation algorithm to recover the sensing
holes that occurred, have been actively conducted [15–18]. However, most of studies so far require
that every cluster header sensor node has to know all information for the current whole network area
and set up routes to supply/request hopping sensors to recover sensing holes occurred. In fact, no
matter how small the observation field to obtain interested data is, the exchange of information and
establishment of paths among the cluster header sensors are difficult in real world, and involve a storm
of numerous control messages. Recently, our research team has solved these problems drastically [19].
First of all, every cluster header does not need to know all information of other cluster headers or
all networks. It is a distributed networking-based relocation protocol that recovers a sensing hole
by simply requesting necessary sensor nodes from neighbor cluster headers. A cluster header node
selects appropriate hopping sensors based on information communicated among all sensor nodes in
its cluster, and they are moved to the requesting neighbor cluster. Up to now, however, most relocation
protocols have assumed that the observation fields, in which mobile sensors are scattered, are ideal
environments. In other words, the areas where sensors move are likely to be irregular, under the
existence of obstacles like stones or mud. Reference [18] is the first study of hopping sensor relocation
based on probabilities of existence of obstacles, however there is a limitation that the assumption that
every cluster header sensor grasps all information of rugged terrains in all regions is not very realistic.

In this paper, a novel relocation protocol that considers the probabilities of the level of obstacles
using the information of success rate for migration is proposed. Here, it is not necessary for each
cluster header sensor node to know all information of entire network; the cluster header only knows
the information such as the probabilities between neighbor clusters. In addition, as far as we know,
it can be very meaningful to have the first realistic simulation with OMNeT++ [20], similar to the
actual environment.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the mobility model of hopping
sensor and the related relocation protocol. In Section 3, the proposed relocation protocol is explained
along with the scenario in detail. The simulation results are analyzed in Section 4, and Section 5
concludes this paper.

2. Previous Work

2.1. Characteristics and Movement Models of Hopping Sensors

Typical mobile sensors are based on wheels. This structure has the disadvantage that it is very
difficult to move in rough terrain such as gravel, sand, and so on. In order to overcome the mobility
problem, hopping sensors that mimic movements such as a grasshopper or a frog have been devised.
In addition, the hopping sensor enables communication among sensor nodes in environments where it
is difficult for a sensor to communicate each other because the distance between sensor nodes is farther
than a normal communication radius of a sensor, or where there are various obstacles which block
communication propagation. Up to now, various researchers have shown that the connectivity between
hopping sensors could be improved by the jumping of each hopping sensor. The papers [21,22] have
shown that the communication radius is increased about six times compared to the one on the ground
when a hopping sensor jumps 1 m from the ground. The paper [23] actually implemented a hopping
sensor using a separate launcher for jumping and measured the transmission radius varied according
to the height of the jump. The changed transmission radii were compared with the results of [21], and
it was confirmed that they had similar results.

Compared to a wheel-based sensor node, a hopping sensor, which is moving on jump, might
be inherently less accurate to migrate to the desired area. In fact, it would be more desirable to
have a positive explanation for enabling movement in an environment that cannot be moved with
wheels, rather than a negative idea that movement accuracy is poor. The paper [15] first attempted a
performance analysis of how a hopping sensor node was affected by wind when jumping and moving.
It is obvious that the movement of hopping model is more vulnerable to air resistance than that of
wheel-based model. Mathematical modeling of this hopping movement can be explained as follows.

As shown in Figure 1, the hopping sensor does not land exactly the targeted location (T) after
jumping, and it is more likely to land near it (i.e., actual landing location; L). Let the variables T
and L be vectors of the target and actual landing locations. The error vector D with respect to the
difference between the locations can be expressed as L − T. Here, we assume that D follows the
two-dimensional standard normal distribution with means (0, 0), standard deviations (σx, σy), and
correlation ρ. The probability density function can be defined as

fXY =
1

2πσxσy
√

1− ρ2
e
− 1

2 (1−ρ2)
( x2

σ2x
+

y2

σ2y
− 2ρxy
σxσy )

(1)

Let us consider that the hopping range is 2, standard deviations are 0.3, and the correlation is
zero. The movement of the hopping sensor is as shown in Figure 1. The movement of the red circle is
an ideal movement, but the movement of the blue circle is a movement that reflects the mentioned
constraints. It can be easily seen that the movement of the blue circle more appropriately reflects the
movement in rough environment suitable for the hopping sensor than that of the red circle. Therefore,
the above error vector of the movement would be preferably applied to the simulation in Section 4.
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Figure 1. An example of the movement of a hopping sensor considering movement-error.

2.2. Basic Assumptions about Hopping Sensors and Relocation Protocol

In the traditional research fields of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), there are various methods
for clustering and cluster header selection of sensor nodes randomly distributed in the interested
areas [24]. In fact, since the purpose of this paper is to study the relocation of hopping sensor nodes,
it is assumed that the clustering and selection of the cluster headers have already been completed by
various existing methods. For example, hopping sensor nodes are randomly scattered firstly on the
interested area in which we want to collect data. After that, the area is divided by an appropriate
clustering algorithm, and a cluster header node is selected for each cluster zone. The cluster header
periodically communicates with member sensor nodes in its cluster zone, and it manages representative
information of each member. Considering the network connectivity problem, communication between
each cluster header and all member sensor nodes could jump to send and receive messages with its
maximum transmission radius. Moreover, every hopping sensor node contains a GPS unit capable of
knowing its current location [25].

The terms used in this paper are explained in Figure 2. Every hopping sensor node can be either a
cluster header node or a member sensor node. Since the maximum transmission radius is defined
as a cluster zone when the cluster header maximally jumps, there is a high possibility that direct
communication between the cluster headers could be impossible. However, some member sensor
nodes in the area intersecting with the cluster zones (that is, near the maximum transmission radius of
each cluster header) may communicate with two or more cluster headers. This hopping sensor node is
called as a relay node, and the role of the node could help to facilitate communication between cluster
headers [18].

 

Figure 2. The defined terms for hopping sensor network.
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Unlike hopping sensor relocation protocols, which were only theoretically studied, the paper [19]
proposed a relocation protocol suitable for a distributed environment so that it could be applied to
a real environment. The protocol proposed in the mentioned paper is briefly summarized using an
example in Figure 3. If the cluster zone C is a sensing hole, the protocol strategy to recover the problem
is as follows.

 
Figure 3. An example of recovering a sensing hole with cross-clusters.

Step 1. The cluster header HC sends a REQ message requesting one hopping sensor to the relay
node R2.

Step 2. The relay node R2 forwards the REQ message received from HC to the cluster header HB

of the cluster zone B.
Step 3. The cluster header HB sends a MOVE message for moving to neighbor cluster zone C to

the hopping sensor M3 selected as a moveable member in its zone B.
Step 4. At the same time, the cluster header HB predicts that its zone could also be a sensing hole,

and it sends a REQ message for requesting one hopping sensor to relay node R1.
Step 5. The relay node R1 forwards the message REQ to its another cluster header HA.
Step 6. The cluster header HA chooses M2 among hopping member sensor nodes of its zone A in

its zone and commands the movement. As a result, one sensor is properly allocated to each cluster
zone, and the sensing zone (cluster zone C) could be recovered.

3. The Proposed Relocation Protocol for Rugged Terrains

Although the distributed-based relocation protocol [19] has made up for the drawbacks of the
previous central-based relocation protocols, questions still remain whether it is suitable for the real
world. In fact, it should be noted that the environment in which hopping sensors are deployed would
be different from the general terrain. In the relocation protocol [19], topographical information on
obstacles around the cluster zones were not taken into account. The movement of hopping sensors
fails due to obstacles and the relocation cannot satisfy the movement requested from the cluster header
of sensing hole. Thus, the number of messages continuously requested may increase to overcome
the persisting sensing hole. This could put a heavy load on the entire network, and it would be very
negative in terms of energy. Therefore, we propose a relocation protocol for more realistic hopping
sensor networks by indirectly predicting the topographic information around sensing holes.

3.1. Basic Operation of the Proposed Relocation Protocol

In this section, we propose a novel relocation protocol that takes into account the environment
surrounding the sensing hole occurred. Figure 4 shows the message flows between hopping sensors
that the types are cluster header, relay node, and member sensor node. The detailed formats of
the messages for the proposed relocation protocol and the message flows for each sensor node are
described in detail as follows.
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Figure 4. Scenario and message flow diagram for describing the proposed protocol.

Step 1: The cluster header of the cluster zone A periodically broadcasts a HELLO message
inside its zone to identify member sensor nodes. If a member node receives HELLO for the first time,
the source address of the received HELLO message is memorized as its cluster header.

HELLO: = {message type, source address, destination address (broadcasting)}

Step 2: The member that received the HELLO message responds to the cluster header with a
HELLO-ACK message to notify its health. If different HELLO messages are received from several
cluster headers in Step 1, the member node is aware of that it has become a relay node for each cluster
header. Thus, it also indicates whether a relay node or not, when the HELLO-ACK message is replied.

HELLO-ACK: = {message type, source address, destination address, relay node? (T/F)}

Step 3: The cluster header determines whether or not, currently, its zone is a sensing hole using
the number of addresses of HELLO messages received. In the case of a sensing hole, the cluster header
sends a relay message to all its relay nodes.

RELAY: = {message type, source address, destination address (multicasting)}

Step 4: As soon as the relay nodes receive the RELAY message, they send a RELAY-ACK message
back to the cluster header. The cluster header may sequentially receive several RELAY-ACK messages.
Among them, the relay node of the RELAY-ACK message, which is first received at the cluster header,
is selected and other RELAY-ACK messages are ignored. Also, if a relay node overhears a RELAY-ACK
message from another relay node while preparing to send a RELAY-ACK message, it immediately
stops sending its message.

RELAY-ACK: = {message type, source address, destination address}

Step 5: So far, the cluster header is able to detect that a sensing hole has occurred (Step 3), and it
could choose a relay node to forward a message to the neighbor cluster header for requesting member
hopping sensor nodes needed (Step 4). Here, the required number of members is the difference (T − C)
between the threshold value (T) to determine the sensing hole and the current number of members
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(C). However, the environment around the detected sensing hole may be rough terrain in reality,
the sensing hole would continue because it might be high probability that the number of relocated
hopping sensors is smaller than the requested number (T − C). Therefore, the cluster header checks
the numbers of previously requested members and successfully moved members and calculates the
movement success rate (p = number of members successfully moved/number of members requested)
of the surrounding environment for the current cluster zone. Here, the number of requesting member
sensors (cnt) that can overcome the sensing hole can be calculated as follows.

cnt: = Ceiling[(T − C) ∗ (1 + (1 − p))] (2)

The cluster header sends a REQ message to the selected relay node.

REQ: = {message type, source address, destination address, cnt, sensing hole address, sensing hole GPS info.}

Step 6: When the relay node receives the REQ message from the cluster header of the sensing
hole occurred, it forwards the received REQ message to another cluster header. Here, the source and
destination addresses of the currently received REQ message are modified to its own address and the
address of the another cluster header to be delivered, respectively.

Step 7: When the neighbor cluster header of the occurred sensing hole receives the REQ message
forwarded, it broadcasts an ADV message to determine movable member hopping sensor nodes among
the current members in its zone.

ADV: = {message type, source address, destination address (broadcasting) }

Step 8: Each member node that receives the ADV message sends an ADV-ACK message containing
its current physical information to the cluster header.

ADV-ACK:= {message type, source address, destination address, some info.}

Here, above ‘some info.’ indicates several type of information for relocation strategy [19], including
the current energy state, capability of hopping movement, GPS coordinate information, etc.

Step 9: The cluster header receives ACK messages and selects the appropriately movable hopping
sensor nodes. Then, it sends MOVE message, which includes the location information about the
sensing hole, to the hopping sensors selected.

ADV: = {message type, source address, destination address (multicasting),
sensing hole address, sensing hole GPS info.}

Step 10: The member nodes receiving the MOVE message have to hop to the neighbor zone using
the GPS information of the cluster header of the sensing hole. Here, as every hopping member is
taking into account the usual transmission radius of the neighbor cluster header, it could calculate the
coordinates of where to move properly. Thus, each member hopping sensor node no longer moves
when the member node has moved as desired location.

Step 11: As mentioned in Step 1, the cluster header of the sensing hole broadcasts a HELLO
message at periodic times. After a predetermined time, when the relocated member sensor node
receives the new HELLO message, the member updates its previous cluster header information as
the current one. If the relocated member sensor node receives multiple HELLO messages at this time,
it would be changed to a relay node. In addition, each cluster header is able to update the current
movement success rate p through the number of HELLO-ACK messages to properly reflect the level
of obstacles. All hopping sensors have modules that can perform Steps 1 to 11 independently. Each
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module of a hopping sensor could be activated depending on whether it is currently playing a role of
{cluster header, relay node, member sensor node}. This is summarized as follows.

Cluster header: = {Steps 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11}

Relay node: = {Steps 3, 4, 5, 6}

Member sensor node: = {Steps 2, 8, 10}

3.2. Descriptions of the Proposed Protocol

So far, most previous studies on hopping sensor relocation are central-based manner which each
cluster header know all network information, but this is not a very practical study. The research of [19]
only conducted a distributed-based approach to consider the realistic environment, but it still failed
to take into account the surrounding obstacle information. That is, it is important to consider the
environment using hopping sensors, not using the wheel-based ones. The following examples of
simple scenarios in Figure 5 are described to understand the difference between cases reflected the
surrounding obstacle information or not.

  
(a) Sensor M1 of zone A is relocated to zone B (b) Two sensors are energy depletion 

  
(c) Sensor M3 is failed to move due to obstacle (d) Sensor M4 is also failed to move due to obstacle 

Figure 5. Examples of comparison between the previous and proposed relocations.

In Figure 5a, we assume that the cluster zone B has to maintain five member sensor nodes, except
for the cluster header HB, for data collection. The cluster header determines that the sensing hole
occurs when the number of members is smaller than 5. Here, the cluster zone B was a sensing hole due
to a lack of one member (i.e., before moving M1). In order to recover the sensing hole, after the cluster
header HB of zone B requests one member from zone A (the first REQ), the member sensor node M1 of
zone A moves to zone B.

In the first scenario, let us consider the relocation of hopping sensors without taking into account
obstacles as mentioned previous literatures. In Figure 5b, two member sensor nodes fail due to energy
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exhausted in the cluster zone B. The cluster header HB is aware of the state of sensing hole, and it
requests two members from the neighbor cluster zone A (the second REQ). Two members, which
were ordered to move to the cluster zone B, are moving as shown in Figure 5c. One member M2
is successfully moved to the cluster zone B, while the other M3 is failed to move due to obstacle.
The cluster header of the cluster zone B perceives the state of sensing hole again, and it requests one
member from the cluster zone A (the third REQ). In Figure 5d, since the selected member M4 fails to
move because of unexpected obstacle, the cluster zone B is still a sensing hole. In order to overcome
the sensing hole, the cluster header HB requests one member from the cluster zone A repeatedly (the
fourth REQ). The member M5 is successfully moved, and the sensing hole is finally recovered.

In the second scenario, let us take into account the relocation based on probabilities of existence of
obstacles. In Figure 5b, the cluster header HB should recognize the state of the sensing hole and request
some members from the neighbor cluster zone A. First of all, let the initial value of the movement
success rate p be 1. The success rate p is used to calculate the requested number of member sensors.
According to Equation (2), the number of the requested members is 2, Ceiling[(5 − 3) ∗ (1 + (1 − 1))],
the cluster header HB requests two members from the cluster zone A (the second REQ). In Figure 5c,
the cluster header HA commands two members to move to the cluster zone B. As described in the above
first scenario, one member M2 moves successfully, but the other member M3 fails to move due to the
obstacle. Thus, the cluster header HB updates the value of p as 1/2, and it is also aware of the sensing
hole. The cluster HB calculates the number of requesting members using Equation (2), Ceiling[(5 − 4)
∗ (1 + (1 − 1/2))], so two members are requested to the cluster HA (the third REQ). One of the two
members of A, the member M3 fails to move to the zone B, as in the first previous scenario. However,
the other member M2 can successfully move to the zone B to overcome the state of sensing hole.

As we are looking at the mentioned two scenarios, it might be thought that the probability of
successful movement represents the state of obstacles between cluster zones. Therefore, it is a good
example to see that the use of the above probability could reduce the number of request messages, when
the cluster header of sensing hole is requesting members to the neighbor zones. Actually, the number
of REQ messages of the first scenario is greater than that of the second scenario.

Message flow charts for the above described two scenarios could be explained easily, as shown in
Figure 6. The cluster header HB of the zone B first detects its sensing hole occurred, and it transmits the
first REQ message to the cluster header HA of the neighboring zone A, here the REQ includes that the
number of member sensor node needed is one (i.e., cnt = 1). In fact, a direct communication between
the cluster headers is impossible, but for convenience, transmission and reception of their messages
with a RELAY node are omitted in the middle. The header HA selects M1 appropriately among its
member nodes, and it sends a MOVE message to relocate to the sensing hole, zone B. Member node
M1, which received MOVE, was able to recover the sensing hole without any problems for moving.
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(a) The previous relocation (b) The proposed relocation 

Figure 6. Message flows for two scenarios.

First, the message flows for the first scenario are depicted in Figure 6a. The cluster header of
B, HB, detects a sensing hole occurred again, and it sets two members (cnt = 2) for recovery in the
REQ message, and sends the message (the second REQ) to the neighbor header HA. HA appropriately
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selects two members (M2, M3) and transmits MOVE message to them to relocate, and the member
node M2 of them is moved to the zone B without any problems. However, the other member M3 is not
able to move to the zone B due to an unexpected obstacle. After a certain time, the cluster header HB

determines that the sensing hole is not recovered. HB transmits a message (the third REQ) to request
one member needed to the zone A. HA directly sends MOVE message to the member M4, but M4
unfortunately crashes into an obstacle and fails to recover the sensing hole. After a certain amount
of time again, the header HB checks the current status of zone B, and it inserts that the value of cnt
is 1 (i.e., requires one member) in the requesting message and sends the message (the fourth REQ).
The member M5 receiving MOVE from its cluster header HA successfully is moved to the sensing hole
zone B without colliding with obstacles.

Next, the message flows for the second scenario are depicted in Figure 6b. The header HB detects
a sensing hole occurred again and sends a message to request some hopping sensors. Here, HB

appropriately calculates the number of members required using that the movement success rate p is
one and sets the value of cnt to two. HA chooses two members, M2 and M3, to transmit MOVE for
relocation, and then M2 is successfully moved to the neighbor zone B. However, another hopping
sensor M3 is unable to move because of unexpected obstacles. The cluster header HB determines that
the sensing hole is not recovered after broadcasting HELLO message repeatedly. The header of zone B
transmits a message (the third REQ) to request some members needed from the header of zone A.

At this time, since the movement success rate for the previous REQ message is p = 1/2 (50%),
the header of B could request two members calculated by Ceiling[(5 − 4) ∗ (1 + (1 − 1/2))], even
though the zone B currently needs one member to recover the sensing hole. That is, HB recognizes
that the level of obstacles between cluster zones is high and requests a large number of sensors from
HA for rapid recovery. As expected, member M4 collided again with an obstacle, but member M5
successfully moved to neighbor zone B. Since the proposed relocation protocol reduces the number
of REQ messages compared with the previous one, it could be verified that our protocol is energy
efficient for wireless hopping sensor networks.

4. Simulation Results and Analysis

Unlike hopping sensor relocation studies so far, one of the most significant contributions this
paper is the use of OMNeT++ [26], which can realistically reflect wireless communications situations
in real-world environments. Table 1 describes the environment parameters used in the simulation for
performance evaluation.

Table 1. Simulation environments.

network area 250 m × 150 m

number of all member hopping sensor nodes 285

number of cluster headers 15

minimum number of members for each cluster to properly gather data
(i.e., a sensing hole occurs if number of current members lower than the

value)
10

the probability that an obstacle exists 0%, 1%, 2%, 3%

maximum communication radius for each sensor node 20 m

maximum communication radius when highly jumping 29 m

maximum distance that a sensor node moves forward with one jump 2 m

As shown in Figure 7, 285 hopping sensors are randomly scattered to the whole area of 250 m
× 150 m to collect data. As mentioned in the previous Sections, since the aim of our research is not
clustering techniques, we assume that the 15 cluster zones and headers are properly pre-set up in
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well-known ways. If there are fewer than 10 member sensor nodes in each cluster zone, excluding the
cluster headers, the cluster header determines that its zone is a sensing hole.

  
(a) legend (b) snapshot (obstacles 1%) 

  
(c) snapshot (obstacles 2%) (d) snapshot (obstacles 3%) 

Figure 7. Simulation snapshots for each environment.

As shown in Figure 7, obstacles are randomly generated with values of 1%, 2%, and 3% over
the entire area. Although the size of the obstacle is very large in Figure 7d, the obstacle is actually 1
m × 1 m. Only for visual effects, we make the obstacle appear to be large. A communication model
between sensors is used, IEEE 802.11, and the regular transmission radius is assumed to be 20 m. More
specifically, antennaType, transmitterType, and receiverType parameters are set as IdealRadioMedium
module environment in OMNeT++ [27]. While jumping as high as possible, each hopping sensor has
a maximum radius of 29 m of transmission. It also can move forward 2 m with one jump.

In order to reflect the effect of the realistic environment (wind, etc.), the movement model of each
hopping sensor node is assumed with two-dimensional standard normal distribution, where standard
deviations are 0.3 and the correlation is zero, as shown in Figure 1. The movement of the hopping
sensor is indicated by a solid line as shown in Figure 7. For the performance analysis of the proposed
relocation protocol, the sensing hole occurred in the middle of area, as shown in Figure 7.

We assume the scenario that the sensor nodes continuously gather data in the middle cluster
zone, and they consume energy rapidly. Each sensor in the middle cluster generates a data collection
event with an exponential distribution (average of 5 min). For convenience, the initial energy value for
sensing is set to 100, and the energy consumption is 1 for each event occurred. Any energy model
can be adopted, but a specific energy model is not considered here for simplicity. The main flow of
the paper is about the creation and restoration of the sensing hole. An occurrence of a sensing hole
(less than 10 member sensor nodes) is determined by a cluster header after HELLO message for every
15-minute interval. In particular, to perform the simulation on relocation of member sensor nodes
to recover the sensing hole occurred, sensor nodes in other zones are assumed to perform no data
collection. It also indicates in yellow that a sensor has become faulted due to energy depletion after
continuous data collection in Figure 7.

In the majority of the hopping sensor relocation protocols so far, each sensor node knows all
network information; like a central-based relocation protocol, it only considers the shortest path
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between cluster zones. However, it is very difficult to implement in reality; therefore, we propose a
distributed-based relocation protocol, in order to overcome the drawbacks of the previous central-based
relocation protocols. The implementation of the proposed protocol and simulation for performance
evaluation are based on OMNeT++, which takes all communication system layers into account and
also reflects both distributed computing of all sensors and actual environments. As far as we know,
our implementation of hopping movement model considering obstacles is the first attempt in this field
of study.

As previously explained, a sensing event occurs only in the middle cluster zone. After a
three-day-long simulation, the result is shown in Figure 8. The dead member sensor node is colored
yellow and the path of each hopping sensor is plotted by a solid line. Also, the movement of the sensor
is shown as a zigzag due to environmental factors such as wind. It can also be confirmed that sensors
captured in obstacles can no longer move and become faulted.

  
(a) obstacles 1% (b) obstacles 3% 

Figure 8. Simulation snapshots finished for each obstacle.

We have simulated the relocation protocols using a sensor network topology generated randomly,
and the results are described in Figures 9 and 10. First, Figure 9 shows the sensor retention rate in the
middle cluster. Since the minimum number of members for each cluster to properly gather data is 10,
the sensor retention rate is 1 if there are more than 10 member sensor nodes. For example, if there are
five sensor nodes, the sensor retention rate is 0.5 (= 5/10), and if there is only one sensor, the sensor
retention rate is 0.1. Since the previous hopping sensor relocation protocol [19] ignores the existence of
obstacles, the sensor retention rate of it tends to be much lower than that of the proposed protocol,
as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the change of each sensor retention rate during about three
days. Since the sensing hole of the middle cluster occurs continuously, the neighbors’ cluster headers
might provide redundant sensors to recover the middle cluster’s sensing hole until around 1000 min.
However, neighbors’ nodes are also depleted at that moment, thus the sensor retention rates in both
schemes start to drop as shown in the green circle of Figure 9a. The blue circle of Figure 9a indicates
that the proposed method considering obstacles shows better retention rate than previous scheme.

Figure 9b illustrates the difference between the sensor retention rates of the proposed and
the previous protocols. It is easy to see that the number of top marks is more than that of below
marks in Figure 9b. Since the sensor retention rates are only considered in the middle cluster zone,
the denominator is ten, which is the minimum number of sensors to recover a sensing hole. In other
words, if the difference of the rates is the positive 0.5, the proposed method accommodates five more
sensors than the previous method at the same instance. A higher retention rate would result in
requesting a smaller number of sensors compared with another method and generating fewer messages
for movements to neighboring cluster zones. Hence, the proposed scheme would consume smaller
energy to generate messages compared to the previous scheme and can play a major role in extending
the lifetime of the network.
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(a) obstacles 1% (b) retention rate difference for (a) 

(c) obstacles 2% (d) obstacles 3% 

Figure 9. Sensor retention rates at the middle cluster.

Specially, in Figure 9d of obstacles 3%, our protocol successfully recovers the sensing hole better
than that of the previous one. In other words, it is possible to strongly predict that data collection could
be better than the compared protocol, even if the cluster zone still cannot recover the sensing hole.

In the simulation, every HELLO message is periodically broadcasted by each cluster header.
The interval is set to be 15 min, and the cluster header should determine whether or not its zone is a
sensing hole for every interval time. Whenever each cluster header checks the state of the sensing
hole and sends REQ message, the moments for sensing hole appearance are shown in Figure 10.
The delayed occurrence of sensing holes of this protocol compared to previous one indicates that more
successful data collection is achieved. In addition, as we mentioned earlier in the message flows,
the short duration of each occurrence of the sensing hole means that numerous messages are generated
for REQ throughout the entire network. This could lead to unnecessary energy consumption due
to message storms. Furthermore, in order to successfully accomplish the continuous desired data
correction at the end of the wireless sensor network (i.e., the sink nodes), a relocation protocol has to
avoid unnecessary energy consumption. Therefore, our relocation protocol is appropriate to reduce
unnecessary energy consumption.
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(a) obstacles 1% 

 
(b) obstacles 2% 

 
(c) obstacles 3% 

Figure 10. The moments for sensing hole appearance at the middle cluster zone.

5. Conclusions

In the wireless sensor network, hundreds of sensors are dispatched in the desired area and
sensors are continuously operating. Various previous studies were conducted, including the proper
placement of sensors and the selection of cluster headers to transmit the collected data to the desired
sink nodes. However, wireless sensors are inherently energy-limited, thus the appearance of the
sensing hole cannot be avoidable and sensing hole recovery to maintain network operation is necessary.
In particular, since the charging system of the sensor is not always available, it is essential to consider
energy-efficiency from the time the sensor is relocated to recover the sensing hole.

While there has been vigorous study of hopping mobility models suitable for rough areas recently,
the majority of past studies have been based on not practical classic theory (i.e., relocation schemes
based on source-based routing). In this paper, overcoming these problems, a new hopping sensor
relocation protocol is proposed to suit the real distributed environment. To reflect the real situations,
obstacles of a given area (stones, mud, etc.) have been considered. Since the status of obstacles around
the sensing hole is unknown, the condition of the surrounding environment is predicted through the
success rate of the hopping sensor relocation.

We would strongly emphasize that the relocation protocol proposed by this research team is a
protocol in a distributed environment and the successful implementation of OMNeT++ simulation in
the hopping sensor relocation protocol is our unique skill in this field of research. Various obstacles
were considered for performance evaluation and analysis. Finally, superior energy efficiency with
delaying sensing hole appearance of the proposed scheme was demonstrated.
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Abstract: A novel non-coherent, low-power, area-efficient binary phase-shift keying demodulator
for wireless implantable biomedical microsystems is proposed. The received data and synchronized
clock signal are detected using a delayed digitized format of the input signal. The proposed
technique does not require any kind of oscillator circuit, and due to the synchronization of all circuit
signals, the proposed demodulator can work in a wide range of biomedical data telemetry common
frequencies in different process/temperature corners. The presented circuit has been designed and
post-layout-simulated in a standard 0.18 μm CMOS technology and occupies 17 × 27 μm2 of active
area. Post-layout simulation results indicate that with a 1.8 V power supply, power consumption of
the designed circuit is 8.5 μW at a data rate of 20 Mbps. The presented demodulation scheme was
also implemented on a proof-of-concept circuit board for verifying its functionality.

Keywords: implantable biomedical microsystems; data telemetry; low power; high data rate; binary phase-
shift keying demodulation

1. Introduction

In Implantable Biomedical Microsystems (IBM), a wireless interface is used for transmission of
power and data between the internal and external parts of the system (Figure 1). The most important
issues in a wireless link for IBM are data transfer rate, power consumption, and chip area [1–3]. It is
evident that in a forward data transfer, the maximum data rate is desired, especially in applications
such as visual prostheses in which the implanted microsystem is in direct contact with the central
neural system [4]. Furthermore, due to the power loss in the power-transmission circuitry and power
dissipation in the tissue [5], the maximum frequency of the carrier signal for the IBMs is limited to a
few tens of megahertz [1–5].

There have been proposed various modulation techniques for wireless data transfer [1,4,6].
Making comparisons between the various digital modulation schemes from different point of views,
reveals that binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) structure is more appropriate in most IBMs [7–13].
Generally, this scheme provides proper insensitivity to amplitude noise, high data rate, and good
power transfer efficiency. Moreover, if a capacitive link is utilized for data transmission, fast phase
variations can be attained within every carrier cycle and data-rate-to-carrier-frequency (DRCF) ratios
of as high as 100% are achievable in this scheme [1].
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BPSK demodulation can be realized in two ways: coherent and non-coherent structures. In coherent
detection, phase synchronization between the received signal and the receiver is essential [8]. Most of the
digital coherent demodulators consume lots of power and suffer from circuit complexity. Consequently,
non-coherent BPSK demodulators are widely used in radio frequency applications and IBMs due to
their lower circuit complexity, occupying less chip area, and lower power consumption, despite higher
bit error rates [9,10].

Most of the non-coherent BPSK demodulation schemes are designed based on edge-detection
technique [1,14], pulse width measurement [15], and filtering techniques [16]. Among all the benefits
of these circuits, there are some disadvantages, like high power consumption and occupying a large
area. This article introduces a new high-data-rate, low-power, non-coherent BPSK demodulator for
fixed-in position implantable biomedical applications such as cochlear implants and visual prostheses,
where the link properties such as distance between receiver and transmitter, orientation, and alignment
are easily available [1]. The proposed demodulator is based on using a delayed digitized format
of the input signal for the detection of the received data as well as for recovering the clock signal.
The operation of the proposed circuit is closely comparable in terms of power consumption, occupied
active area, and reliability to most of the existing similar works.

2. Proposed BPSK Demodulator and Clock Recovery Circuit

Figures 2 and 3 depict the block diagram of the designed demodulator as well as its essential
theoretical waveforms, respectively. It should be noted that placing an automatic gain control as
the first stage of the receiver is needed in applications where orientation and matching between the
transmitting and receiving blocks are lost [17]. However, please note that as with fixed-in position
implantable biomedical applications [1] where the link properties such as distance between receiver
and transmitter, orientation, and alignment are easily available, it is not needed to use automatic
gain control in the receiver. In these cases, the minimum required level of received signal for correct
operation of the circuit is provided by the power amplifier in the external part according to the link
properties. Moreover, in these cases, as the received BPSK signal level is high enough, power can
also easily deliver wirelessly to the implant through the energy contained in the incoming BPSK data
signal [18,19]. In this architecture, the rectified BPSK signal is digitized by logic inverters, to be used as
an auxiliary clock with twice the BPSK frequency, and is called “2XClock”. The digitized BPSK signal
is then fed to the half-cycle delay block, containing a D flip-flop [20] which operates with 2XClock
signal. For extracting data, a low-power data detector proposed in this work will retrieve original data
from the digitized BPSK signal and a delayed digitized BPSK signal whose operation is described later
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in this section. In addition, through comparing the digitized BPSK and data recovered signals, only by
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It can be understood from Figure 3 that to retrieve the original data from the digitized BPSK
and delayed digitized BPSK signals, a circuit is needed so that when “0, 0” (“digitized BPSK,
delayed digitized BPSK,” respectively) state is received, the output signal changes its value to “0” and
remains unchanged while inputs are constant, and when “1, 1” state is received, the output signal
changes its value to “1” and remains unchanged while inputs are not changed to “0, 0”. It is important
that in two another states (“0, 1” and “1, 0”), the output must not change and should retain its previous
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value. As it is shown in Figure 3, some logical states between the digitized BPSK signal and delayed
digitized BPSK signal never happen, for example, “0, 0” and “1, 1” after each other or “0, 1” after “0, 0”
state. All situations that are possible to happen are illustrated in Figure 4.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 11 
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According to above mentioned hints, a simple low-power circuit for retrieving data from existing
signals is proposed (Figure 5). For understanding the operation of the proposed data detector, suppose
that both digitized BPSK and delayed digitized BPSK signals are in low logic level. In this case,
M1,8,9 transistors are ON and M3,4,6 devices are OFF. Therefore “B” node will be shortened to ground
and accordingly, “A” node is connected to Vdd via M1,2 transistors. Likewise, M10 will be ON and M5

will be OFF. In this state, the output level is low, and it will remain unchanged. According to Figure 4,
after “0, 0” state, only “1, 0” state can happen. In this case, again, M1,2,10 Mosfets are ON and the
output voltage retains its previous value. Now, when “1, 1” signals are received at data detector inputs,
opposite the “0, 0” state, M3,4 transistors are ON and “A” node will be shortened to ground, and then
M7 will be ON and given that the M6 was ON, “B” node will be connected to Vdd. Consequently,
M5 will be ON and makes “A” node unchanged at the low level. Similarly, when inputs change to “1,
0” state, the output level will not change. In this way, the original data can be detected by the circuit
proposed in Figure 5. Transistor dimensions of the data detector circuit are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Transistor dimensions of the data detector circuit.

Device Name W/L

M1,2,6,7 0.88 μm/0.18 μm
M3,4,8,9 0.22 μm/0.18 μm
M5,10 0.44 μm/0.18 μm
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3. Post-Layout Simulation and Experimental Results

The presented circuit has been designed and simulated in a 0.18 μm CMOS process. The designed
modulator occupies a total area of 17 × 27 μm2 (Figure 6). Important waveforms that resulted from
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post-layout simulations in the typical NMOS and PMOS corner case at 20 MHz carrier frequency are
shown in Figure 7. All traces are named with the ones used in Figure 2. A power-on-reset signal makes
the reset signal needed to initialize the flip-flops and all other circuits at the beginning and makes them
ready for the correct operation. According to post-layout simulations, demodulated data has a latency
of 5 ns from the input BPSK signal which can be ignored in noncoherent detection.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 11 
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The proposed circuit was post-layout-simulated in various process/temperature corners,
with ±10% changes in power supply, for all of which correct operation was seen. The demodulated
data and the recovered clock, as well as some other waveforms, in some process/temperature corners
are shown in Figures 8–10 at a 20 MHz carrier frequency that resulted from post-layout simulations.
The results of post-layout simulations for different process corners and temperature variations in
0.18 μm CMOS process are summarized in Table 2, which indicates that the overall performance of
the designed circuit is robust against process/voltage/temperature (PVT) variations. Note that these
results obtained from circuit simulations are in the typical NMOS typical PMOS (TT), slow NMOS
slow PMOS (SS), and fast NMOS fast PMOS (FF) corner cases.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 11 
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Table 2. Performance summary of the proposed demodulator.

Process Corner/Temperature TT/27 ◦C SS/85 ◦C FF/−40 ◦C
Power Consumption *

(1.8 V Vdd) 8.7 μW 5.9 μW 13.2 μW

* @ 20 MHz carrier frequency and 20 Mbps data rate.

As stated in Section 2, there is no need to place automatic gain control in the receiver in fixed-in
position implantable biomedical applications where the minimum required level of received signal for
correct operation of the circuit is provided by the power amplifier in the external part according to
the link properties. However, in order to show the correct operation of the proposed circuit against
variations on received BPSK signal level, Figure 11 depicts the post-layout-simulated behavior of the
proposed demodulator with ±30% changes in the received BPSK signal level, for all of which correct
operation was seen.
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In order to achieve accurate simulations considering fabrication process variations, the Monte
Carlo analysis is performed on the designed BPSK demodulator by applying both process variations
(such as variations on threshold voltage) and transistors’ aspect ratio mismatches for all the devices
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employed. Figures 12 and 13 show the simulated transient response of the proposed circuit for
demodulated data and the recovered clock, respectively, with 500 iterations. As it can be seen, the effect
of non-idealities on the performance of the proposed circuit is negligible. Moreover, Figure 14 illustrates
the Monte Carlo simulation of power consumption with 100 iterations. As it can be seen, the circuit
consumes as low as 8.5 μW from the power supply of 1.8 V at the data rate of 20 Mbps, and the highest
deviation of power consumption from its typical value is almost 30%.
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For verifying the functionality of the presented scheme in the circuit level, a proof-of-concept
prototype was developed via TTL logic gates, a D flip-flop, an inductive coupling coil, and a diode
rectification bridge, a photograph of which is shown in Figure 15. In this case, a 1 MHz, 1 Mbps BPSK
signal with an amplitude of 5 V was employed as the input signal. Figure 16 shows an oscilloscope
screen picture, presenting the important waveforms, which supports the proposed idea.

Performance comparisons between the proposed BPSK demodulator and other reported designs
in the 0.18 μm CMOS process working at 1.8 V power supply are presented in Table 3. Note that
the presented circuit is also simulated in different frequencies for making better comparisons.
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The simulation shows that static power dissipation is dominant at low operating frequencies. It can
be seen that the designed circuit works with extremely low power consumption and within a small
occupied active area, with a DRCF ratio of as high as 100%.

Table 3. Performance comparisons with other similar works.

[7] [8] [10] [11] [14] [15] [16] * [22] [23] [24] This Work

Frequency (MHz) 10 13.56 10 16 4 10 1 8 10 10 2 10 20
Data rate (Mbps) 10 1.12 10 16 0.8 10 1 8 10 10 2 10 20

DRCF (%) 100 8.25 100 100 20 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Chip Area (μm2) - 19 × 104 - - 4300 3500 - - - 1120 459 459 459

Power Consumption
(μW)

119 610 232 27 59 77.9 88.2 148 27.2 14 5.6 6.7 8.5

FOM
(( DRCF

Power(μW) )× 10 −3) 8.4 0.14 4.3 37 3.4 12.8 11.3 6.7 36.7 71.4 160 144 113

* Without clock recovery circuit.
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4. Conclusions

In this article, a low-power, high-data-rate, area-efficient BPSK demodulator utilizing a delayed
digitized format of the input BPSK signal is presented. The presented circuit is designed and simulated
in a standard 0.18 μm CMOS process using a 1.8 V power supply. Post-layout simulation and Monte
Carlo analysis show that the presented circuit (including the clock recovery block) consumes 5.6 μW,
6.7 μW, and 8.5 μW at frequencies of 2 MHz, 10 MHz, and 20 MHz, respectively. The occupied active
area of the whole circuit is 17 × 27 μm2 and besides simplicity and low power consumption, the
designed demodulator circuit benefits from a DRCF of 100%.
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Abstract: This paper studies sum rate maximization of a cognitive radio network, where a
full-duplex relay (FDR) is considered to assist data transmission. An FDR equipped with multiple
transmit/receive antennas is introduced to harvest energy from the radio frequency signal of the
primary system to reuse the energy for its own data transmission. By exploiting the time-switching
relaying protocol, we first formulate an optimization problem for the sum rate of primary and
secondary receivers and then propose a low-complexity algorithm to find the optimal solution.
Numerical results verify the effectiveness of the proposed technique for wireless information and
power transfer in cognitive radio systems.

Keywords: cognitive radio; energy harvesting; full-duplex relay; simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer (SWIPT); zero-forcing precoding

1. Introduction

In-band full-duplex (FD) radio has recently attracted much attention to improve the capacity
of wireless communication systems. Theoretically, the use of FD radio is expected to double the
spectral efficiency (SE) of a wireless channel [1]. However, the main challenge of an FD-based system
is the self-interference (SI) due to the data transmission and reception operating at the same time
and frequency. Accordingly, there have been many efforts to suppress SI, and thus, a small residual
SI is usually taken into account [2–6]. Based on FD communications, relay-assisted networks have
been studied in many works where the FD technique is used for relay nodes to forward the messages
efficiently from the source to the destination nodes [7,8].

Another paradigm for radio resource sharing, known as cognitive radio (CR), allows an unlicensed
secondary user (SU) to utilize the same spectrum that is allocated to a licensed primary user (PU),
so that SE can be significantly enhanced [9–11]. To reap the benefits of both FD and CR, the authors
in [12] proposed a new model, where an FD-enabled secondary transmitter (ST) is used to relay the
messages from the primary transmitter (PT) to PU. The authors in [13] considered an FD relay (FDR)
based on non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) to maximize the near user rate, while FDR selection
applicable for multiple pairs of SUs and PUs was presented in [14].

Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) has been accepted as a green
solution for next-generation communication systems [15–21], in which the energy harvesting (EH)
process enables the devices to recharge their own batteries through radio frequency (RF) signals.
Consequently, SWIPT not only helps reduce the wasted energy, but also supports wireless networks
with many devices, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and sensor networks. There are four main types
of SWIPT architectures: separate receiver, power splitting, time switching, and antenna switching.
Among them, the time switching approach facilitates joint optimization in the signal processing under
various conditions, i.e., interference management and quality-of-service (QoS) constraints.

Electronics 2020, 9, 835; doi:10.3390/electronics9050835 www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics321
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In the context of SWIPT-integrated networks, there are many efforts to improve the system
performance by applying SWIPT to both FD- and CR-based networks (CRNs). In [22], an FD-enabled
system using SWIPT was proposed to improve spectral and energy efficiencies. In CRNs,
the performance analysis for EH and system throughput was investigated in [23], indicating the
effectiveness of SWIPT. To further enhance the performance for SWIPT-based CRN systems, the authors
in [24] developed a model, where an FD-enabled access point simultaneously charges the battery of ST
and receives the signals from PT in the first phase, and in the second phase, the ST transmits/forwards
the messages to secondary/primary receivers (SR/PR). Although the CRN scheme in [23] could reuse
the energy by sensing the appearance of the PT’s signal, the conventional EH based on single-input
single-output (SISO) cannot exploit the benefit of the multiple-antenna technique. In addition, the use
of an energy beam in [22,24] might lead to inefficient power consumption at the energy beaming
sources, i.e., base stations and APs, due to the strong attenuation caused by the path loss. The above
discussions motivate us to develop an FD-based CRN that takes advantage of the beamforming
technique for SWIPT.

This paper investigates a CRN where the data transmission between an ST and an SR is entirely
performed via an FDR. Differently from previous works, the data transmission operates in two phases
of a time block as in the time-switching relaying (TSR) protocol, where the fraction is optimized so that
the sum rate of the primary and secondary systems is maximized. In the first phase, the ST and FDR
harvest energy from the primary signal and utilize the harvested energy to transmit their independent
signals. With the given spectrum access and harvested energy, in the second phase, the FDR is enabled
to assist PT and ST in forwarding the data to PR and SR, respectively. To the best of our knowledge,
a thorough performance evaluation of FDR enabled by EH in CRNs has not been reported in the
literature. The proposed model brings some advantages: (i) inherited from the property of relaying,
the FDR utilizes distances geometrically near receivers for improving the system performance; (ii) FDR
is able to exploit the benefit of the multiple-antenna technique to harvest energy and transmit data
efficiently; (iii) the proposed model is particularly suitable for CRNs, in that the CRNs can sense the
appearances of PT’s signals in one block transmission to recycle the energy from PT’s signal, instead of
requesting the new energy beam from PT.

Under the proposed model, we formulate a novel sum rate maximization problem for both SR and
PR, which is found to be non-convex programming. To solve the problem efficiently, we then propose
a low-complexity iterative algorithm based on the inner convex approximation (ICA) framework.
Numerical results are provided not only to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system
model and optimization algorithm, but also to show the performance trade-off between the secondary
and primary systems under the multiple-antenna technique and fractional time optimization.

Notation: XH and tr(X) are the Hermitian transpose and trace of a matrix X, respectively. ‖ · ‖
and | · | denote the Euclidean norm of a vector and the absolute value of a complex scalar, respectively.
x ∼ CN (a, σ2) indicates that the random variable x follows the complex normal distribution with
mean a and variance σ2.

2. System Model and Problem Formulation

As illustrated in Figure 1, we consider a CRN consisting of a primary system with one PT and one
PR and a secondary system with one ST and one SR. A decode-and-forward (DF)-based FDR equipped
with N-receive and M-transmit antennas is primarily employed in the secondary system, under the
assumption that there is no direct link from ST to SR due to path loss and shadowing. We denote the
channel vectors from PT/ST to FDR by hz ∈ CN×1, z ∈ {p, s}, while gz ∈ C1×M represents the channel
vectors from FDR to PR/SR. fps ∈ C and fpp ∈ C stand for the channel responses from PT to ST and to
PR, respectively. FDR is assumed to be a multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) device while PT
and ST are merely equipped with one antenna (without loss of generality, the proposed system model
can be extended to MIMO scenarios for PT and/or ST to further improve the system performance).
Hence, HRR ∈ CN×M designates the self-interference (SI) channel from the transmit antennas to the
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receive antennas at FDR. In particular, the residual SI can be modeled as HRR =
√

ρH0, where the
entries of H0 follow a Rician distribution, and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 denotes the level of SI suppression after
applying cancellation techniques as proposed in [25].

ST SR

PT PR

Figure 1. A cognitive radio network with a full-duplex relay (FDR).

Remark 1. In this paper, we focus on the effect of the TSR protocol under the perfectly known channel state
information (CSI). Therefore, the results of this paper will provide an upper bound of system performance.
However, the following proposed model and method can be applied to a robust design under channel uncertainty
by decomposing the perfect channels into the channel estimates and estimation errors [6].

2.1. Information and Power Transfer Model

To be energy-efficient, the data transmission of CRN is considered in a time block when the
link between PT and PR sharing the same spectrum is sensed to be active. Accordingly, ST and FDR
are allowed to harvest energy from RF signals transmitted by PT, and then, they use the harvested
energy for their own data transmission. We consider a TSR protocol for joint energy harvesting and
information processing [22], as illustrated in Figure 2. According to the TSR protocol, ST and FDR
harvest energy from the PT’s signal for a fraction α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) of a certain time slot k of duration T.
The remaining (1 − α) fraction of the time slot is used for information transmission. As a result,
the amount of energy harvested at ST and FDR can be respectively expressed as:

Es = ηPp
∣∣ fps

∣∣2 αT and Er = ηPp
∥∥hp

∥∥2
αT, (1)

where 0 < η < 1 denotes the energy conversion efficiency and Pp is the transmit power of PT.
Correspondingly, the maximum available power at ST and that at FDR for the time duration (1 − α)T
are respectively calculated as:

Ps =
α

1 − α
ηPp

∣∣ fps
∣∣2 and Pr =

α

1 − α
ηPp

∥∥hp
∥∥2 . (2)

Herein, we suppose that the energies harvested by ST and FDR in the first phase time of αT are
completely used for information transmission in the second phase time of (1 − α)T. The received
signals at FDR, SR, and PR during the time duration (1 − α)T at the kth time slot are respectively
given as:

yr[k] = Hx[k] +
√

PrρH0Ws[k] + nr[k], (3)

ys[k] =
√

PrgsWs[k] + ns[k], (4)

yp[k] =
√

PrgpWs[k] +
√

Pp fppxp[k] + np[k], (5)

where H �
[
hs hp

]
and x[k] �

[√
Psxs[k]

√
Ppxp[k]

]H , with xs[k] and xp[k] ∼ CN (0, 1) being
the transmit symbols of ST and PT in the kth time slot, respectively; the elements of nr[k], ns[k],
and np[k] ∼ CN (0, σ2) denote the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at FDR, SR and PR,
respectively. At FDR, a beamforming matrix W is applied to combat co-channel interference, yielding
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the transmit signal s[k] =
[
xs[k − τ] xp[k − τ]

]H , where τ accounts for the time delay caused by
the relay processing. The system is assumed to adopt a zero-forcing (ZF) detector AH and a ZF
beamforming W at FDR:

AH �
(

HHH
)−1

HH , and W � cG
(

GHG
)−1

,

where:

GH =
[
gH

s gH
p

]H
, and c =

1√
tr
(
(GHG)

−1) .

Herein, the power control factor c is to ensure that the maximum transmit power at FDR does not
exceed the harvested power in the corresponding transmission block. Furthermore, PT can transmit
data directly to PR during the first phase, and thus, the received signal at PR via the direct link during
the time αT is given as:

ydir
p [k] =

√
Pp fppxp[k] + n′

p[k]. (6)

It is assumed that the processing delay is negligibly small compared to the transmission time.
Moreover, the time slot k is an arbitrary slot at which PT sends the signals to PR. For simplicity, we omit
τ and k, hereafter.

Energy harvesting at ST, FDR Information transmission ST         FDR          SR

Information transmission PT         PR Information transmission PT FDR PR

Time slot 

Figure 2. Time-switching relaying (TSR) protocol.

2.2. Achievable Rates and Problem Formulation

The estimated data at FDR can be expressed as x̂ = AHyr. From (3) and (4), the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the secondary system in each hop can be computed as:

γST,R =
Ps

∣∣aH
s hs

∣∣2
Pp

∣∣aH
s hp

∣∣2 + Prρ ‖aH
s H0W‖2

+ σ2 ‖as‖2
, (7)

γR,SR =
Pr |gsws|2

Pr
∣∣gswp

∣∣2 + σ2
, (8)

where as is the first column of A corresponding to hs; ws and wp are the first and second columns of
W corresponding to hs and hp, respectively. Similarly, the SINR of the primary system during the time
(1 − α)T can be found as:

γPT,R =
Pp

∣∣∣aH
p hp

∣∣∣2
Ps

∣∣∣aH
p hs

∣∣∣2 + Prρ
∥∥∥aH

p H0W
∥∥∥2

+ σ2
∥∥ap

∥∥2
, (9)

γR,PR =
Pr

∣∣gpwp
∣∣2

Pr
∣∣gpws

∣∣2 + Pp
∣∣ fpp

∣∣2 + σ2
, (10)
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where ap is the second column of A corresponding to hp. Furthermore, the SNR of the primary system
for the direct link during the time αT in (6) is found as:

γPT,PR =
Pp

∣∣ fpp
∣∣2

σ2 . (11)

The end-to-end (e2e) achievable rate of the secondary system can be expressed as:

Rs = (1 − α) ln
(
1 + min

(
γST,R, γR,SR

))
. (12)

Similarly, the e2e achievable rate of the primary system that uses a maximal-ratio-combining
(MRC) to combine (9) and (11) can be written as:

Rp = Rα + (1 − α) ln (1 + min (γPT,R, γR,PR)) , (13)

where Rα � α ln (1 + γPT,PR) is a linear function with respect to α.
From (12) and (13), the optimization problem of maximizing the sum rate of the primary and

secondary systems can be formulated as (To maximize the sum rate, we focus on the optimization of
the time fraction α, which determines a trade-off between the energy harvesting and data transmission.
The joint optimization of power allocation and time fraction will probably enhance the performance,
but with much higher complexity.):

maximize
α

Rs + Rp, (14a)

subject to 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (14b)

It can be seen that Problem (14) is non-convex, since the objective function in (14a) is non-concave.
In what follows, a low-complexity approach to find the solution of (14) will be presented.

3. Proposed Solution for SRM Problem

We first transform Problem (14) into a tractable non-convex form and then apply the ICA method
to devise a low-complexity algorithm.

3.1. Tractable Formulation for SRM Problem

We first introduce a new variable β with an additional constraint: α + β ≤ 1. Accordingly, (1 − α)

in (12) and (13) can be equivalently replaced by β. This provides a smoothing optimization instead
of a strictly-splitting time slot in the TSR protocol. Then, we tackle the non-smooth functions in (12)
and (13) by adding the following constraints:

γST,R ≥ 1
ts

and γR,SR ≥ 1
ts

, (15a)

γPT,R ≥ 1
tp

and γR,PR ≥ 1
tp

. (15b)

Therefore, Rs and Rp are respectively expressed as:

Rs ≥ β ln
(
1 +

1
ts

)
:= R̄s, (16a)

Rp ≥ Rα + β ln
(
1 +

1
tp

)
:= R̄p. (16b)
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By using (16), we can equivalently rewrite (14) as:

maximize
α,β,t

R̄s + R̄p, (17a)

subject to 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, (17b)

α + β ≤ 1, (17c)

(15), (17d)

where t �
[
ts; tp

]
. We note that Problem (17) is still non-convex due to the non-concave objective

in (17a) and the non-convex constraints in (17d).

3.2. Proposed Iterative Algorithm

In this subsection, we focus on convexifying Problem (17) by applying the ICA method to (17a)
and (17d). To do this, we first introduce two approximate functions as follows.

• Consider the function f (x, y) � 1
y ln(1 + 1

x ), (x, y) ∈ R2
++. It can be seen that f (x, y) is convex,

since its Hessian is a positive definite matrix. According to [6], we can obtain an upper bound of
f (x, y) around the point (x(κ), y(κ)) as:

f (x, y) ≥ A(x(κ), y(κ)) + B(x(κ), y(κ))x + C(x(κ), y(κ))y

:= f̃ (κ)(x, y), (18)

where:

A(x(κ), y(κ)) � 2
y(κ)

ln
(

1 +
1

x(κ)

)
+

1(
x(κ) + 1

)
y(κ)

,

B(x(κ), y(κ)) � − 1
x(κ)

(
x(κ) + 1

)
y(κ)

,

C(x(κ), y(κ)) � − 1
(y(κ))2

ln
(

1 +
1

x(κ)

)
.

• Similarly, an upper bound of a convex function g(x, y) � x2

y , (x, y) ∈ R2
++ around the point

(x(κ), y(κ)) can be found as:

g(x, y) ≥ 2x(κ)

y(κ)
x − (x(κ))2

(y(κ))2
y := g̃(κ)(x, y). (19)

Inner approximation of (17a): We introduce a new variable δ that satisfies the following
convex constraint:

1
δ
≤ β, δ ≥ 1. (20)

By substituting (20) into (16) and applying (18), the concave minorants of R̄s and R̄p at the
iteration κ + 1 are respectively given as:

R̄s ≥ f (ts, δ) ≥ f̃ (κ)(ts, δ) := R̈s, (21a)

R̄p ≥ Rα + f (tp, δ) ≥ Rα + f̃ (κ)(tp, δ) := R̈p. (21b)

It is observed that (17a) can be iteratively replaced by R̈s + R̈p, which is a concave objective
function. We notice that when κ → ∞, the inequalities in (16), (20), and (21) hold with equalities.

To convexify (15), the following theorem is derived using the ICA framework.
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Theorem 1. For two arbitrary vectors x and y, let λ(x, y) � ηPp‖x‖2‖y‖2. The constraints in (15a) are
convexified as:

αλ(hp,
√

ρaH
s H0W) + βψST,R ≤ νST,R, (22a)

g(κ)(
√

α, νST,R)λ( fps, aH
s hs) ≥ 1

ts
, (22b)

αλ(hp, gswp) + βσ2 ≤ νR,SR, (22c)

g(κ)(
√

α, νR,SR)λ(hp, gsws) ≥ 1
ts

, (22d)

where νST,R and νR,SR are newly introduced variables and ψST,R � Pp
∣∣aH

s hp
∣∣2 + ‖as‖2 σ2. Similarly,

the constraints in (15b) are approximated by the following convex constraints:

αφPT,R + β
∥∥ap

∥∥2
σ2 ≤ νPT,R, (23a)

Pp
∣∣∣aH

p hp

∣∣∣2 g(κ)(
√

β, νPT,R) ≥ 1
tp

, (23b)

αλ(hp, gpws) + β(Pp
∣∣ fpp

∣∣2 + σ2) ≤ νR,PR, (23c)

g(κ)(
√

α, νR,PR)λ(hp, gpwp) ≥ 1
tp

, (23d)

where νPT,R and νR,PR are new variables and φPT,R � λ( fps, aH
p hs) + λ(hp,

√
ρaH

p H0W).

Proof. Please see Appendix A.

For convenience, we define ν �
[
νST,R; νR,SR; νPT,R; νR,PR

]
. By using (20), (21), and Theorem 1,

the successive convex program providing a minorant maximization for (14) at the iteration κ + 1 is
given by:

maximize
S

R̈(κ+1)
Σ � R̈s + R̈p, (24a)

subject to (17b), (17c), (20), (22), (23), (24b)

where S � {α, β, δ, t, ν} and, correspondingly, S (κ) = {α(κ), β(κ), δ(κ), t(κ), ν(κ)} at iteration κ. We
successively solve (24) and update the involved optimization variables after each iteration until
convergence, which is guaranteed to achieve at least a locally optimal solution of (14). In summary,
the proposed algorithm for solving (14) is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Proposed iterative algorithm for solving Problem (14).

1: Initialization: Set κ := 0, ε := 10−3, R̈(0)
Σ := −∞, and randomly generate an initial point S (0).

2: repeat

3: Solve (24) to obtain the objective value R̈(κ+1)
Σ and solution S (�).

4: Update S (κ+1) := S (�).
5: Set κ := κ + 1.
6: until R̈(κ)

Σ − R̈(κ−1)
Σ < ε.

7: Output: The solution α∗ = α(κ). The corresponding achievable rate is given by (14a).

Complexity analysis: The proposed algorithm takes low complexity in the scene that all the
constraints in (24) are conic constraints. In particular, the per-iteration complexity of solving (24) is
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O(C2.5V2 + C3.5), where C denotes the number of constraints in (24b) and V is the number of decision
variables determined by the number of elements in S .

Remark 2. It can be foreseen that the proposed algorithm is easily applied to an SR’s rate (resp., PR’s rate)
maximization problem under the quality-of-service (QoS) constraint for PR (resp., SR) receiver, i.e.,

maximize
S

R̃(κ+1)
Σ � R̈s, (25a)

subject to (17b), (17c), (20), (22), (23), (25b)

R̈p ≥ R̄p, (25c)

where R̄p is a data rate requirement for PR. In fact, Constraint (25c) is linear due to the property of the ICA
method, leading to a convex programming in (25). Typically, this problem is associated with a trade-off between
SR and PR rates, which is examined in Figure 5.

4. Numerical Results

We consider that an FDR (denoted by R) equipped with N receive antennas and M transmit
antennas is located 20 m away from PT, i.e., dPT,R = 20 m, where dx,y is the distance from x

to y. An ST is located between PT and FDR such that dPT,ST = 2 m. PR and SR are located
at two points, which are symmetric with respect to the line from PT to FDR, such that dR,PR =

dR,SR = 5 m, dPT,PR =
√

d2
PT,R + d2

R,PR m, and dST,SR =
√

d2
ST,R + d2

R,SR m. The channel responses
are determined by ḧ = d−ϕ

z ĥ, where ḧ ∈ {hp, hs, gp, gs, fps, fpp} corresponds to the link z ∈
{(PT, R), (ST, R), (R, PR), (R, SR), (PT, ST), (PT, PR)}, respectively; the path-loss exponent is assumed to
be ϕ = 3, while the elements of ĥ follow CN (0, 1). Unless otherwise specified, the transmit power at
PT, background noise power, and energy conversion parameter are respectively set as Pp = 26 dBm,
σ2 = −104 dBm, and η = 0.5 [26–28], while the suppression level of the residual SI is set as ρ = −90 dB
following the worst-case design in [29].

Figure 3 depicts the sum rate of SR and PR versus the maximum power budget at PT. The range
of the examined power budget is from 18 to 43 dBm, which is usually used for the maximum power at
BS in small-cell to macro-cell scenarios [30]. To evaluate the proposed algorithm (Algorithm 1), we
consider three other schemes: (i) SR and PR directly receive the signals from ST and PT, respectively,
in which the harvesting time α for ST is optimized (Opt.α w/oFDR); (ii) data transmission using the
same beamforming and detection as the proposed method is performed with α fixed to 0.5 (fixed α

w/FDR); (iii) we plot the performance of a baseline scheme using a half-duplex relay (HDR) (named as
“Alg. 1 w/HDR”), in which the proposed algorithm is utilized to find the optimal value of α, and the
later phase with time fraction (1 − α) is split into two sub-phases: one sub-phase for transferring
signals from ST and PT to HDR and the other sub-phase for forwarding the messages from HDR to
SR and PR. We can observe that the proposed method provides the best performance, due to the fact
that the power is efficiently utilized by a cooperation between the harvesting time and beamforming
at the FDR. In particular, for all the considered values of Pp, the proposed scheme gives about 2
bps/Hz higher than the one using “fixed α w/FDR”, due to only the linear difference in time fraction
optimization. Meanwhile, the gain of the proposed scheme over “Opt. α w/o FDR” decreases as
Pp increases. Clearly, “Opt. α w/o FDR” suffers from high attenuation, due to the long-distance
propagation from PT (ST) to PR (SR), which is merely compensated by the increase in power budget at
the PT. It can be observed that with a low transmit power at PT, “Alg. 1 w/HDR” slightly outperforms
“Opt. α w/o FDR”, which confirms the benefit of the use of relaying. However, the performance gap is
seen to diminish as Pp increases. Figure 4 further investigates the system performance with various
numbers of receive/transmit antennas at FDR. Obviously, the performance of the scheme without FDR
is independent of the number of antennas, while the rate gain obtained by the proposed method is
verified. Indeed, the performance of FDR-assisted schemes is improved more quickly when both N
and M increase than when only one of them increases.
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Figure 3. Sum rate of the secondary receiver (SR) and the primary receiver (PR) versus Pp with
M = N = 4.
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Figure 4. Sum rate of SR and PR versus the transmit power at the primary transmitter (PT) and the
number of antennas at the full-duplex relay (FDR).

Figure 5 shows the trade-off between SR and PR rates with respect to α for different numbers of
receive/transmit antennas. Considering practicability, we set the number of transmit/receive antennas
at the FDR to the powers-of-two values. The energy harvested at the ST and FDR becomes higher as α

increases, leading to a higher SR rate. However, when the value of α is higher than a certain threshold,
the SR rate deteriorates due to the decrease in the information transmission time, (1 − α). On the
contrary, the PR rate increases with α, since the time of direct information transmission for the PR
increases. At the maximum sum-rate point associated with the optimal α, an increase in the number of
transmit antennas at the FDR (M = 4, 8, 16) provides more degrees of freedom, which boosts both the
SR and PR rates. On the other hand, the sum rate also increases as the number of receive antennas at
FDR (N = 4, 8, 16) increases. This is primarily attributed to an increase in the SR rate, as FDR would
be in the proximity of ST.
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Figure 5. Trade-off between SR and PR rates.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we considered a sum rate maximization problem for the primary and secondary
systems assisted by an FDR with energy harvesting. A design problem based on the TSR protocol
for joint optimization of energy harvesting and information transfer was established as a non-convex
problem. By using the ICA framework, we derived the optimal solution for the problem. Remarkably,
the proposed iterative algorithm was shown to provide a low computational complexity per iteration.
Numerical results indicated that the proposed scheme and algorithm provided a spectral efficiency 0.5
to 2 bps/Hz higher than other schemes in the medium to high transmit power at PT by exploiting the
benefits of multiple antennas and time fraction optimization. Moreover, we demonstrated a trade-off
between the SR rate and the PR rate, as well as the effect of the number transmit and receive antennas
at FDR on the sum rate.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1

To convexify (15), we first address Constraint (15a). For two arbitrary vectors x and y, let
λ(x, y) � ηPp‖x‖2‖y‖2, and then, Constraint (15a) is equivalent to the following constraints:

(15a) ⇔

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

αλ( fps, aH
s hs)

αλ(hp,
√

ρaH
s H0W) + βψST,R

≥ 1
ts

,

αλ(hp, gsws)

αλ(hp, gswp) + βσ2 ≥ 1
ts

,

(A1a)

(A1b)
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where ψST,R � Pp
∣∣aH

s hp
∣∣2 + ‖as‖2 σ2. By applying (19) to (A1), Constraint (15a) is convexified as:

g(κ)(
√

α, νST,R)λ( fps, aH
s hs) ≥ 1

ts
, (A2a)

g(κ)(
√

α, νR,SR)λ(hp, gsws) ≥ 1
ts

, (A2b)

with the imposed constraints:

αλ(hp,
√

ρaH
s H0W) + βψST,R ≤ νST,R, (A3a)

αλ(hp, gswp) + βσ2 ≤ νR,SR, (A3b)

where νST,R and νR,SR are new variables. When κ → ∞, the equality of (15a) holds with the equalities
in (A2) and (A3), which are given in (22). Next, we apply the same steps as above to (15b) to obtain
the convex constraints in (23), which completes the proof.
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